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DEDICATION

It is our Great Joy and Privilege to dedicate Volume 10, *The "I AM" Discourses* by Beloved David Lloyd, to our Beloved Saint Germain and Jesus, our Beloved Mr. and Mrs. Ballard, and our Beloved David Lloyd and the Brotherhood of Mount Shasta. May all the Great Ones who have given us Their Assistance to come this far in the Light, be held within our Love; and may our Service to Life prove our Gratitude to Them for all we have received.
GLORIOUS MOUNT SHASTA

Shasta! Oh, Mount Shasta!
What Secrets do you hide,
What dwells within that Heart of Yours,
What Light does There abide?

Beneath Your snowy peaks so Bright
What Blessings do You hold,
What Knowledge do You guard so well
From those who seek too bold?

I think I hear You speak to me
From Your Pure Heights above.
I feel and hear Your Answer now
"There's just one way through Love!"

"To him who knows that 'Presence' well
And lives It, too, beside,
My Secrets are an Open Book,
From him I've nought to hide.

"Learn well that Golden Key of Life,
It opens every lock;
With It, you may fling wide My Door
For Love ne'er needs to knock.

"Oh, Sons of Earth, who seek more Light,
Learn first Love's Great Command!
Pour out Its Healing Golden Streams
And in My Heart you'll stand."

CHANERA
MAY our Hearts' Love and Gratitude go forth today to our Beloved Mr. G. W. Ballard and our Beloved David Lloyd, whose Experiences are contained within this Book, The “I AM” Discourses. May we pour to Them our deepest Love for these Discourses, and this Explanation of the Victory of the Ascension!

"Beloved Mighty I AM Presence,’ Beloved David Lloyd, and the Brotherhood of Mount Shasta, bring an individual Crystal Cup of Liquid Light into our hands and use; and as we drink It, compel the annihilation of everything human. Draw forth and make visible, and manifest in, to, through and around us all the Victory of all that is Divine, and hold Thy Dominion in the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan in all we ever do forever.”

— Mrs. G. W. Ballard

DAVID LLOYD:

"Because of My long years of search, and My Intense Desire to fulfill the Call of My Heart, this Mountain is charged with the apex of My Feeling, and the Momentum that I had built of craving the Ascension. Therefore, you who turn your attention to Me and are treading upon the ground upon which I walked,
and upon which the Messenger walked, you can very easily be charged with that same Momentum — of not only demanding the Ascension, and the Enfolding Radiance that enfolded the Beloved Godfré, but with that Fierce Determination you have had to scale the Heights. You have no idea in what a short time all of you could outpicture, through your Radiation alone, a Power of Light that would heal all you contact; and It would anchor within them *My feeling and craving for the Ascension!*

“That is what mankind needs! They need to be charged with *the feeling to desire the Ascension!* Then on this Mountain particularly, because My Desire had been of such years standing, when that Desire is fulfilled, It is Joy unspeakable, indescribable in physical words.

Since I was the One who felt That, then I can charge That not only into the Mountain, but into the atmosphere around it. Since the Beloved Godfré was the One, when the Light came into His Body, and came out to Me to force the Assistance to Me to the completion of My Ascension, then He can charge *His feeling,* and as sure as you feel That, will you release the Power from your own ‘Mighty I AM Presence,’ because It is like a Magnet.

“When We flood *Our Feeling* around you, It automatically draws down from your ‘Presence’ that *same Feeling,* and that is yours permanently. It is
like a needle attracted to a magnet. Therefore, when I clothe you in My Feeling and Desire for the Ascension, and the Enjoyment of Its attainment, and the Beloved Godfré clothes you in His feeling of that Light coming into Him, and then out to Me—as surely as We make you feel Our Feeling, will your ‘Presence’ unite with That and anchor that Feeling into the physical self.

“We glory in your determination. Go forward like happy children, and don’t accept anything but the most amazing Victory to your every Call! Be determined when you send forth a Call, that the Answer shall come like a Streak of Lightning, and relieve you of your problems, and leave in your worlds, the Blessings that will delight you forever; then make you a Being of Power and Victory to assist all mankind whom you contact to look up and get some Understanding of the Ascension, and charge people with the desire to call for their Ascension!

“Go on and demand with your increased determination; and We will grant your requests according to the Light. When you think of Me—remember My Feeling awaits to surge into your world and do This which I have offered, and which I know will bring you Happiness which is Eternal, and Victory which is Boundless! I thank you.”

Godfré Ray King
Lotus Ray King
Our Beloved Messenger, Mr. G.W. Ballard (second from left), with fellow hikers at the “rest house” on the side of Mount Shasta, California, August 193
EDITOR'S NOTE

THE year, 1980 (the first printing of this Book) commemorated the fiftieth anniversary of our Beloved David Lloyd's meeting with our Beloved Mr. Ballard on the side of Mount Shasta.

The picture on the opposite page was taken during August 1930, at the rest-house (Horse Camp Lodge) where Mr. Ballard had spent the night, during the time of his meetings with Beloved Saint Germain, which are recorded in Unveiled Mysteries and The Magic Presence.

One day while hiking high on this Mountain, Beloved David Lloyd met Mr. Ballard, and the experiences related in this Book are Beloved David Lloyd's own Words as dictated through Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ballard (Godfré and Lotus Ray King)—our Beloved Accredited Messengers.

The Discourses presented in Part I are the original manuscripts as transcribed by Beloved Mrs. Betty O. Mundy; no changes were made in editing.

The Discourses contained in Part II are verbatim from the original Dictation recordings.

It is with our greatest Joy and Gratitude that we present this Book, The "I AM" Discourses, Volume X, which gives the full Explanation of Beloved David Lloyd's Victory of the Ascension without passing through the "change called death."

The Editor
I drink of God's Cup of White Fire,
I hold It now in my hand,
"I AM" a Sun of God's Presence,
God's Great Honor Flame "I AM"!

"I AM" God's Cup of White Fire,
That blesses all I behold,
I give of Its Mighty Essence,
God's Blessings of Love untold.

I carry God's Cup of White Fire,
That all may behold Its Flame,
I raise It high to my "Presence,"
And command in God's Great Name.

I stand with God's Cup of White Fire,
And give of Its Love to all,
"I AM" Its Victory and Power,
Its Miracles "I AM" and call.

I heal with God's Cup of White Fire,
Its Presence with all remains,
Its Essence flows without limit!
Its Fire us all sustains!
God's Music, God's Cup of White Fire,
Enfolds the Earth in God's Love,
Purifies all by Its Presence,
Which all now behold above.

God's Bells, God's Cup of White Fire,
Ring mankind forever Free,
And as I hear them resounding,
Their Great God-Flame pours thru me!

I offer God's Cup of White Fire,
All see Its Great Honor Flame,
My World—a Sun of Its Presence,
The Source from whence we all came!

My Heart is God's Cup of White Fire,
My Life is God’s Essence here,
My Hands, God’s Flame in Action,
Protecting all we hold dear!

I pour from God's Cup of White Fire,
God's Wonders all must behold,
God's Gifts shall bless without limit,
As all their Powers enfold.
I give God's Cup of White Fire,
  To all who accept Its Truth,
Its Great Eternal God-Presence,
  The "Mighty I AM" is proof.

God's Peace, God's Cup of White Fire,
  "I AM" to all here below,
God's Health, God's Strength and God's Courage,
On all It does now bestow.

God's Secrets, God's Cup of White Fire,
  Reveal God's Powers to man,
My all I give to my "Presence,"
  In Its own Heart "I AM"!

I see God's Cup of White Fire,
  I hold It here in my hand,
I give and give without limit,
  I speak God's Name, God's Command!

It's Real, God's Cup of White Fire,
  As Real as Eternity,
"I AM" all Its Victory blazing,
  All God's Full Authority.

Chanera
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PART I

"I AM" DISCOURSES

By

BELOVED DAVID LLOYD

THE FOLLOWING DISCOURSES WERE DICTATED

Through

THE BELOVED MESSENGER

MR. G. W. BALLARD
Beloved Students of America, the culmination of the ages is at hand! I was in the physical body similar to yours, searching, searching, searching as you are, as many of you have been, possibly for a longer period than I searched; and yet, as the Victory came to Me, so shall It come to you.

If you could imagine—try just for a few moments—My position in having been told in India when I was there with My father, who was on government business, that on a great mountain in North America I would find a Man with a Crystal Cup who would assist Me to the Ascension. Imagine, one starting out to find this place in a great country like America, where there are great ranges of mountains. Think of it—and then to find that mountain, not even knowing the State it was in.

After My father passed on and I began that search, I came to your City of New York, transferring from the Bank of England a part of my account, and that
search began. Dear Ones, can you imagine what it means to go forth in, shall I say, a strange world, for I had not been in America before. You know the Englishmen—sometimes they do not care to travel, and it had not been My privilege to travel much, but I went forth on that great mission. Think of it, Precious Ones, THE GREATEST MISSION ON THE FACE OF THE EARTH—YOUR ASCENSION!

After long years, when this good Messenger went out to meet Beloved Saint Germain on the side of Mount Shasta, and I had finally come closer and closer each month to that Focus where My Freedom was to come, and that day when I suddenly came upon Him and in His kindness He offered Me a drink of water, in His Hand came the Crystal Cup. Can you imagine the feeling that surged through My Being?

Now Dear Hearts, there are those in the World who have thought that This Experience of the Ascension upon Mount Shasta was a figment of His imagination. Let Me tell you, it was MIGHTY, REAL, and I was there in the physical body like yours. Then the Great Law of His Presence was released, until these arms were a blazing Light you could not look into, and He took My hands. As I ascended and let go of His hands which grasped Mine, then as My feet were perhaps fifteen feet above His head, that Transformation from the human into the Divine took place
within My body. Do you think I did not know every detail which took place, and how I marvel at the almost viciousness of many of mankind that have refused to believe That Experience was Real and True. I stand here tonight in your midst, declaring with the Power and Authority of an Ascended Being, which I have become, the Truth of That, for your blessing and benefit; and let no one in the World stand before Me and tell Me that That Experience was not true, which I experienced in gaining My Freedom from the human limitations and into that Ascended Body in which I shall always remain!

Dear Hearts, for once, in the Name of God, your “Mighty I AM Presence,” put out of your feeling world all doubts of the Power of your “Mighty Presence” to do this identical thing for you, not only to set you free from human limitations, but also give you your Freedom in the Fulness of your Ascension, which is as practical as anything in the world. That is why, Precious Ones, Saint Germain has asked Me to come to you and convey to you, if possible, My Feeling which I experienced in that Great Achievement—the Ascension; and I want you to know, Dear Hearts, that everything I did, you can do!

Mark you, Dear Hearts, when I contacted this Beloved Messenger on the side of Mount Shasta, so far as I know, My Light was no more expanded than
many of yours today. Will you not feel that, Dear Hearts, and realize that your “Mighty I AM Presence,” the Power of the Universe, the Wisdom of the Universe, may be able to do identically the same thing for you today which It did for Me then.

In the experience of Mr. Rayborn, who made His Ascension afterwards, do you not see, Precious Ones, that the evidence is before you of that which Beloved Jesus told the World two thousand years ago and left the Example for mankind; but because the Reality of His Achievement was clothed with misunderstanding of mankind, most of mankind did not even credit It as ever having taken place.

Today, owing to the Great Cosmic Light coming forth, Beloved Ones, and this Beloved Saint Germain, it has made it possible for mankind to have this Transcendent, simple Understanding of the “Mighty I AM Presence,” which even children can apply and receive results. Then you, Precious Ones, will you not take hold of This Understanding of the “Mighty I AM Presence”? Do not look for results, but call the “Mighty I AM Presence” forth into action until every vestige of your human limitations is dissolved and consumed, and you are set Free.

Believe Me, Dear Hearts, when I tell you that only as mankind willingly and joyously call the “Presence” into action to use that Violet Consuming Flame, to
pass from their feet up through them, from under-
neath their chairs, if they be sitting down, or their
bed, if they be lying down, call the "Presence" to pass
that Violet Consuming Flame through them and dis-
solve every discordant thing from them, then they will
be Free. But unless they are willing to do that, there is
no chance for them to be Free; because, Precious
Ones, every one of mankind have drawn about them
through every embodiment through which they have
lived, much discordant accumulation which is held
about them; and as you see the Radiance about the
"Presence" in the Chart, which is the good accumu-
lated around them through the centuries, so around
the human form are the discordant qualities, which
the human must dissolve before it can make the
Ascension.

Now Dear Ones, today you have that Infinite
Power in your Call, not only in the use of the Violet
Consuming Flame to clear your world of all discord-
ant qualities, but to take command of your mind and
body, and through Its Mighty Outpouring of Radi-
ance, set you Free, even to the Accomplishment of
your Ascension. So I want you to know Dear Hearts,
if you will, as I flash these Words before this good
Messenger, that I am speaking to you tonight as one
of you, Dear Hearts, one who so recently stood in a
form like yours. Today I stand in the Ascended Body,
wholly Free from Earth and its limitations. Dear Hearts, as the Great Divine Director has said in His Dictations, there are hundreds in America today who, if they could accept the FEELING which I am pouring forth to you tonight of My Achievement, COULD ACCOMPLISH THIS SAME ACHIEVEMENT IN THIS EMBODIMENT!

Beloved Dear Hearts, whether you have been accustomed to it or not, you have lived in hundreds and perhaps thousands of embodiments the same as this. We, who have attained this Freedom, know This to be true; and Dear Ones, if you can accept your “Mighty I AM Presence” as the Giver of all Life and Intelligence and call It in and through you, there is only one result that can follow—your Freedom and Perfection. Unless you can make that Call and continue It until every vestige of your limitations is dissolved, you cannot make your Ascension, and you will go on, embodiment after embodiment. Until you buckle down and use the Violet Consuming Flame and call this Mighty Energy into action, you will never be Free!

It is within the reach of everyone of you, Precious Ones, and can you imagine My Great Love, My Great Desire to give you That Assistance, when I know how long My search was? Not only that, but since My Freedom, I have seen, that in other embodiments, I had searched and searched, and that is why It had to come in this one—My Freedom!
Now today I say to you, every one here, who of you know what your “Mighty I AM Presence” could do for you at any given moment? Tell Me, any of you! Who of you know what that Great and “Mighty Presence” could do for you? I tell you, there are those sitting in this room, who, if they will so decree it and stand by it, will make the Ascension in this embodiment, and I mean it! So Precious Ones, My humble effort is to convey to you the Feeling of the Truth.

I say to you, Precious Hearts, those precious Books, *Unveiled Mysteries, The Magic Presence, and The “I AM” Discourses*, study Them as you never did anything in your life! They are LIVING LIGHT, They are LIVING TRUTH, and Words that will carry that Quality into your feeling world, and cause It to act there unto your Complete Freedom from every human thing. There is not anything in the world today that will carry you, Precious Ones, so powerfully, because those Words not only carry the Quality which They convey, but the Power of Saint Germain’s Radiance! It is unparalleled with anything that has ever gone forth in the World up to date!

These are Mighty Truths which I am conveying to you, Precious Ones. Do not let your human conditions and affairs cause you to withdraw from the Great Light that This Understanding of the “Presence” conveys to you. If you do, the fault is yours, Precious Ones. No one is coerced. No one is dragged by the
hair to accept This, but It is offered with a Power of Life unparalleled in the history of mankind. Those who can accept It, apply this great Energy, and practice the Power of the “Presence,” will have not only the Freedom from all problems and limitations, but their Eternal Freedom—their Ascension.

This is the second time that it has been My great privilege to speak to the Students, and words fail utterly to convey My Joy. For within you, within your Light—many of you—I see that Full Power of Acceptance and that Mighty Truth that has gone into action in your world, and will act there and produce mighty results for you. Will you not accept It with My Love to act there in your feeling world and produce those mighty results for you? Remember, Precious Ones, in all This Knowledge of the “I AM,” the “Mighty I AM Presence” which Saint Germain has brought forth, no one is urged. Every one is left wholly free; but We, knowing that Joy and Freedom which It brings to mankind, do you wonder that We plead and plead and plead with you as the Messengers have for more than two years, that you may accept this Great and Mighty Truth and apply It in your world and have your Freedom? It is quite up to you. No one can apply It for you, Dear Hearts. You can be given Great Assistance, there is no question about that; but to gain your Mighty Victory, you must take
the reigns in your own hands, call your "Presence" into action, and have that Freedom which It brings to you alone through your own application. Of course, mankind has received immeasurable Assistance, but your Victory can only come through your own application of the "Mighty I AM Presence."

Now notice, Precious Hearts, every step you gain in the Acknowledgment of your own "Mighty I AM Presence," every Victory that you win, never has to be redone. It is there forever! You cannot recede from a single thing accomplished in the Understanding of your "Mighty I AM Presence." Is that not far different than that which we have understood and applied before, and have had temporary results? So today, as we apply It and gain one Victory after another, you will find those things never return again, but you go on and on from one Victory to another, and finally, the Ascension and Freedom from all limitations.

In this busy Western world of mankind today, has come this wondrous, wondrous Mighty Victory! Think of it, Precious Ones! When that Great Master from Venus at the Royal Teton, as described to you, said that no longer should the Western world have to look to the East for the Wisdom, for right in your own Heart’s midst, the Radiance of God, the "Mighty I AM Presence," through the Beloved Saint Germain, has come to you. The most Wonderful Thing ever has
been brought to mankind; and to the degree that the Beloved Ones of America can accept It, and call their "Mighty I AM Presence" into action with great determination, so shall they too stand where I stand today in the Freedom forever!

Precious Ones, I wish there were words by which I could illustrate to you what the feeling is going on within you; even as I speak to you, and this Mighty Energy is charged into your feeling world, so am I able to see the activity which is going on there. Dear Hearts, the Joy, the marvel of Its Accomplishment and that which I know you can accomplish, and I say it as one Heart to another, APPLY, APPLY, APPLY THIS KNOWLEDGE of the "Mighty I AM Presence," Dear Hearts, and allow Me, if you will, to assist you.

I have returned to serve with this good Brother in the Ascended Body which I now have. I seem invisible to you, but I am very tangible here, I assure you. There is this point I want to cover in detail with you. Mankind throughout the ages have believed anything they do not see to be intangible, to be unreal. That is a mistake. If you will observe and follow Me for a moment. In the things that are most powerful in your use today, are the things that are invisible to you, are they not—your radio, your electricity, the power that acts to produce the results in your world, the most power-
ful is invisible. While I stand invisible to most of you, I am none the less tangible, as one day you will find out.

Now the Ascended Masters, Dear Hearts, as They did with this good Messenger, They can when They choose, come forth in the Visible Tangible Body, just as tangible and visible as yours in the physical body, a body just as Tangible, wholly Perfect and Beautiful. So today I say to you, Dear Hearts, ere many years are over your head, you will see One or more or perhaps several of the Ascended Masters standing before you in Tangible Bodies, as tangible as yours; then the World will come to understand the Great Truth and the pleading which the Messengers have given forth to mankind, that they may understand and have the Glory of Freedom from human limitations and be Free forever!

It is one thing, Dear Hearts, to solve your problems, and as you solve one, ten more appear; but when you, in the Acknowledgement of your “Presence,” raise into the Octave where there are no problems, isn’t it a far more desirable activity? So today, mankind are in a position where they can, in the Acknowledgement of their “Presence,” by calling It into action, have these Miracles manifest in their lives, in their world of activity.

So I say to you, Dear Ones, if you will earnestly
apply, call your "Mighty Presence" into action with determination, I will be able to give you every Assistance the Law of your Being permits; for as I just said to you, YOU WILL FIND ONE DAY I AM VERY TANGIBLE! After this Great Victory having been won, can you imagine, I want to get back into action; and to everyone who will call to Me, I will give every Assistance that is possible, because in the Ascended State, no one is limited in any respect. I want you to feel that! I want you to know and understand that no longer shall mankind remain in the limitations of their own creations.

I want to say to you, Dear Hearts, don't fail to call your "Presence" into action to use the Violet Consuming Flame. WITHOUT IT YOU CANNOT GAIN THE VICTORY; and why? Because every human being has accumulated about them these discordant qualities which have to be consumed out of their world. You cannot produce that Violet Consuming Flame by your physical effort; and there have been those in the East that have spread the idea that it was dangerous to use that. Don't be deceived! Dear Hearts, you could use the Violet Consuming Flame on an unborn infant with perfect safety, because your "Mighty I AM Presence" has to produce That, for you cannot do it with the human; therefore, That is Perfection, and consumes only that which needs to be
consumed, and cannot and does not consume anything but the imperfection.

As you will use That, Dear Hearts, then you will feel the results in the lightness of your body, the freedom from the pressure you feel today, and go forth Victorious in the Freedom of your "Mighty I AM Presence."

Beloved Ones, remember, mankind has sought for centuries for This Understanding, and only now has It been released to the mass of mankind for the first time, and the Messengers went forth a little more than two years ago—think of it!

You, today, who have the privilege of practicing your "Presence," the greatest privilege ever in any age, and that how by your earnest determined Call, you can dissolve every discordant thing about you, not only in this embodiment, Dear Hearts, but all that which has been accumulated through the centuries. Think of it! If it were just in this embodiment, it would be a wonderful achievement; but think, in the Power of your "Presence" and the use of the Violet Consuming Flame, you can dissolve every discordant thing you have ever drawn about you. Notice, because you have not known that, that accumulation of the centuries hovers about you, your human creation, and no one can free themselves from it until they understand and call the "Presence" into action, and use the
Violet Consuming Flame! Therefore, Dear Hearts, will you not use This with all sincerity, and for the Happiness, Blessing and Freedom which comes from It.

I wonder, Precious Ones, do you know that there was a mighty reason for the Messenger coming into your midst tonight? Oh, you Precious Hearts, do you realize that these things don’t just happen. I wish the Law of your Being permitted Me to tell you just all about it, but I may not say more about that, but there is a mighty reason.

Oh, Precious Ones, will you not make yourselves—each one of you in the Call to your “Mighty I AM Presence”—a Pillar of Light moving everywhere you go in your environment. Let the Radiance of your “Presence” pour forth in and through your mind, body and world in the atmosphere about you, and see how quickly people will begin to feel and say: “How wonderful you have become, what has brought this great change?” Then is your opportunity to say: “If you care to listen, my acknowledgment of my own ‘God Presence,’ the ‘Mighty I AM,’ whose Radiance pours through me, is the reason for the harmony which you feel.”

It is so Precious, so Wonderful, Dear Hearts; it is so very clear; it is your Life, just your Life; it is Transcendent, true from your present human standpoint.
But Dear Hearts, it is all so practical, it is just your Life, there is really nothing unusual about it. Your Life! Just think of it; your Life that can produce all Perfection for you.

Notice, Beloved Ones, until this Current touches the top of your head, It is wholly Pure and Perfect; then what changes It? The feeling which is held in your feeling world is that which clothes that wondrous Pure Energy as It comes forth, in and through your body and out into your world, which would, of Its own volition, produce Perfection, Harmony and Happiness for you. But because of long qualification of discord through your feelings, you clothed that Energy to produce inharmony in your body, to produce inharmony in your world; therefore, you have unsatisfactory results. Today you can change it all quickly. Oh, believe it, Precious Ones! How quickly you can change it if you will stop instantly every human feeling, and say to that human self, as this good Messenger did to His in Los Angeles: “Stop, you human self, you have no more power to cause inharmony in my world. Be silent! ‘Mighty I AM Presence’ take command of this mind and body; produce your Perfection and hold your Dominion! Pour Your Mighty Light through this body, out into my world and activity, fill it with your Mighty Harmony, your Mighty Directing Intelligence, and hold It there forever!” As you do
that, Oh, Precious Ones, so quickly you will find that all discord dissolves from you and your world, and you stand forth a joyous, happy, confident Being.

Oh, Beloved Ones, so few years ago this good Messenger before you was so timid and fearful, and today does He look like it? The same Victory is there for you, if you will!

Will you believe Me when I say, I feel quite well acquainted with you, even though we never met in the physical bodies? It is Heart and Heart that speaks, after all; and when we learn that, Oh, Precious Ones, Heart to Heart we speak. Your Higher Mental Body, knowing your requirements, is ready to release from the "Presence" at your Call, Its Beauty and Perfection, Its Harmony, Its Confidence, Its Courage, Its Strength, Its Mighty Energy to go forth in your world and perform any given service. Will you not accept It and allow It to go forth and produce that Perfection for you?

In the Fulness of your "Mighty I AM Presence," I call on the Law of Forgiveness for all human mistakes that have ever been made by you here or all mankind. Then I call your "Mighty I AM Presence" into action to flood you and your world with that Mighty Ascended Master Substance, to fill your mind, your body, your world, your activity with Its Mighty Presence and governing Intelligence, that It may act there
for you to produce Its Harmony and release from the “Presence" Its Mighty Power of Divine Love, to flow out and harmonize your world, which holds that Harmony sustained long enough that the Power of the “Presence” goes forth qualified with any feeling, therefore, producing Its Perfection, Perfect Ease, Naturalness and Grace. There is nothing unnatural about the Activity of the “Presence.” It is the most natural thing in the world. Just become acquainted with your “Presence,” then you will see how natural It is. With the eye picture which the Chart produces for you, there is no excuse for any one again that has ever once contacted that Chart, to forget their “Presence” or Its Power to act for them. Won’t you, with all the love of your being, accept the Power of your “Presence” and stand by That, until all walls of human resistance have gone down, and accept the Happiness and Perfection which your “Presence” holds for you, and is hourly waiting to pour forth to you. I thank you.
Beloved Students of the Light, I congratulate you on your Light which you are expanding. As the Beloved Messenger has told you, I am David Lloyd, the Englishman who made the Ascension on the side of Mount Shasta, and who so many years ago, was told in India by one of the Masters, that on a great mountain in North America I would find a Man with a Crystal Cup, and when I find that Man, I would have found the One who could assist Me to the Ascension! That was all the information given; and I ask you, is there any one in this room who would have had the courage to follow out that slight information and start on the search for that Man?

I did not know it then, but the Light within Me was strong enough to take command, and when this Great Master told Me this, I believed every word of it. When My Father was shortly after shot and killed, as we use the outer terminology, then we found that the grubstake which My father had given a man in a South African diamond mine had produced results, and a considerable fortune was left Me and My mother. The Master came again as the representative
from South Africa, and brought the money which was ours. We took it to London after My father passed, and then four years later My mother passed on. I then began that search.

I am saying this to you tonight, Dear Hearts—you have read it—but Beloved Saint Germain asked Me to come and talk to you tonight that you might have the *Feeling* which I know is the Reality of My own actual experience. Will you be kind enough to allow Me to give you the Assistance by letting your feeling world feel the full True Reality of My own experience which I am telling you.

I then transferred part of the money to New York and began the search. If any of you can imagine those years, when searching month after month went on with no results, and time and again I would think it was no use; but always no sooner would that human feeling think it no use—from within Me would arise that strong Power that so far transcended the human feeling that said there was no use, that I would go on again. Believe it or not, Dear Ones, in all those years, that energy and strength within Me increased, and as I think of it today, it was a marvelous thing.

Then that day when I was directed to Mount Shasta, just by My feeling, not in any other way, and when this good Brother had come out, as He thought, to meet Saint Germain, and was sitting there on a log.
waiting for Him, I came up to Him. He turned and saw Me (I am making this very brief). When He offered Me a drink of water and offered Me the cup, in His hand came the Crystal Cup—the first precipitation He had had Himself. When I saw That Cup in His hand—after all those many years of searching—can you imagine just for a moment the Feeling that took possession of Me, when the Master had said: “When you find that Man with the Crystal Cup, you will have found the One who will assist you to make the Ascension!”

Notice! All this gathered momentum of expectation all through those years, suddenly released and rushed forward like a mighty avalanche. When I explained to this good Brother what had taken place, He said, “What am I supposed to do?” Then that Power surged in Me again and I said to Him: “Ask the God in you who does know!” And with that, His whole human self just dissolved out of the way and the Light from His “Mighty I AM Presence” came down, until His arms were a blazing Light and His hands reached out and took Mine, and in a few moments My feet left the Earth. Then as I continued as far as His hands would reach, He let go, and I continued until My feet were fifteen or twenty feet above His head; then I realized My Glory was at hand!

Can you for a moment feel the Victory, the Power,
the Strength, the Courage which were Mine in that Great Achievement? Then as I stood there in the upper air, looking down at Him, such Gratitude filling My Heart, I suddenly became aware that all age and its appearance had left My Body. Then the ordinary suit of clothes I was wearing dissolved into those garments of the Higher Octave, and instead of a man of the world, a physical being, I stood there clothed in Garments of Dazzling Light, a youth of twenty summers! Then the Great Ray of Light from the "Presence" descended, and from this good Brother I disappeared into that Ray of Light; but not as He thought, for to Him I disappeared, but to Me I saw through that Light and still was aware of His presence, even when I was absorbed into the Electronic Body of My own "Mighty I AM Presence."

Now at this point I want to explain to you what actually takes place and the difference between the "Presence" as you see It indicated there on the Chart of an unascended being, and that which actually took place in My own experience in the Achievement of the Ascension. The "Mighty I AM Presence" as It stands there with the unascended being, knows nothing about your limitations and distress down here in the physical world. Now notice this; but your Higher Mental Body does know both—knows the Perfection above It and the imperfection and your struggles down here,
and waits and waits and waits for you to begin to give attention to your “Presence,” so that It can release the Intelligence and the Energy you require into your world of action, to produce the results you require.

Now this is a point I wish you, if you will, to hold firmly in mind. When I Ascended, the Great Light which was released and the sudden quick purifying of My physical body, released it from the attraction of the Earth. After I had Ascended, I was absorbed into the Higher Mental Body. Then the Fulness of This Release came, and the Glory of Its Achievement is indescribable! I carried with Me the qualities of the human, the purified qualities, and the discriminating selective activity of the Intelligence of the Higher Mental Body, into the Electronic Body of the “Mighty I AM Presence.” That is how the Ascended Master knows both Perfection and imperfection about you, and sees what your requirement is, while your “Presence” does not see and know the imperfections in the unascended being.

If once you get that clear in your consciousness, it will be a tremendous thing and help for you. Because your own “God Presence” is doing Its Work at Cosmic levels, releasing Its Energy through the Higher Mental Body to you, according to the attention which you give to It. Now it is the Law of your Being that That Energy must pour forth; but unless you give attention to your “Presence,” It only pours forth in a
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fragmentary manner. Therefore, when you continue to give your attention to the "Presence" in all earnestness and sincerity, then you will gain such a volume, such an intensity of the Release of your "Presence," that naturally, the dissolving process of not only in the use of the Violet Consuming Flame of your accumulation, but the density of the structure of your physical body, will be dissolved and release you back into the Life from which you came forth.

Now all of this is the most natural, practical thing that mankind can experience; and that is why Beloved Jesus said to mankind: "All of these things that I have done, ye shall do!" He meant every word of it. But afterwards, two hundred years after His Ascension, the human concept so clothed the great Truth which He had given forth and made Him a special Being, that none of mankind believed that they could do the very things that His Words told them they should do.

I ask you, Precious Ones, to observe the experience of these good Messengers. The transcendent Healings of every description that have taken place in the Class and otherwise, are the fulfilling of the Law. If they did not understand this "Presence," how could these things be done? You, yourselves, many of you, have had transcendent, marvelous experiences in healing and solving of problems and conditions which were terrifying to you before.

I say to you, Precious Ones, as you will give atten-
tion to your "Presence" and call It into action, every vestige and all human sense of limitations will disappear from you and your Life. It has to do it. It is the Law of Life; It is the Law of your Being, and as you continue you will have That Result, because It is the Law of Life. And not only that, but once you understand first the harmonizing of your feeling and holding it so, then with firm command—now notice, with firm command—to all human limitations or disturbing appearances say: "YOU HAVE NO POWER!"

If you saw from the Inner Standpoint the very activity of the Law that takes place, you would be joyful indeed; for it is just like you threw a ball of Light before you and that forms a Wall of Light which no discordant thing can penetrate when you say to those appearances: "YOU HAVE NO POWER!" That is why, Beloved Ones, you can have these results without limit. You can call your "Mighty I AM Presence" to take command of you and your world, produce Its Perfection and hold Its Dominion there, and direct you by Its Mighty Intelligence so powerfully, that naturally you will have the perfect requirements of the moment in your activity of the outer world.

Now these are simple things that we need to understand, Dear Ones, in the life of physical experience; because mankind alone is responsible for the limitations which they are in, because they are their own
creation. Just because we have made mistakes, Dear Ones, is no reason we have to continue in them.

Now then, the only solution for anything—individual, state, city, national or international—is sufficient Call of enough of mankind into action, that will release into the feeling and mental world of mankind these Mighty Qualities of Perfection of the “Presence,” to go forth and produce that requirement and make it permanent. There is no other means in the Universe of ever bringing a permanent solution of anything. Now it applies in your individual life just the same as it does in your city, state or nation; and the problems of the nations today cannot be solved permanently until enough of mankind will call the “Mighty I AM Presence” into action, that will cause such a volume of this Perfection of the “Presence” to come forth in the mental and feeling world, that hundreds of thousands of people will feel the impulse within their feeling world to do the perfect thing—give justice, perform the service of justice and kindliness, and pour forth the Power of Divine Love to every other person, which is the key to all things of achievement.

Then as that goes on in a sufficient volume, suddenly all mankind will come into the One Desire, to bless each other and call forth the Power of the “Presence” to produce Perfection in the world of mankind.
That is the thing which is taking place today, and will expand with the speed of lightning from this time on. Because as the radio activity of the Messengers goes forth and more are reached through the power of the radio, enough people will come to understand this Great Law and begin to call their “Presence” into action, because We have watched the activity of the Beloved Messenger’s Work over the radio to see that It does produce the results. Out of the hundreds who heard Her over the radio, there are but three people that are not producing results through the Decrees which they heard. I tell you, Dear Hearts, it is a tremendous thing.

I trust the various avenues of truth and various organizations who have, for no reason, begun to oppose This Work, I trust they won’t do that any more, for their own sake. They cannot hurt the Messengers or This Work, but they will destroy their own organizations, Precious Hearts, unless they stop it, because it is the Law of Life. If they are sending vicious thoughts out, they will reap it in their midst. Therefore, I say to you, Precious Ones, don’t do this, whether it is in organizations or whether it is in your individual life. The Law of Life is Harmony, and to the degree that people maintain It, they will be successful, whether it is individuals, organizations or whoever they are.

Now We are not criticizing the various avenues of truth, but We are trying to tell them the truth that
they may save the great good that has been accomplished through those channels, and not destroy it. That is the only reason We are telling them the Law of Life, and if they listen, it will save them. They do not understand that This is the Light and Activity of the Ascended Masters. There is no human being on the face of the Earth, or group of them, that has power to interfere with This Work. This is what We are trying earnestly to have the people understand, because it is the Law of Life.

Notice this, when the Light moves into action It knows no resistance nor interference; It simply goes forth and produces the result, and what is not like It disappears before It. That is the Law, it is not the Messengers. It is the Law of Light and Love and Life which is acting through This Understanding of the "Mighty I AM Presence."

I tell you, Dear Hearts, think of it for a moment; That Ray of Energy and Light that you see going from the Heart of the "Presence" into the human form, that Light is Self-Luminous Intelligent Substance. Divine Love is Self-Luminous Intelligent Substance. Therefore, when That is called forth into action, It knows only Its Own Power. It does not think or admit or feel resistance or interference for a single second, but It just simply moves forward and performs Its service.

Now follow Me, if you will, for a few moments. We
admit the Great Cosmic Light is sweeping into the Earth in such a great volume at this time. On the 7th of April a great Release of the Cosmic Light swept into the Earth; on the 7th of July, again will come another great Release. Now Beloved Ones, this is not just someone's expression or My expression, but when a Cosmic Release of Light comes into the Earth—remind yourself of what I have just said, that That Light is Self-Luminous Intelligent Substance. Remember that in Washington's Vision in the last episode—which the Ascended Masters are trying to prevent coming into America—where that Great Being who gave him the Vision said, that IN THE FINAL STRUGGLE, "THAT LIGHT AS OF A THOUSAND SUNS SHALL DESCEND INTO THE EARTH AND DISSOLVE ALL HUMAN SELFISHNESS FROM THE PLANET!" That will occur in the final activity of the release of mankind into their Freedom and Eternal Victory which belongs to them. The Great Arcturus said in His Dictation again: "IF NECESSARY, THAT LIGHT AS OF A THOUSAND SUNS SHALL DESCEND INTO THE EARTH AND REMOVE ALL SELFISHNESS AND DISTRESS FROM THE PLANET!" Those are utterances of Mighty Beings which will be fulfilled, Beloved Ones, and there is no question about it!
Now then, the beloved, blessed mankind, Oh, Precious Ones, do not think for a moment that We from the Ascended State ever criticize any one of God's children. We only try to draw to them the Understanding of the Law of Life, that they may cooperate with Us in the Assistance which We want to give to set mankind free forever from their limitations. There is no other reason, Dear Hearts. We are free from all the Earth! There could be no desire upon Our part except that you be free, that We come forth and sustain the Messengers and protect Them with that Mighty Invincible Protection, that they may carry This forth to mankind until enough of mankind come to understand It, that they too can make the Call and release a sufficient Call, and cooperate with the Great Cosmic Light in producing this great Perfection, which the Great Cosmic Light now admits on the Earth.

Notice! Precious Ones, it is not a matter of human desire, but the Great Cosmic Light has come to a point of Its activity in the Universe, when It says to the Earth: "YOU MUST EXPAND MORE LIGHT" And what causes the Light of the Earth to expand, will you tell Me? The expansion of the Light within human beings! "YE ARE THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD." Those Words mean more than is just apparent. PRECIOUS ONES, TO THE DE-
GREE THAT YOUR LIGHT EXPANDS WITHIN YOUR HEART FROM YOUR "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE," DO YOU BECOME THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD! It is magnificent, it is transcendent—the privilege which is before mankind in the understanding of their "Mighty I AM Presence"; because you cannot give recognition and attention to your "Mighty I AM Presence" without expanding this Light that beats your Heart.

Dear Ones, there is not one of you, Precious Ones, sitting in this room, that if you would deliberately set about it in your attention to your "Presence," that could not expand the Light in your Heart in one year so it would show through your clothing to the physical sight. I tell you, because I know! That is your Privilege, if you will be determined enough to have It! That is why We urge you, Precious Hearts, give your whole attention to your "Presence," call It into action, then say to all appearances: "YOU HAVE NO POWER, KEEP OUT OF MY WORLD!" Then as you do that, you will no longer feed your energy to those appearances to harm you longer, because no appearance can harm you unless you feed your energy into it! Won't you remember that?

The moment you refuse to give your life into any disturbing limiting appearance, then it is finished, so far as you are concerned. Then as you call It into ac-
tion you have greater volume, greater power, and can and do produce results that will satisfy any human being on the face of the Earth of the Victory of their achievement.

So today, the Glory is yours, Dear Ones, and We see it so clearly. Think of it, Beloved Ones, only so few years ago I stood in exactly the same position you stand today. Now you might say to Me, how was it that I was so suddenly released in that purified activity by the "Presence"? Oh, that is easily answered. Think of it! For all those many years I lived in the one expectancy of the Ascension when I found the Man with the Crystal Cup. I know in that, the intellect momentarily caused Me to question and doubt; then in My feelings that was satisfied, and it never waivered, I know now; I did not then. I know My feeling never waivered from the moment that blessed One in India told Me I would go forth and find the Man with the Crystal Cup! I accepted it and went into action. All through those long years of search and expectation, the Purification of My own body went on. Why? Because My attention was on the Thought and Feeling of the Ascension, Dear Hearts. Do you not see that?

If you will give your attention, Beloved Ones, to your "Mighty I AM Presence" as I did to the Thought and Feeling of the Ascension, which I had
been told could take place, then do you not see you can produce even greater results, and many times quicker than I was able to do, through the feeling of expectation and attention upon the Ascension! Now mark you, I did not know the "Presence" as you do today; but My Devotion and Feeling of the Truth of the Words of that Beloved One in India, was the Mighty vivifying sustaining power which carried Me on and on and on to the Achievement.

Won't you feel That, Precious, Beloved Ones? Won't you feel That in your Application, in your desire for your freedom from limitation? Don't you see that earnest desire is God, the "Mighty I AM Presence" in action, that will produce That Result for you, and nothing in the world can stop it. Won't you feel That, Beloved Ones! When We have gained this Freedom and know it is possible, quickly, for so many of you, won't you let Us hold your hand until you too have gained the Strength, Courage and the Fearlessness of your "Mighty I AM Presence," that you go forward quickly into that great Achievement and Freedom forever from human creation and limitations? That is what We want you to do, and with so great a Love and kindness We pour forth This Mighty Radiance to you, that gives you the Strength and Courage to go on and on and on, until that day when you feel your Sacred Victory within your grasp, and know that nothing can stay It from you.
Beloved Ones, “No greater love hath any man than he who would give his life for another.” You have heard that many times. What do you think is the true meaning of that? Do you realize, Oh, My brothers and sisters, that while these Words are being voiced to you tonight, I am giving you My Life for your Courage, Strength and Victory? Now remember, it is not the Messenger that is speaking to you, but David Lloyd who made the Ascension on Mount Shasta! The Messenger is but voicing these Words—My Life, My Energy, My Strength, My Courage and My Acceptance of the great Achievement through the actual experience, is being anchored within your feeling world to give you that True Feeling of your Victory, Achievement and Accomplishment that is now ready for you to be attained, and It cannot fail!

That is why, Precious Ones, We take this opportunity, because it was very opportune at this time. That is why the Messenger was brought to you here tonight and why you, Precious Hearts, responded so wonderfully to It.

“MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE,” I DECREE TONIGHT THAT EVERY PRECIOUS ONE IN THIS ROOM SHALL GO FORWARD WITH THE STRENGTH, THE COURAGE, THE POWER OF THEIR "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE" IN FULL ACTION; THAT NEVER AGAIN WILL THEIR FEELING BE ABLE TO
ACCEPT ANYTHING BUT THE FULL POWER AND PERFECTION OF THE “PRES-ENCE” SWEEPING IN AND THROUGH, THAT PRODUCE ITS PERFECTION FOR THEM, AND FILL THEIR WORLD WITH THE HARMONY AND PERFECTION WHICH THE “PRESSENCE” IS! That is My Love; that is My Decree which I leave with you tonight. Remember, Precious Ones, that only so recently I was in a human form similar to yours. Who of you could say to Me tonight that in two, four or five years, you too may not stand where I am today, in the Freedom of the Ascension?

Dear Hearts, do not any longer, I plead with you, allow the human intellect to say these things cannot be, or to accept any longer that only what the human sees is possible of achievement. If it were, it would be a travesty on Life. Everything of power and blessing that comes to you, Dear Hearts, even in your physical world of activity, is power Invincible. Why not give the power to your “Presence” to do all these wonderful things for you? It is not limited! It would not accept your human limitations or conditions. You give all power to It to take command of your mind and body, keep you harmonized, and allow Its Mighty Currents to cleanse and purify the human form, and by the expansion of the Light in the cells of your body,
dissolve, throw off and consume all the density which is there. Then the Earth cannot longer hold you here, and you, in the purified physical body, will ascend into the Higher Mental Body, then into the Mighty Electronic Presence, where you become wholly Free, forever Free, from all the limitations and distress of the Earth—not only once, but forever. It is the only means in the Universe of freeing yourself from the wheel of birth and rebirth.

One more thing in closing I want to say to you. Beloved Ones, think of all the accumulation of centuries; and yet today, in the Understanding of this Wondrous "Mighty Presence" in the use of the Violet Consuming Flame, you can enable the "Presence" to dissolve for you in a few weeks or a few months, the accumulation of centuries! Was there ever anything so Mighty, so Powerful, brought to mankind for their blessing and use? Surely not, surely there is no such wonderful thing ever brought to Earth as this Freedom and Understanding, which can be and is the cooperation of the individual in physical embodiment with the "Great Presence." As the Law of Divine Love takes place, they will find This experienced through them—your Great and Eternal Perfection! I thank you.
Beloved Students and Friends of Florida, I have longed for this opportunity to become acquainted with you, for I trust My Words tonight may help us to become acquainted. Little did I dream many, many years ago, after I had come to New York and established Myself, and then began My search in America for that Great Mountain—one season I became so weary of the search that I accepted the invitation of a wealthy friend in New York, and I was on your waters of Florida in a wonderful yacht. Little did I dream then, that at this time, I would be speaking to you in this manner.

I do not wonder that sometimes it is a little difficult for individuals to realize quickly, the full import of these vast Truths of Life which are not being revealed to mankind. I do not wonder. I do not feel impatient; but in order to give you a little strength and encouragement, remember the years of My search.

Dear Ones, do you really realize what it means today to follow a direction so fragmentary as was given Me? Think of it! In India, as you have read in the Books, I was told that on a great mountain in
North America I would find the Man with the Crystal Cup, and when I did, I had found that One who could assist Me to My Ascension.

I knew nothing about These Laws to speak of; but today, I know that the Light within Me was that which the Master saw, which drew Him to Me to give Me these fragmentary directions, that if I—now notice—if I was strong enough to follow, I would win the Victory. Little did I dream then how great was the Power of My Own "God Presence," that when I came to a point where I could begin to allow It to do the work and do the searching, then My search was soon over. Think of all the years of experience that it took to teach Me, to, as I thought then, turn it over to God and let God do the searching.

You today, Beloved Ones, are in a far more advantageous state than I was. You have had brought to you This Magnificent Understanding and Application. Oh, how I wish I had That when I was told in India to make that search. Now you may talk about, and you have read about, the old occult methods and tests which individuals go through in the occult schools, for and through initiation. Well, I venture that no one of them was put to a greater test than I was in that search. That is why I want to tell you today, Beloved People of Florida and America, that you are the most privileged of people!
In all of the earlier centuries mankind had to go through such stress and every privation imaginable, to see whether the Strength of the Light within them was strong enough to continue, and for no other reason. It was not that someone was being deprived of something, but just to see if the Light within the individual was strong enough to carry him forward, and that is so with you today.

For instance, as I was standing here—Oh yes, I was—when the Messenger was talking to you a few minutes ago, and heard what He said, and I thought of all the things that He had endured to carry this Message forward, I felt that My search for the Crystal Cup was not nearly so important as it had been before, I mean from My standpoint of strength in going forth. For let Me tell you, Dear Ones, I had only My own human creation to contend with; the Beloved Messengers have the human creations of nearly four hundred thousand people to contend with. Did you ever think of that? Do you realize what that means, Dear Ones?

I am saying this for your blessing and benefit, Dear Ones, that you may feel how—let us call it just plain what it is—how nonsensical it is to allow human conditions or your own creations to longer interfere with your progress and advancement.

You see, I thought when I finally found Him, and
when He would have given Me a drink of water, to see the Crystal Cup appear in His hand—you can never know what passed through my physical body! Now many of you feel the Currents from the “Presence” today and are rejoiced; but could you know that Current which went through My Body that day, when I suddenly saw that Crystal Cup in His hand—it was like the Forces of Eternity passed through My Body right then! And It so released—now this is a point I trust everyone of you will get and hold fast to—in that release from My Own “Presence,” as I know now, when I saw that Cup in His hand, it enabled Me to say to Him the Words written there with such power, when He said: “What am I supposed to do?” and I said to Him: “Ask the God in you who does know!” I have often heard Him say that I said that with such power, that His own human self just dissolved and receded out of the way. Well, that was true, but what do you suppose I was experiencing about that time? I want you to know both of those activities, because Dear People, there is not one of you that cannot experience the same thing today!

Look! Think of it, I had not the training that you have, think of that! You have had three years training, many of you, but I did not. Therefore, will you believe Me when I say to you tonight, that there are many in this room whose Light is stronger and brighter than
Mine was, by far, at that Achievement? Now I want you to get this, if you will. I am telling you the Truth, and I want you to feel the Strength of your own Light!

Dear People, because you have not had some gigantic manifestation at your Call, Oh, do not make the mistake or think you have not been making steady and sure progress. How I would like to pick every one of you up and show you for a moment, the progress you have made; and you would not ever feel again that you had not made the progress, because you had not seen some astonishing manifestation of your Powers of the "Presence" called into action. Oh, Dear people, do not make that mistake. It has not anything in the world to do with it; but your steadfastness, your loyalty to the Light and to your own "God Presence," is the thing that counts! Then as sure as you breath a breath, sooner or later will come forth that Infinite Power of Light, as It came forth with this good Brother that day when My Ascension took place.

That Power of the Release of the Light, that as He has often said to you, knows no resistance nor interference—everything of the human creation dissolves and disappears. Dear People, you, in your Call to the "Mighty I AM Presence" and in your Call to release the Power from the "Presence," which is Self-Luminous Intelligent Substance, which is Life, That sweeps in, through and out into your world and harmonizes. By this Harmony, the Power reaches out Its
Hand, as it were, from your “Presence” to the person, place and conditions, and solves and does the things which are required for your Happiness and your Victory.

That is what I want you to understand tonight, Beloved Ones, that all the World might read those Words in that Book, Unveiled Mysteries, and feel the Glory and the Power which is there for their Freedom. EVERY WORD THERE IS TRUE; and these poor imbeciles, a few of them in America, who have tried to show discrepancies in those Books, why, they are not fit to be called human beings, because they are spreading nothing but destruction and trying to draw people away from This Light. They should be ashamed to be called human beings, and I say that because I mean every word!

Those unfortunate creatures; what do you suppose will be their penalty in trying to draw people from This Light that every human being on Earth must seek and find some day, not only because It is the Source of their Life, but because the Great Cosmic Light is compelling it today. People had better awaken and at least stop criticizing and condemning This Work and the Messengers if they want to survive. Because I tell you, Dear People, they are facing the Great Law, the Greatest in the Universe, the Law of their own “God Presence.”

I trust that before many months have passed, the
ever-increasing Cosmic Light in the mental and feeling world of mankind will draw such numbers into This, that their Mighty Decrees for the rest of mankind will do Its quick and Perfect Work in the mental and feeling world of mankind.

As you are sitting here tonight, Beloved Ones, you are listening to My Words; but Dear People, in the mental and feeling world is the POWER OF ACTION that is important. You may believe My Words—I trust you do—but that is only the smallest part of it. The Vibratory Action created by those Words and That which is released, aside from those Words into the room, into your mental and feeling world, is the thing that is doing the great work for you, and that is why mankind will come to understand that their FEELING is the important thing!

Oh, you thought that what you have been taught was important; it is really not important in comparison with the intensity of the power with which your feeling acts. That is why Saint Germain should be blessed forever for bringing forth to the attention of mankind, the importance of mankind's feeling world, for there is where all creation takes place, where all generation of discord takes place. Then mankind comes to know it through the mental world.

But I say to you, GOVERN YOUR FEELING! Keep it harmonious, and the Gates of Heaven, the
“Mighty I AM Presence,” will open and flood you and your world with every good thing there is for the use of mankind! I wish I could speak Those Words into the feeling world of every human being in the World for action, and the Messengers have so long stressed that to the people and the Students.

Mankind will one day find that It is the ALL-IMPORTANT thing. Once their feeling is controlled and harmonious, the very Gates of their own Being will open wide, and from their Treasurehouse will come the Release of everything any one requires for use in action, in the world of physical action.

You, Beloved Ones, in the human octave today, are there because you placed yourselves there, just as I did. How unfortunate that we did not know where we were going. You know, in your homes you think it is a little easier to go downstairs than it is to go up. I think most of you feel that it takes a little less energy to go downstairs than it does to go up. Well, if you only knew it, it takes much less to go up than it does to go down, for when you go up you have the Powers of Infinite Light at your assistance. When you go down, you have just human creation.

You know it is quite an apropos illustration of mankind’s activity. Mankind are in their present limitations, because they have gone downstairs. Now let us go up so much faster than we came down, we
won’t be able to keep track of it. That is what we have to do.

When I found Myself completely released from that body, which had really served Me so well, then I saw it—I saw how remarkable that body of mine had served Me; and when with one dynamic sweep, and mark you now—I’ll let you rest a few moments on Those Words, that it might take hold in your feeling world before I come back to it to draw your attention to it again.

Now remember, not only that which occurred with this Messenger, but that which occurred with Me when that Gigantic Release of Energy swept through My mind and body and My feeling world, at seeing that Crystal Cup—it did release in one mighty sweep that Purifying Activity to My physical body. Do you see that?

Now then, look at the difference. Mr. Rayborn went through several months of preparation for the Ascension. In My experience, It came in one gigantic sweep. Dear Blessed People, who of you here tonight, or of all the Students in America today, who of you shall say that same thing may not be done for you within the hour? That is what I want you to feel, if you will. Do not limit yourselves to what the Powers of your “Presence” can do in, through and for you.

I want you to feel definitely that your “Presence,”
even though the appearance world, still to some degree, holds your attention, still may that not interfere with what your "Presence" might do for you at a given moment. Oh, I want you to feel that so much, if you will tonight. It will bring such release to you, Dear People.

Now, if you can believe what the Messenger has recorded in *Unveiled Mysteries* and *The Magic Presence*, and if you will believe My Words as the One having experienced It, can any human being be so filled with their own human creations as to think that any person but Myself, David Lloyd, who made the Ascension, would attempt to, or be permitted to speak these Words to you?

Now Dear People, We are not speaking to hear Ourselves talk; but We are speaking for your blessing, freedom and benefit. If your human accumulation will not allow you to accept the Truths which I give and voice in My own Words, My own actual Experience, then there would not be much help for you, for every Word is My Own Experience and Rejoicing at My Victory! If you can allow to act in your feeling world Those Qualities which I am sending forth here tonight for action, you will know and feel and hold within your feeling world, within your grasp, *that very feeling* with which I gained that Victory!

Why do you suppose We come and talk to you,
Dear Ones, in this manner? To convey into your feeling world that True Feeling of Our own Experience which will enable you to win the same Victory, and for no other reason in the world. Why do you suppose that Beloved Saint Germain permitted these Magnificent Dictations that have come forth? Because every One who dictates carries that True Feeling with which They won the Victory, into your feeling world for action. One day, when you know more about your feeling, and what it is to you or for you, then you will understand more fully what this means.

Everything that finds expression in your outer world of experience must act through your feeling world in order to find expression and freedom of action out here for your physical use. Everything! You think you go to the store and buy a garment, materials and all that. Oh, My Dear People, is it possible you do not see that everything has come through your feeling and mental world before you ever found it there in the stores? Why do you go to a certain store for certain things when you did not intend to go there? The Mighty Intelligence acting through your feeling world impels you to certain persons, places and conditions where you find the exact thing you require.

Oh, Dear Ones, won't you pay attention to these various things, because they are acting all the time. You look upon them as just happening. Well, it did
not just happen. It happened because a Great Intelligence was acting. That is what you should feel. And for every little thing that occurs in your life, of any prompting, you should give praise and gratitude right then from the depths of your being, for the smallest one will come to be the greatest of all achievement, if you will do that. It is because mankind has ignored so long the constant promptings from every direction.

Look on your Life Stream, Dear People, and see the times of your protection and your blessing and your assistance. There are Blessed Ones in this room that only a few days ago would have been out of their bodies, if their attention had not been on the Ascended Masters at the moment. That is why, Beloved Ones, mankind is constantly receiving the Blessings and Protection. Now the “I AM” Students are coming to understand something about It, but only yet a small part, even with the most earnest ones; because every hour of the day the greatest Power and Intelligence of your “Presence” is acting through you, or trying to.

That is why I say to you tonight, Beloved Ones, do not weary at your Application! Go on and on and on making it with firm determination; and then, one day, you will begin to see the outpicturing of it so strong and powerful, that you will be sure that you have touched the Source of all Life, your own “God Presence,” as is shown you here on the Chart.
My Gratitude is so Great that Saint Germain brought forth this Chart, for I know what it means for mankind to have an eye-picture, and this is quite different from looking at anything else as created in the picture form. This Chart represents to you, Dear people, the Great Reality of Life! That is why the Messenger has repeated so many times, no human being can look upon that Chart and ever forget It, for the very reason, that It is your Reality, and anchored in your own physical Heart is that Light, the All-knowing "Presence of God."

Once mankind understand that they have a Higher Mental Body which the "Presence," their individualized "God Presence," has provided to govern the release of the energy at the Call of the human form—think of it, every means possible, or required, has been provided for mankind, even all through their centuries of mistakes. That is why today This which is being brought to your attention is the Eternal Freedom of all mankind, and you will one day see that in Its Fullness! But just now, if individual Students or otherwise will make the Application, the results will follow as the sunrise follows the night.

You will be interested in this. We have been watching the effect upon individuals of the broadcasts alone, and We have seen any number of people—some of the younger people, in a half joke say: "Well, very well, if
that is what can be done, then let's try it out.” We always watch the opportunity to answer those Calls to give them the Encouragement and Strength. Today, every means is being used to get the attention of mankind to this “Presence,” for It is the most important thing in Heaven or Earth today, and We utilize that at every opportunity.

Only yesterday in New York a gentlemen who heard one of the classes, one lecture of the class, and heard all the broadcasts that were there, said to himself: “Now, I think it is time I tried this out,” as a matter of very much importance to him was confronting him. So he went by himself, and in a very cautious manner finally raised his arms to the “Presence” and said: “ ’Mighty I AM Presence’ take command of this situation! Perform Your Mighty Miracle in it!” Then he said: “Bring Perfection out of it!” That was the thing that saved the day for him, when he said: “Bring Perfection out of it!”—then he gave the release that was necessary. The following day his Call was answered, to his utter amazement. Well, he will remain anchored.

There are many people today whom We are watching that are having similar effects. This is the reason, Dear Ones; and I want you in Florida here, to feel the full import of this, for I do not feel that you quite do yet. Your Decrees which you are issuing, Blessed
Ones, with that great earnestness and intense feeling, are the most important thing in the activity of your life today! You do not see Its action, but these Mighty Decrees go forth, amplified by the Great Host of Ascended Masters and the Legions of Light, in the mental and feeling world, doing a perfect service that you could not in the human imagine. It is a far-reaching power. That is why I say, rejoice in your ability to issue these Decrees, to be a part of them, for there is not anything so important. People who do not understand, sometimes think, “Well, that sounds or looks foolish”; but Dear people, let Me tell you there is not anything so important as the meetings today where you gather in numbers and issue these Decrees, which must bring your own individual assistance as well.

If, for instance, in your groups here in Florida, if one in your midst was needing assistance and every Student would issue the Decree for that assistance to their “Presence,” what do you think would be done? My Dear People, a service indescribable would be rendered immediately. Instead of criticizing or condemning someone for having made a mistake, if you would all join in issuing a Decree with happiness and kindly feeling to that individual, for whatever was the requirement, why, do you not see how magnificent it would be? With that you would feel a joy, happiness and good will. Oh, that is so necessary for your own success and progress.
Oh, do you not see, Blessed Ones, that without that kindly feeling, that Love and Blessing poured out, you constantly shut the door in your own face to the very things you are calling for? Then you, with that full release and outpouring of blessings and forgiveness of all human mistakes, then you have opened wide your door for the Outpouring of your "Presence," because there is no requalified discordant activity there to keep qualifying this released energy as it goes out. For that is the only reason you have not Perfection today, because mankind is constantly qualifying this energy as it goes forth—clothing it, as it were, with their own feeling of discord. Whatever the cause is, does not matter. If it is discordant or destructive, then you are compelled to experience that as it returns to you; and these days it does not get far away. It soon comes back to look you right in the eye and say: "Here I am. You created me, now what are we going to do about it?"

Oh, I tell you, Dear Ones, faster and faster is coming that return of all destructive or vicious thoughts and feelings that are sent out. They come right back and say: "Here I am." So Dear Ones, do not misunderstand Me, I do not mean the Great "I AM"; but that creation comes back there and says: "You are my creator, what are we going to do about it?" Then is the time that something must be done about it, and the quickest thing in the world is to say: "Very well, I call on the Law of Forgiveness. 'Mighty I AM Presence,'
use the Violet Consuming Flame, dissolve cause and effect of that.”

Dear Ones, do you for a moment consider what it means when you, with earnest intensity, call on the Law of Forgiveness for all mistakes, your own included? It is one of the most magnificent things, as We watch from the Inner Standpoint, going forth from mankind; because that is the release of the feeling of mankind. Once you can release your feeling into the full Hands of the “Presence,” then you will find your Victory rapidly approaching. But as long as mankind hold their own feelings right here, then the “Presence” is compelled to wait until they release everything into the Hands of their “Presence.” Then the Help can be given; then the Release can come.

Tonight, Dear Ones, it is so beautiful, so wonderful, all that has taken place within your feeling worlds tonight. REMEMBER, YOUR FEELING WORLD IS YOUR POWERHOUSE; and although your intellect might question, your feeling is accepting in the Fulness of its Joy and Gratitude, and that is the thing that counts. Once your feeling accepts a thing, it will come into action in your life and world. Even your thought will not prevent your feeling accepting and acting; sometimes it retards its outpicturing, but it cannot prevent the acceptance in the feelings of that which the Heart knows to be true.
So today, and as you enter into this Class, beginning on Friday, Dear Ones, will you not begin now to call your “Mighty I AM Presence” into action to make your feeling world become so still, so at peace, and your comprehension—remember your comprehension is in your Higher Mental Body; It is your Discriminating Selective Intelligence—and when you call for that Comprehension to be clear, alert and active, then you will get the great Blessing out of this Class, and a greater one than you could possibly imagine! For this is the Reality of Life, your Life, Beloved Ones, and will bring into action in your outer world of activity, the Fullness of that Power of Life which knows Its Dominion through the human form, but must have your Call, your willingness and harmony of your feelings, to let that “Presence of Life” transmute, transform all that has been in your world, and bring it into Its Perfection.

Observe the Chart a moment, and see that Stream of Life and Energy coming in there and anchoring within your physical Heart. That Stream of Life contains all Intelligence, all Power, all Substance, all Life; but when That comes into your body and goes out into your world of action, It is compelled to be clothed with whatever feeling is in your feeling world! If that feeling is ugly, unkind, destructive, then that must carry that destructive quality into your world,
because the Law of you, as a free being compels that Light to take on that quality. You cannot penetrate that Light with the quality; but you do clothe It with that which is in your feeling. That carries out into your world of action, and you must meet whatever was in your feeling as that comes forth.

That is why once the feeling is held harmonious long enough, then that requalification will discontinue. That Great and Mighty Energy from your "Presence" will flow forth and produce Its perfecting activity in your world of action, and do it with the Speed of Lightning, as you come to understand and call It forth, and qualify It by your Conscious Application with that great speed of accomplishment. That is what is needed today.

Mankind has the opportunity! You have the Understanding of the Law! If you will not apply It, then you can but blame yourself, or see yourself as the only cause of your continued limitations. Now, it is quite true that not all the Students today have had the full results of their Application. Only recently are they beginning to understand the imperative need of their feeling following their attention. If you have two activities divided, you cannot have the full results; but once your feeling will follow your attention, you will have certain results every time. Not once will you ever fail to have the answer to your Call. That is the only reason you have not.
So tonight, Beloved Ones, in the Full Glory of that Life into which I have entered, My Own Ascended Presence, remember—as the Messenger has described to you—that Current of Energy that swept through My body when I saw the Crystal Cup, did the Purifying Service and Activity required. Then that Purified Body ascended into the Higher Mental Body where the Transformation took place. All human qualities disappeared; and then, as that Great Ray of Light and Energy from My own God Presence, as is shown there on the Chart, descended, My own purified physical body was absorbed into the Higher Mental Body, and entered into the Great Electronic Presence. Then I became the Ascended Being I am today—Free, forever Free from the wheel of birth and rebirth; Free forever from all human limitations. Yet today, I can make My Body as tangible and visible in the physical octave as My body was before the Ascension.

Now do you suppose, Dear Ones, for one second, that all of the unbelief of mankind could ever alter that Great and Mighty Truth, just because some in the Western World say that could not be? Do you suppose that that alters the Truth, when I am telling you right here from my own Experience, that I am the One that accomplished the Victory—then think all human beings on Earth could change that Truth for one second?

Awaken, Oh mankind, and let the Experience of
We, who with so great a Love pour forth Our Experience to mankind, awaken and feel the Full Power of the Quality We pour forth into the feeling world, that they too may have that same Glory and Victory and Freedom. That is why I come to you tonight, Beloved Ones who have stood so staunch in the Light. I want you to, if you will, feel with Me My Victory, your Victory in the Light. I thank you.
My Rejoicing is very great, Beloved Students of Kansas City and elsewhere—perhaps I am a little optimistic, but in seeing the need, the requirement of the Students since My Ascension or My return and association in This Work, Beloved Ones, My Rejoicing knows no bounds. Of course, don’t say this to Beloved Saint Germain, but I have not had many opportunities to talk to you; nevertheless, I will take advantage of this one and if I get enthusiastic don’t mind it. For knowing as I do the Joy of that Freedom from everything that surrounded and held and bound Me through those many long years, and up to the time that with My father in India, when he was shot, I had no thought of these Great Ideals, of the Great Possibilities that were before mankind—now notice, before mankind, right here in their physical embodiments.

Think of it, My Dear People, think! Only so few years ago I stood here in a limited body as yours is today; now I am Free as the birds; I can go anywhere in the Universe I choose, and no one to say: “You stay here.” Is it not wonderful? To think that mankind today, living in bodies of limitations, with the “Pres-
ence of God” feeding Life into their bodies, could have forgotten that Source as we all did! Will you ever find words or feelings within your being, to thank Saint Germain for This Magnificent Understanding and Explanation of the “Mighty I AM Presence”? HE IS THE ONLY BEING ON EARTH THAT HAS EVER BROUGHT IT FORTH, and no one has ever touched the magnificent clear definite powerful Understanding of this Mighty God Presence, the “MIGHTY I AM,” which He has brought forth.

The Words, “I AM,” have been through all languages that have been throughout the ages, but in the past many thousands of years, the Words have not had anything but the bare repetition. Saint Germain thought enough of this “Great Presence of all Life” to dictate thirty-two Discourses or more; in fact, they are all concerning the “I AM,” but those especially are in explanation of It, where It is, what It is, what It meant, and what It will do for you. He has given the clearness of the Understanding, the clearness of the Application and Explanation of the Law of what takes place when you give certain activity in your Application, in the calling forth of This Power.

It does not matter; one of you here in this audience, so anchored in your “Presence” that you would refuse acceptance of anything of human creation in your world, can stand in the midst of a seething vortex and
attain your Freedom! This is what We want you to realize and feel within your feeling world, that there is no person, place, condition or any number of people that can prevent your advancement in the Light but yourself. It is impossible. To do This, one must be firm enough to shut out all human discord, close your world to every discordant voice, and then in the Acknowledgment, and standing within the Power and Light of your "Presence," feel the Fulness of It, the Commanding Presence of you and your world.

That is how mankind has come to know, that in all the seething vortex of limitations, discordant conditions of mankind, still it cannot affect the individual who will determine that it shall not do so. That is how everyone that ever has attained their Freedom has come to It.

You will remember how often the Messengers have urged the people to refuse acceptance of everything less than the Perfection of the "Presence," the mightiest thing you can do, and yet it is within the province of everyone to refuse acceptance any longer of the limitations of the human world, the physical octave. The day when you find that you can do That, what Magnificent Activities will take place within you and your feeling world!

I, like you, thought at intervals I was very happy. Oh, My Dear Ones, I didn’t know what Happiness
meant, and pardon Me if I say it, I am sure you don’t either. How can you, Beloved Ones, until you have once tasted and felt that Freedom? How could you possibly? The human intellect cannot comprehend It, and We don’t expect one to comprehend the Fulness of that Perfection which is your Joy and your Power—only when you have reached That Attainment, and in the gaining of That Goal, for on the Pathway of Light, how great today is the Blessing of mankind.

Let us take something so practical tonight, that the human feeling accepts it with the power of its full strength of its being, and that is, you—the physical body here—is the projection of Light. Remember that the Light Pattern of this flesh structure of everyone of these bodies sitting here, is the power of that “Presence” upon which the atomic structure, called flesh, is held in connection and uniformity of action. What do you think holds your flesh together? Take your arm; take your hand. What do you think holds that flesh together? That Power of Light, which is the Light Pattern of these human forms. In technical terminology, you would call it the force field, the electrical repulsion and retraction and all that kind of thing. I say to you in the simplest manner possible, that which holds your flesh in form, is that Light Pattern in your body. For in every cell of your body is the Light, connecting all the Light and Power from your “Presence,” and at
the base of your brain is the distributing point which feeds that Light into every atom of the body.

Therefore, Dear People, let us get such a practical hold on This tonight, that you take hold of This Feeling and Presence of Light and let It charge, charge, charge your being with Its Mighty Presence and Power. Blessed People, you do not need to remain in a single limitation longer, knowing as We do, the exact operation, having gone through the identical thing that you are doing, then why cannot We help you? Why can We not advise you and give you Our Experience that will bring you to the Victory in your feelings, which is your Powerhouse of Light.

Then you might say to Me, if your feeling is the Powerhouse of Light, how is it that it becomes discordant? That hasn’t anything to do with the Light. That discord is your power of qualification, because if it were not for your power of qualification that Light from your “Presence” would produce Purity, Harmony and Perfection in every cell of your body, and would have always produced a perfect body. But your qualification of discord acting upon that, clothes that Light with the quality of your feeling of discord, and compels it to carry that limitation and discord out into your world and into the flesh of your body, which has made the so-called density of the flesh form today. Yet look, Beloved Ones, you who think of your body as
dense today, it is not nearly so dense as you think, for you can hold your hand before the Light and see the Light through the flesh, anyone can. Then if that flesh was so dense as it seems to be, how could you see the Light through it? Then let us go one step further, you can put a strong light in front and back of you and see through your body. Your X-ray shows the action of the organs, and in San Diego is a machine which you can look in the mirror before you and see the activity of the organs within your own body, your own Heart, its size and action. Is the body so dense then?

Look, Beloved Ones, see again the power of qualification of the individual. We decree a thing through the feeling, even without a spoken word; and then that thing acts. Precious People, if you could just sweep your hand like that, and sweep out of your feeling world every thought that registers there, all human quality, in twenty-four hours your body would take on the Perfection of this Light from your “Presence.” Few could do that in one sweep, but who of you shall say to Me tonight how many are sitting in this room who might not do it? That is the point! If you will reverse all your power of qualification and SAY TO YOUR “PRESENCE”: “MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE,” I ACCEPT YOUR FULL PERFECTION IN MY MIND, BODY, MY WORLD OF ACTION. THEREFORE, CHARGE IT WITH
YOUR MIGHTY PERFECTION, YOUR PURITY AND YOUR CONSUMING POWER OF ACTION THAT DISSOLVES AND CONSUMES EVERY DISCORDANT THING THAT HAS BEEN DRAWN ABOUT ME! With the full power of that feeling, there is not one single thing that you could not do in transforming your body, your affairs and the activity of your affairs in the world, into the Perfection which that Light is and carries forth.

You see, Beloved Ones, because the human has become so accustomed to accepting the appearance world almost involuntarily, the individual does it without thinking anything about it. There is where the necessity of standing guard over your feeling world is. Now, how do you do that? Not by your human feeling, Precious Ones, but by calling your "Presence" to stand guard through your feeling, then you have the power set into action that will do it. And when you, in the outer world, are off guard, still, through your Higher Mental Body, will that guard stand and hold Its Dominion once you have charged it with—notice—feeling to take action and command.

Do you not see that here above you, between you and your Electronic Body, is your Higher Mental Body, which is the discriminating, selective Intelligence? It answers your every Call. And do you think if you ask It to stand guard, It would ever, for one mo-
ment, day or night, be off guard? It does not require sleep and rest, but It is All-Powerful; a Body of Blazing Light!

Tonight is one of those times when I long to release your true Inner Vision and let you behold your Higher Mental Bodies—Why Dear Ones, a Form so Magnificent, so Powerful, so Beautiful! Oh, think that the human is so far from expressing that Beauty and Perfection that is There! In the Giver of all Life, which but for our requalification, we would have a body so beautiful and perfect as one's fondest dream could scarcely imagine. Yet we, the individual—yourself and Myself, before the achievement, alone were responsible for our appearance, for our condition, for our world, because there is no other power, no other authority in all the World but you in your world!

Think of it, Beloved Ones, you think of the physical world as a great expanse of distance, do you not? Yet the only place that you can live is in your own feeling world. You may travel the Earth over, but the only place that you live is within your own feeling world.

Oh, think of it, Dear Hearts; that is from as far as your hands extend, around like that, to perhaps fifty or more feet, according to the earnestness, to the reaching out to the Light, does that Radiance extend— I mean in Its Fulness.

You today, who have come to know this "Great Presence of all Life," can with harmony maintained
in your feelings, call Its Mighty Perfection into action without any limit. We know you can do it. We know thousands of the Students are doing it, and We know from your own achievement here in this city, that every one of you can do it! Therefore, Beloved Ones, won't you let Me plead with you to put away forever all concern or thought or feeling concerning another individual or what they do? You cannot help what someone else does, except to call their "Presence" into action to produce Its Perfection there; and that is all you should be concerned with—no other person's world or any place or condition! If you do, you will keep requalifying discord in your world by feeling someone else has made a mistake, and you are making a greater mistake by taking notice of it.

Do you notice that, Dear Ones, we say: "Oh, so and so made a mistake; so and so is not doing the right thing"; then what are we doing? We are seeing that in the other person! We are opening our own feeling world to the identical condition, building it by our own added force. You see? Therefore, Beloved Ones, until mankind sees and takes command, has self-control, and has no opinion about another person, place or condition, they will go on in their limitations and We cannot prevent it! But I want you to remember through the achievement here, I want you to know how Magnificent is the opportunity now before you!

Remember on the seventh day of the Shrine Class,
the Cosmic Light came to a certain point of intensity in America, where the free will of vicious individuals could be set aside. And that has made it possible for work to be done in America and the World, never known in the history of the Earth. Now We see and know that it is not a matter of human opinions, but We know and see the Action of the Law which is acting and producing this result.

Therefore, if you will give attention to this Mighty Fact, this Mighty Truth, and let Its Power of Action give you the Assistance that you require, the Fulness of that Power which is your "Presence" will find Its Action through your world. Therefore, in bringing about the Preparation for this coming Class, continuing in the great Achievement thus far, if you will enter into that Class with the complete forgetfulness of persons, places or conditions, I assure you, that you will come out of that Class a free being! For the Powers are gathering with tremendous energy for this Class, and in all due respect to San Francisco, We hope to transcend the activity there. Now you blessed folks of Kansas City, please do not get puffed up over that, because the next Class may transcend yours!

There is a mighty reason for this, Beloved Ones. Do you not see, that never in the history of the World has such assistance been given mankind. With all that I might say to you tonight, still you only comprehend a
small part of what is actually taking place from the Octave of Light for the Blessing and Perfection of everyone of you who is earnest and sincere. I could not in words convey to you all the Magnificent Activity which is taking place in the mental and feeling world of mankind.

Will you feel with Me for a few moments your responsibility—not too much—but just enough. Remember, there is One Substance; there is One Intelligence; One Activity. The mental world of all mankind is one! Now, if you have not contemplated this, it may sound startling to you, but please follow Me through. The mental world of all mankind is one, separate from the feeling world of mankind. The mental activity of the world is here (pointing to head); the feeling world is here (pointing to solar plexus). Just as these are definite and separate, so is the mental and feeling world of mankind separate, like two distinct octaves.

Now then, if mankind is discordant or allows discord, disturbance, criticism, condemnation, hatred, anger or any of those qualities to register in their feeling world, it is not only your immediate feeling of that, but you are opening yourselves to the entire octave of the creation of mankind of the discord that is there. It is the Law of Life. You enter into that creation of all mankind in that particular feeling. If it is criticism, if you maintain it to a certain degree, you
will enter into the entire criticism of mankind. If it is hatred, and maintained for a certain period, you will enter into all that, or in other words, open yourself to the inflow of all that. That is why tragedies suddenly occur, because mankind unknowingly do this; accumulation floods in on them and they cannot control it, and they are impelled shall I say, rather than compelled, to act under its direction.

Therefore, that becomes ungoverned force. And what is force, as you know it in the outer world today? Ungoverned energy. Your scientific world looks upon it slightly different. But I say to you, so far as your human activity is concerned, force is ungoverned feeling, ungoverned energy. Therefore, when you know that the fulness of that power governed, will go to an objective in the Power, Purity and Perfection of your "Presence" and accomplish anything unto which It is directed, then you will know that no longer are you subject to circumstances or conditions.

Follow Me again, will you please. When you call this Power of the "Presence" forth into action, It is the Full Power and Energy of the Universe. Now that Energy will act through your human form, according to the feeling within your feeling world. It has to do it; It is the Law of Life. You cannot change it, except through your feeling. Now then, if you want Perfection, your feeling must contain Perfection, which is
Harmony. Then that Great Power called forth will flow untouched by your human qualification, and produce Perfection in your world and abundance of every good thing.

Let us follow this point with a very startling thing to the average individual. Now, don’t let this scare you in your Application. When you begin calling this Power and Energy of your “Presence” forth into action, you must know, and I am sure there is not any of you that has not experienced it to some degree, a greater power and charge of that energy flows forth. Now then, as you continue to call this Mighty Power of your “Presence” forth and begin to gain a momentum of that Great and Mighty Energy flowing in and through your body, and then, you let rush in upon you, discord, criticism, condemnation or any of those things, you charge that greater volume of energy with that same quality; and that power of destruction in your world is ten times or twenty times greater than it was before. Now you are responsible for that. You know the Law. You know that if you have discord in your feeling, it affects and charges your world with that quality, whatever it is.

Now then, when you call forth this Greater Power, knowing very well that It would increase that discord, if you continue to allow the discord to govern it, then individuals wonder why they do not have results from
their Application. Because they have allowed that Greater Energy they call forth to be charged with discord in the feelings, and of course, you cannot have results.

Now Beloved Ones, I am endeavoring to give this from My actual Knowledge with such a power of Love and Blessing to you, that you will grasp It, and it means everyone of you Dear Hearts, every one of you, for the Law acts the same through every human being. Therefore, Beloved Ones, determine to let us help you, and with that Great Powerful Determination, never let any kind of discord register in your feeling again, for any provocation or cause whatever; and then see how quickly this Great Power called forth from your “Presence” will begin to produce Its Perfection in you and your world, in your physical body, in the Greater Health, Strength, Power, Confidence and then out into your world. And It being the Great Presence of all Life, will draw to Itself all that Great Perfection which It is. It cannot draw anything else. When Life comes forth in Its Great Purity and Perfection, It cannot draw anything else to you but just what It is. Therefore, your world, your activity, will be charged and filled with that Perfection which all Life contains, and Oh Beloved Ones, then how easily and quickly comes that Joy and Freedom which is Boundless beyond all words to describe.
Don’t misunderstand Me; I am not referring to any personalities; I am referring to the Law of Life that governs every human being on Earth and everywhere else! If you do not understand that Law of Life and give obedience to It—and It is the only thing in the world that mankind is asked to give obedience to, It is the Law of their own Life, which demands harmony in the feeling world of the human octave, that Its Power may flow forth untouched, unadulterated by the human qualities which clothe It and carry It forth into the activity and the world of the individual. That is why, Precious Ones, We plead with you, with so great a Love.

Don’t let a person, place or condition cause you to feel irritation or disturbance in your feelings for any reason whatsoever! We see and know the results that come to those who are able to shut that off. And you are, every one of you, Precious Hearts, able to do it! I expect it from everyone of you! You have the strength, courage and power to refuse now, this hour, any further acceptance of discord in your world, and you stand the Victory of Light over your mind, body and activity, and let the Power of your “Presence” flow forth like a mighty avalanche into your world, and cause Its Perfect Glory and Activity to draw to you every good thing that exists in the world. That is why I want you to feel That with all the power of your
being—your Divine Being, in the Understanding of your "Presence." You are not a human being any longer! One who will give attention to their "Presence" and has That Understanding, becomes a Divine Being, as quick as they feel the need or necessity of shutting out of their world all discord!

That is why, Beloved Ones, We long so much to, with Our Assistance, help you quickly to that Freedom which every one of your Precious Hearts knows is Real. Oh, We are not concerned with what your intellect does, but We are concerned with the Power of what is acting within your Heart. Your intellect, once it is understood, is but the accretion of the outer world; and This Heart is the anchorage of the Light of Eternity, and the Power of your "Presence" acting in the human form. Then see the vast difference between the intellect and the Heart. THE HEART IS THE KNOWER OF THE UNIVERSE AND NEVER, NEVER MAKES A MISTAKE; but the intellect that has gathered its accumulation from the appearance world is not founded upon reality, is not founded upon truth, because it is but human opinions. That is why the Messengers in the beginning found such opposition when They referred to this point.

The intellect is not the knower. It becomes very wise in some things, so far as outer mechanical activity and things are required. But look now, this is not
speaking unkindly of the great achievement of today in the outer mechanical world of mankind, but when mankind allows the attention to remain in the appearance world or the world of activity of mankind, they have forgotten their Source, and sooner or later they will find that the energy has ceased to supply them. That is the point that every human being reaches.

That is the reason for so-called death, because mankind has been so imbued with the attention upon the appearance world, that they have forgotten the Source of all Energy, and therefore, It ceases to act within the human form.

That is why, Beloved Ones, there are innumerable ways by which you waste your energy, through all these qualities of discord, gossip, condemnation, anger, hatred, sex and all of these qualities, which are less than the Perfection of your "Presence" and a waste of your energy. Think of it, every one of you have experienced it. I did! I used to get very angry, then wondered what was the matter with Me afterwards; but Dear Ones, you can, in ten minutes of intense anger, release enough energy to have lasted you for thirty days. That is the actual fact from the definite statistics which We have.

You think that you keep records of all your activities out here. Well, so do We, and We don't mind it; but We are keeping your records too, every one of
you. Do you think We are intruding? I am sorry if you think so, because We shall have to continue.

Oh, Dear Ones, do you know what it means to love one's Freedom? Do you know what is flowing through My Being now to you—My Love for your Freedom; My Determination that is unyielding in the Power of that Light that beats your Heart—that your Freedom shall be yours and quickly? That is the Power that is flowing through My Being to each one of you, and how? By a direct Ray of Light to you, each one of you, and that is My loving Service which I offer to you. And you will pardon Me, if I have not asked your permission for it, but yet I offer it.

Oh, Dear Ones, the day that you stand Free as I did, will you know what I mean tonight. Can you imagine with Me, for just a few minutes, My Love for this good Messenger? You probably think you love Him and Beloved Lotus, but I want to tell you, My love for Him surpasses anything that I have yet conceived; because He gave Me My Freedom! Can you wonder that I love to move Heaven and Earth, that the whole Pathway before Him and Lotus remain a Joyous, Happy, Magnificent Manifestation of Life, that They may serve in this Marvelous Manner, and be the release of all Blessed mankind who care to listen.

I presume Mr. Ballard will take Me to task for
this, but I cannot refrain from saying it, Beloved Ones. If you saw as I do, This Service that They have rendered thus far to mankind, then really, would your Love release. You think it is now, but it is only a small part of what would release then, when you saw truly the Magnificent Service which is being rendered. No matter what mankind does or says, Their Love pours forth like a mighty river, for They have come to know that It is the only means of reaching and blessing mankind. For remember, in all the Universe anywhere, there is no barrier to the “Presence” and Power of Divine Love. Either in the human octave or beyond, there is no barrier to the Power of Divine Love.

Beloved Ones, that is why the attitude of the individual, in gratitude to the Outpouring of Love and Blessings to mankind, produces such Magnificent results. Let Me assure you of this one point. The Messengers have tried it out individually, to find the Action of the Law upon mankind; and at times, when human calls were pressing severely, shall We say, and They began to discuss the human qualities, because of the need for the understanding of the Students, and They would spend one evening on the discussion of the human qualities, They would see and feel the vibratory action of the room lower, as long as They continued to hold the attention of mankind in the
Class upon the human qualities. Then in the next Class, They would reverse it and hold the attention upon the Magnificent Powers of the “Presence,” and the Vibratory Action would lift in the room, just as steadily and surely as you raise your hand.

That is the True Activity of the Law. WHERE YOUR ATTENTION IS, THERE YOU ARE; WHAT IT IS UPON, YOU BECOME! Never was a truer statement in all the vocabulary of mankind made than That. THEREFORE, THE POWER OF YOUR ATTENTION IS PARAMOUNT IN YOUR WORLD!

Notice, many have found difficulty in governing their feelings. Why? Because they would not change their attention from one point to the other. You have a friend, Oh excuse Me, you have a person whom you dislike, and one you love very much. I ask you at any time to test this out. Put your attention upon the one you think has injured you or that irritates you, and notice the feeling. Then put it upon the one you love very dearly, and see the delightful, quite magnificent expansion that you feel.

Oh, do you not see, Beloved Ones, how easy it is to determine these things that are acting? Do you not see there is no excuse in the world for one understanding this “Presence” to remain in limitation? Oh, it just cannot be done. I won’t let it be done. You Blessed
people, whom We love so much, who are standing for the Light, if you will let Us, We won't let you stay in those limitations. Isn't that a fair proposition? But We cannot take you by the hair and say: "You come out of there now." That isn't permissible. But by the Power of Our Love and raising of your vibratory action by Our Outpouring of Love to you, We can help you in a manner that reason doesn't describe.

The Power of the Feeling and the Outpouring of Gratitude and Blessing is beyond human appearance in Its Activity. That is why I make no attempt to describe That to you, except you feel It.

Therefore, in your activity remember always, THAT YOU ALONE ARE THE DECREEER OF YOUR WORLD! You have to be! This physical body is given into your custody. What are you going to do with the energy that flows through it? That is your decision. Everyone of you Precious Ones, that is where you come in; otherwise, there would be no imperfection in the world today. YOU MUST CHOOSE HOW THIS ENERGY IS GOING TO ACT THAT PASSES THROUGH YOUR MIND, BODY AND FEELING WORLD! It is so easy to determine, once you know the only thing that stands between you and the Perfection which We are today, is your feeling. Does not that sound simple? Does it sound unimportant to think that all that stands be-
between you in your limitations today and the Perfection which We experience, is your feeling? Nothing else!

Now you might say to Me, what about our thought? Oh, Blessed Ones, ONCE YOU CONTROL YOUR FEELING YOUR THOUGHT WILL BE OBEDIENT FOREVER; because your feeling acts first. That is why in the past, mankind have been taught that they should control their thought, but they had no power to do it, because their feeling was the powerhouse and would overrule the thought every time. That is where the Great Blessing is to mankind today in this Magnificent Understanding which Saint Germain has brought forth, because It has taken you to your powerhouse, the place where conditions were governing your world of which you did not dream. Now today, having come to know that you can say to your “Presence,” acting through your Higher Mental Body: “STOP THIS NONSENSE FOREVER IN MY WORLD! STOP THIS HUMAN ACTION! REMOVE THESE HUMAN QUALITIES, AND SEE THAT THEY NEVER ACT AGAIN!” Then keep it up until you find that every human quality ceases to act!

The Messengers have done It! They are no different than you. You might say: “Well, the Messengers have had the direct Presence, the direct training of Saint Germain and the Ascended Masters. Why wouldn’t They have more power than we?” That is
not the case; I beg your pardon. Shall I explain to you why? You see, when the Messengers were here before, this particular Activity had not yet begun, and that is the reason why I am explaining it to you tonight, so you may have the Blessing and Benefit of it during the Class.

Since the Messengers came East the other time and began the Class in Boston, from that time forth the Great Divine Director has gathered a Radiance and Power of Activity similar to that in the Cave of Light in India, where He had done His tremendous Work, and where the Service was rendered Bob, Rex, Nada and Pearl. Now then, can you, will you try to comprehend for a few moments how that, in the Presence and Power of a Great Being like the Great Divine Director, who has Infinite Power to gather the forces of Life, holds them in a definite action. Take yourselves for illustration—you who are here in the room—shall I say to you, describe to you what is being done?

While I am talking to you, holding your attention, the Great Divine Director has gathered you within this Globe of Light, whose Radiance is very similar to the Cave of Light in India, except less powerful, according to that which you can assimilate. Blessed Ones, it is the Greatest Service that can be rendered mankind on the face of this Earth, That which He is doing tonight for you and will tomorrow night.

Now then, Beloved Ones, in that Radiance is the
Charged Force called Consciousness of the Ascended Masters, which is the Power acting within that Light, to cleanse, purify, and now watch—for everyone that it is possible, every part possible of their human creation is being dissolved and consumed. Now to what extent that will occur during the evening, I shall not say at this time, but that is one of the Activities. Another is, that in that Dissolving, Consuming Process is the Release of individuals from time and space.

Now this Activity will go on throughout this Class with Its ever-increasing intensifying Activity. You have probably heard of the Service rendered in the San Francisco Class. If not, you will. That is Real, Dear People, very very Real, because the Energy, the Activity, the Substance from the Octave of Light is That which is Real! The human octave is not real, because it is constantly changing. You see it is not. Anyone, even without the understanding, can see how that is absolutely true. The human about you is constantly under change every moment; but this Great Light which He has enfolded you in tonight is Changeless, Perfect forever, containing within It the Purity, Power and Perfection, not only just of the Principle of Life—now notice—this is not only with just the Principle of Life, but It is charged with the Power and Activity of the Ascended Masters who know what every single one of your requirements is.
That is how They are able to render this Service, Beloved People, through this Magnificent Radiation gathered in this Class.

Therefore tonight, if you walked with Me into the Cave of Light in India where Bob, Rex, Nada and Pearl received their Freedom, it would be but an intensified Activity of This which is your experience tonight. If once you realize that the Ascended Masters, All-Wise, All-Powerful, can gather from, or draw, for instance—now that you may possibly more clearly understand this—This Power which the Great Divine Director has drawn and gathered you into, tonight, is drawn from the Cave of Light in India. Does that seem strange or unreal to you? I do not see why it should. To the Great Beings of all Power there is no time or space. They have transcended that; therefore, that which They draw to Them is present; they but fix their attention upon It, upon the Cave of Light in India, and Its Powers and Activity are present here. Do you not see the vastness of it and yet the simplicity, yet Its Majestic Power?

That is why unless these Great Laws of Life are put in the simplicity of understanding to mankind, they struggle and struggle and struggle to understand without results. That is why the Great Victory in issuing that Decree for the Earth, made it a Decree, made it a Commanding Law that These Books and
This Information go forth and be held in the simple purity and power by which mankind would have results!

Now I say to you tonight, Beloved Ones, and I plead with you so earnestly, do not ever, for one second, give way to the thought or feeling that you cannot make your Application as strong as anybody else, or that you are not having results from your Application. Don’t let that human feeling which qualifies the energy, longer act in your world. When you make your Application, stand by It and keep right on; then all of a sudden you will see go down before you, every human quality that obstructed the way, for that is all within your feeling world; it cannot be anywhere else to affect you.

Therefore, those who have come to know this Great Presence are the Victory of Light. Therefore, you who are staunch, firm, honest and sincere to the Light, your “Presence”—your Life—are rendering a Service, Beloved Ones, which will stand in the Eternal Record of Life. You have heard the Messenger say that in the Royal Teton is this great Audience Chamber, where the records of every civilization are written on thin sheets of gold—the akashic records of Eternal Light of the Service of every sincere “I AM” Student in America and the World. That is an Eternal Record, and that Service is unparalleled by anything
any of mankind can do in this World. There is not one service that amounts to but a fragment of what This Service does, that the Great Ones have asked you to render, in your issuing of your Mighty Decrees for the Protection of America and mankind. That is why, Beloved Ones, if you have ever in this life at least, or any other, wished to render a service, never was so great an opportunity, never was so great a release, from that service rendered as now, and the very little required in holding the balance between Light and darkness. Won’t you join Me in the release of all the feeling of your being that that be finished here? Wouldn’t that be a record for Kansas City?

Dear Ones, I am speaking straight into your Hearts, and I am with you! You know I was an Englishman, but I am a full-fledged American now. Still I am English, because in the great Presence of all Life there is no nationality; but let Me remind you, this Glorious Flag of your Nation, Beloved People—hear Me! is more than a Flag. That is why the Messengers love It so tremendously; because It not only represents your America, but Freedom to the whole World! Oh, Beloved Ones, all Nations of the World shall one day kiss that Flag in Adoration for Its Service to mankind; for It represents the Land of Freedom, where the “Cup of Light” to the World had to come; because there was no other place left on Earth for It to come.
That is no fault of the Earth, but it is the fault of mankind through their great accumulation of discord.

Europe, bless her people! Bless our blessed England! Bless our blessed France! and all the Nations of Europe and the Orient! It is not the Nations that are to blame; but the people that are in them. One day, mankind will all come to know that no Nation on Earth is to blame for anything but the activity of its people, the feeling world of its people.

Therefore, We say to you Beloved Ones, CHERISH THIS FLAG OF AMERICA IN YOUR HEARTS AS NEVER YOU DID ANYTHING ELSE IN THE WORLD! Do you know what would happen, if all mankind was to suddenly understand what that Blessed Flag means? Every human being would wear a silk Flag of the United States of America across his Heart. That is how much your Flag means to Life; because Life brought It forth. It is representative of the Freedom of mankind. Think of it, if Blessed Europe had listened to Saint Germain four hundred years ago, Europe would have had the privilege of carrying the "CUP OF LIGHT" for the future. Those Nations would have become the United States of Europe; but the one whom Saint Germain depended upon most, failed Him.

That is why I say to you tonight, Beloved People, you have seen it manifest before you everywhere.
When the human self of an individual will not give obedience to Life, not even the Ascended Masters can depend upon him. You see how imperative it is? Saint Germain has gathered a great family together, nearly four hundred thousand people. Are His Family going to fail Him now, when He has brought them to the Gate, the Open Doorway of Freedom? You are there at this point NOW! I say this to all the Beloved, earnest, sincere Students of America and the World, YOU STAND IN THE OPEN DOORWAY OF YOUR ETERNAL FREEDOM. ALL THAT IS NECESSARY OF THE COURAGE AND STRENGTH TO STEP THROUGH INTO THE LIGHT IS THERE! THIS IS ETERNAL! Beloved Ones, it is not just your present requirement and achievement, but it is your Eternal Freedom which you are entering into forever! forever! and forever!

Oh, It is so vastly different from anything which has taken place in the outer world before. That was temporary achievement of all descriptions; but today, you in your Application, in every step you gain today, are entering into Eternal Freedom forever, which will bring you into your Eternal Light Body, the Electronic Body of your "Mighty Presence," when you become the Ascended Being—Master of all substance and conditions forever. In all the Spheres of the Universe, you become the Master as the Ascended Ones
are of all Substance and Energy and can produce at will, anything They require.

I must not keep you too late, but Dear Ones, can you imagine My Joy, My boyish happiness when I found that I had entered into a state, a condition where I could produce at will, anything in the world that I wished? Hold out My Hand and there it was! Oh, Beloved Ones, Oh, let Me help you to remember the Great Being you once were and really still are today! Oh, just think of these human forms and then think of your Higher Mental Body, a Body of Blazing Light, Beauty and Perfection, which stands there waiting, waiting, waiting for a sufficient power of your attention, when It will release Its Perfection, Its Beauty and all Its Power into the physical octave for action, which will cleanse, purify and lift the purified physical body into that Majestic Presence, then into this Presence of all Light. Think of it! Is it not worth any effort that the human is required to make—any so-called sacrifice? Of course, there is no sacrifice really in your attention to the Light, because you are gaining everything and just losing your limitations. Isn’t it a wonderful thing to think that through the power of your attention is the reverse of all currents of energy?

I can look at this stand; I can look at that Light. I but change My attention there to observe the Light. I
look at the piano in which there is no Light and I look there where the Light is. You look away from your human limitations into the Powers of the “Presence,” which is all Light, Intelligence and Power, and the “Presence” floods your being and world with all that It is. That being Light Substance, all human limitations and darkness just dissolves and disappears before Its Radiance—no battle, no struggle.

When that Blessed One who came to me as a lad in India and said to Me those brief simple Words, as I thought then: “My son, on a great mountain in North America you will find a Man with a Crystal Cup, and when you have found that One, you will have found the One who will assist you to your Ascension!” I did not even know what the Ascension was at that time; and yet those Words stirred within Me a feeling and understanding of something that took such hold of Me, that it never relaxed for an instant! It held such command from within Me somewhere, that I never lost It for a moment. That grew and grew and grew within Me, and I thought many times, when I would contemplate that great mountain in America, and I thought for a moment—“Good Heavens, how am I supposed to find a mountain like that? There are great mountain ranges in America, and yet I am supposed to go to that mountain and find this Man?” You know how the human will talk to you. Well, that
kept up at quite long intervals for about three years; and one day when that started to revolve, and the human began to talk back to Me, mark you, I did not understand these Laws that you do today, but yet from within Me, suddenly as that began to start again—something so calm, so firm and so positive—I heard It say as distinctly as if verbal words: "Stop that!" I did not quite know what it meant, but it was like a thunder bolt when these Words came forth, and Beloved Ones, not once again did My human ever offer a suggestion as to that. I say that to you because, somewhat like this good Messenger when he silenced His human forever, I understand now a very similar thing occurred; the "Presence" within Me silenced that human, which was a very gratifying thing as I understand it today.

Now that is what every Blessed One of you will experience, as the Messenger did on the street in Los Angeles. You too will experience that moment when you say to all human creation and all human qualities and activities: "STOP FOREVER!" And then it will obey! Beloved People, you are no longer subject to these limitations and conditions, although you are its creator. You can turn on that this hour and say to that thing: "STOP! BE SILENT FOREVER!" and it must be still! Then its powers of qualification will cease. Then the Great Light of the "Presence" called
forth, will come forth and do Its Perfect Work in your world of activity, for there will be no longer any obstruction, and the only obstruction that there can be is in your own feeling world, so far as your world is concerned.

Won’t you let Me help you tonight in clinching within your feeling world that mighty conviction, that Mighty Truth—your Mastery over yourself and your feeling world? Say to that feeling at the least attempt at feeling any disturbance: “STOP! SILENCE! OBEDIENCE TO THE PRESENCE OF ALL LIFE!” Then see how quickly, Beloved Ones, will come that Stillness in which the Power of the “Presence” will flow forth in Its Purity and Perfection, producing that very Perfection in your world of action.

So tonight, Beloved Ones, in the Glory of that Infinite Light that is enfolding you, I speak to the Higher Mental Body of each one: “CHARGE, GLORIFY EVERY HUMAN FORM IN THIS ROOM WITH THAT ETERNALLY SUSTAINED POWER AND ACTION OF THIS LIGHT IN WHICH THEY ARE HELD TONIGHT. CHARGE IT WITH THE POWER, THE ENERGY, THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE ASCENDED MASTERS TO ACT WITHIN THE FEELING WORLD OF EACH INDIVIDUAL TO PRODUCE ITS PERFECTION, HOLD
ITS DOMINION THERE, AND EACH DAY
EXPAND ITS PERFECTION, UNTIL THE
OUTER CONSCIOUSNESS OF MANKIND
GRASP, UNDERSTAND AND FEEL THE
FULNESS OF THE ACTIVITY OF THE
INNER POWERS OF LIGHT!

GREAT LIGHT! GREAT COSMIC LIGHT!
TAKE COMMAND AND DO YOUR PERFECT
WORK WITHIN THE MIND, BODY AND
FEELING WORLD AND ACTIVITY OF EACH
ONE! STAND GUARD OVER IT WITH A
SWORD OF BLUE FLAME, AND CUT EVERY-
ONE FREE FROM EVERY LIMITING THING,
FROM EVERY DISCORDANT THING, AND
HOLD THAT OBEDIENCE OF THE FEELING
AND SPEECH THAT NO WORDS MAY BE
SPOKEN EXCEPT OF PRAISE AND GRATI-
TUDE TO LIFE, AND LET THE FULNESS OF
THY POWERS TAKE COMMAND OF EACH
MIND AND BODY, AND GLORIFY IT WITH
THE EVER-LASTING VICTORY OF LIGHT!”

I thank you.
BELOVED SAINT GERMAIN

I know how anxious many are to know of the further progress made toward the Victory of the Light; and I am quite sure that you will rejoice with Me that twelve percent more has been accomplished.

In addition, you will observe how Great, how very Transcendent, is the added Activity of the Release to the entire Earth of the Victory of these Ascensions. Tonight, from Arabia comes the most Magnificent Power. Some of you are not acquainted with the fact, it is at that point upon Earth where the most powerful training in the World is given the Students in the use of the Light Rays. It is a very ancient Focus of this Great Power. Tonight, as David Lloyd brings to you the direct Radiance from that Retreat in Arabia, from that Glory of Life, will you accept the Power? Notice carefully these Words—accept the Power of your own Higher Mental Body to utilize these Light Rays; until such time as you become outwardly conscious of how to call Them forth into direct activity, as you receive
the Conscious Direction from your Higher Mental Body.

If you will so charge your Higher Mental Body to do the many things required, and hold the sustaining Power about you as you progress—in other words, as your own Light expands within—you will find Great Blessings and Benefit.

I utilize this moment to speak to you, because I do not wish to interrupt after Mrs. Ballard reads and plays for you. I do not wish to interrupt the Radiation as It comes forth from the Retreat in Arabia, because during Her music It will begin Its direct Outpouring to you and into your feeling world; and This tonight will not only act in your feeling world in further Assistance to the activity of the Ascension, but will also act through your Higher Mental Body in the Greater Power and Use of the projection of the Light Rays. I shall now charge the Higher Mental Body of every sincere, honest “I AM” Student to carry forth whatever activity is required for the outer form, to most quickly produce Its Mighty Perfection. I so charge the Higher Mental Body to perform this Service.

Do you realize, Beloved Ones, I stand in this particular instance, ONE with your “Mighty I AM Presence,” in calling This forth for you! In the Consciousness which is Mine in the Achievement over human limitations, it is My Privilege to call This forth for
you to act through your Higher Mental Body; and to
the degree that each one of you accepts This—and I
assure you It is no imaginary thing—then you will
have the ever increasing activity of It in your world of
action.

While I realize some are not comprehending the
full import of This, there are many who are, to a large
degree; however, in the great demand, the great need
of today, I offer this Service to all. It is the most unfor-
tunate thing, Beloved Ones, for any human being on
Earth today to attempt to ridicule the Expansion of
This Light, the Messengers, or Their Work. I say this
for a very definite reason. Unfortunately, mankind are
constantly building for themselves, conditions over
which they have no control. That is what has been the
matter with mankind during the centuries. Therefore,
may I try to help you to avoid all things of that kind in
the future? If you do not agree with a thing, please
have no opinion about it. That will prevent anything
acting in your feeling world that causes a reaction
upon you.

We have pled with the Beloved Students every-
where throughout America, to positively refuse to
have opinions about each other, criticism, condemna-
tion or judgment; so won’t you please, for your own
blessing, avoid all of this in the future? You are deal-
ing now with a Powerful Law, Beloved Ones, and the
one who does not believe that is quite unfortunate; but you are, and there is no human being on Earth that avoids it. I offer This Prompting, that one takes firm command with themselves, their world, and avoids setting up any further conditions which bring you distress. At the slightest impulse to express those feelings or conditions, instantly remind yourselves that it is not permissible under the Law of your Life. Therefore, if you will do This, I can assure you that before five years have passed over your head, you will see such Manifestations of the Cosmic Activities in your individual lives, as will satisfy the most skeptical of human beings.

Our Beloved Brother, your Ascended Master Jesus, has one whom He has loved very greatly, since the time of His Ascension, who is in great danger of passing into the activity of the sinister force. Again, I say to you, if only We could depend upon the human of individuals. If you could believe Our humble, honest, sincere efforts—having passed through all that you will ever have to go through—We know the way; We know the requirements; and if you would allow Us to prompt you and help you, how many pit-falls would you sail over, as it were; but We can only be patient and wait.

Won't you allow Me tonight in this humble prompting, to give you the Strength and Courage of
Self-control in all things, that your Light may expand into the Fulness of Its Eternal Glory and your Freedom?

TODAY, I REPEAT AGAIN, IS THE GREATEST DAY IN THE HISTORY OF THE EARTH, SINCE THE CLOSE OF THE SECOND GOLDEN AGE UPON THIS EARTH! While Our Precious Jesus left the example of one Ascension, today there are ten Ascensions! Do you know what it meant this afternoon, with your great love pouring out to those Blessed Ones who are Free forever? While your services are going on here, they are being freed. Tonight, five more—while this service is going on, and the love is poured out to them—will be set Free forever from human limitation!

Oh, do not let your own human or anyone else’s cause you for one instant to feel there is anything imaginary about This. It is only too Real and too True. Oh, that the vast world of humanity might understand that and feel that Truth tonight! It is True; and those who can accept It in their feeling, will find themselves entering into a charmed world of the Glory of the Light.

May I use this opportunity to thank you, Myself, for your great kindness to the Messengers, your great receptivity to the Light and all the Blessings which are yours from Their presence here; and may the Fulness
of that Light continue to expand in Its ever-increasing Intensity, until you are fully conscious of your Freedom from all human limitations.

**BELOVED DAVID LLOYD**

Beloved Students of the Light, in bringing to you this Radiance of an Accomplishment which is the Decree of Life for every human being that has ever entered a human form, today, the Final Victory of Earth has started—the Great Eternal Victory of Life! As this Intensification increases, bringing to the attention of the outer world that which most of mankind have thought was incredible and impossible—although before them for two thousand years, has been the Example to the World—yet, the human element of mankind is so filled with doubts, fears, and skepticism, that the wonder is really that mankind could possibly have given the response they have to the Powers of Light; and only by centuries of preparation, could This today have been possible.

You, Beloved Students, and the other Students in America, are those who have been in touch with Saint Germain many times before. Now you are being offered your Eternal Freedom—many hundreds of the Students could have had that Freedom seventy thousand years ago!
Frankly, the most incredible thing that is before mankind today, is the unwillingness to give obedience to Life! The natural desire of mankind should be to give obedience to the Intelligence, the Power that moves the human form about; but such is not the case. The intellect, being able and having the capacity to draw conclusions of its own, is not always willing to give obedience. Thinking its authority comes from that which has been gathered from without, it deceives itself. Often, too late, the intellect realizes its great, great mistake!

As your Blessed One has said to you so many times, in the failures before, let us not make the mistake again. You might not believe that, but I, too, was in that ancient civilization with you; but because the Light within Me compelled certain obedience, and by the simple suggestion given Me while I was still in My father's care in India—now notice—it started the Mighty Vibratory Action that carried Me forward to the Final Goal. Think how little it takes to direct the currents of energy, to direct your attention to the Power or the Goal—in fact, both—whereby you may attain your Eternal Glory and Freedom.

I ask you, with the fragmentary information that was given Me, would you have had the courage to forsake all things in the outer world, and if necessary, use all the money you had to try to reach the Goal that
had been indicated to Me? I take no credit to the outer self, which was then the outer self, but to the Light; and I know that definitely was the Power that carried Me forward continuously, when the human would have been discouraged and stopped; still, that Light pushed on, and the human was compelled to follow.

You stand in the same position today. Your Light is surging, surging, surging, for Dominion; and there are hundreds of thousands of people in America today—and I mean by that, those who have not yet touched this Stream of Light consciously—that That Light is surging to find Expression and Dominion through the human form.

In the Cave of Symbols this afternoon, the beginning of the Great Spectacle started. Three gentlemen and two ladies Ascended from There. Tonight, while the service is going on, even at this moment that I am speaking to you, those five individuals have entered into their Higher Mental Bodies. They are standing There, receiving the Transformation at this very instant! Try to feel yourselves in their places. Use your imagining faculties and charge that this be engraved upon your memory. Then, every time you have a few moments during the day from your outer activities, return in consciousness to this moment!

Those ascending in Arabia are three women and two gentlemen. Notice, how this carries to you the
vastness of all that stands before you and your Beloved America—Our Beloved America! In Arabia, those came from five different points in the World for this Achievement. At the Cave of Symbols, five of your own American people achieved the Victory this afternoon! That is because of the service which America must render the World.

Notice this illustration very carefully! If you took hold of the center of this white covering (white canvas floor covering) and lifted it to this height (about five feet), you would draw all the remainder of this with you, would you not? Just so in the substance of Earth. So it is with those who Ascended today in America. It is like the Great Cosmic Light reaches out, and from that point, is drawing all the substance of Earth, including the human forms of mankind, into Its ascending Vibratory Action and Radiance. So it is for the other parts of the Earth. From the Retreat in Arabia and from the other places from which they came, there is the same gathering activity, drawing the substance into Perfection once again.

Now, This is a very real, powerful thing for the Earth. Could all Europe and the Orient understand This for one moment, everything would stop instantly and give way before that Great Light and Presence; they may be compelled to. I cannot speak with authority to you tonight, but who shall say what this Great
Cosmic Light shall do? Mankind, who has rebelled so long, has found its Master, and that Master of all conditions is the Cosmic Light. Therefore, It has said to the Earth—AWAKEN! ARISE! AND SO IT SHALL BE!

You would no doubt be interested to know the difference between the Activity in the Cave of Symbols and the Retreat in Arabia. Those who are making the Ascension there in Arabia ascend under the Five Rays of the Maha Chohan; because They will be Wielders of the Powerful Light Rays for the Protection of the Earth. They are carrying with that Protection, certain qualities, which I may not explain to you. It gives them a direct All-powerful connection with the Earth, until this Service is completed. Their Service is somewhat similar to the activity of Bob, Rex, Nada and Pearl.

While I have suggested it, still only a few have comprehended what is meant in the closing chapter of The Magic Presence. Keep on trying! All of a sudden the True Meaning in that chapter will be revealed to you. It belongs to you as it did to Them. Therefore, in this Activity in Arabia, those Blessed Ones, most fortunate of Beings, will enter into Their Great Eternal Service.

I have hesitated to bring this before you, but I shall preface it by saying, do not in any way allow this to have a discouraging sense to you; because it has noth-
ing to do with your activity. One in Arabia, of those who ascended, and one in the Cave of Symbols, have retained their bodies fifteen hundred years. Several times the Ascension was offered them; but in the service they were rendering, they asked permission to continue in the service of the Earth. They were granted that permission, and today they are Free.

I congratulate you, Beloved Ones, for the comprehension which is acting within your feeling world today. It is a magnificent thing. I am aware you are not fully conscious of that, but even that does not matter, so long as the activity is taking place. As you continue to give your attention to the "Presence," clearer and clearer and more definite will come into the outer consciousness the Fulness of This. Therefore, do not ever allow yourself to be dismayed or discouraged by any appearance that confronts you; but just in the steady, calm Radiance of your "Presence," be sure that That Great Intelligence can regulate, correct and remedy any condition which confronts you in your Life Stream. Most surely! Do not for an instant allow yourself to accept that there is anything difficult in your pathway. Your "Presence" called forth into action, which is the Power of Light knowing no opposite, will flood forth, provided you keep yourself in the proper attitude of harmony and assurance; It will do the work!
I wish to offer one suggestion. You do not all need this, but some of you will get tremendous assistance and blessing from it. While many of you have not seen them, yet in hydraulic work, when breaking down the formation of Earth, the great hose with the nozzle governing the outpouring of water, containing tremendous power and force, breaks down all before it. If it will help you, feel going out from your Heart area this Mighty Ray of Light, always remembering that It is from your "Presence." By that Mighty Power, It sweeps every discordant thing out of your pathway. Then, following that, the Power and Activity of your "Presence" is bringing Divine Order in every requirement of your Life. Some of you will get tremendous activity out of that! Therefore, whenever We see a suggestion that will help, We offer it to you.

Now, in contemplation in the future of the activity of this day, compel your intellect to accept the same enthusiasm which you have felt today, in the acknowledgment of this Great Achievement. I prompt you now, when you go out from this Great Transcendent Radiance which has been gathered, and touch the outer world, stand firm and unyielding and hold this Radiance with you. It can be done, and if you will determine while you are in this Radiance, and charge your Higher Mental Body to qualify and hold that for you, then it will be done. There is no need to let down
for one instant out of this Radiation. You can hold It if you will, and let It continue to increase and expand in your world.

When you see, hear or feel anything before you in your Life Stream that is less than Perfection, stop instantly! Call your "Presence" into action to dissolve cause, effect and record of it, and replace it by the Power of Light from your "Presence." Then you will reverse everything that would come in to cause you disturbance.

If you will do that, regardless of the requirement, every morning before you leave your room, even before your breakfast, call forth this Activity of your "Presence," and you will see how you can place the guard which will ward off many unpleasant things for you.

Nearly every "I AM" Student in America has had word of this Activity today! Now what has this done, aside from the Great Freedom and Blessing to those individuals; what has It done for you? Remember, where your attention is, your Life is pouring. Your Life is pouring to the Ascension in the Cave of Symbols, and tonight, in Arabia. Therefore, your Life Stream is connected with the Power of the Ascension and the full complete Achievement of those individuals. As you remind yourself at least once each day of this Achievement, then the Power of your Life which
made contact There, will continue to act in your feeling world. It will give you the Assistance of the Power There, and bring to your aid through your conscious effort, additional Assistance which is beyond your fondest imagination.

You should see by that how great was the Wisdom of Saint Germain in calling to your attention this Activity of today; and giving all an opportunity by their attention, to connect their Life Streams with that Magnificent Achievement, in Its Eternal Activity. It will act within your feeling world, as long as you keep yourself reminded and qualify it to be sustained, to give you the Assistance outside of your own effort, for your own achievement.

That is the Power of Life. That is the Power of connecting your Life Stream with a Mighty Power of Freedom. Then observe how unfortunate would be the opposite, when you connect your Life Stream to destructive, limiting, pulling-down, tearing-to-pieces activities. If you connect your Life with it, then you have the exact opposite. Energy does not discriminate in itself, but it goes where the attention directs it. Therefore, if you want to be Free, you will hold your attention where the only Freedom in the Universe comes from—your own “Mighty I AM Presence”; and There is your Freedom in every conceivable manner that the human can imagine, your financial Free-
dom, your Freedom of Health, your Freedom of Peace of mind, the Eternally Sustained Harmony, and the Glory of all That means for your own financial Victory, and all that It stands for.

Now, when you have once determined that you are going to serve the Light, remember your human is never sure. When I am speaking now, I am referring to your Inner determination, not your intellect; and the danger of one today who has had such great help and assistance, is proof again of Saint Germain's Great Wisdom. He has always said, the human cannot be depended upon. Therefore, if you understand this and what is means to you, you will not allow your human to govern you or accept these destructive thoughts and feelings from anywhere else. Into your feeling can creep a subtle destructive feeling that you are wholly unaware of until it gains a momentum into the outer expression; then, unless one is very strong, it will, temporarily, hold its dominion there.

Therefore, you are having the promptings, Beloved Ones, to guard your own world, to guard your feelings, to guard yourselves against your own human that would willingly or unwillingly connect your Life Stream with some destructive quality or activity. If you will charge yourself on retiring, with the Peace and Power of your "Presence," and on awakening, charge it with Mighty Directing Intelligence and Ac-
tivity of your "Presence," you could not drop into human mistakes. Now these are the Promptings which are being offered to you if you care to use Them.

Now then, for a few moments, will you come with Me in all the Glory, all that Happiness, and that Feeling which was Mine in the Great Victory of Life? After those long years of searching, try to feel what this Beloved Messenger means to Me. I know you love these Messengers; but how can you know, how can you understand to love Them as We do? When suddenly I came upon Him on that great mountain in America, and by that Inner Power of Light, was taken to Him at the opportune moment, and then He—wholly unknowing of what was planned to be—in His very great kindness, offered to quench My thirst; and then to My Glory—and I shall remember it forever—in His hand came the Crystal Cup! That was My signal which I had sought those many years, knowing, as He did not, what It meant. Then, can you feel with Me for a moment, My Victory, My Glory, for I knew then the rest would follow, after explaining to Him My years of weary searching, and how the Light in Its Dominion within My breast, always carried me on and on and on.

Can you imagine, not knowing what mountain was meant, not knowing what locality in your America,
not knowing anything except that on a great mountain
in North America would I find this Man. This I am
saying for your encouragement and strength. Your
Light can carry you forward to any Victory if you let
it.

Fortunately, I was completely harmonious within
Myself, and that is the only means in the world by
which I ever succeeded. I would never in the world
have found Him, but for that. Today I know that.
Then, when I explained to Him and He said, “What
am I supposed to do?” and with that Power which He
still feels that came through My voice; and with long
pent-up energy, I said to Him, “Ask the God in your-
self, Who does know!” That was the Release, and His
human self disappeared. In its place came the Great
Light of His Presence, until these arms and this chest,
to this far on the body (about waist line), was a Blaz-
ing Light that you could not look into; and as those
hands, which are before you, came out and took Mine,
almost simultaneously with the touch, My feet left the
Earth. Then as I continued, it was no volition, no ef-
fort upon My part. The Light within Me drew Me
up, and when I ascended as far as His hands could
reach and He let go, I continued on; and as I stood
there in that atmosphere above Him—as those Blessed
Ones stood today—can you feel with Me That Feel-
ing? Then above, the Ray of Light descended from
My Own "Presence" to complete the Victory. I shall never forget! He will never forget My Gratitude which poured out to Him; and can you imagine, even in My perfected state, My Feeling today when human beings are so unfortunate as to criticize and condemn one whom they are not fit to lace His shoes? Just because He seems to be natural and so kindly, which He is, don't forget That Service His Presence of Light rendered to Me; and I AM THAT LIVING ETERNAL WITNESS to that Great Great Blessing!

To all of you, He has rendered a Service in every Class that is drawn together. Do not forget it! And when puny human gossip touches your ears, remember My words! I AM THE LIVING PROOF OF HIS WORDS! When humanity can render the service He has already rendered mankind, they will be ashamed to have a single thought of criticism toward Him. I am determined to melt that thing from mankind forever. When I know the humble, gentle kindliness with which He releases this Immeasurable Power to every Class, and then puny intellects come in to make fun, can you imagine sometimes, it takes all My Strength to withhold the Power that I could turn upon them; and some day when it is necessary, it shall be done. When viciousness has become wholly vicious, then even the human form is not of consideration; because the releasing of Life from that form which has
become wholly vicious, would be the greatest kindness in the World.

I say to all destructive individuals toward these two Beloved Ones, be careful what you do! You do not in the ignorance of the human mind know the Power and Force of Light. If necessary, I shall wield this Power in Washington, D.C. Those destructive forces have attempted to gather a vortex there, and they shall find it of no avail. Therefore, Beloved Ones, the Power of Light stands back of these two humble Precious Ones and Their Blessed Son.

Beloved Ones, your great Love, your great Call for Their Protection, is a Mighty Power which We can use. Always call for the Infinite Almighty Protection of these Classes, so mankind may have the harmonious opportunity to have the Blessing of Eternal Light which is always here.

The final battle of Light and darkness is on. The Light always wins, because the Light does not battle. The darkness is the only thing that tries to battle; for when the Light appears, the darkness disappears. Try to feel that in your individual lives. In the Fulness of the Power which is yours in all of your activity, I say to these Beloved Messengers, have no concern. Apply the Law, and the Great Law of Life will take care of them; and your great Love will intensify ten-thousand-fold.
We thank you, Beloved Ones, for your great Love and Gratitude poured out to the Messengers, who are so humble, so gentle, so kindly, asking nothing from mankind but obedience to their own Life, that they may be Free. Therefore, Beloved Ones, allow Me to thank you, to bless you with My Love and all the Assistance I am capable of giving, to help you quickly on your way to Victory; and remember, I stand at attention! I stand ready to serve every sincere honest “I AM” Student in the World; and My Powers are not limited, even though, so recently, they were.

Beloved Ones, in closing, may I say just a Word. When I found Myself wholly Free, and all the pent-up desires I found then of many lifetimes began to assert themselves, I sought for the Instruction of ALL the Powers of My Being, and with speed incredible. I have been given credit in the Octave of the Ascended Masters for having the tenacity, and power, and speed of Achievement that is tremendous; therefore, I wanted This for use NOW! After awhile, it would not be needed in the human octave; but now I want this Power to go forth and bless this Beloved One who has set Me Free. And I shall ever be present to stand guard over Him and His Beloved Ones.

Therefore, Beloved Ones, go forth in the Full Joy of your Limitless Power and Freedom in your “Presence”; call forth, have, express, and FEEL the full

I congratulate you! I thank you for your comprehension, for the Power that is yours, already expanding within your chest, within your Heart; and may That intensify with the Glory of your ever-intensifying feeling of the Desire for your Victory and Freedom. Such is yours now, Beloved Ones. Claim It, be It, and feel the Fulfilling of the Power of your “Infinite Presence of Light” to take you forward into Freedom! I thank you.
Beloved Brothers and Sisters of the Light, in endeavoring to convey into your feeling world tonight That which has meant everything in the world to Me, and is My Freedom today, will you feel with Me during this hour that you may have entered into your world, that you may have charged into your world the Blessings, the full Feeling of the Powers and Freedom which are Mine? That is My Mission in coming to talk to you tonight.

Remember, only a few short years ago I stood in a limited physical body as yours is today, and spent all those many years of searching for that fellow with the Crystal Cup. Now I want you to feel what this means, for in your search for Light it has been similar; although you did not have a given objective upon which to focus your attention, you will notice, until you came to know of your “Presence.”

Therefore, in all those years in My endeavor to fulfill the fragmentary words of the Master Who came to Me in India, many times, Oh, that weariness which came in that search; yet always there was that joy, that buoyancy and enthusiasm which never waned,
not once, no matter how weary I became in the physical form. And yet the energy, the Life acting within Me never grew old. There was not a sense of growing old, although My hair and face showed some appearance of age, but there was no feeling of age within Me, the same as there is with many of you today. Even though you may have grey hair and the appearance of age, yet the spirit of Life within you is youthful, buoyant; and so it can be, Beloved Ones.

That Life as you observe here, anchored within your human Heart, never grows weary, never grows old. It just pours forth Itself, and but for your qualification—now notice, Beloved Ones, that is an invisible thing. You don't see that act, but your Power of Qualification is a powerful faculty of your being, which is constantly qualifying this wondrous energy that flows into your body, then out through the power of Radiation of Self-Luminous, Intelligent Substance into your world of action. That is Real! That is the producer; and if you Blessed Ones knew—for It is within you—the power this hour to release the Powers of this “Presence,” and let It flow forth from you through Its Mighty Power of Radiation, that would harmonize everything that touched your world, and bring to you, as the Students often decree, Ascended Master Friends everywhere to give you the assistance required, no matter what it was.
That is the Power of Life, your “Mighty I AM Presence” acting through you, by Its Mighty Currents of Energy. You do not see the energy pass through the wires or the energy pass in your radio from the transmitter to the receiver, but yet there are those currents of energy. You do not hear the music in this room right now, but it is there, It is invisible, unknown, but you place a radio here and you will find the music is there.

So in all your activities of Life, the Power that is the producer of everything in Light, is invisible to the human sight; and that is where mankind have deceived themselves, in allowing the intellect to accept the appearance world as the only reality, when it is but the shell. All that exists in the human world today is of human creation; and you would say to Me: “What about the energy that produces it?” Oh yes, sure enough, that is the energy of your “Presence,” but acting according to your qualification. It hasn’t done so much, has it, when the energy, if left alone, free of your power of qualification, would have produced Eternal Youth and Perfection in your body, produced Harmony and Success in your world of limitations, achievement in whatever your attention might have been focused upon.

Precious Ones, there is not one of you in this room—and I am not concerned what your years are—that
if you would obey a few simple laws, fix your attention upon a goal, a given objective, and hold your attention There, refuse acceptance of the appearance world, hold harmony in your feelings, and call the Powers of your "Presence" to take command of that, produce Its Perfection and hold Its Dominion and charge Its Power of Achievement in that, make successful anything your Hearts desire, and from tomorrow morning, you could start in and build anything, have any constructive activity that your Precious Hearts would desire.

YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE DESIRE IS GOD, THE "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE" IN ACTION!
You cannot have a desire without the Energy, the Intelligence and Power of the "Presence"; and if that desire be destructive, would you say to Me, "That is my 'Presence'"? Oh no! You could not say that, although mankind has in the past. They have believed that That was God acting. Oh yes, it is God's energy acting, but your Power of Qualification compelled that quality to act upon that Energy. Oh, Beloved Ones, do you not see how mankind alone are responsible for the limiting conditions which they experience today, and how they could set themselves free so quickly if they would?

The matter of strength of the human form has nothing to do with your achievement or the Powers of
your "Presence" in Its Achievement. It only means a
calm steadfast determination and Call to the "Pres-
ence," keeping yourselves harmonious over a suffi-
cient period until this Energy from the "Presence" be-
gins to flow, unqualified by any discord. Then you
will begin to see take place in your world, transfor-
mation after transformation. People who have hated you
will suddenly begin to love you. Conditions that have
seemed terrifying will melt as the mist before the
morning Sun. Then will you begin to know that the
Light, the Energy, the Intelligence that beats your
Heart and moves you about, is the simple Command-
ing Presence of Life and the Authority in your world,
and the only Authority there is!

No human being in this World has any authority
over another! All should be loving cooperation. Then
the Power of Harmony and Divine Love would be en-
abled to act through human beings, and all treachery,
deceit and deception would vanish from the Earth.

Let me help you to enjoy with Me tonight that
Eternal Rejoicing that We have entered into, that
rapid erasing of deceit and treachery from the feeling
world of mankind forever. Oh that day when it ceases
to be! When one individual will love another and want
them to have the same joy, happiness, success and
blessing that they have, then what a World of Ascend-
ed Master Blessings and Activity will be on Earth!
If we were to accept the appearance world today, We would see no hope for mankind; but knowing the Great Law of Life, Its Power and Dominion that is coming into the Earth with such speed and power, and remembering that Magnificent Truth uttered at the close of Washington's Vision and the utterances of the Mighty Arcturus—almost the identical same words, that, "If necessary, that Light as of a Thousand Suns will descend into the Earth and remove, dissolve and consume all human selfishness and discord from the Earth!"—is that not something wonderful, magnificent to look forward to?

I say to you, if you were to take the appearances of the World today for authority, you could not believe My Words were true, could you? That is the point. Saint Germain has told you from the beginning of this Wondrous Instruction He has brought forth, you may no longer accept the appearance world as authority or power against the Light which beats your Heart. If you do, you will remain in your limitations. If you do not accept it, say to that appearance: "YOU HAVE NO POWER SO FAR AS MY WORLD IS CONCERNED! 'MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE,' TAKE COMMAND OF THIS MIND AND BODY—THIS IS YOURS; PRODUCE YOUR PERFECTION, HOLD YOUR DOMINION THERE! RELEASE YOUR MIGHTY CURRENTS OF EN-
ERGY INTO MY WORLD; CLEANSE AND PURIFY IT; SWEEP OUT OF MY PATHWAY EVERY DESTRUCTIVE THING; REPLACE IT BY THE ASCENDED MASTERS' SELF-LUMINOUS INTELLIGENT SUBSTANCE, WHICH IS LIGHT! LET THAT LIGHT GO FORTH AND HOLD ITS DOMINION BEFORE ME!” Then you will have become a Being in the World of Light and Perfection, untouched by all the conditions that you might meet around you. That is the need of you Precious Ones today.

I plead with you, do not longer accept the appearance world as real. It has an appearance, that is true. Your bodies have an appearance, but the Life that is animating your bodies, you do not see; therefore, it is invisible power, but very tangible. We, as Ascended Beings are very powerful; but still We are invisible to the physical sight for a very good reason, not anything unusual. Why are We ordinarily invisible to you? Because Our rate of vibratory action is so much more rapid than yours, that We have raised out of your sight, just the same as your electric fan—you see it when it is standing still, but when you turn it on full speed, you do not see it. Well, it is there, but the speed of the vibratory action has made it so rapid you do not see it with the physical sight. The same with Us.

I am just as tangible. I am standing right here—
why don't you see Me? Because I have not lowered My vibratory rate enough for your physical sight to cognize it; but that does not make Me any the less tangible. You know I am sorely tempted sometimes; would you like to play ball sometime? I mean that literally. Well, we will see about it. I am anxiously waiting for that time. Sometimes when you think I am not tangible, because I am still invisible, I will send you a Ball of Light that will let you know definitely I am tangible. Oh no, I would not harm you for the world; but you will know that it is Me. I just feel like that tonight, just like I would like to begin to send them forth, that you might know I was very real.

Therefore, Beloved Ones, then imagine My Joy when after all those years, and I had followed the old statement, “Young man, go west,” but not as those who had previously gone west—I was in search of a very different Goal. But That Prompting was so powerful that I followed It; and to make a very long story short, I found Myself this day, high up on the side of Mount Shasta in Northern California. As I was going along, I suddenly came into this small clearing, and there I saw this Man sitting on a log—this body that is right here before you was sitting there on the log. As I came up, He turned and spoke to Me, and after exchanging a few words He started to offer Me a drink of water. When His Hand reached out, in it came pre-
cipitated the Crystal Cup that I had searched for all those long, long years, and you will never know just how long those years were—every year seemed an age.

Then all the Powers of My Being rushed into action; and when this good Brother, after I gave the Explanation, said: “Well, what am I supposed to do?”—I often rejoice when I hear Him mention it since. When I said to Him: “Ask the God in you who does know,” and with that the whole power of his human receded out of the way, and the Powers of Light of His “Presence” came down as far as the Heart in this body that stands before you. These arms and the head and shoulders were such a Blazing Light that you could scarcely look into It. As these arms and hands came forth and took Mine, no words could ever explain what went through My body! When I saw the Crystal Cup in His hand, which filled with this Wondrous Liquid, I just knew that It was for Me, and without fear, drank It. I have always thought that My hair stood straight up, maybe it did not—sometime I shall ask this good Brother whether it did or not; but the Current, the Charge of Energy that filled every cell of My Being like lightning, was indescribable. I could not attempt to describe It. My feet left the Earth as far as His hands would reach, then My hands let go of His, and I continued on.
Again, can you imagine for just a few moments what My feeling could be? Even after years of searching for a goal, to find it suddenly attained and find that the Earth, because of that Charge of Energy that discharged from His Being into mine, released Me from the bondage of Earth! The Earth could no longer hold My body to It; therefore it Ascended—a perfectly natural thing, not a thing unnatural. Please feel this!

Then as I stood there, I saw the change in the expression on His face; and in that Powerful Current of Energy I was not conscious of the various changes that took place with Me, within and without. But when I saw the change of expression on His face, then I looked down at Myself, and saw that in place of the form with the appearance of age, I was as Eternal Youth! My garments had changed into those of the Higher Octave and I stood there in the atmosphere, clothed in beautiful raiment that as a lad in my day-dreams I had often hoped I might wear. You know, boys and girls often have those natural day-dreams in which they contemplate the possibility of the seeming impossible, and yet they are actually living in the glory of Reality then. How many the Messenger has met among the Students, who, up until they were sixteen years old or so, had experienced the Reality of many of these things; but because there was no one about them that understood them, they had to shut
that within, and then later come to believe that it must have been their imagination working overtime.

Oh Beloved Ones, if mankind only understood and had the courage, the strength to stand by the promptings of their own Heart, how different the lives of thousands and thousands in America and the World today would have been. Look at Madam Blavatsky, who as a girl in Russia was sent forth by the Great Masters. Her people opposed and ridiculed it and everything; yet the child—without money—went forth, and the money was provided. She went as a young girl to South America into the jungles of Brazil, where she met that Great Family of Ascended Beings, Who are there today; and since My Ascension, I have visited Them, so I know They are there. Yet from that same country came the opposition, the communistic element that tried to spread its destruction through Brazil; but it shall not do it. It shall fail utterly.

Therefore, look at the individuals the World over who have been led forth, lifted as it were, above the tumults of Earth, and taken forth and given all the Law of Life permitted to be given at that time.

Let Me describe to you tonight this Wondrous Work and Radiation which is poured forth. No opportunity is ever lost since the last Shrine Class, to do definite work for the Students and individuals who come. Beginning at that time, One whom you have
come to know as the Great Divine Director—to those Great Beings time and space does not exist; you, perhaps can hardly comprehend that yet, but still it is true—He draws about these class rooms when the Messengers are here, that Great Focus of Light from the Cave of Light in India. You tonight are caught and held within the Radiance of That, just a little less powerful than if you entered the Cave of Light in India just now. You cannot conceive in the outer, I quite understand, what that means to you just now. It means that all the perfecting Qualities that act within that Mighty Intensification of Light, to a lesser degree, are acting within your feeling world while you are in this room. For this room is enclosed in that Power of Light, and also your feeling worlds. Every one of you is absorbing It just as a sponge absorbs water. That Quality, that Substance which is Self-Luminous, Intelligent Substance of Light, will continue to act in your feeling world to bless you, if you can believe It, accept It, and ask It to be charged and held active for you to do the work which is intended for you. If you say this is all nonsense, then you will not have the Blessing.

Dear Ones, may I offer a suggestion to you tonight, if you are here for the first time. Mankind needs the Blessing of Light. The one who scoffs at It or believes We are just talking comfortable things to hear, will of
course, not have the Blessing. No one is going to intrude this Blessing upon anyone. All are quite free, wholly free when they come into these class rooms. Not one ounce of energy is ever used to influence anyone. Every one is and must be left free to make their own choice; therefore, Beloved Ones, this is the only time in the World that such a thing was ever done. All kinds of activities have called to gain and hold students. The Messengers have never given it a moment's consideration. If people love to come, then they are welcome; if not, they are quite free. In fact, they always invite those who do not feel harmonious to them and the Work, to please not come; but still they do come anyhow.

Therefore, I want you to know that This is one activity in the World that leaves every being quite free to formulate their own decisions, whether they want to be interested in it or not. Of course, the "Presence of Life" is beating your Heart whether you are interested in this explanation of It or not. You may not be aware of that, but until you are, you will go but a short way on your Pathway to Freedom.

One of the things today, and of course, it has been spread over America broadcast—I do not mean over the radio—but by mail, that the Messengers were hypnotizing people and that this was a work of black magicians, and all that silly crazy thing; but when you
see anybody in the World today that pours forth the Kindness, the Power of Divine Love and Blessing that these two Messengers do, then show them to me. Therefore: “By their works ye shall know them.” But if mankind listen to foolish human gossip and fail to utilize the opportunity, then they have missed their opportunity; but the Messengers are not concerned about that. Their part is to go forth and do the Work, and leave mankind free to come or not; and that is true, absolutely, and has been from the beginning and will always be so. Show Me any activity in the World today that never asks a human being for a dime! The Messengers have never asked a human being for a dime and never will. Mankind must be left free to give or not; and the success of that shows that the Heart of mankind is right, is good, if left alone to Its own decision. Then when an individual comes and feels that they are free, then the Powers of their own Life can direct them to do whatever is the right thing for them to do. That is the most Magnificent Thing before the World today.

That is why, after a little more time, the cities will offer the Beloved Messengers their best auditoriums in the city, to have Them there. They will know that that city will have received a Blessing a thousand-fold greater than the cost of their auditoriums, and will bless their auditoriums and make them successful in
the future, so long as constructive activities go on there. These are some of the simple things that mankind are coming to know; for This is the Power of Light going forth and blessing mankind. It has not a thing to do with the Messengers; but they are carrying the Great Law of Truth which Saint Germain has brought forth. The Power of Light, which is the Power of your Life and every human being’s Life, is that with which everyone should be concerned. That is why not a thing in the World that has ever come forth, can possibly touch the Blessings which This gives to mankind. I am talking to you now as One wholly Free, seeing the effect of their Work in America and the World; and Beloved Ones, in every part of the World, It is finding Its anchorage.

Can you believe, Beloved Ones, that a book carrying the full Truth of Life can be so charged that it finds its way among mankind like a living thing? That is the truth. These Books, Unveiled Mysteries, The Magic Presence, The “I AM” Discourses, the Ascended Master Discourses, and the next one that is coming out, are Books of that Quality, that Power, and They will go into the hands of individuals where they belong. There is nothing in the World could stop it, because It is the Power of Light in action.

That has nothing to do because the Messenger happened to be the observer of those Experiences; but it is
because It is the Power of Light which is explaining Itself to mankind, the Power of your own Life explained to you. That is why Its Authority, that is why, Its Power will carry It forward to bless mankind everywhere. As the Radio Transcription work expands, and more of mankind begin to see the Great Blessing, the great need of issuing these Mighty Decrees in great groups together, as well as individually, then they will know that Power going forth into the mental and feeling world of mankind, is doing a work through the Power of Radiation, that is unparalleled in the history of the Earth in any age. Because all Life is vibration and substance directed by Intelligence, and mankind, once they come to know, as you observe this Chart and the Power of the Stream of Light from that “Presence” anchored within your own physical Heart, then you know you are a Part of that Great Life and cannot be separated from It—never in Eternity! You never were! It does not make any difference how many times you changed bodies, still you are connected with that “Presence” of all Life. You are that “Presence” of all Life—*the real you*. This garment you are wearing has not anything to do about it, unless it gives sufficient obedience, then the Perfection that is in that Stream of Light, has Its Dominion.

Now tonight, in preparation for the coming Class, I want to draw this illustration before you. The Mes-
senger has often done it; but it means so much—it is a conclusion that no honest sincere individual in the World can possibly deny. If a human form lay here lifeless before you, that one hour ago was in the fullness and activity of Life, and there was intelligence and power, authority, courage, happiness and all those qualities acting through that form, then where has it gone? Answer that. Where has that gone, all of those qualities and powers that were acting through that human form? The organs are all there; the brain is there, but it is helpless.

Now then, observe that Ray of Light and Energy from the "Presence." Everything that acted through that human form came through that Stream of Life, Light and Energy from its own "Presence." There is no human being on Earth who can deny that.

Therefore, then all that your Heart desires tonight or ever has, ever can, or ever will, is held within that Stream of Light and Life, Energy and Intelligence from your own "Presence," which is anchored within your own physical Heart. Therefore, if your experiences have been limited, then you must first know that you alone are the cause for that limitation, by your three faculties which you are using every moment, but without understanding what they were producing. *Your attention*, the greatest faculty in human experience—what your attention is on you become; where
your attention is, there you are! Let us hold that briefly now. *Your physical sight*, your eyes are looking out here upon the world and accepting all these limitations and distress as reality, and causes you again to out-picture that same quality in your own world; because you cannot help it as long as you do that.

Then your invisible power, which is *your power of qualification*, Beloved Ones,—do you not see that all that is ever used through that human form came through this Stream of Light and Energy? It came through these qualities, ideas, power, and intelligence by which it causes the outer manifestation to be gathered—the forces of energy gather and produce the form or condition.

This building which you are in, came through that Stream of Light and Energy through an individual, first as an idea, then put on blueprint paper; the outer substance gathered, and the building took form. Just so with your human forms. The point of Light in every cell of your body is the Light pattern upon which the human form is built, or there would be no flesh structure there. What do you suppose holds your flesh together? The points of Light do, in every cell of your body, or you would not be able to hold your flesh together for a single instant. What happens when disintegration sets in? The Light has withdrawn and there is nothing to hold the flesh together.
Oh, let us know and see and feel, Beloved People of America, the Truth of Life; and then set It into action to illumine and bring us the Full Power of Action and Life with which We are connected. My Dear People, you do not have to remain in limitations and distress because you might have been the cause of generating it. Oh, call on the Law of Forgiveness tonight as you never did before, and determine to stop all qualification that will bring about distress in your world. Then as you call the Powers of your “Presence” forth, It will flow in and through your body and produce Health and Perfection, and out into your world to produce Harmony that will cause all to love you, and want to serve you for all that is required in your Life for action.

My Dear People, there is not one in your city tonight, whether they have understood This Work or not, if they would just follow these simple Words—this does not require faith. If they were earnest and sincere and honestly stand—after looking at this Chart—and hold their hands to this “Presence,” to their Life, call Its Mighty Energy to charge their being, their body with Perfect Health and Harmony, charge it with the Mighty Directing Intelligence of the “Presence,” and enfold it in the Full Power and Invincible Tube of Light that admits no destructive suggestion into their world, they could then move forward in the world in the Power and Victory of that
"Presence," which is Light that knows no opposition.

You are Beings of Light, for that Light of God, the Master of the Universe, is attached at your physical Heart and gives Life and Action to your world. You are a Part of that Light, and you can call forth a greater Intensification of Action into your world, and let It do Its harmonizing Work. If you do not do it, you cannot have It! Mean business, Dear Hearts. Why, the calling of your "Presence" into action to produce Harmony, Health and Perfection in your being, to go forth in your world and make your business a success, is the most wonderful business in the world. No business in the outer world will further succeed without the Powers of the "Presence" set into action to produce it. Every human being and every man of wealth in America today, have given certain obedience to that Law, or they could not have had it. It would be impossible. You follow the life of men of success, and you will find everyone of them have their private offices that no human being in the World enters but themselves—not even their private secretaries; and those individuals have boundless success. While they would not admit it—not for the world—they go in there and call to God, the Power of Life, to help them achieve. Sometimes, in future life they turn and misuse that power. That is no fault of the Power of Life, but the fault of their wrong qualification.

That is where everyone stands today. Think of it,
Beloved Ones! In all the vast information and explanations that have been given, never in the history of Life has this identical Explanation of the Law of Life been given, until Saint Germain gave It. Individuals who follow the Messengers around deceitfully claiming to give This Understanding of the “Mighty I AM Presence”—what a pitiful thing! My God, do they not know that in that deception they are their own failure; and one day, too late, will they see it.

I tell you, Dear People, today no longer shall deception reign in the feeling world of mankind and deceive mankind. That Power of Light shall go forth to reveal to mankind the truth. It is a comparatively short time until television will be in full power of action. Why do you suppose it is not out yet? Why do you suppose television is held back like that? Because the world of mankind knows that when that comes forth into use, they have got to give obedience; and they are going to keep it out as long as they can. But they will not do it much longer, because the Power of Light is taking Its Dominion, and will force mankind to let go of their selfish purposes to hold mankind in bondage. I decree this tonight: “God, the ‘Mighty I AM Presence,’ release your Power of Light; release this television to the World. Release these discoveries to the World, and let mankind have the blessing and use of them, and be free from the bondage and dom-
ination of industries and anything else that holds mankind from the simplicity of Light, which they may have. Powers of Light! bring forth television in every home, that no longer may deception be practiced in the privacy of the offices of big industries; then shall mankind once again come to know the Freedom of Life, the Joy of Life, the Happiness, the use of what they require.”

So tonight, Beloved Ones, in the Fulness of your own Life, try to call It into action. Refuse any longer to give power to the appearance world; then as you call to your “Presence,” in the great Love and Blessing of your feeling world poured out, It will carry that love and blessing everywhere. Then coming back to you from everywhere, will come the return of that love and blessing, amplified a thousand-fold to bless you and your Life in Its Activity. Such is your privilege today; and there is not one that cannot apply This Law to their Complete Freedom.

I say to you, Beloved Ones, do not give way any longer to the appearance world. So far as the conditions of the outer world, the great privilege of the Students is to know that those appearances of human creation HAVE NO POWER. As these Mighty Decrees have gone forth with that powerful Statement of Truth, so is it acting in the mental and feeling world of mankind. Believe it or not, in the world of
destructive individuals today, is coming more and more confusion, and less and less trust in each other. You know when you get a pack of wolves fighting each other, they forget to prey upon innocent individuals; and it is so with mankind today. Those who have sought to limit and deprive mankind, will be in battle among themselves; and then mankind will be forgotten long enough to get free.

Beloved Ones, I cannot refrain from trying to convey to you tonight the Power, the imperative need of the use of the Violet Consuming Flame represented there, and that Tube of Light. Dear People, if you would only believe and call your "Presence" into action to establish that Tube of Light about you, making It Invincible to every discordant thing, and then abide by It, realizing you are the authority that has called It into action; therefore, you must maintain harmony in your feelings in order to allow that Tube of Light to remain Invincible about you.

When you call the "Presence" to do something, It does it; but if you, the next hour or day, say: "Oh, I do not believe the 'Presence' did that yet," well then, you have annulled the very thing that you have called forth into action; because you are the authority. If you only understood that when you call the "Presence" into action, accept It, and do not let your human intellect say once again: "I do not know whether It did or
did not do it.” Your “Presence” never failed you in Kingdom Come, and never will; but you fail yourself by unbelief and your lack of Application.

You know I cannot help but smile—now this is not speaking unkindly about the Students—but when I have seen instances where the Students would be applying so earnestly, and all of a sudden the feeling would rush in: “I don’t think I am making it,” away would go a letter or telegram to the Messengers—“I think I need help,” when beating your own Heart is the Greatest Power in the Universe. Oh Beloved Ones, I do not blame you, but I do say to you: “Straighten up your spine, take your authority, feel definitely and all-powerfully when you call your ‘Presence’ into action, It is just as powerful as anybody else’s Call.” Abide in It and you will find your world will come into order in so short a time, and you won’t have that wobbly feeling here—you know, uncertainty.

Say, do you know it would be almost better to make a mistake than to get all wobbly here? Really. You know how many times you have felt an elephant stand on your solar plexus? Where do you suppose that elephant was? That fellow was your own creation, because it is the only fellow that could stand there. It is as true as you live, yet all have had the experience. You know how all of a sudden you are all gone, and
you are shaky and quivery, or something has frightened you — this old appearance world out here, it has gotten your goat! It's your goat and you want to keep it. So Dear Ones, don't be frightened ever again at anything. You are the "Presence of Life," every one of you, Its Full Power in action, if you but know it.

Now with This Understanding before you, if you will study and apply — and Oh Precious Ones, won't you study, read and read and apply the Instructions given forth in the Books and Magazines, until you have It at your tongue's end at any moment, then you can answer the questions of people and not let them feel you are a little shaky and uncertain about the Great Law. Oh, it is so important at this time. Every one of you Blessed Students should be so sure of yourself, so sure of these Instructions, that when someone asks you a question, you can answer like lightning and with a power that carries conviction that you know what you are talking about. Then everybody will respect you and say: "Well, that fellow has got something that I would like to have, because he knows what he is talking about."

Can you imagine, Dear People, this Messenger, who was such a timid lad up until Saint Germain sent Him forth — He and Blessed Mrs. Ballard — to carry This Work on, how quickly He came into that Courage, Strength and Power that is dauntless. Every one of you can do the same thing, because what is the mat-
ter with mankind? Why are they in limitations today? Because underneath, maybe unknown, is some activity or sense of fear, either of health, money, supply or ability; or something is acting in the cunning sense of human fear. But with the knowledge of your "Presence" you can say: "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE,' TAKE OUT OF MY FEELING WORLD ALL FEAR; REPLACE IT WITH YOUR COURAGE, STRENGTH AND POWER OF ACTION." How quickly you would be transformed into Beings of the Activity and Power of Light, instead of cringing before someone that has a little more money than you do. Think of it! Think of it, Dear People! It is not what you have been, but what you are today that counts.

The Ascended Masters never condemn or judge; your "Presence of Life" never condemns or judges. It just waits until you are ready and willing to give sufficient obedience, that allows Its Powers to flow forth unqualified by any human quality. Then the very Power and Perfection of Its Purity, Light and Energy, would fill your body with Health and your world with Harmony, which would bring the Blessings of Perfection to you. It is so magnificent, so practical, so real and there is not a thing in the world today so practical as This Understanding of your Life, of everyone's Life, for that is what It is.

Won't you feel from this hour, this moment, that in
the future there is not a single thing impossible for anyone of you? Why, Beloved Ones, do you really still think that these garments of flesh are the power? Surely not. You cannot possibly think that these bodies, these garments of flesh, are the power! Why impossible; the Power is Here! (pointing to “Presence”) Only ten percent is within your body. Sometimes foolish people, in attempting to oppose This Light, say: “Oh, God is within you, God is not above.” Well, if God was all within you, you would not be here; you would be Perfect Beings, Ascended long, long ago. Therefore, ninety percent of God is above you, and its Stream of Light and Energy beats your Heart.

That is why you have limitations, why you have ill health, why you have distress in your world. Once you know that That “Presence” is the Authority and Power acting through these human forms, you will have no more pain, you will have no more illness, you will have no more limitations, you will have no more distress, because this Power knows no opposite of Itself. You are the only opposite It knows, because you won’t stop your qualification. Think of it! Haven’t we been naughty children? Think of it! This is not child’s play I am talking about; but Dear People, it is your very Life and Freedom. We have been naughty children because we insisted, and still do unfortunately, on clothing this energy with discord.
Well, I might wait a little while; but I hope I won't have to wait long to grasp your hand in the Octave of Light, and say: "Well done, My Brother and Sister, you are Free!" Dear Ones, please think with Me for a moment again. Only so few years ago, I was in a limited body like yours; but today, I am Free forever in the Power of the Ascension. Won't you believe it and let that Power act in your world, to set Its same quality of action there and hold It sustained? You must call It to be sustained that you have that same action there for you.

Do you not see, Dear Hearts, unless you accept that which We offer, you cannot have It? Oh no, We don't want to intrude anything upon you, Dear Hearts, not for the world; but we are Free! We know the process that produced It, and you have It before you. Every Ascended Master will tell you the identical Words; there are thousands in the Octave of Light, and not One of Them will vary one iota.

Oh yes, the Messenger has had a good many people come and tell Him that they were in communication with the Ascended Masters; but when the evidence came forth, it was very clear they were not, and afterwards proved they were not. One who contacts this Great Stream of Life today needs Invincible Protection about them. If they will call the "Presence" to give them the Invincible Protection by the Power of
this Tube of Light, and keep themselves harmonious, then they will have the Invincible Protection everyone requires, because It is the “Presence” that does it. You cannot produce It by the physical.

Look, Dear Hearts, there is not one solitary thing you can do by your physical alone. If you do not use the Power of your “Presence,” you cannot move your hands, you cannot speak a word; then It is the Power of your “Presence” acting, isn’t it? At so-called death, you still have all these faculties and organs there, but they do not talk, they do not go; therefore, the Power was in this Stream of Light and Energy. Please keep that before you. That gives you the full power of conviction that it is your “Presence” acting; because It is All-powerful. Then when you ask It to do something, if you remain still, firm and determined in Its Power of Action, It will do whatever is required to produce Harmony, Happiness and Supply in your world.

Since My Release into this Great Freedom, I have seen thousands of times, as I move among the Students —now this might sound comical, but it is not meant to be so; this might sound mathematical, still it is true, because I have the record of it—among the Students today, there are over eighty thousand whose Treasurehouse stands ready, waiting to open Its doors to them. If those Students will continue to stand firm and unyielding with the Power of their “Presence” as
being the Treasurehouse, that now releases the Limitless Supply of Money and all else required, how quickly they will find their world and activity being flooded in ways and means that you could not possibly imagine in the outer. The outer knows so little about what the Powers of the "Presence" can do, even as yet; but if you will just let the "Presence" have a chance, It will soon show you that It has the Authority and Power to produce for you everything you require.

I am thankful and grateful for This Privilege tonight, for you cannot imagine the Joy that it is to Me to be of some service after so many years; and shall I make a little confession? You know in those years of My search, and of course, now I know it was forces trying to intrude the suggestion into My world, that don't you think you are being a little bit lazy in seeking your own freedom instead of serving mankind; and that was the thing that came the nearest to making me fail of anything that contacted My world. That was the subtle cunning force of the sinister activity that saw what was coming, and wanted in that cunning way to prevent it; but thank the "Presence of Light" it did not do it.

Beloved Ones, can you imagine for one moment, My feeling of Gratitude and Love to this Beloved Messenger for that Service rendered Me? My Dear People, if I could shout this into the ear of every
human being on Earth, how great would be My Joy! It might sound very well, My talking about It; but it is a very different thing when you experience It, which was My Joy; and I contend this, that there is not a human being living on the face of this Earth that can stand before Me, as you have stood tonight, and not know in your Heart that I have spoken the Truth! That human being does not exist who can stand or sit before Me and hear these Words, and know I am not telling the Truth, or feel It! That is the Power of Light. I don’t care what their intellect says, but I am knowing what their Heart is saying. That is the thing that counts, Dear People. Your intellect has led you into all this maze of limitations and distress; your Heart will lift you out, because the “Presence of Life” is anchored There to fill you with Its Glory, when you will give It attention and harmonize yourselves.

In the full charge of the Powers of your “Presence,” I charge, charge, charge into your feeling world tonight, Freedom from the Goddess of Liberty; Victory from the Great Ascended Master Victory, that gives you the Courage and Strength and the Confidence to make such dynamic Application that you cannot fail in a single thing.

Tonight, Great Powers of Light, enfold each one of these Beloved Ones in that Invincible Tube of Light; then stand guard over the feeling world of those indi-
viduals, that not once again do they ever requalify it with any discordant thing. Stand guard, Oh Great Life, over these children. Set into action the Violet Consuming Flame underneath their feet; pass It through their feeling world, mental world and physical bodies like a blow torch, dissolving and consuming cause, effect and record of every discord that has ever registered in their feeling body or their physical world. Remove cause, effect and record of everything that is limiting within the consciousness of the individuals. Set them Free in the service of the Light; and whether they are working in industries, whether they are working in the government, or wherever they are working, Great Presence of Light, hold them Invincibly Protected by Your Tube of Light. By the Action of the Violet Consuming Flame, dissolve and consume forever, every vestige of their human creation and accumulation that has been drawn about them through the centuries. Set them Free in the Power of their own “Presence of Life” this hour! Make everyone accept the Glory, the Power of this Decree issued for their Blessing, that It may act in their feeling world with that Power with which It is sent, to quickly achieve that Freedom for each one; and may they stand Glorified, a perfect representative of the Light, that all the World turns, and in looking at them, wants to be like them. I thank you.
Beloved Friends of the Light, in having this opportunity to pour forth My Feeling to you tonight, I have asked the Higher Mental Body of each one of you to enable you to receive My Feeling of that which I shall describe.

Kindly remember that only a few short years ago, I lived and moved in a physical body similar to yours; and yet today, I stand in the Eternal Freedom, an Ascended Being, free forever from the limitations and discord of Earth, having carried with Me my perfected physical body into this Great Presence of Life, the “Mighty I AM,” which and by whose Power My Freedom took place.

Before I go on, will each one of you be kind enough to feel that in every breath you breathe, every Heart beat you experience, every movement, every achievement, it is your own “Mighty I AM Presence,” the Source of Life, that is doing whatever is required to be done in the human octave or through your physical activity.
Now if you misqualify that energy which the Powers of the “Presence” release to you and through you, then the mistake is yours. The “Presence of Light and Life” never does or creates one discordant thing. The human requalification of this Mighty Energy is what is causing the limitations of mankind, the discord and distress.

Now returning to My own experience, you today—and I have seen it acting in the feeling world among a great many of the Students, and tonight Saint Germain asked Me to try and clear this up—you, who are here from other parts of the country can convey that, as the opportunity affords.

In recording My own Ascension, and that of Mr. Rayborn, many of the Students throughout the World have wondered why they could not have a similar service rendered for them. Only your “Presence of Life” knows that. We, I consider, were most fortunate, as were Bob, Rex, Nada and Pearl.

Now you will remember there are six of Us who so recently moved about in limited bodies similar to yours. Now then, THE POINT I WANT YOU TO GRASP IS THAT YOUR “PRESENCE OF LIFE,” YOUR HIGHER MENTAL BODY, IS THE DETERMINING FACTOR IN WHAT TAKES PLACE IN YOUR LIFE AND WHAT CAN BE DONE FOR YOU! THERE IS NO
OTHER AUTHORITY! Now then, your Higher Mental Body receives that Authority from the “Presence.” *Now follow this closely!* Your Higher Mental Body—now remember your Higher Mental Body is a form of Blazing Light, wholly perfect—your Higher Mental Body goes to the “Presence.” Notice, (pointing to Chart) as your Higher Mental Body rests in between your human form and the “Presence,” when It wishes to have Directions—authority for you in the human octave—the Higher Mental Body ascends to the “Presence,” stands and talks to the “Presence” the same as I would stand and talk with you, or the Messengers would talk with you.

Therefore, try to see how practical all of this is. This point has never been explained in the Work, but if you will understand This and realize your Higher Mental Body is the spokesman, or is the Releaser of Power and Energy to you, but It never acts of Its own Self. It acts through the Direction of the “Presence,” ascending into the Octave of the “Presence.” That is why this “Presence” never knows one single thing about what is to be done down here, about your troubles and all the conditions; because the Higher Mental Body never refers to the “Presence” any discord down here, but It says to the “Presence”: “Now what can be done for these conditions that are required?” It is a condition of the activity of energy gov-
erned by the vibratory action set up, but It neither refers to your personality or to the existing conditions which It wishes to have remedied.

It is a marvelous Activity of Life which for the first time, as far as I know, has ever been attempted to be explained. As you understand That, you will see how the Authority of your Higher Mental Body always comes from the "Presence of Life;" and in all requirements in the human octave, It knows exactly what is to be done and from the "Presence" takes the authority for what takes place.

Now in the cleansing and purifying of the physical body, this is the continuation of this point I want you to grasp, if you will. Mankind have said: "Those individuals have been reached, why cannot we?" That question has troubled many many Students. Again I say to you, your "Presence" is the only Authority. Now when your Higher Mental Body sends a Call for a Service to be rendered by Us, It is the Authority, and We answer without question.

Now note, the Light, the Higher Mental Body of Mr. Rayborn and Myself made the Call to Saint Germain and He answered. Now then, My Friends of Light, who shall say among the more than five hundred thousand students of the "I AM" today, what your Call, anyone's Call to their "Presence" might release and do for them. I want you to feel that, if you
will, with definite Power tonight; but if your Call is not answered, never be disappointed. I mean if you get a feeling a certain thing should be done and it is not done, well then, take your “Presence” as the Authority and be happy and at peace.

Never be disappointed that something has not occurred according to your outer desire. You cannot possibly know what the Powers of the “Presence” see that is best for you, unless you have a very clear connection; and most people today do not have it. But with the continued earnest attention to the “Presence,” clearer and clearer daily will come your receptivity to the “Presence,” until you will come to hear clearly and definitely Its Direction; I mean through the feeling, for perhaps long before you hear otherwise, you will actually hear through your feeling—so clear and definite, as if you heard the spoken word. You can do it!

Therefore, just go on and on and on in your Application. Never be concerned, but knowing all the time that your Application is the Power of Light in action, that knows no opposite and will produce in the Wisdom of your “Presence,” through your Higher Mental Body, absolutely every step to your Great and Mighty Perfection.

Don’t you see then, how the most possible is being done for you hourly and daily? Then that will remove
anxiety or the wonderment—"Well, what have I done that I haven't this Perfection? We have been calling for this, that and the other things."—which is the human always trying to get your attention onto something else besides the "Presence."

You will find since this Class, you blessed earnest sincere Students, so much less difficulty in holding your attention to the "Presence;" and you will make such dynamic Application that your answers will come more and more quickly.

Now then remember, Mr. Rayborn had no more idea, in fact not as much as you do, what was going to take place in his Life, until Saint Germain sent the Messenger into His home. Because that Life had been one of every Great Harmony, His own Light made the Call, and It had to be answered.

In My own Experience, My Life had been unusually happy and harmonious. My father had been an officer in India for the government, having gone there from England when I was about four years old; and notice how Great is the Wisdom of those Great Ones. This One, however, that befriended Me so greatly, was not an Ascended Master, but was a very great Master.

Now then, I had never met Him; My father had never met Him. Then how was it, that He was watching over Me as a lad and really quite similar to the
way Saint Germain watched over this good Brother? Oh, that Blessed One watched over Me from birth, as I know now. Then when He saw My father was going to meet with the release from his physical body, He had everything prepared.

Now Blessed Ones notice this! He had everything prepared and the gentleman whom my Father had grub-staked to go to South Africa to the diamond mines, and had never heard a word from him afterwards, had gained a considerable fortune and passed on. Again the Great Master, seeing that he was going to pass on, made his acquaintance and gained his friendship, so that he would be the one who received the wealth which actually belonged to his benefactor. But having no relatives, "that bread cast upon the waters," by My father, returned to Me.

Now notice this, there is a marvelous thing in it for you; He came, of course I know now, but I did not know then that he was able to transport his body from place to place and He transported His body from Africa to India and talked to Me, knowing that my father would soon pass on, and when He had come forth and given the Radiation to our family, He went away. Then when My father was shot and killed, He reappeared and befriending My mother and Myself, gave us—brought to us, a part of that fortune, which we needed to go to England. Then as we later re-
turned to London, He informed us He had deposited in the Bank of England the balance of the fortune which the friend of My father had left.

He explained to Me in a brief manner saying, “On a great mountain in North America you will find a Man with a Crystal Cup who can assist you to your Ascension.” I comprehended very little of what His Words meant at the time, but that was like Words of Fire branded into my feeling world; and understand, that It never left Me for a single hour. Those Words rang constantly in My ears, so to speak, and then after conditions had so adjusted themselves and we left India returning to London, shortly after my mother passed on, I was left to go on My search.

Many years I went on and on with that search. I did not have your Application today. I just had to go on following My impulse or feeling, as it prompted me. I had no other means; and yet, I think not for a single day perhaps, was I out of the watchful care of that Blessed One who had sent Me forth on this peculiar search.

But think of it, I knew nothing of these Great Laws, and yet I knew the Truth of His Words. Something within Me knew that They would be fulfilled, so as that search continued—let us pass over those years. Then when I came to Mount Shasta and the day before, I thought, “Could it be possible?” The
first time I ever questioned the Truthfulness of the Master, rather more in wonderment than disbelief, but I began to wonder whether or not I was just on some wild imaginary thing.

Now watch this—no sooner had that feeling passed through my mind than a Charge went through my physical body, as though I had touched a powerful electric battery, and I felt so ashamed for even a momentary wondering at the Truthfulness of the Great One who had sent Me forth.

Then that night I slept on the great Mount Shasta, not dreaming for a moment how near I was to Freedom! Who of you today know how near you are to Complete Freedom? Then when I awakened in the morning, and had very little with me left to eat, just some fruit I had carried along, I started out, and after about two hours I came upon this good Brother sitting there on a log, as He thought, waiting for Saint Germain.

Then when I felt this great onrush to explain to Him what had been said to Me in India—the first time in a long time I had felt the impulse to speak of it to anyone, but something in Me knew that He would understand. Then when He wished to give Me a drink of water and in His hand appeared the Crystal Cup—and I smile today, for even in my eagerness and intensity, I could not help but notice the amazement
on His face, when in His hand came the Crystal Cup—as I know now, the first Precipitation that occurred in His hand!

Therefore, Dear Ones, seeing that Crystal Cup, which was the exact description the Master had given Me, all the power of My Being of years and years of accumulation rushed forward like a mighty torrent; and to the extent that the human self of this Blessed One just receded out of the way—the impelling force of that charged energy compelled it—and the Light of His "Presence" came down to the Heart area, these arms that you see here, and His head and shoulders were such a Blazing Light that He could scarcely look into It, nor could I. And when His hands suddenly came forth, reached forth and took Mine, no one in all the world will ever know until they experience It, what That Touch meant!

Then as that Mighty Current of Energy—now remember that Mighty Current of Energy was from His own "Presence," but as that Light rushed into Me, into my body and My feeling world, It released the Power from My own "Presence." I felt as though, not just from breathing, but I felt as though one gasping, in every cell of My body, if you can understand what I mean. You know how you sort of gasp at some great astonishment? Well, that will give you a fragmentary idea of the Feeling that acted in every cell of
My body; and what was that? That was the sudden Almighty Purification of the physical structure of My body.

Words just fail utterly to convey to you the Feeling of just what That means, but the best We can do is use the words available, and charge the “Presence” to give you the Feeling which I asked in the beginning.

Then to My utter astonishment, immediately after That Charge of the Touch of His hands to mine became adjusted, then my body, my feet, left the Earth and I ascended as far as His hands would reach. Then He let go and I continued, and of course, in that Mighty Radiation, I had no thought of human qualities, but just watched the experience. Then as I stood there in the atmosphere, looking down at Him, watching Him, the Gratitude I had that no words or all the volumes in creation could express—there is not such a thing as words to express THAT GRATITUDE—then suddenly I looked down and saw My Body had become as a youth! My garments had changed into That of the Higher Octave and I stood there clothed in raiment that, as a lad of from ten to fourteen years, I had so often dreamed of during sleep. I was clothed in raiment of that kind; and yet, in the morning when I awakened, was so disappointed that I found I had to put on My same old garments again, but this time it was real. This time those dreams of childhood had come true.
Those were not dreams, Beloved Ones, those were memories of My experience and activity in the Higher Octaves of Light while the body slept. There are thousands, hundred of thousands of people today, who have had quite similar experiences and have retained the memory of things that happened during sleep—some grand and glorious experience; but they mentioned it to someone on awakening in the morning and they said: "Oh, you must have had rarebit for dinner," and therefore discouraged the individual, causing them to push aside the memory of that magnificent experience.

Beloved Ones, can you believe Me tonight when I tell you, all you do through those human bodies is such a fragment of what you do every night while your body sleeps? If you could see what Magnificent Bodies you are in! Really, your Eternal Happiness would be sustained.

Now then remember—now I am digressing temporarily, or possibly trying to give you the True Feeling of My experience. You today are in a position, the most wonderful among mankind of the centuries. You have come to know of this "Great Presence of Life," whose outpost you are in the human octave. As you come to understand That and know that you can call the Mighty Intelligent Energy and Power of that "Presence" into your physical body and out into your world, or call It to project the Light into your business
offices, into your affairs, into your activities, take command of it, harmonize it and produce Perfection and success in that upon which your attention is fixed, nothing in the world can prevent your success and achievement, as long as you will keep your attention off of the human creation about you.

That is the Power of Light. That is the Power of your Life and Its Authority to take command of your activity; and by your undivided attention and the Power of Life, your Power-house, and fixing it upon the Glory of your Achievement, sweeping aside every human suggestion, every human appearance, you will go forth like a rocket to your Goal of Achievement. Nothing in the world can stop it but yourselves.

Gentlemen and ladies in the business world, if you only understand that you could, every night before going to sleep, turn your attention to that "Great Presence;" call Its Mighty Light Rays forth to take command of your office, your business or activity, and then again in the morning when you awaken, to harmonize and bring everything into perfect Divine Order, Divine Justice, and release from Its Treasure-house the Limitless Supply through your business which is required, you have fulfilled the Law of Life in the Divine Order It expects of you, and your success would be as certain as you are sitting in this room tonight.
I wish I might talk to the people who act through the strike conditions and agitation in your vicinity, and explain to them the mistakes of those conditions—how it but causes greater agitation or distress and greater inharmony, preventing the order of Divine Love and Justice to take command of individuals and harmonize them sufficiently for the problems to be governed and solved.

Those blessed people do not know that these agitators are but claws of the sinister force, that are sent to them to get their attention and get them disturbed, so they cannot see and feel and call Divine Justice into action. Their one thought and feeling is irritation and disturbance—just what the sinister force wants—to keep them in privation, because nothing has ever come of it. The money they are deprived of during the absence of employment, they will never receive; because they were acting contrary to the Law of Life.

If they had utilized that same energy and called Divine Justice into action for themselves and their employer, the problems would have been solved. No one would have been deprived of a dime, and the whole world would have been filled with Divine Love, Divine Order and Divine Justice, the only permanent solution to anything in the world.

Therefore, Beloved People, if only mankind could understand. If there were only those of great courage
and energy to go forth and explain this to them, what a transformation would take place in the world of industry, because this agitation has been stirring subtly, cunningly for more than twenty years.

Therefore, Beloved Ones, the solution of every individual problem, the solution of national problems and international problems alone, comes permanently through humanity's Call to their own God-Presence, the "Mighty I AM," and remember Those Words. Nothing in the world is so powerful.

Will you remember, Beloved Students, that when you say "I AM," It is the Fiat of the "Presence" of all life connecting Itself right through your human body, Its Focus in the human octave. That is what mankind needs to know and feel with all the power of their being. Then when they call to that "Presence" of all Life, Its Power is released, Its great harmonizing Presence; and all that which distresses you, will dissolve and disappear before that release of Harmony and Light that goes forth to fill your world.

If you will, Beloved Students, understand to keep Harmony in your feelings. Then keep calling, keep calling, keep calling that "Presence" into action, until the momentum is gained, and the Great Power and Energy are gathered into your feeling world. Then at any moment of emergency, that Great Power would rush forth and the thing would be accomplished, be-
cause it is the Power of Light, knowing no opposite. That is how you can so easily in your Calls to your “Presence,” stay by your Application and become master of your conditions in your world.

If you saw from the Higher Octave how often you accept in your feelings, conditions of the appearance world or individuals about you that are distressing or disturbing or limiting, you would be amazed. Feelings are acting in your feeling world of which you are wholly unaware until days or weeks later. That is why you must face yourself, keep happiness acting in your world, and then everyone you contact will feel that happiness and return it again to you.

Look Dear Ones, everywhere the Messengers go, people see that great Happiness and know that It is real; and every place they move, the hotels and the halls where their meetings are, and every place they go, are blessed extremely by their presence. There is not anyone that does not feel the Happiness, the Love and Goodwill that is pouring forth from them. That is Life, the Law of Life, and as you do the same thing, you will find the same thing in your experience.

Now returning again to my Experience, Beloved Ones, as I stood there marveling at the Transformation that had taken place, I felt this Great Current from Above. Looking up, there came this great marvelous Ray of Crystal White Light which was Self-
Luminous Intelligent Substance, and I felt Myself quite rapidly ascending into That, until the brilliancy of that Light became so Great, that I no longer saw this Beloved One who had rendered so great a Service to Me.

Then as I realized that Great Freedom into which I had entered, My Joy knew no bounds. And then your Beloved Saint Germain clasped My Hand and He said to Me: “Accept My congratulations on your Freedom!” Then as I became adjusted in a few days, as you understand your time, I entered wholly into that Great Great Freedom. I began to reach out through My great feeling world, which had now become Crystal Clear. All that I had longed for in My life could now be fulfilled. I went here and there and everywhere, never stopping until I had satisfied many many of the longings of My Heart, that I had thought and brought back through My memory from sleep. There I found that all those things were real, so very real.

Then after some time, I said to Saint Germain: “I want to return to that Blessed One who rendered Me that service”; and Saint Germain said: “You may, just for a short period.” And so with Him, I came to visit Him. It was near the close of the Beloved Messenger’s Work in Chicago, before Saint Germain sent Them forth. And that night, as I stood there in the atmosphere looking upon His earnestness, and the lack of
the understanding of the people, I thought, what Courage He has; and yet, within Him I saw not the slightest feeling of that which seemed to be apparent. Then I said to Saint Germain: "I want to return and help continuously in This Great Work." So when the Messengers were in California, I began My continuous Activity with the Messengers. It has been very wonderful!

Can you for a few moments, feel with Me what you would feel, to One who had been instrumental in setting you forever Free from human limitations? Would you not have Eternal Ever-lasting Gratitude of the deepest kind? I think you would, and I say this for the Messenger's benefit tonight, just a little secret. He wondered after My Words to Him at the time of My Ascension why I had not returned to Him sooner, and shall I tell you all tonight? Because My Love and Gratitude were so overwhelming that it was more than the Messenger could endure in Its Fulness, so I had to subdue It. Yet, when I gave the first Dictation in California, I had very great difficulty in controlling It, for you do not know what it means when you come into the vibratory action of the human octave in which you have so recently been; and then, when that Great Gratitude comes forth, even in My State in which I am, it was not easy to govern that, but I succeeded. Now I always have it quite under control.

I want you to feel, Beloved Friends of Light, that
everything that was My experience is yours. Now remember, you have known of the "I AM" less than four years. I searched many years with nothing to sustain Me, but My own feelings. Being naturally quite harmonious, it was easy for this impelling Inner Power to push Me on, and push Me on and push Me on, until finally, the Goal was reached!

Just so with you, Beloved Ones, this Power of Light that beats your Heart is pushing, pushing, pushing you on, and you only need the Power of your attention earnestly, sincerely with determination to have that Freedom, Oh, so much more quickly. But Dear Ones, in Heaven's Name, since you have come to know this Great "Presence"—not that it might not occur—but if some Miracle does not occur in your life in a year or two or three or four, for Heaven's sake, don't be discouraged after all the limitations you have gone through throughout the centuries. You would hardly expect to sprout your wings and fly off tomorrow.

Now I am prompting you, Dear Ones! If you will not be so concerned about some great Manifestation, but just keep calling the "Presence" forth in a great methodical movement, then all of a sudden you will find the barriers have gone down, and you stand there the Victor over all human creation!

Now This should be a very great Encouragement! As We have watched the Progress of the Students, the
Expansion of their Light and have seen the enormous changes that have taken place, Dear Ones, it is the most Marvelous Miracle ever performed in four years! Now We see every single thing that has taken place in your Life during this time, the Expansion of your Light and all else required. I say this for your encouragement, because it is true: don't believe or feel because some marvelous thing has not taken place in your Life you are not progressing, the expansion of your Light is not going on. Why think of it! Necessarily, you must still move about in the human octave.

You spend on the average twelve hours in contact with the outer world—approximately eight hours in business, and then the hours at home before and after business, which I think we might approximate at twelve hours. Then what do you do with the other twelve hours? Now remember, you still have twelve hours, and you know most people do not require more than eight hours sleep; some think they require more, but eight would do very nicely. Then you have four hours, which you might utilize very wonderfully. You might even spend two hours at the moving pictures, and still have two hours left.

Now then, we are getting down to the point. What do you think you could do with that two hours which is left? You see I am giving you lots of leeway. Think what two hours devotion and attention to your
“Mighty I AM Presence” every day, earnestly, would mean to you! It would mean Heaven on Earth, for it would open the Gates of Heaven, which is Harmony, the “Mighty I AM Presence,” to you for the Limitless Supply, the Directing Intelligence, Love, Health, Harmony, Courage, Strength and Power of Achievement.

Do you know that if Saint Germain and the Great Ones had not asked mankind to issue these Decrees, do you think you would be giving one hour’s attention to your “Presence” today? I question it seriously, with all you now might know that it would do for you; now that is just the point to which I want to get you.

Now then, is your Freedom less important than the things of the outer world, when you did have twelve hours to devote to all the requirements of your business world and your home activities, and you could give four hours to your “Presence” and still have plenty of sleep; then what is the matter? You will pardon Me, won’t you, if I just ask you to look at yourselves awhile?

It is wonderful! It is wonderful, Beloved Ones, and We love you, Blessed Ones, in your bodies of limitation, you will never know how much—Mr. and Mrs. Rayborn, Bob and Rex, Nada and Pearl and Myself. Do you understand, Beloved People, in the Name of your “Presence” what We feel for you? Can you for a
moment even imagine? When We so recently stood in bodies limited like your own, and have been set Free, then do you wonder that we would do everything within Our Power to help you to that Great Freedom, which We know you can attain.

Dear Ones, do you think for one second that Saint Germain and the Great Host of Ascended Masters and the Cosmic Beings would be pouring forth the Limitless Energy, the Power of Divine Love and these Marvelous Instructions of the Ascended Masters to you, if They did not see it was possible for you to take hold and have your Freedom? Do you think They would waste that time and energy? Absolutely no! You must know that. Do you think Saint Germain would keep the Messengers going forth, when their Freedom was due a long time ago because of their willingness to go forth and remain with mankind and give this assistance?

Oh, as the fellow said: “You just wait! You have not seen nothin’ yet!” You know we Englishmen did not particularly care for the American slang, but I find it is a very wonderful thing. As true as you sit here, many times We can reach individuals through a slang expression, and then We are criticized because Ascended Masters would use that language. Well, We should worry!

So Beloved Ones, in all the Joy of our Hearts We
want you to feel that with your attention, harmony
and cooperation, there is not one thing that could not
be done for you, not one thing that your Heart desires.

Now bear with Me for just a moment while I call
your attention to the Messengers. Look at Their
struggles for years, and really, even before This Un-
derstanding came to Them, They had powerful tenac-
ity of application, but it was not producing the results.
But look, from the time in Their home when Saint
Germain dictated that first Discourse that you have in
the Book of The "I AM" Discourses, calling Their at-
tention to this “Mighty Presence” where It was and
what It would do for Them—from that hour to this,
Their Application has gone forth with quicker and
more powerful answers continually.

That is where you stand today. They looked neither
right nor left. Neither did They listen to gossip or
anything else. If anybody started to pour that stuff
into Their ears, They shut it off. That is what you
have to do, provided you want to be free quickly.
Don’t you see, Dear Ones, every moment you listen to
gossip or destructive things, criticism, condemnation
or judgment is just dragging you down and down,
deeper and deeper into the limitations of Earth? Now
take your choice. If you insist on going on with those
qualities that deprive you of every good thing, I say
“God Bless You,” and pass on My way.
Dear Ones, now I know the Staff will pardon Me if I use this expression, but I ask you in their presence, if they have any idea what it would mean to go out from the Heart of the Messengers into the outside world and begin as they were before? You have no idea. They have some idea—not as much as I wish they had; but I use this as an illustration, Dear Ones, because as long as human qualities assert themselves, they are holding individuals from their Freedom.

Now the glory of the progress of the Staff has been the most marvelous thing ever witnessed, and I say that sincerely. You today, as a body of Students, and I mean this and all over America and in other parts of the World, the Transformation in your feeling world is the most magnificent Thing ever witnessed!

Therefore, tonight I want you to feel how Great Our Love and Desire is to be of service to you continuously. When the Messengers leave your city, don’t think for one moment that you are left alone. Don’t ever let that thought or feeling come in, but just rejoice more greatly that you have the Outpouring of your “Presence.”

I say to you Blessed Ones, who might have the appearance of financial limitation, don’t give way to that. That miserable thing has no power in your world. I don’t care if you haven’t a dime tonight, you might have a thousand dollars in the morning. Just
keep on accepting all the Ascended Master Miracles that you can think of. Don't ever let your human talk back to you and say: “Well, where is it?” Say: “Shut up!” Now I tell you, when you will talk to those human qualities that try to discourage you like that, it will soon stop it, for it sees you have your backbone straightened up and you are going to take Dominion; and very little will it try to intrude itself upon you. But you have to take your stand, Dear Ones, in all these appearances.

After all, Dear Ones, all your problems and conditions are just the most glorious opportunity to prove the Powers of the “Presence” with dynamic energy and call It forth, like you were driving a post. The Law requires that Great Inner Power of that Great firm Determination: “‘Mighty I AM Presence’ I insist on this, and I mean it!” It won't take many of those feelings released, until you will be seeing results.

Dear Hearts, don't make your Decrees individually for some emergency with a wavering, quivering feeling within you. Still yourself! Take command of your feeling and then issue your Decree with a Mighty Power of conviction, and you will find the results. I don't mean you have to speak as loud as I do, but be firm. It is a Magnificent Thing!

Dear Ones, every Word that We speak to you is within your possibility of fulfillment and very quickly;
that is the point. In the understanding of your "Presence" you do not have to wiggle around for years, but just straighten yourself up and say: "Why, you human creation, now you are finished! You cannot bind me any longer, because I have found my 'Presence' of all Life, which dissolves every vestige of you. You may be my creation, but I call on the Law of Forgiveness for it, and you are done for!" I am telling you, Dear Ones, you will find your Release!

Do not yield to these conditions any more. Your Application will set you Free if you feel It; but of course, if you just do it from here up (pointing to the neck), you don't get much result. But if you will loose the Feeling from here (the Heart), then automatically that Power goes forth, just like It grasps the condition, and holds it in obedience to your Call.

Therefore, stand firm in your "Presence," Beloved Ones. I am grateful and thank you and Saint Germain for this opportunity, in My humble efforts, to give you My Courage, Strength and Feeling of Dominion over all human things, and I am sure you will all rejoice. I may not be so Great as They are, but still the Divine Director, Victory, the Goddess of Liberty, the Queen of Light and various Ones have offered Their Assistance, and why not?

We have many Ways and Means of Accomplishment by the Power of Light, Beloved Ones. It is won-
derful to know that you are the Victory of the "Mighty I AM," without ever having to use a destructive force. Is it not wonderful, when mankind have killed each other for century after century over nothing, and today you are coming to know your Victory without having to ever use a single destructive force.

Remember, when the Messengers ask you to use the words "Blast and Annihilate," it is for your Blessing and Freedom and for blasting and annihilating limiting destructive conditions. It does not mean physical bodies, but it renders the most marvelous service in the Universe to bless, protect and harmonize human bodies that are out of harmony almost completely.

Don't you see, you cannot harm a physical body by calling the Power of Light to blast that condition that may be handling it? You cannot harm that physical body. You are calling the Power of the "Presence" into action to do these things, which is Love, Wisdom and Power in action; and that "Presence" won't do any harmful thing. Therefore, don't hesitate to use these terms to release Power and Feeling to do these things.

For instance, suppose an individual had drawn a weapon to take your life and you raised your hand instantly and called the "Presence" to blast that. Well,
the "Presence," the Light, would turn back upon that individual his own destructive force. That would be no fault of yours. You have a right to your protection and you are certainly foolish if you don't use it. Would you go out and lie down and let the wild animals eat you up, just because they might be ruined? Well, that is what you are doing with these destructive forces of human creation, as long as you let them govern you.

So do not yield to those conditions longer. Once you did not understand, but now you do. Absolutely face about and silence all human qualities and action, and as you call your "Presence" into action, the Full Power of that will take Its Dominion, and so much more quickly than you realize.

Do you know the Students who have known This Work for four years, had they only known It in the beginning, could have been absolutely Free in every way today? But think of it, think of it, Dear Ones, Oh, it is such a short time even at that, but think of the Power, think of the Force, the Assistance that has been necessary to dissolve and consume conditions which were weighing upon mankind, and preventing their clearness of comprehension and application of these Great Laws.

I could cite you a hundred thousand people of the "I AM" Students who have—well, I will just approx-
imate it, twenty times in these four years—could have had their Complete Freedom had they stood by their Application at certain points at which they had arrived; but they allowed human suggestions and conditions to come in and interrupt them temporarily and then they had to go on again.

If you were fishing, but you are not supposed to eat things that have eyes, but if you were fishing—I mean when you used to go fishing—and you had a nice one on the hook and your line was way out, you know, quite a distance, and you begin to pull that in, and you go a couple inches and then you think, I don't want to take it too fast, because I want to enjoy this more. And that poor little fellow out there, he may not want to come in so fast. You take it a little at a time, and you wait awhile and you wonder how he is getting along out there. Then you try it again.

Do you know, that is just what the Blessed Students have been doing? They are wonderfully enthusiastic for awhile, and somebody comes along and tells them some discouraging story about the Messengers, then they begin to lull. Then the Messengers come along and they brace up, and go ahead again. Then, the Messengers go on and they try it again. Well, that is not necessary. You can keep your momentum going right straight from the start, if you would not listen to human gossip and that kind of thing.

You know, Dear Ones, We have talked, the Mes-
sengers have talked a lot about those things here, but it is because They love you so much that They want you to be thoroughly cognizant of the conditions that will set you Free. Those things, Oh, the momentum of centuries, Beloved Ones, the desire to gossip, judge, condemn—all of which is a condition of inharmony which is preventing the Powers of your “Presence,” giving you the Perfection It has always wanted you to have. If mankind do that, the fault is theirs. If they do not want to be Free, that is the way to keep from it; but the way to be Free is, when discordant thought and feeling act, keep your attention on the “Presence,” and “saw wood”—not like when you are asleep, but I mean by “sawing wood,” your earnest, sincere, dynamic Application. There is not one thing in your world that can stand before it!

We have wished so many times that every earnest, sincere “I AM” Student in America might see for one moment from the Higher Octave, all that has been accomplished in four years. It is the most marvelous thing ever in the history of the Earth, and think, you are only just getting started now. What do you think another year or two years would be with your tremendous dynamic Application—I mean to you individually, as well as your city, state and nation? It is Magnificent; It is Marvelous; and the opportunity is with you!

WITH ALL MY LOVE I CALL FORTH THE
POWERS OF INFINITE LIGHT AND BLESSING. "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE," GREAT HOST OF ASCENDED MASTERS, MIGHTY LEGIONS OF LIGHT, GREAT COSMIC BEINGS AND GREAT COSMIC LIGHT, ENFOLD THESE BELOVED ONES TONIGHT, EVERY "I AM" STUDENT IN AMERICA AND THE WORLD, AND HOLD THEM SO CLOSE IN THY MIGHTY EMBRACE OF LIGHT THAT NO LONGER DOES THE ATTENTION OF ANYONE WAVER IN THE SLIGHTEST. BUT JUST HOLD THEM OBEDIENT, THAT THE "GREAT PRESENCE OF LIFE" ALLOWS THE FULL POWER OF THY MIGHTY CURRENTS OF ENERGY TO FLOW FORTH, HARMONIZE, BEAUTIFY, PERFECT THEIR WORLD AND SUPPLY EACH ONE WITH EVERY GOOD THING. CHARGE INTO THEIR FEELING WORLD IN THAT MIGHTY SUSTAINED ACTIVITY AND COMPREHENSION, ALL THAT THOU DOST MEAN TO THESE HUMAN FORMS. GIVE THEM THE FEELING, THE QUICK MANIFESTION OF THE ANSWER TO THEIR CALL, THAT THE COURAGE FROM THE OUTER STAND-POINT MAY COME INTO ACTION WITH FULL POWER AND SUSTAIN THEM UNTIL
THEY GET THE FULL FEELING OF THE VICTORY OF THE APPLICATION; AND THE POWER OF LIGHT RELEASES INTO THEIR WORLD TO DO ITS PERFECT WORK, CLEANSE, PURIFY AND HOLD ITS DOMINION THERE AND GIVE THEM THEIR HEARTS’ DESIRE!

CAUSE THEM TO UNDERSTAND THAT THE HEART DESIRES ONLY PERFECTION, ONLY EVERY CONSTRUCTIVE ACTIVITY. THEREFORE, EVERY DESIRE OF THE HEART SHOULD BE FULFILLED, AND NOW IN THE ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF THE “PRESENCE,” EVERY POWER OF THE UNIVERSE GOETH INTO ACTION TO FULFILL EVERY SINCERE DESIRE OF THE HEART. THAT MEANS THAT DESIRE IS GOD, THE “MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE” IN ACTION!

CAUSE EACH ONE, OH, GREAT POWERS OF LIGHT, TO FEEL THIS AND HAVE IT SUSTAINED, THAT IN EVERY PARTICLE OF THEIR APPLICATION THEY ARE REMINDED OF THE GLORY AND THE VICTORY THAT IS THERE. I THANK YOU.
Beloved Friends of America, not so long ago I was an Englishman and My name is David Lloyd. In India, as a lad, I was informed by a Master who was not ascended, that on a great mountain in America I would find a man with a Crystal Cup and when I had found that individual, I would have found the one who could assist Me to My Ascension.

I understood very little what those Words meant, but something registered within My feeling world that impelled Me on, with a Power Unquenchable and Irresistible. Shortly after that, My father was shot and killed in his service for the English government in India. Then My mother and I came to London. In the meantime, quite a legacy had been left to us by a former friend of My father’s; therefore, in My hands was the means to carry on the search which the Great Master in India had called to My attention.

Then after four years, My mother passed on, and I began My search. I came to your City of New York, and thereafter began the eventful activities of a human life.

Today, I wish to assert to the whole World that
mankind's Ascension is a Reality! Mankind is not limited to the things to which their previous conceptions have bound them. Today, I stand a Proof to the World, the Universe, that this good Brother's experiences recorded in *Unveiled Mysteries* of My Ascension are true, and I ought to know! It is said that it is difficult for an Englishman to immediately accept a joke; well, if you do not accept This, the joke is on you! Therefore, Beloved Ones, allow Me to convey to you something, briefly of course, of My experience.

Let us forget the years of search, and enter into My arrival on the side of Mount Shasta where the Inner impelling Force led me. This good Brother had gone there, as He thought, to meet Beloved Saint Germain and found Myself instead. When He would have offered Me a drink of water, the Crystal Cup appeared in His hand. When I saw It, I knew My search was ended. Beloved Ones, I explained to Him what had taken place, and He said to Me: "Well, what am I supposed to do?" With all the force of My Being released, I said to Him: "Ask God to show you what to do! Ask the God in you, Who does know."

To all outer activities of the Earth, the most astonishing thing ever witnessed on Earth took place. His human self receded out of the way, and the Light from His own "Mighty I AM Presence" which is above Him, released Its Power and Might, and His physical
body—to the Heart—became a blazing Light, so blazing that I could scarcely look into It. As His hands took Mine, My feet left the Earth; and mark you Beloved People, I was in hiking garments. When My feet left the Earth, when I had been raised as far as His hands would reach, He let go; and I continued until My feet were perhaps twenty feet above His head. There, standing in the atmosphere, the Transformation took place from the human into the Divine. My clothing suddenly dissolved into that of the Higher Octave and looking down, I found Myself clothed in raiment indescribable. Observing My flesh, I found that I had returned to the fulness of youth, all appearance of age having left that form.

Good people of Earth, let Me tell you This is a Mighty Reality and as a consequence of It, I AM A FREE ASCENDED BEING LIVING IN THE OCTAVE OF LIGHT! Everything There is just as tangible to Us as your physical world is to you here; and the day that mankind understands that, and will give sufficient attention to the Power of Life, which is their own God Presence, the “Mighty I AM,” then they too will know and experience these Transcendent Activities. While They are perfectly natural, of course, to the mind unaccustomed they seem Transcendent.

But you Beloved mankind of today, your Beloved
Brother of Light, Jesus Christ, left the Example to mankind. As a lad I loved that Idea, as nobody in this World could find words to express, but all I contacted caused Me to believe that such a thing was impossible for the ordinary human today. We find today, that is all a mistake.

The Ascension is intended for every human being on Earth, and every human being who will give sincere attention to their “Mighty I AM Presence” will find That is possible for them, if not in this embodiment, then the following one! Remember, Beloved Ones, when you are Free and all the pent-up desires for Understanding, for Light, for the Glory of all that your Life meant to you, finds its release, and you can go where you will in your Ascended Body of Light, just as tangible in Its own Octave as your physical body is here. It is a Finer Substance, it is true, but We can raise and lower the vibratory action of those bodies and make Ourselves Visible to the physical sight or not, as We choose.

It is stated by the Ascended Masters that in the years ahead, there will be many of Them come forth in Their tangible visible Bodies to mankind, to bring the Great Everlasting Proof of the Words that Jesus said to humanity to bless them forever. With that Goal held before the attention of all people, it will start the Raising Activity of Life, through their atten-
tion; and thus bring the Fulness of Its Infinite Power into Dominion. Therefore, Beloved Ones, place your attention where you can obtain this Understanding, and your "Presence" of all Life will give It to you.

Try to feel and realize that in the Instruction which Saint Germain has brought forth is the Key that opens the Door to the Fulness of your Infinite Power of Light. Turn your attention There and let the proof of your own "Mighty I AM Presence" come forth into your life and world.

It is a great joy, and wonderful to realize that so few years ago I stood in a limited physical body similar to yours. Yet today, I am a wholly free Being, a Perfect Being—free from all that has ever bound or limited Me. Remember, Beloved Ones, all this came to Me through the assistance of the Light which beats the Heart of this form standing before you. Do you realize what that means to you? If the Light of His own God Presence could release Itself and render Me that Assistance, then what do you think His Assistance and Radiation is rendering you?

I shall call to your attention a thing that has never been mentioned thus far. His Light together with your Beloved Lotus is the Power of the full Ray directed from the Heart of God, the Eternal Infinite Presence of Life. Those Two together make the Full Power of that Ray which is pouring forth Its Mighty Radiance
and Blessing to you and to all Students throughout America and the World. It is acting through the Higher Mental Body of each one. Then there is no limit to what that Power and Radiation can pour forth to bless you, Beloved mankind, and your fellow Students.

Therefore, in the glory of all you are today, turn your attention, your whole feeling world upon and to the Power of your Great Presence, the “Mighty I AM.” Then, as you conceive the Goal of Life, your Freedom through the Ascension, think of it—you can give assistance without limit by the Infinite Power of Its Action. You will say to Me then, these Great Beings, why have They not done more for mankind? Because mankind drew themselves into the condition which they experience today by their own volition, and therefore, they must come out of that. In other words, climb out by their attention to the “Presence of all Life,” which alone can bring them out of those conditions with which they have surrounded themselves.

Let Me assure you today, Beloved Ones, that mankind is receiving relief indescribable by the Power of Radiation sent forth through the great body of Students in America and the other parts of the World. One day you will comprehend what it means to send out a Decree, a Command, a Call, that sends forth a
Vibratory Action just as tangible as you see the activities of the water of the ocean. Those waves go forth just as tangible, in fact more tangible than your radio waves.

Therefore, mankind is not any longer standing in the limitations of human consciousness, but have before them the Ascended Masters' Instruction of the "Great Presence and Activity of Life" here in their possession to study, apply and have all that Life holds for them through a perfectly natural, normal, practical means. All these things that the Messengers have taught you are practical. There is no thing in the world more practical; and that is what mankind needs to understand in order to have the full benefit which is intended for them, and they could have. But unless you will remove from your feeling world and consciousness the doubts and unbeliefs acquired by human concepts, by taking on other human limited concepts, do you not see as long as you reach out and accept the opinions of mankind embodied, you are dealing wholly in human concepts. Suppose they have a very great inspiration; there is no assurance within their feeling world that it is correct. It might be ever so correct, but still they have not the feeling that it is correct—there is always some question in the mind.

But today, in the Messenger's Experience with Saint Germain, Myself and Others, He knows abso-
olutely from the Inner and outer standpoint these Great Laws. He knows They cannot and do not fail with anyone who will earnestly apply Them, keep out of their attention and feeling world the limitations and conditions which mankind have created and they seem to be living in.

Now Beloved Ones, as long as you care to go on in your limitations, the privilege is yours; but if you care to listen to the Messengers and believe and try to apply, and by the application prove to yourselves that these Great Laws are True, then you too will know through your own self that They are True!

Now, the need today of mankind is to be careful, because the atmosphere of Earth is charged with human discordant creation, vicious disembodied entities and all that kind of thing in which mankind are moving. Then if they do not understand that there are these two conditions which they must meet, and ignore the lower, then they are not very apt to reach the height. There are many lives that are pure enough that they are in no danger of contact on the psychic or astral world, which are one and the same thing, which means human discordant destructive creation, Beloved Ones. The Catholics call it purgatory, but it is one and the same thing. It is from the surface of the Earth to approximately seven thousand feet, and all of this accumulation of the discord of mankind is in that. If
you are an occult student, let Me assure you, that there is no gradation of the astral world. It is in one octave and there is no good thing in it. Now We have been there and know what We are talking about; therefore, be advised by Those who are free to go where They please and bring you correct, direct information of the activities and conditions of Life.

All that condition, though it be destructive, is wrongly qualified energy of Life, and one day must all be redeemed. Now how do you redeem a thing? Not by the old idea, but you redeem it by the Power and Use of the Violet Consuming Flame set into action by your own God Presence, the "Mighty I AM." That is how you come into your Freedom.

The question has been in many minds, how about Myself and Mr. Rayborn, who did not know of these Great Laws long before our Ascension? Well, do you think the Wisdom of Our "Mighty I AM Presence" through Our Higher Mental Bodies did not know what was coming? You have forgotten that perhaps! But nevertheless, the Higher Mental Body knows what is coming, long before the individual. Therefore, when My attention was called to that possibility and continued to dwell upon that, it gave My Higher Mental Body an opportunity to prepare My feeling world; and while I did not know it outwardly, yet that Power and Action, identically the same you are using
today, was set into action by the Higher Mental Body and the Ascended Masters, Who saw what was coming. You today, are having the identical Assistance from the Great Divine Director which I had then, and did not know it.

I want you to see how absolutely practical My experience was, for you too, one day, will know just exactly what I mean and the Truth of which I am speaking.

Is it not wonderful to know that all the doubts and fears of mankind have no power when once you come into the Knowledge of your “Great Presence of Life.” You can have taken out of your world all the doubts and fears that ever existed there, or were ever accumulated, if you want to do it; but you have to brace up and be strong and firm in your determination to have your Freedom, to have your Understanding, to have your Supply, to have your Health—just as determined as you would be if you were under water and wanted your breath. You would want it, wouldn’t you? That is just the position you stand in today.

As I understand it now, I too, like many others did not comprehend the intensity which was acting in My feeling world from the time the Master in India called My attention to the possibilities of the future for Me; but now in My Freedom, I see and know definitely how very intense that feeling had accepted those few
Words—a very indefinite thing concerning the location of where I was to find this good Brother, but the Law of Life is unerring.

If mankind could release all uncertainty in their feeling and turn wholly to the "Presence of Life," not one person would make a single mistake again, because the "Presence of Life" stands ever ready to pour Its Mighty Directing Intelligence. Notice the Chart, Beloved Ones! You have the Power of Infinite Intelligence anchored within your Heart, your physical Heart; and then tell Me that you cannot receive from the "Great Presence of Life" Its Freedom, Its Directing Intelligence. Be sensible, Dear People, see the proof of Life before you. That Chart is accurate, and if you will understand That and give attention to It, you will find how quickly will drop away from your world and your bodies all barnacles of human creation which have been drawn there. But remember, Beloved mankind, there is Obedience necessary and Life demands Cleanliness and Purity.

If you have made mistakes, call on the Law of Forgiveness with mighty sincerity and determination and then don't look back! Don't look back I say to you, Beloved mankind, and Beloved Students. There is where you make your great mistake! Don't condemn yourselves because of your mistakes that you discover now, but turn wholly to the "Great Presence of Life." You
may be sure It does not condemn, so why condemn yourself?

This Great Light, Beloved Students, is the Greatest Thing before mankind, ever in the history of the Earth, and your Beloved Benefactor—never in the world until you are Ascended will you understand and know what He means to you, what He means to America and the World! Let Him and the Great Ones who are assisting, set you Free! When I see what has been offered within the past eight months to the Students, it is the most amazing thing ever witnessed, even from the Higher Octaves of Light. When These Great Beings will charge Their Mighty Qualities into your world to give you Assistance, as the Mighty Victory and Others have done, then the Mighty Divine Director assisting you to dissolve and consume every particle of your human accumulation and creation, will release you from the pressure of that which you cannot imagine. Then you will find yourself in the position where your Call to the “Great Presence of Life” brings Its Instantaneous Answer, and you will know that you have entered into Life as originally intended.

How far away the whole World has drawn itself from the reality of Life. The human concepts imposed upon the Great Truth of Life—what an unhappy thing it has been. The human has thought throughout the centuries that it was the doer, taking all credit to
the human form for whatever little was accomplished. There was its limitation; there was the unhappiness brought about the human form.

Beloved Ones, today you stand ready, willing to have your great Freedom! Do not accept anything else! Oh, do not, I plead with you, allow effects in the outer world to still disturb you, when Above you is the Goal of all Life and the Tool within your hand to dissolve and dismiss from your Pathway, in your Call to the "Presence," every obstruction that seems to be there. Beloved People, Beloved Students, do you not realize by this time that within your understanding and acceptance of your own "God Presence," there is no reason why a single obstruction should longer remain in your Pathway. If it does, the fault is yours. The fault is yours, because you allow your feelings to keep accepting the appearance world, which is mankind's creation. Don't forget that! Everything in the human world is mankind's own creation. It is just limitation of some description; therefore, if you accept that, you allow it—Oh, not only allow it, but you invite it to come and act in your world.

Do you realize how, by your attention, you have constantly invited disturbance, imperfection and accidents into your world? If you knew, Beloved Ones, what conversation, what contemplation, discussions of destructive things mean, you would not do it. Now
you might say: "How about the Messengers calling your attention to these things?" A wholly different thing. That is instruction to teach you the Law, but when you deliberately enter into the discussion and revolving, revolving and revolving of discordant things, that is an invitation by your attention to that very quality to act in your world, and it is bound to do it, because you have called it.

Now then, it is easy enough to know a thing and not accept it in your world. For instance, take for illustration or attention the imperative need of understanding there are black magicians in the World. Well, if you do not know they are there, they act in your feeling world and drag you down into limitations and distress; and then, too late, you find how tangible they were. Beloved Ones, you cannot run away from a thing. To deny a thing is foolish. However, these conditions exist in the world of mankind.

What makes it possible for a disappointed individual to become a black magician—in other words, a destructive being? How do they gather such power to harm mankind? Because of mankind's own destructive accumulation, energy wrongly qualified constantly about mankind, which they seize upon and draw it and turn it upon mankind to harm them. Oh, they are cunning, don't make any mistake about it. When they see an individual whose Light is expand-
ing that they can seize upon, and connect them with the psychic world, they will do it, so watch out. It is nothing to be afraid of, but be careful. Know and be sure that you are connected with your own "God Presence" and receive Its Direction and don't listen to something else. Dear People, the Higher Mental Bodies of these two Messengers render tremendous service to mankind. Don't get any idea that they are directing you to do certain things, the black magician will even project a body similar to the Messengers and try to make believe that the Messengers are misdirecting you. Now watch out! They are not all gone yet, but they are certainly taking their departure rapidly.

You would never stop rejoicing if you knew how their plans have been frustrated in the past eight months. They had taken hold of certain individuals in physical embodiment in all parts of the World, and they had placed them in the principal large cities and acted through them; but now since your Call, which had to come from your octave, that makes it possible to dissolve the cloak of invisibility. Then they will soon cease to be, and that is the Joy of all mankind and a Blessing and Protection.

Dear Ones, you will never know until your Ascension, you could not possibly know what these Beloved Messengers have meant to mankind. (Applause) Beloved Ones, I am so Eternally Grateful that the Great
Light within your Heart enables you to feel, to understand and to enable you to pour out that great great Love to Them, which is to Life. You might think it was to these physical forms, but still, it is to Life and that Great Outpouring is the Open Door to your release.

Mankind must love, not with the human sense, but with the Power of Divine Love from their “Presence,” and when they do, their door will be open wide to all the Perfection Life holds for them. Only a few of the Group Leaders of the World have begun to have just a little idea of what the Messengers mean. But when you really know your “Presence,” and when you know that the appearance world is but an appearance and has no power, then you are not in any anxiety or concern about the appearance world or the fear that mankind can harm or limit you. Know that no longer can mankind limit each other, but remember in all your Application and intense desire for Freedom, that nothing can harm you but yourselves, and if you will not allow your attention to go out or contemplate destructive things, you will not find destruction in your world.

I urge you, Beloved Students, guard your feelings, your speech, your conversation. Don’t get together and buzz away on destructive things. (Laughter) Now I am in earnest, greatly. If you do that thing, you
invite the quality that you are discussing. Know a thing, give your Decree and forget it. Just like this good Messenger and your Beloved Lotus, when something comes to Their attention to be handled, They issue Their Mighty Decree and so far as They are concerned, it does not exist. That is how you take your attention off a thing and give it to the “Presence,” which is All-Powerful to govern, control, dissolve and consume it. This is imperative!

We want to do a tremendous Work in New York, and I am very grateful that you have found a friend who has made it possible for these Broadcasts to go forth, which is the opening of the Great Outpouring of the attention of mankind to This Great Law. I am sure it will only be the beginning of other activities through other parts of America, where mankind can have the opportunity to know This Great Law and the “Great Presence.”

As I look among the Students, as I often move among them, seeing where assistance might be given, Beloved Ones, not that you should ever intrude anything upon anyone, but don’t have any fear or questioning in your feeling when the opportunity is offered for you to speak of This Great Law; and when you speak, speak with assurance and with firm determination and certainty in your mind or don’t mention it, because, Dear Ones, the human is very peculiar as
you must have found out by this time. Therefore, if it feels the slightest uncertainty within you, it says: "Oh well, that is someone's imagination working overtime." When you speak with positive assurance, then that human says: "Well, that fellow knows what he is talking about." Believe Me, Beloved Ones, when you have seen the Messengers with that great Invincible Courage, Power and Strength to present this Law of Life to mankind in spite of their viciousness and unbelief, and the Victory They have won, then you must know the Light is the Power! Therefore, feel It in yourselves!

Of course the Messenger, through His Experiences, knows absolutely from first-hand experience. But you, if the Light of your Heart has accepted This Great Truth, then you too know, just as sure as the Messenger does, through actually experiencing it. Will you allow Me to repeat that? Beloved Ones, when your Heart has accepted This Great Light and Understanding, then you too are just as sure, because It is the Light that knows in the physical structure, and when you have accepted That, you know just as sure as the Messenger does, the truth of This Great Law.

Therefore, in that acceptance you have not only the Infinite Power of Light in the Universe rushing to your assistance, but you have the Assistance of the Ascended Masters, the Legions of Light, the Great
Cosmic Beings, and the Great Cosmic Light; and may I call your attention again today, that This Cosmic Light which the Great Ones speak about is not something static in space. It is consciously directed Mighty Currents of Light and Energy from That which you have come to know as the Great Central Sun, which is the Heart or Focus, and the Light of this Great System of Planets and Others; That is the source of Being. That all exists in the System of Planets and Others over which It governs, but do not begin to reach out and want to know all that exists in the System of Planets and the Universe before you free yourselves. You have quite sufficient to do.

Now then, why do I call your attention to that? Because Dear Ones, the human gets strange ideas at times and it wants to begin to reach out, reach out and reach out everywhere, when it should stay at home and give its attention where Perfection is; then in the Wisdom of that “Great Presence,” one day, naturally, will come the full explanation. But sometimes just a little bit of egotism gets going in the human feeling and it says: “Oh, I get all swelled up and I want to be the authority.” Well, the human never can be the authority. Only as it calls to its “Great Presence of Life” will it become the authority, and then it is the Wisdom of the “Presence.”

So Beloved Ones, remember you are the most fortu-
nate, most fortunate of beings. In the happiness—and as I look at your garments—how wonderful is your great and willing obedience to clothe yourselves in the colors that are constructive and powerful. You may wonder sometimes when your Beloved Lotus gets pretty strong and powerful concerning colors; well, you must thank Her forever, because let Me tell you, Beloved Ones, do you know that in the Higher Octaves the colors black and red are unknown—never have existed and never will. But the difficult point for the human who wants to hang on to those things, is that it always comes back and says: “Well, how about your Flag?” Then it thinks it has gotten you. Well, when you think that the red in your Flag represents the human blood shed for the Freedom of America, and that human blood is red because of the imperfection in it, then is not the explanation complete?

Oh, Dear Ones, when you have freed yourselves from imperfection, your blood will be like Ours, a golden liquid, and you will all have the delicate pink complexion which you would like; and you won’t have to give it assistance either. Think what a lot of time it would save. Then your body is not constantly changing its form, having a chance to get new clothing larger, then smaller. That Eternal Body of Light never changes its symmetry—always the same, beautiful and perfect.
You know I had a masculine body. I never gave much thought to how mankind might or should try to beautify and perfect themselves, but when I suddenly became aware how very changed My Form was from my outer form, when the beginning of My Ascension took place, then I realized how perfect Life is and how beautiful Life is.

You Blessed Ones, did you quite understand when the Messenger called yesterday for you to be clothed in those Garments—Seamless Garments of Light, did you quite understand what He meant and what That meant to you? Do you quite understand? I think not. However, in His great earnest Call that service was rendered. Those Garments will remain yours, and while invisible, yet in those Garments aside from your feeling world, will be charged the Quality of the Ascensions taking place today. Please claim It! Please accept It! Please qualify It to be Eternally Sustained and active for you.

Now Beloved Ones, My Joy in this Heart to Heart talk with you has been very great, and may that Great Love that has poured out from My Presence—I am standing right here, you should see Me—and may that ever be a memory of My Words, My Love, My Strength, and may It be an Eternal Memory to enfold you, that just so recently My Victory was won! Think of it, it is only a few years, Beloved Ones! Try to feel that Great Reality for yourselves!
Let Me remind you in closing, Beloved Ones, the Greatest Glory in all human life, is in your earnest Call to your “Presence of Life” for your Ascension in this embodiment! If for any reason you do not accomplish It, then you would be certain to in the next, because THE GREAT DESIRE OF ONE EMBODIMENT BECOMES THE COMPULSION OF THE NEXT! It is a Law of Life acting within you. See how no single effort toward Perfection can ever in the Universe be lost. Try to retain the memory and hold that before you as often as you can. Then you will know as you go from one Victory to another that every one is a step on that golden stairway of Eternal Light, leading ever on and on into the goal of all Life. Its Perfection which comes alone through the Ascension, is for all mankind who want to have it.

The unfortunate individuals who turn aside say: “Oh no, this cannot be true, the Messengers’ imagination is working overtime.” Well, just so unfortunate are they.

As a parting word I want to say to you, Beloved mankind, how unfortunate the ministers and their frightful responsibility when they, to their congregation and over the radio, condemn these Messengers and this Light. They have made the greatest mistake of all of their many mistakes, and too late they will see that.

So I say to you, do not be caught, do not be held by
human opinion in its many ramifications, but go on in your attention to your own “God Presence.” I say to you, Beloved mankind, if you never heard of or saw the Messengers again, remember that your attention to your own “God Presence,” which They have asked you to give, is the only doorway in the Universe to your Freedom from limitations, to your perfect health and happiness, and all that makes for the blessing of mankind. They have not asked anything but your undivided attention and adoration to your Presence of all Life, the “Mighty I AM,” and It will take care of the rest. So give it, if you wish your Freedom!

My Love and that of the Great Host of Ascended Masters enfolds you forever, and may We have the Privilege of charging that Garment of Light to give you Its Radiance more and more powerfully each day. I thank you.
I greet you, Beloved Ones, in the Name and the Power of Freedom and Victory. While I could not be present with you last night, I have since received the Glory of all the Blessings that came to you. I trust when I say this, you will not be disappointed. It was the Beloved Jesus' intent to give this Dictation; but He was required with Beloved Saint Germain in Europe so tremendously tonight, that I was asked to take His place.

Europe, never in her history, needed the help as now. The last lash of the destructive sinister force is striking at Europe, trying to drive out of those nations all respect for Divinity. Precious People, you have no more idea than an infant what is actually going on there. I have just come from there, and I was with Saint Germain last night in this final tremendous effort to stem the tide there. The momentum of energy that has been released must some way be dissolved.

As was in Russia, all respect, honor and attention is being driven away from Divinity; so is the same sinis-
ter thing going on in Germany and Austria. Dear People, the pity of that condition; and I am speaking of that tonight, Beloved Ones, because of the Power I know you have in This Understanding to give that assistance. Your mighty individual Calls to that "Great Presence of all Life" will give that assistance to your fellowman there.

You cannot imagine the condition and the poor unfortunate people in those countries, not knowing which way to turn, looking to first one then the other, hoping for a solution and peace. Therefore, Beloved Ones, whenever a few moments are yours, if not working, you can make it audibly or silently, call to the "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Great Cosmic Beings to render every possible service to Europe and the Orient.

You have in the past thought and talked of the dark ages. My Dear Ones, it was not a fragmentary thing to what is taking place in those countries today; and yet, knowing the Powers of Light, I still have great hope.

When I came as a lad, at the passing of My father in India, to England, I heard these whisperings of the communistic activity; and in the pretense of bringing a solution of mankind's problems, even the instigators of that, at that time, never dreamed of what it would turn out to be. The sinister destructive creation of
mankind, having become so vicious, seized upon everything to try to destroy mankind; and I frankly say to you from actual observation, if ever the clutches of the sinister force gets its claws upon America, as it has Europe and the Orient today, mankind would be destroyed.

Therefore, I say to you, Beloved Americans, and I say this, and through the power of the air currents must it go to every "I AM" Student in America and the World this night, for their assistance, which they alone can give. Perhaps you do not understand that you wield a power unknown to the mass of mankind, because you have so gradually come into it, and naturally, it should seem natural to you; yet do not pass it by, Beloved Ones, in the constant contemplation of the change which has taken place in you in just two or three years.

My Dear People, if you could see with the All-Seeing Eye of God within you, the change that is within you and your feeling world, it would be the most Joyful Magnificent thing on the face of this Earth; and you who are really sincere, think of how the Light has expanded within you—the Power of the Universe.

You are dealing, Beloved Ones, with the Greatest Power that exists, the Power of your "Mighty I AM Presence," and not only that, but the Great Host of Ascended Masters and the Great Cosmic Beings, and
even the Great Cosmic Light that is coming to the Assistance of mankind, because it is imperative!

Do you think Life sent forth from the Great Source of all Life—that which you know as the Great Central Sun—do you think that Life wants to be a failure after those hundreds of thousands of centuries? Beloved mankind, you have lived for hundreds of thousands of years; and remember, Beloved Ones, since the last Golden Age upon Atlantis, very little progress has been made, because individuals who knew the Law and held the authority over the people, withheld from the people This Great Law which they could have given.

Why do you think that at the time of Jesus, when such a great sweep of Illumination and Freedom could have come to mankind, the fanaticism of the priesthood caused the crucifixion of your Blessed Ascended Master Jesus and covered the Light which He brought? After two hundred years, they clothed It so cunningly that mankind has never been able to understand Its meaning since. Today, when Saint Germain has brought forth This clear Magnificent Understanding of Life openly, again bringing to the World the Full Understanding of the “Mighty I AM,” and all that It means to mankind—the very Life of the World, the very Life of your bodies—then is there hope for mankind.
While I do not want you to feel unduly responsible, yet, you have the authority and power in your understanding today, to wield a power and assistance unparalleled on Earth since the last Golden Age. Think what it means to launch forth This Understanding of the “Mighty I AM Presence” in the face of Its having been covered so many hundreds of centuries, the power gaining in the human destructive qualities and creation, because mankind did not know how to dissolve it. But now today, in the Power of your Mighty Decrees which are amplified and assisted by the Great Host of Ascended Masters and the Cosmic Beings, the Greatest Power of dissolving and consuming of the destructive forces ever known in the World, through any age, has taken place; and the Greatest Hope of all of Us in the prevention of the destruction of Europe and the Orient coming to America, is the dissolving of the war entity. We know that the momentum of destructive force released there can only go so long, but We must repel it until its energy is exhausted; because if it got started here, it would have a renewed energy, because the atmosphere of America is charged with tremendous power and energy.

Therefore, I say to you, Beloved Ones, in that service which you are able to render, lose no opportunity in making the Call, and calling the Great Cosmic Beings and the Great Cosmic Light to descend into
Europe and the Orient, and dissolve and consume forever the remaining activity of that destructive force gathered. The Cosmic Light Rays can do it; and remember, when you call to your "Mighty I AM Presence," you are calling to the Heart of the Universe. The Greatest Power there is to project those Light Rays into that condition to assist in its dissolving.

To Me, there is no point so very wonderful, as to understand that the Higher Mental Body of every human being, no matter how destructive they may be, wants them to be constructive, wants them to give forth a blessing just the same as you do. Therefore, do you not see, Beloved Ones, that you are not contending with a power of any kind of creation; but you are contending with a power released from human beings and energy qualified, that has no sustaining power to it.

Won't you feel that, Beloved 100% Students; and then understand what your service means in calling forth the dissolving, consuming activity of the "Great Presence of all Life," the Cosmic Beings and the Cosmic Light to render This Service.

I am speaking tonight of Europe, because it is urgent. We urged the Messengers to retire the moment they returned home last night, that They could go forth and give the assistance which was required
there. Do you quite understand, Beloved Ones, how these two humble Ones work night and day, serving night and day. They do not call it work; but no sooner do Their heads strike the pillow, than They are out working from the Higher Mental Body, rendering This Service.

Do you know what it means tonight, you as 100% Students? Please listen carefully. These two Individuals, because of certain things, which I may not explain to you, must be used to carry these Mighty Currents to Earth. Therefore, when Their bodies sleep, then They are working from the Higher Mental Body, because of the connection with the physical body, They can be used to release these Mighty Currents to the Earth.

Just as last night, because of the Mighty Power of Victory, that Power of the Cosmic Light Rays was driven into the Earth for the sustained protection of San Francisco, and Their bodies had to be at a certain point where They had gained and released tremendous power and energy. The outer world and you, Beloved Students, did not know that, and the Messengers Themselves did not; but you see how the Great Law acts through the Great Wisdom of the Ascended Ones, to bring about conditions, causing activities to take place that the outer human does not comprehend, even in a fragmentary manner.
So as this Great Releasing Power goes forth, this Great Consuming Activity, remember Beloved Ones, how magnificent a Part of That each one of you is. When I think of the hundreds of years when the sincere of mankind have longed to give a service, and even in this embodiment, when so many throughout mankind have longed to render a service, they cannot tell just why; but because through the Inner Impulse pouring, they have felt that Surge of that Great Inner Energy to render a service to their fellowman.

Now the opportunity is yours, the Greatest ever known, because without the Knowledge of your "Mighty I AM Presence," it is only temporary; it is but fragmentary. Therefore, Beloved Ones, in calling your attention to this opportunity tonight, and in prefacing what I shall say to you of quite a different nature, I want you to feel how great your Blessing and Privilege is to serve the Great Great Powers of Light.

Oh, that I might convey to you My Happiness in My Freedom from Earth. How little I dreamed, just as you today little dream what is before you. Think of it! Who of you shall say to Me tonight what the "Great Presence of Life" might do for you ere the Sun sets tomorrow? Oh, Beloved Ones, accept the Fulness of all the Majesty and Power that your "Presence" might choose or find the opportunity to release through you.
Think—when that Great One in India told Me that in America I would find that One who would assist Me to My Ascension, My Dear People, as a lad I believed it; and somehow, it never occurred to Me that it could ever fail. Yet, as the years went on, and I searched and searched those weary months, and oftentimes I thought, “Where, Oh where, is that guiding Power and Intelligence?” Yet within Me, in the outer moments of wonderment and discouragement—only temporary—again would rise from within Me, that joy and happiness in that quest.

Everyone of mankind is making that same search today that I made; only today your search is shortened greatly. I had no one to assist Me, as I thought; but of course I did. My Higher Mental Body who received that direction, knew from the beginning; but I had to be made sure in the outer part—my human self—as to whether I would stick to that search to make Me worthy of the Goal, when It was reached.

Who of you know but that you are all being made worthy of the Goal which you shall reach ere long! Is it not a happy contemplation to believe that? I think so. I know it is so by actual experience. You tonight, I want you to feel with Me the Reality of My Victory; and since you, last night, were charged with the Power of Victory, apply It to your Goal and your Eternal Freedom.
Do you not see, do you not comprehend, Dear People, where you stand tonight, from where you stood yesterday morning? Oh, perhaps you did not feel slightly different in the physical out-picturing; but My Dear Ones, consider what took place within the Inner Power of your feeling world and the power of your mental world, that has cleared the way of obstruction. Oh, believe that, feel that, Beloved 100% people, and then stand guard as dynamite to any outside force and any outside suggestion that would mar the beauty of that contemplation, of the Freedom of Life and Its Mighty Goal.

That is where you stand as 100% Students. Do you know, upon you devolves the projection of the Light in your locality? I congratulate our Beloved Group Leader (Mr. Brown) tonight, when he closed his words by saying to you, that no one who was not actually a 100% Student could be so dishonorable as to come into such a meeting. I hope every Group Leader in America and the World will take that stand with his people. We know only too well that there have been everywhere, people who came in and claimed to be 100%, and were but spies, for it was proven in Los Angeles beyond any question. There were several going from one group to another spreading the poisonous discord; but it shall be no longer.

Therefore, I say to you, Beloved People, that a per-
son who spies to spread discord to the Students of Light, had ten thousand times better walked into a den of rattlesnakes, for they would only lose their physical body then; but to practice deception to the Powers of Light, shuts the door to the Light, for God knows how long. Therefore, I say to you, Beloved Ones, these unfortunate individuals who lend themselves to such things, little know what they are doing. They may believe they only live once; well, they will find the great disappointment one day.

To think mankind will practice hatred and deception for a few paltry dollars. I shall never forget through Eternity, the honor of My father who served the English government in India. That man was constantly beset by individuals offering bribes of money for him to do a dishonorable thing—but never once; and when he finally continued to refuse, because he held the great respect of the government, he was shot. A thousand times had he better have been shot, than to have been dishonored.

That is the Power of Light, Beloved Ones, which you are serving; and a thousand times—ten thousand times—had you better lose your human form, than to once be dishonorable to the Light which beats your Heart. That is the position of the 100% Students; and you who stand, Oh Beloved Ones, 100% to the Powers of Light and the Ascended Masters, will one day
walk so free from all human conditions—and mark what I tell you, it cannot be long in the Great Power that is being released.

Stand your ground with your "Presence" if the Heavens fall; what does the matter of a change of embodiment mean in the great Goal of Life to that Eternal Freedom. I want to call your attention to the Rayborns, Mr. and Mrs. Rayborn, Rex and Bob, Nada, Pearl and Myself. Not one of Us ever dreamed in the world, one year before Our Freedom, that such a thing could actually be. Take Myself for instance; while I earnestly made that search as directed, I did not comprehend but slightly what that Goal meant. I did not know. While I believed intellectually what the Great One told Me, yet afterwards I knew I did not comprehend but so little, only enough to keep Me on the search.

You today, are having the greatest encouragement ever in Life to assist you in the courage, strength and happiness to stay on your pathway until your Goal is reached—and how quickly!

Now notice, Beloved Ones, two things: First, in standing steadfast with your "Presence" in your Calls; and then, shutting out forever all human suggestions, discord of every kind—you would reach your Goal so quickly, you would be astonished.

Now you as 100% individuals, must surely mean
what you say; and what the rest of the world does about you should not be the slightest concern to you. You, who reach your Goal, must stand alone with your "Presence," shutting away every human suggestion and discord; and in your mighty Call to your "Presence" let Its Mighty Currents of Energy flow in, through and around you, and out into your world to harmonize. Not one single human thing shall disturb you when once you really do that. You cannot do it just in the intellect; you have got to do it in the feelings, Beloved Ones, with great intensity, according to your individual requirement, in order to have that Goal reached very quickly. But look again, I cite you to Our Experience. My Experience required but steadfastness toward the Goal. Mr. Rayborn, think of it, only the few years—a little more than three years—that He reached His Goal, mostly an Inner impelling action. Rex and Bob, Nada and Pearl, children filled with the happiness and fulness of youth, whose Light was strong enough to shut away human desires—They too reached Their Goal in an inconceivably short time.

Don't you see by that, Beloved Ones, that one shall not judge? Even you shall not judge when you shall reach your Goal, or how quickly. How could you do it? Don't you see that any feeling within you that says to you: "Oh, how could I reach My Freedom so
quickly?"—don't you see you would be your own ob-
struction if you allowed such a feeling to act within
you? Therefore, don't allow your feelings for a single
moment to limit you in any way; and I do not mean by
that, that anyone should be fanatical. Don't just say:
"I am going to make my Ascension," regardless of
whether you give obedience to Life or not; that would
be foolishness, because your obedience to Life is
demanded.

Now the very curious thing—and I marvel at it
even yet—in this embodiment which was one with
yours, strange to say, Beloved Ones, I never knew
what it meant to be inharmonious. As I look upon
mankind today since My Freedom, I can scarcely
comprehend how it could be; and yet it was. It was the
same way with Mr. and Mrs. Rayborn, and Mrs.
Rayborn meeting the public as She did. Of course, She
had the Presence of Saint Germain in all the latter
part of Her great career; and in meeting those condi-
tions, not one discord entered Her world. Think of it,
Beloved Ones!

Why is it different with others of mankind? Now
notice this, because it bears upon the success of every
one of you. Why is it? I know many of you have said:
"Well, why do I have to struggle when those individu-
als just walked away free?" Don't ask Me, ask your
Life; because I don't know. Unless I would enter into
your Life Stream and see, I would not be able to know; but your Higher Mental Body does know.

Therefore, Beloved Ones, since you were released last night, is My reason for bringing this to your attention so vividly tonight; but whatever your requirement is, remember, it is worth a million times any or every effort that you would make toward Self-Control and Harmony, to gain your Goal quickly.

Oh, do not be dismayed by the conditions I mentioned in Europe or the conditions that exist in your own America today. I say: "What has that to do with you?" When you stand One with your "Great Presence of Life," you will rise in the Powers of that "Presence" and not a thing of the outer world can touch you, limit or deprive you of a single thing. The outer conditions of the world have nothing in God's World to do with an "I AM" Student who is earnest, sincere and honest.

Let Me remind you again, as the Mighty Victory told you last night, tell the truth if the Heavens fall. Let there be no record in your world of deception or falsehood. Beloved Ones, the Great Divine Director has released you by His Great and Mighty Consuming Power; and now the Mighty Victory having completed it, you stand Free Beings. If you maintain that complete harmony and determined command to Life, you will call forth Its Mighty Powers to flood your
body with health, joy and happiness, and from your Treasurehouse the release of the supply of money or whatever else is required to give you the happiness, attainment and freedom in the service of the Light—Its Power will charge and fill your body, feeling world and activity with a Power inconceivable, until you begin to experience It, Beloved Ones.

We, who have been set Free, were fortunate, because Life had provided for Us sufficiently that We were never even concerned about financial supply; but there are other things much worse than that to contend with. So if you have a little sense left of financial limitation, it might have been something much worse; because there are other conditions of Life not so easily conquered as that. But there is not one earnest sincere "I AM" Student in America or the World, who will take five minutes three times a day and call to the "Presence" of their Life, the "Mighty I AM," to release from Its Treasurehouse, that will not have it done without limit. It is the Law of Life, and cannot be denied if your feeling is undivided in your Call for its acceptance.

I want you to feel you are not dealing with an uncertainty; you are dealing with the Greatest Power in the Universe that cannot and never did fail you. If it seemed to, you failed yourself. Don't ever blame Life; don't ever blame your Application; and don't ever
blame yourself because of some feeling that was acting there—because you were unaware of it, you would hardly blame yourself for it. But face about and call the “Presence” into action to take out of you any obstructing feeling—set you free right now! That is the stand.

Now Beloved Ones, none of you is an exception to this. Every one of you who is being set free by this activity, remember you have got to stand guard over your feeling and self-control; and if you will do that, you will see so entirely the vast change that will take place. Don’t let the appearance world around you believe it has anything to do with you and your freedom—financial or otherwise.

Dear Ones, you are constantly moving in a sea of human suggestions, unless you call the “Presence” to hold invincible that Tube of Light about you, that you do not accept a single suggestion from the outside. You are constantly being catapulted by those suggestions; and plenty of them will come up and say with a sneer: “Well, if you are an ‘I AM’ Student, why don’t you show the proof of the Law?” Tell that individual to shut their mouth and go about their business. That is what you want to be strong enough to do.

Those individuals are just claws of the sinister force that want to drive discouragement and disappointment at you. You might be, within the next hour, within the
Victory of the Achievement if you did not listen to that suggestion. You must be strong enough to withstand those things.

Just as when the Messengers returned to Los Angeles, and those pretending to be 100% Students were nothing but spies moving among the Groups, spreading that poisonous breath, yet many of those students listened to those things until it nearly ruined their chance of Freedom. Don’t be fooled by those things, Beloved People. If you love your Life, your “Mighty I AM Presence,” and if you love Saint Germain and the Teaching He has brought forth, stand by It and do not listen to anything that would spread discord in your world, even if you have to take them by the nape of the neck and throw them out. (Applause) That is how firm you must be, Beloved Ones. As one said to you recently, sometimes a little physical force is of great assistance.

I will try to find words that will convey into your feeling world the Full Power which I feel, to assist you to once and forever shut out of your feeling world, all destructive suggestions from whatever source they come; because you are moving in an atmosphere of those suggestions, and if you are just a little below par, you are very apt to accept them into your world. But it is quite a different thing when somebody comes up and pokes it at you; you can stop that fast enough
if you want to. But this fellow that is moving around in the atmosphere, he is not so easily detected. So call your mighty discrimination into action to stand guard.

Oh, My Dear People, Oh, don't you understand that you have a Higher Mental Body that will stand guard over you with a Power that is inconceivable? You know how a mother guards her child, or parents; your Higher Mental Body has a thousand—ten thousand—times the Power to guard you; and all It asks is that you give attention to your "Presence" and then keep harmonized, and It will move anything in the world out of your pathway and give you the Happiness and Freedom. It is All-Powerful.

Dear Ones, think! Beating your Heart is the Greatest Power and Intelligence in the Universe; and your Higher Mental Body is the Director of those Currents of Mighty Energy that will dissolve anything in God's World, either of your own creation or anything that attempts to intrude into your world. You are not subject to anything but the Freedom and Power of your "Presence." Oh, My Dear Ones, please see and feel that with Eternally Sustained Power.

When I think of Our Attainment and Freedom, and then I see the indomitable Courage of the Messengers to face a world of humanity and be untouched, unaffected by the scoffing, sneering, unbelieving mankind, and then to reach a Goal like this—My Dear Ones, it
should be the Eternal Strength and Encouragement to every human being that touches This Work. But see, They stand dauntless before the World and carry That Light and Its Power and Strength with that Invincible Power. (Applause and audience rising)

I add My Love, My Joy and Enthusiasm to yours, and say to those Blessed Ones—BRAVO! Go on and on until mankind is Free. (Applause) Thank you, Beloved Ones.

Now Beloved Ones, as I continue, please follow Me closely. Every word I say to you shall be the Living Eternal Truth through My Own actual Experience. I want to take up the Final Goal, because so many are reaching out so earnestly for their Freedom in the Ascension in this embodiment.

When I met this good Messenger on the side of Mount Shasta, with very similar thought to His, I thought I had met someone out on a hike when I saw Him sitting there on the log, before He saw Me. Think of it! Little did I dream even then how near My Goal was. Follow Me closely, Beloved Ones—God within you, the “Mighty I AM,” charge you with the full feeling of these words.

When I looked upon Him sitting there, little did I dream for a single instant that That was My Goal; that within the hour would come My Freedom. Think of it! Beloved Ones, this is no idle talk, but My Own
actual Experience with Him; and let the whole World deny it if they like. I stand the living proof of that Joy, Freedom and Gratitude to Him for that Eternal Everlasting Service.

Therefore, Beloved Ones, when He reached to give Me a drink of water, in His hand came that Crystal Cup that I had sought for all those years. Can you imagine with Me for one moment the effect? I was electrified in every cell of My being with a Power Indescribable! Then what happened? After about fifteen or twenty minutes after having drunk that liquid which filled the Cup before My eyes, then We sat down on that same log and I told Him what had happened to Me in India, and how I had made that search through those years. Then He, like an innocent child, said to Me: "Well, what am I supposed to do?" Then watching the Action of that Mighty Inner Impulse pour through both of Us, He said: "What am I supposed to do?" That Great Inner Power surged forth through Me, and I know now, spoke through My own "God Presence" and said: "Ask the God in you who does know." Such Power was released that His whole human self receded out of the way, and the Great Light from His "Presence" came down until this body and arms before you, were such a Blazing Light you could scarcely look into It. When these hands here before you reached out and took My
Hands, that Mighty Power surged through My Body as the Great Unfed Flame, sweeping, sweeping out of My body every impurity that remained—like one mighty sweep; then My feet left the Earth. You cannot describe such things, you cannot describe the feeling that was in Me.

The Messenger was so charged with the Power and Light of His “Presence,” I am sure He had no thought at all. When I realized that My feet had left the Earth, then I knew all that had been said to Me was a Mighty Truth, of which I comprehended but very little.

My purified physical body continued to ascend into the upper air, as far as His hands would reach; then He let go, and I continued on until My feet were perhaps fifteen or eighteen or twenty feet above His head. There I stood in the atmosphere seemingly just as firm as you stand upon the floor. For a moment My eyes left Him, and looking upon Myself, I saw the transformation taking place. I saw that all appearance of age had left My body; My clothing dissolved into that of the Garments of the Higher Octave. Then as I stood there looking back at Him with such Gratitude, as never in Eternity will be expressed by anyone, you will never know how I longed to draw Him forth with Me; but something within Me knew that He had a Service yet to render.
So Beloved Ones, it was months before I dared to come near Him, because of My uncontrolled Gratitude. Then finally both He and I were able to control It, and I came forth to remain His Champion through Eternity.

Today, remember, Beloved Ones, while this Service rendered Me was very powerful and rapid, that same service is being rendered you today in a less rapid activity; but as with Myself, who of you shall say what your “Presence” will do for you; but I say to you, do not ever be fanatical. Oh, in the great calm Understanding of Life, with the Power and Action of Life, give your great calm Adoration and hold your mighty Determination, that the Power of Life will do for you, every instant of the day, all that It may or is possible to be done for you. That is the position to take to the “Great Presence of all Life”; then the greatest possible service will be done for you in the quickest possible time.

Oh, Beloved Ones, We stand, while here in this physical building, in the Octave of Light, in the Octave of the Ascended Masters; for This has carried Us There. While your outer sight does not cognize it, yet, are We there in reality. Hold that, Beloved Ones, and know that every word I have spoken to you is the Truth of Life.

Beloved Ones, when the Messenger has so earnestly
described this to mankind, then foolish ones go out and sneer about the most Sacred Thing in the Universe, and about One whom they are not fit to tie the laces of His shoes. That is how I feel to your Beloved Messenger. (Applause) That is why, Beloved Ones, you can pour forth so great a Love to those two most Precious People, your Messengers. If They did not pour out that great honest sincere Love, do you think the love of humanity would come back to Them as it does? It could not and would not. Therefore, when someone says to you, They are not living the Law, tell them to shut their mouth, and don’t mince words when you say it. That is the way to shut away from your world the destructive thing. Many times insane people, because of ignorance, will say those things. Be discriminate, of course; but I tell you, you must be firm against that thing that would deprive you of all that Life wants to give you so much.

You talk about human love, you talk about Divine Love; you talk about human powers, you talk about Divine Powers; where does it all come from—from the smallest to the greatest? Through that Stream of Life and Energy. Beloved Ones, beating your Heart is the greatest Intelligence and Power in the Universe. Remember, that while I am voicing these words to you, I am charging My Feeling of Victory into your world. If you will accept It with all the joy of your
Heart, and call for your "Presence" to sustain It, there you will find Its Full Power going into action to assist you to that same Goal.

There may be a lot of things for you to do before that Goal is reached, I cannot tell you. It might be tomorrow, but who should be concerned, except to leave the Wisdom of that action in the Power of your "Presence," who knows when, where and what the perfect thing is to do for you. Your "Presence of Life" alone knows what is the Right Thing for you, and to be done for you.

Do you not see, Beloved Ones, how every activity of Life is natural, and is absolutely as accurate as anything mathematical or in your mechanical world today. When you engineers put your engines together and you have your last bolt in place, you know that that engine is going to run. Let us bring it a little more simple. When you are over in San Francisco and you get into your car or on a ferry, you feel very sure of getting home. You give the full confidence to that conveyance, and yet, we do not give that same confidence to the greatest Power in the Universe, Our Life, to give us perfect health and sustain it, to give us Almighty directing Intelligence that we never make a single human mistake; because we accept the appearance world as real. We let its destructive limiting powers continue to act in our world. Beloved Ones,
don't do it, I plead with you. Don't give power to outside things or conditions. It has no power except your life feeding its radiance into that to give it power to reach you.

To Me, I think that is one of the most magnificent things, Beloved Ones, to think that not a thing of all mankind's creation, limiting or destructive, can reach you except you give it your attention. Then it must come back to you on the Light Ray which you send out through your attention. Think of it! Then when you know you can control your attention and keep it from fastening upon those destructive limiting conditions that come back into your world, that is why I said to you in the beginning, there is no condition in the outer world that has one solitary thing to interfere with any one of you, so long as you give your attention to the "Presence" of Life and keep it there and cast out every human thing.

That is why We stand ready. Oh, can you feel with Me for a moment how ready We are? Oh, to think of it! Bob and Rex, Nada, Pearl, Myself and the Rayborns, who have so recently been set Free—My Dear People, can you imagine Our Determination, Our Desire to give you and fire you into that Full Power that is yours to be free and join Us so quickly. Don't you think We would be right there, the first Ones to grasp your hand? Don't let human conditions bind
you, or hold your attention—not one moment longer. Stand in the Glory of that “Great Presence of Life” and let It do for you whatever It wants to do; but in your Call—It only needs your constant firm determined Call.

Now I know many of you have questioned within yourselves at times, “Why this continued Call, if the “Presence” is All-Powerful? Why cannot I call once and then stop?” Is it such a wearisome thing to want to call for your Freedom? Oh, My Dear Ones, most surely not. If you fell and caught your garments on a limb of a tree and were hanging there, wouldn’t you call for help? You would not get tired of calling for help would you; and sure enough, it would come. So will your Eternal Freedom come by your great Call to the “Presence of Life”—and you won’t have to be hanging on a tree either.

Therefore, I say to you Beloved Ones, with all the Joy and Enthusiasm of your Hearts, continue to reach up in your feelings. Watch your feelings and compel them to follow your attention! It means everything in the world. Those feelings have got to follow your attention; and if they do not, in order to bring them into line, say: “Come on here! Don’t you dare lay back there! You get into action!” Then it will know you mean business.

I tell you, Beloved Ones, We have observed among
the Students and all who take that great calm determination, like a great throbbing power, surging in and through them, they win every victory so quickly, that they, themselves, are oftentimes astonished with the speed and power with which things are achieved. If they had allowed the human, it would have said: "Oh no, Oh no, you cannot do that."

Only recently—it was seemingly a small thing, but I watched the whole operation, and frank to say, gave some Assistance. When the Blessed One took this place and bought it, then went to put up the Words "I AM" in neon lights, they said it could not be done; it was out of the area for which that advertising could be done. She said: "It is not advertising; and since when has mankind come to the point where the Name of God cannot be put in light?" Still, it could not be done; but it was done. (Applause) And through that, Blessed Ones, those city officials came and saw and heard. Now when falsehood is spread to them, then they will say: "Run along little one." (Applause) Every conceivable falsehood had been spread to those officials about This Work, even to depravity; but when they came and saw that magnificent meeting in the dedication of that Temple, they knew the falsehood of everything that had been said; and the very man who had refused it at first said: "In the Name of God, why didn’t you tell us what this was?" (Applause)
Therefore, I say to you, Beloved Ones, don't ever acknowledge that there is a single thing impossible for the "Mighty I AM Presence," through you today. There is not. I tell you frankly, there is not one thing impossible if you will stand your ground in the face of all human opinions; call your "Presence" into action. It will clear the decks and bring the action you require for your Victory. That means in your commercial world, as well as anywhere else.

Now Beloved Ones, I say to you, Precious People, with the Understanding and the Power of your "Presence" flowing forth through you at your Call, there is nothing in this world that you should ever be afraid of —persons, places or conditions. When you stand up with your honest sincerity and look an individual in the face, that power goes forth; and if that individual is doing wrong, they cannot look you in the eye, nor can they force any influence upon you.

Don't think that many of these individuals don't understand something of the mental law, and they put forth that domination to try to scare the human into obedience. Just like these agitators in the unions and the strikers. If a half dozen of those men walked up in front of them and said: "Shut your mouth and leave at once or we will see that you do," they would leave. (Applause)

Why, the idea of a hundred men standing and listening to the violent and vicious prattle of an agitator,
and stand there and let them gain influence over people, innocent blessed people, and deprive them for weeks and months of the money their families need and they know they will never get—nothing is gained. Instead, they reap all the money they can get out of those blessed people, then sneer behind their backs, because they are gullible. I know it; I have seen it everywhere, and I am telling you the truth. Those agitators do not care any more about mankind than rats, and in their lying pretense of trying to bring a remedy of conditions, they only breathe a poisonous breath that makes it a thousand times worse. Therefore, thanks to the "Great Presence of Life" and the Blessed Saint Germain and your Mighty Decrees, that thing is fast vanishing from the Earth. Right here in your city and San Francisco, the people are awakening and rising up and they are saying: "Now, we shall say something about this ourselves." Just as quick as they take that determination and stand by it, those agitators will cease to be; and peace, harmony will reign, and Divine Justice again be called into action to bless capital and labor alike. (Applause)

Beloved Ones, capital and labor must harmonize. Labor is no good without capital, and capital is no good without labor. Therefore, in all that is required yet before mankind, capital in certain channels is necessary, if all that must come forth to bless mankind.
When you understand the "Mighty Presence of Life" and issue these Mighty Decrees, and in these great bodies and groups of Students reaching forth in the mental and feeling world, it will cleanse and purify every bit of that, and give the people courage and strength, to stand guard over themselves and their world, and then call the Mighty Power of the "Presence" into action that will produce Divine Order, Divine Justice, Peace, Happiness and Limitless Supply to every one who will stand by It, and hold It sustained forever. I thank you.
Beloved Minute Men of Saint Germain, I trust that sounds as beautiful to you as it does to Me. When you have associated with Beloved Saint Germain as long as I have, since My Ascension, then you will know that your love and trust is not misplaced in any way.

I say to you Gentlemen, and our Beloved Friends from Canada, be so firm in your denouncing all falsehood spread about This Work or this good Brother, who has rendered such a Service already. If He never lifted an ounce of energy again toward mankind, He would have rendered the Greatest Service ever on this Earth. I want you to know that! That service which He rendered to Me, can you feel it for a moment, all that That has meant to Me?

I want you to see, in repeating again something that I have already said several times, that when in India the unascended Master gave Me that fragmentary information, that on a great mountain in North America I would meet that Man who would assist Me to My Ascension. The lad that I was, can you believe it, it
never occurred to Me once, there was any question about It. I accepted It, and I marvel today how I did accept It so completely.

You will see how fragmentary that information was. There are many large mountains in America, but it never occurred to Me that I would not be directed to the right one; and although the search was long, and the human often became discouraged, yet, at each time —and I am saying this for your strength and benefit —each time the human became the least weary or discouraged, always from within—and of course, since I know it was from the Light within My Own Heart that blazed forth in the physical, and with Its Strength and Energy, that sent Me forth courageous again.

I tell you, I know of no Greater Joy in all the Service that it is My Privilege to render, than to relate to you My Experience that has meant My Freedom. Gentlemen, you are standing in the same position today. While you were not directed as I was, now I know the reason for that Great Master coming to Me was because the Light within Me had expanded sufficiently, although I did not know anything about it, to draw His attention to Me.

Now look, Gentlemen; now let us compare this with yourselves, so you have it vividly. Why are you here? Because of the Light within your own Heart that has drawn the attention of the Great Ascended
Masters to you; otherwise, you would not be here. For instance, even though sometimes individuals come in to sort of investigate, quietly questioning, and sometimes critical, yet, why are they there? Do you not see that it is because the Light within their own Heart is impelling them on, in spite of their intellectual attitude? That is why all the activities of Life are so practical.

I tell you, Gentlemen, I stand before you an Eternal Witness to This Great Law of Life. That day when Life permits Me to stand forth in My Tangible Body, which I am calling for constantly—I am determined to draw forth from the Source of All Life that permission, because of that Service that this good Brother rendered Me—to stand beside Him in My Tangible Body and shatter forever the vicious falsehoods and doubts that have spread concerning Him. (Applause—audience rising)

I thank you Gentlemen, with all My Heart, and remember, just as you rise to the defense of This Great Truth, so are there thousands and thousands and thousands in America today who will rise just as instantaneously to the defense of your America! (Applause) I say to you, Gentlemen, that in the Understanding of the "Presence of Life" is the one and only condition that can bring about the balance of the Nations!
I say to you, Friends of America and Canada, really, from the Ascended State as you see the cause and effect of the Nations of the Earth—you won't mind standing for just a few moments—were you to see all that has been done, not because I was an Englishman, but from the Inner Law, you would be surprised how England has held the balance of the World. (Applause) Now remember, I do not for one moment condone any mistakes that England might have made, but I mean from the Inner Law's standpoint, they have been because of the peculiar nature of the Englishman—they have a tenacity that is remarkable. Through long training they have heard that very remark, but through that which has been done to hold the balance until now, when the "Great Presence of Life," the "Mighty I AM" becomes known throughout the World, it will replace that by the Power of the "Mighty I AM" in balance throughout all Nations; and that is the thing that must come now.

It is not a matter of human choice; it is a matter of the Action of the Great Cosmic Law, and this is the great privilege of mankind. The more they can cooperate and feel the Blessing of that Great Law of Life, will they hasten the incoming Perfection which Life wants to bring forth, not only to you of America, but to all the World. (Won't you be seated)

That is why—I know you feel like it, so do I—that
the imperative need is for the protection of America, to keep out the destructive forces from finding action in war here. To be able to do that, will hold a balance and hasten the incoming Perfection—well, it could easily hasten it a hundred years.

It seems incredible to Us that after human beings have seen repeatedly—of course this is not generally known to the outer world, but these people who are self-styled dictators of the World, know well enough, for they have seen it done time and again, that every time a frightfully destructive force or discovery comes into use, all of a sudden it disappears from the knowledge of mankind. Now they have seen that, yet they go on believing because it is them, that they are going to rule the world. Why, the insanity of such a thing! As if the Powers of Life would permit one man or two or three or half a dozen to destroy the rest of mankind, in this time when mankind’s attention has been drawn to the Greatest Power and Presence in the World, the Power and Presence of Life and Its Light Rays to be used.

Now I want to draw your attention, gentlemen, today to the Retreat in Arabia, which is the greatest place on the face of this Earth for the training in the use of the Light Rays. If you have had any question in your mind concerning the truth of this good Brother’s experiences, dismiss it right now. When you read Un-
veiled Mysteries and The Magic Presence, every word there is true and I know it to be for the Books were bound in Jewelled covers in the Ascended Masters' Octave of Light. Those experiences are true, and as He said to you last night in class, those Books will remain untouched for a thousand years.

Now then knowing this, then you will understand why, from the Retreat in Arabia, the one instrument which the Messenger calls the Cosmic Reflector, you can turn that on any spot in the World and see the people, hear the conversations as clearly as you hear the Messenger speak to you here in the room. That will never come into the outer world at the present time. That will remain in the Authority and Use and Governing Power of the Ascended Masters; because that is how They know everything that is going on in the World anywhere. Now that is wholly aside from the projection of the Light Rays by which They can do a similar thing, but in a wholly different manner.

Gentlemen, remember as you look at the Chart and see those Light Rays going forth, try to make yourselves feel their Full Power; and realize all that It means. You stand in the same position today as those who are being trained in the use of those Light Rays in the Retreat in Arabia.

There is no thing on the face of this Earth or anywhere else that is as valuable, as important, as the use
of these Light Rays today. You may not see Them, but when you call the “Presence” to project a Light Ray to render any service, that instant Its Light Ray goes forth; and if you can really feel That in the fulness of all It means, you will be able to absolutely render a service which is incredible to you at the present time.

In the last five or six Classes, the Messenger has poured That forth like a river, trying to get the Students everywhere to realize that This Power of Light knows no opposition. When called forth It goes forth into action that instant. As you close most of your Decrees with the Call for It to be sustained, then That is sustained; and the thousands of letters and telegrams of the instantaneous healings which take place, show the Power of not only healings of the body, and the remedying of all conditions which are not quite balanced, but healing and solving of conditions in the outer world.

When you see and know that this is done, you will understand why you are not subject any longer to the limitations and conditions which the outer world has imposed upon itself. The appearance world, you must understand, is not real. It is only the Power accumulated by the use of the requalified energy released by mankind. It is not an Eternal Thing. The Power of Light is Eternal and a thousand times more powerful
than all the appearance world put together. That is why you must understand this and become more and more firm in the following acknowledgment: "When I call this Light Ray forth into action to render this service for myself or someone else, It goes into action with the Infinite Power of Light and stays in action until the Achievement is complete!" If you once fully understand this point, there is not one thing in the world you cannot accomplish; and remember, you cannot harm anyone in this Activity.

You cannot harm anyone by calling the Light Rays forth, because They are Love, Wisdom and Power acting in balanced form. They will dissolve all discord, all imperfection and viciousness; but They cannot harm anything that is good, because They are the Fulness of Good within those Light Rays. That is what you need to understand and of which you need to remind yourselves in all of your Application and the Decrees you issue.

You have heard these Decrees issued for a long time; what do you think happens? Today, you have stood and issued these Decrees as one voice. Their Activity is the same as when you throw a stone in the water and you see these waves go out. Well, these Decrees are a thousand percent—many thousands of times more powerful in the Radiance of the wave as it goes out. It not only carries the wave of vibratory sub-
stance, but it carries a Radiance or Power of Light as it goes forth and spreads into the mental and feeling world of mankind.

You know the human has become so prone to believe a thing is not real unless you can see it. You all know as well as I do, that all the Real Powers in the World are invisible, even in the mechanical world. There is no question about that. There is no person can deny it. Of course, it is still necessary to have your electrical plants through which your generators pour forth the currents through the wires; you see the wires, but you don't see the currents, do you? Unless there is something to make a contact, you don't have any evidence they are there, as long as you do not touch them.

But now then, look how human beings can pass such powerful currents through the human being—I mean even your physical electricity. There are individuals who can take currents of electricity through the body that is absolutely astonishing. Now then, these currents from your "Presence,"—while the vibratory action of them is so much finer, so much higher, than even the most powerful you are aware of physically; yet that is real, more real than your currents through the wires.

Now you take in chemistry, there are thousands of things discovered that are poisonous to the ordinary
system, and yet, you give enough of it and it ceases to be; because the change of vibratory action makes the individual immune. Now then, when the day comes that you are aware that you can use these Light Rays to perform every service that you require, then your joy will know no bounds, for remember that every Light Ray that you call forth is the Self-luminous, Intelligent Substance and Power of Light. Now that contains, as you call it forth from the “Presence” — now notice, the ordinary current of energy, as you observe the Chart here, flowing from the “Presence” into the physical body, the ordinary flow of that is not a discriminating intelligence. It is a current of energy flowing, and you are supposed to use it according to your needs, but mankind has not known that. They have just scattered it promiscuously not knowing the need of concentrating a focus of this Power, which is their own Life.

Therefore, when you realize in the use of these Light Rays, you have become a Power Invincible, because that Light Ray knows no opposition. No condition that exists can interfere with It.

If you as an individual in your individual world continue to accept, that in the appearance world through humans or otherwise, there is a power opposed to you, there is a power that can harm you, then you have undone the Power of this Light that you
have called forth to give the assistance which you wish; because you are the Decreeer, you are the qualifier of how this Energy is going to act for you. Even though you call It forth, if there are doubts or feelings within you that something can interfere with that Achievement which you are calling forth in the action of the Light, then you have prevented It or at least delayed It from rendering you that immediate service that It would render.

Therefore, today I wish you to be reminded of these things, that when you make your Application, stand so firm and unyielding. Of course, Gentlemen, it goes without saying and you see the evidence before you in the outer world, that every person who turns to the Light, wherein alone lays Freedom, will have opposition; but it does not mean that it is a controlling power of you. That which We have termed opposition—and I want to explain that to you now that you may feel it humanity qualifies and calls certain things opposition. On the other hand, it is a resistance and that resistance alone within the outer world of mankind impels and compels mankind to make the effort.

Now the Messengers, when Saint Germain sent Them forth, there were many things He had not explained and when They began to feel that terrific—as They first called it—opposition, They thought: “Well, how in creation can that be with this Great Power of
Light?" But then when Saint Germain later explained that That was a power of resistance, that to some degree was within Life Itself, then how different everything in the outer world was. Because mankind, in the density to which they have drawn themselves, must have some resistance to make them release a greater power that gives them the Dominion.

Gentlemen, when you meet something that seems opposing or resisting, take the joyous attitude—here is an opportunity to release a greater Power of these Light Rays and this Force of Light. When you meet a vicious force, qualify this Mighty Energy as it goes forth with the Force of Light; because you need it many times to beat down vicious conditions; because all viciousness is qualified energy which is destructive force and that force must have something greater than itself to control it.

You will find in this simple Real Understanding of Life, that there is not one thing which can oppose you. It would be impossible if you understand this Law of the "I AM" correctly. While there may be resistance, it is just a signal to you to turn on more Power. It is as easy as if there were a key here within the reach of My Hand, and I turned on one-third of your Power of Light. It is as if I turned on the first one-third of the current; then I turned it again and released two-thirds; then I turned it again and released the full
force. That is exactly what you are doing in your Call to Life.

At first, not because you would not like to, but ordinarily because of the conditions that have been established in your atomic structure, you turn the key only one-third. This is why in the beginning, you do not have the full force of the response to your call as you do later. After a while, you learn to turn it on two-thirds, because the feeling has gone down of the doubt of your own ability to release all you require. Later you can turn the key that turns on the full force of your Current of Life, and of course, untouched by your qualifications.

Oh, it is such a magnificent thing, Gentlemen, giving you the Full Power and Authority over yourself and your world. It is so magnificent, and it is so mathematically accurate. There is not a thing in your mechanical world that is half as practical; because this is an Eternal Thing for use and activity in your Life. Your mechanical things may get out of order, and sometimes, if you do not have the parts, you delay its completion in order to get them from somewhere else. With Life, the parts are always here! You never run out of parts! You never find them absent! Therefore, you see how completely practical is this Application of Life.

We as your Friends, as long as you turn sincerely to
the Light and pour forth kindness and good will, you will find Us always ready, watching, to project a Light Ray to give you the Courage, Strength and Assistance you require. I want you to see and feel how unlimited We are in that respect. One of Us could project a Light Ray to each of you equally powerful; and yet, in no wise interfere with what We are doing, except to set It into action and cause It to be sustained. When you have Friends of this kind, surely doubts and fears cannot longer beset you. Whatever condition confronts you, tell it, it has no power! Then proceed to call a Light Ray into it and if necessary, throw a bomb of Blue Lightning into it. That explodes all of the quality of discord and shatters it. You cannot harm the individual, but you will shatter and dissolve the viciousness and discord.

I can take a human form that is violently vicious and throw a bomb of Blue Lightning into that body; and yet, not harm the body; but I will shatter and dissolve the concentration of the vicious substance which was drawn into that human form. Now do you see how magnificent is this Power of Light? Of course, if you qualify, or if I qualified that with anger, I would shatter the human form; but remember, the Power of Light never has anger within It! The Power of Light never has a destructive force within It! It only acts as a dissolving force to discord.
Won't you remember that, and then take from your feeling world forever any question in the world that you could produce any harm by the use of this Light. It is impossible! Gentlemen, you cannot do it, unless you qualify it with anger, and you are always taught not to do that. Therefore, if you do, the fault is yours, not the fault of Life, not the fault of the teaching. That is why the Messengers have pled with mankind for four years for the implicit need of harmony maintained in the feelings, that the Powers of Life can flow forth unqualified, untouched by destructive conditions.

Now then, you are dealing with such a Magnificent Power, and notice, wholly different from an individual who calls forth the activity of Power alone. Now Power being one of the Trinity of Action of the Godhead will become a terrifying force. We have watched individuals—I say, "We" because I have become aware of it since the Ascension—but I should say that Saint Germain has watched these activities through mankind for centuries, and wherever power is called forth, and that was what was the matter with the Kaiser, Hitler, and those individuals today, because they have forgotten the other two-thirds of the Trinity. They are thinking only of power and authority over their fellowman. Therefore, they are calling forth power, which is the most dangerous thing in the world, because one day it will destroy the person who
calls it forth. If it does not destroy the body sooner or later, it will make that body helpless to be of any further assistance in the world, which you see in the Kaiser today.

Now that man, he had the absolute assurance within himself that he was going to be ruler of the World—he became ruler of nothing by the very thing that I am telling you, because he sought power alone, and power will one day destroy its creator, the one who is calling it forth; because unless power is balanced by Divine Love and Wisdom it becomes a wholly destructive thing. Now Divine Love without Wisdom and Power will, ninety percent of the time, make the individual negative, because it comes into human sympathy, which in itself, is destructive.

Then when mankind understands these simple things, and notice in previous teachings of every description, mankind had an idea of one or the other, sometimes two, but never the balance of the Trinity, then don’t you see why mankind could not succeed only to a certain point. Now today in your Call to the “Presence” you do not have to consider, you do not have to question once again, because you are having a balance of Love, Wisdom and Power in action. Do you not see what a magnificent thing it is? You don’t have to consider, are you having the balance of these qualities, but you know you are, because the “Pres-
ence" is that and Life is that when left alone; but since mankind have free will and it clothes the energy that goes forth from their world by the quality that is in their feeling, then they become responsible, not Life, not anything else, but themselves.

Gentlemen, you know as well as I do that mankind has been taught for approximately—well, let us say six centuries, that God would do for you what God has to do through you. What God does for you, has got to be done through you, and I want to tell you, when mankind really understands that, you will see why you have not complied with Life, because you did not know it was necessary to call to Life to release a greater Power of Its intensity and Its activity. You have Love, Wisdom and Power in balance, and therefore as you call forth this greater intensity of Life, It will do for you everything that is required, because it is Its nature.

You don't have to plead with Life, Gentlemen. All you have to do is give It a chance to act. It wants to; It wants to give you everything good, always has, but since mankind's qualification has always interfered with It, Oh, for many centuries, then the fault is with mankind in the lack of understanding. But since today you have an opportunity to have the real definite Understanding, and I tell you gentlemen, if you want to be happy and free, study those Books; go over that
Decree Book. It is the most magnificent thing on Earth; that Decree Book that keeps you reminded of your authority to govern all conditions that confront you and the exact means by which you may do it.

Let Me prompt you, never for one instant allow your feeling to question the Power of those Decrees. That is the Authority and Call to Life to release Its Powers into action to perform that service, and do you not see that there is no opposition to that! Have you thought of where even resistance stops? Now notice this, Gentlemen. It is always comical, but it is very serious nevertheless. Do you realize the point where resistance stops? Right at the instant that you give that positive Decree. Resistance comes up to that point to stimulate you into a greater blow, and when you release it, resistance has stopped. It is magnificent.

Even as We see these activities and watch the difference in the activity with individuals among the Students, it is a very marvelous thing, for no two are exactly alike in their release from their Application, because of the difference in the intensity of their feeling, but it is wonderful to watch it. How come sometimes, and I could point out some of you, that when you have gone along, and then all of a sudden you put on more steam—then We watch that activity; it is beautiful. Because then We know that you are safe. When you get to that point where you turn on that
dynamic energy, and know that no human viciousness has any power against it, then you are master over those conditions, or in other words, you allow the Powers of Light to become the Master over those conditions.

You see, Gentlemen, perhaps I should suggest this, watch out as you begin to gain the Powers of the "Presence" at your call, Oh, watch out so carefully and be so humble that you never, in an unguarded moment, take that as power in the human. That would be dangerous in the extreme, but remember it is always the Power of the "Presence." You see how humble this Messenger is, the greater His Power and Understanding, the more humble He becomes, and that is correct in the position of Life. Be extremely positive toward human conditions, but so humble, as humble as a little child before this Great Power and Presence of Life; then you will comply completely with Life and allow It to pour Its Great Powers forth without limit.

That is why today in this need, We sometimes think it is too bad to have to call your attention to the conditions that are existing; and Gentlemen, if you don’t know, if you don’t believe the treachery and intrigue that is going on under your nose in your City of New York and in Washington, D.C., the greatest treachery you ever saw among a few, that must go
down. But remember and be aware that when a vicious force wants to accomplish something, it will take your attention clear off into something else until it has slipped in undercover and accomplished its vicious act. That is how mankind have been fooled for centuries.

So Gentlemen, begin to feel out and watch, and when your attention begins to be called powerfully to something, watch out that behind your back the thing is going on that should be watched.

Remember today in your powerful Friends, as you call to the "Presence of Life," then to Them, will you have untold assistance in being aware of these things. Remember as Bob and Rex have rendered the great service in Boston in the communistic headquarters, They dissolved everything that was in that room except the chairs that the two individuals were sitting on. (Applause—audience rising) Now Gentlemen, the reason for that was because it would be spread all over the World, and it was immediately. Because those destructive forces had to see and know by definite experience that there was a Power of Light with which they could not cope, and they know that. (Applause)

That is why such viciousness is attempted toward this Light, but that is their own destruction—those who generate it. So the Messengers are not concerned, but the fellow who sends it forth should be.
Now then, when the plane was turned back with its destructive forces and when it landed, Bob and Rex were there in Their Tangible Bodies. When they came to seize Them—when their hands were upon Their shoulders—They dissolved and disappeared before their eyes. (Applause) Now Gentlemen, this is quite a joke on the Students. After hearing about that, one of the Students said: "I wish I could do something that would make Them appear to me." Well, They just don't do that. He thought: "Well, if They appeared to them, why won't They appear to the Students and satisfy them?" Because it is not necessary.

Gentlemen, won't you please abide in the Wisdom of these Great Ones. When the time is ready and when it is necessary, We will appear in the Tangible Body fast enough. (Applause) I ask you this; did man ever see anything in Life that, in his obedience to Life, Life failed to answer? Not one thing in all mankind has ever failed to be answered when man turned wholly to the "Presence of Life." Therefore, I say to you, now notice, you are calling for the Tangible Presence of these Great Ones, well, that is Life Itself. What helps you to make that Call, what enables you? Why Life! You have to use Life to make the Call. Where is the intelligence that enables you to release and make the Call? The Power of Life! Then after all, it is Life acting. Then if you, as the individual,
will give complete obedience to Life, is there anything to stand in the way of the Perfection of Life finding Its action through you? Certainly it is practical. Is there anything more practical? But mankind has not understood this obedience, and that is what is the matter today. When you do really give complete obedience to Life, you will not have another trouble beset you as sure as I am telling you; but you haven’t, even yet, understood wholly what obedience is. You will surely, ere long, understand what it means to give complete undivided obedience.

Therefore, today I ask you, Gentlemen, please overhaul yourselves and see wherein you can give still greater obedience to Life. (Applause) Oh, not to anyone; be the inspector of yourselves. It is a beautiful thing. You have no idea, gentlemen, what that will do and the happiness it will bring to you when you turn and look yourself straight in the face and say: “Here young fellow, what is it you are not doing that you might give greater obedience?” Well, it is a joyful thing. That little fellow may rebel at first, but you say: “Now just subside!” What a joy will come as you begin to see one thing after another which you could correct, which you probably were not aware of even; but that is the way you gain and give complete obedience to Life.

I cannot tell you, Gentlemen, what a joy it has been
to talk to you today and that great sincerity, that great
determination in your Hearts to serve the Light and to
be free; and remember, Gentlemen, any undesirable
desire that has been active within you, can be quickly
dissolved and caused to disappear by asking the "Pres-
ence" to take out of you that desire and replace it by
the Satisfaction and Power of the "Presence." So
remember, sense gratification is such a fragmentary
thing in comparison to the Joy and Freedom of Life in
Its great Perfection, Its full Power of Strength, Health
and Energy. Oh, there is no comparison, not the
slightest. When you realize that the reaction from
sense gratification drags you down and down and
down, and shuts in closer and closer your Power of
Light. You know your little alcohol lamps you use in
heating, temporarily, little things—you put the cover
on and you put out the flame. Gentlemen, as you grow
more and more dense in your use and acceptance of
the human senses, you just begin to put that cap on
that Flame, within your own Heart, until It is shut in,
until It is only a tiny thing.

Gentlemen, I wish and perhaps it will come about,
that many of you will see the change of conditions,
and I say just for illustration, take six months ago and
compare the Expansion of the Light within your own
Hearts from that day to this. Well, you would scarcely
believe it. Now in your attention to the "Presence,"

although you still make mistakes, still gratify the senses, still in the Expansion of that Light, it has been so tremendous that you would be amazed.

As you are willing and do give full obedience to Life, then that Light continues to expand until Its Radiance around your body, even though still invisible, becomes so Powerful and Tangible that any person that comes near you will feel It. Why, think of the hundreds of people the minute they come in the Radiance of the Messengers feel that peace and quiet and strength. Well, that is in the Radiance of the Light which is constantly being called forth, and it is only a small part of what will be in another four years. (Applause) There are thousands of the Students, and while I am not a prophet, from observation I would say within two years, possibly within one, there will be thousands of the Students who will stand in a similar Radiance which the Messengers do today. (Applause)

I want you to feel, Gentlemen, how accurately Saint Germain and Those Great Ones are able to determine. They pay no attention to your mistakes or your words or the things that you do, but They watch your Light within, which gives Them the accurate determination of the position that you stand in today to the Light. You see! Therefore, that is the only important thing to Them. Can you imagine with Me for a
moment Their Rejoicing when They see within individuals that Light just steadily and steadily expanding like that? (motion of hand)

Do you know, Gentlemen, what discipline and training mean to the individual? I cite this because it is so very marked. You know of the Mounties in Canada, you know something of the severe training and discipline they go through. Well, a number of those great men have turned to this Light and that discipline will turn into the obedience to Life which will make them a tremendous power. (Applause)

You see, the other Nations of the Earth, most of them have had quite severe discipline, but the Americans have gone sort of free; in one sense, a very marvelous thing, but when it comes to certain training or discipline, it is a little more struggle for them. But if they will turn on steam enough they will have a tremendous power, because of the freedom which has been theirs.

Now these are the two conditions that exist, and you of America need to bring yourselves into greater discipline to Life, greater obedience, because Gentlemen, I am sure there are a great many who still do not believe that your Higher Mental Body or that We know every thought and feeling that passes through you. We have to! Therefore, don’t do anything in secret that you would not do before the Great Mas-
ters. (Applause) Then you will naturally give such beautiful obedience to Life that the Expansion of your Light and your Freedom will come so quickly that your Happiness will be complete. And Gentlemen, is there one in this room that does not want happiness? Bless your lives, mankind must have it. Not a thing in Life can find its action without Happiness, and Happiness is the great motive Power which enables Life to flow forth in so much greater degree than is ordinary.

Do you realize, Gentlemen, that when you are very sad or depressed that it is just like you draw in—like that, and you not only shut off the flow of the nerve fluid through your body, but you shut off the greater flow of that Light through your body. You know, if your muscles contract in your chest or arm, how in a few minutes it begins to ache, doesn’t it? Don’t you see the attention of that has shut off the circulation, because pain is congestion and nothing else. There could not be pain in the body without congestion at that point. It is the same way when you are tremendously depressed; you close in, like that, and everything in your body tightens; and if you saw, in your feeling world, this tightening comes before it acts within the physical structure.

Gentlemen, you know at any time when some sudden thing confronts you, a tremendous fear seizes you for a moment, how your face grows white! Do you not
see that that is a contracting thing that even shuts off your circulation? On the other hand, when you have violent anger, how the blood rushes to your face and the other parts of the body with tremendous force. Why? Because it is the action of Life in defense of Itself. You do not know that, but it anchors in the feeling that it must do something to defend Itself and releases that Power of instantaneous circulation. The evidence is before the whole world; but mankind do not analyze. They do not try to find out why these things are so; but if they did, they would see at once the two activities—one causes you to contract and recede, the other to release greater power.

Gentlemen, I want you to know and I cite you this one instance. In Oakland, California, there was a Christian Science practitioner who had these two friends. The man drank to excess; not always, but sometimes he became very ugly to his wife. His wife was a very close friend of this lady and she was there when he was in an ugly mood. He raised his hand to strike his wife, and she—of course it was anger as well as protection—but she said: "Stop!" and she released such a power that the man fell senseless to the floor, and it was hours before he came to. She was frightened terrifically and thought she had killed the man, and when he came to, he was a changed being and he feared her from that time on, and he never
drank again. You see, the terrific force she released in
the protection of her friend shattered the vicious thing
that had accumulated and grown with him, and prob-
ably it was one or two entities about him that were in-
tensifying that desire. She shattered that and discon-
ected them through that terrific force which she re-
leased.

Some have discovered that mankind in the human
form is a thunder bolt, but that is a great mistake. Of
course, to release such force with anger—but I am
sure that the Great Law would forgive that blessed
one for the service that was rendered; it disconnected
him from that condition which would have been his
destruction—but that is not the right use of those con-
ditions. That was an emergency and was released
without consideration. Today, you in the use and
Power of these Light Rays, may produce service as
great or much greater in a perfectly harmonious man-
ner.

The Messengers have, a hundred times in the past
six months when conditions arose that seemed not to
respond, They would stand on the floor and with their
hands to the “Presence” say: “‘Mighty I AM Pres-
ence’! Stop this thing forever! It shall not go on!” Not
once was there a failure of response. Therefore, Dear
Ones, I want you to see how you are in authority in
your acceptance of the Presence of Life, and I know
there is not one of you that would want to misuse that, because you know you have to pay the penalty if you do.

Therefore, in all kindness, but such firmness, draw forth that Power to dissolve all discordant conditions. Call the "Presence"—you gentlemen who are in this room, think of it, what it would mean if you but called the Light Rays from your "Presence"—to go into Washington and reveal all treachery and deceit there—and in your city as well, for it is closely connected with Washington—and cause to be dissolved and revealed all these things. Soon mankind would be afraid to attempt those things, because they would know mankind would discover it, and that is the thing that makes the opposition to This Work. They know It is True, and It is one day going to reveal every particle of the treachery, and that is why they want to dispose of It.

I thank you, Gentlemen, for this opportunity to talk with you, and may you feel My Hand in yours; and may you feel My Great Power of Divine Love enfolding you, and My Strength and Courage which is limitless, charging your feeling world, that in any emergency, you may be reminded that My Hand is in yours, and My Strength and Power are there to bless you.

With all the Love of My Heart, may I convey to
you the Love and Blessings of the Great Host of Ascended Masters, the Legions of Light and the Great Cosmic Beings who have rejoiced, Gentlemen, that you have styled yourselves the Minute Men of Saint Germain. I am quite sure you do not yet realize all that That means to you; but one day, may the Powers of Light reveal to you all that It does mean. May you, in your great response to Life, be clothed in the Invincible Light and Powers of Love, Wisdom and Power of the "Mighty I AM Presence." As you call It forth; and It sends you forth the Mighty Presence of Light, pouring such Radiance about you, that all It touches becomes harmonious and wants to bless you wherever you move, in that It enables you to render a Service in your Call to Life that will help quickly to bring about the protection and adjustment of America, which must be the Cup of Light to the world. Then one day, when all this has been achieved and you find Us walking with you in the dawn of the New Life, your Friends, the Friends of Light, then will you too rejoice as you never thought possible to experience; then too, will you see how futile has been the destructive powers of mankind, only because the "Presence of Life" had been forgotten.

I thank you and bless you with the Powers of Light in Its ever-expanding Power from your "Mighty I AM Presence," and may your Call be so determined,
so intense, that the Light within your body, not only within your Heart, but in the cells of your body, expand with the Power of Blue Lightning to enable you to render that service which is required today, and make your happiness complete; and I thank you.
Beloved Minute Men of Saint Germain! Beloved Friends of America, as one who just about ten years ago stood in a physical body similar to yours, and by the assistance of the Powers of Light, made My Ascension into that Eternal Freedom, into that Eternal Body of Light-substance that is of a finer higher rate of vibratory action than the physical body, but yet, is perfectly tangible.

Therefore, as I speak to you today, understand that I am just as tangible as you are; and therefore, giving you something of My experience, something of My Power as you enter the New Year, that will give you courage and strength to meet that which you confront, and be the Victor over all conditions.

I say to you, Friends of America, who might not be familiar with this Great Understanding of Life, It is quite as practical as anything in your physical world, in your mechanical world; therefore, if I should make statements to you that seem out of your understand-
ing, or seems unusual to you, remember My experience is that which will lift and bring you into a fuller understanding of Life which all mankind are needing so much at this time.

Since I so recently was in similar limitations to yours, then I can be of inestimable assistance to you in grasping the fuller consciousness of Life and the fuller activity in your feeling world of your authority of Life. Remember your authority—I speak that with authority, for mankind has not understood their authority of Life. They have accepted human limitations and the appearance world which has prevented them having, or in other words, releasing from the “Presence of Life” Its fuller expression, which means success and happiness and all that means for the progress of mankind.

Since the forward movement of all progress, as is now being understood by mankind, is not a growth, but an expansion of the Light that beats each human Heart, that means the expansion of the Light within the cells of the body, which is the pattern of the structure of the human flesh.

Therefore, as you understand these simple majestic Laws of Life, you will be able to operate them to any degree that you see fit to call into action. But I assure you, that in all these activities you must feel the authority, you must feel the right, and you must un-
derstand that Life never fails in a single instance to respond to your call.

Since all of the great activities of the World, of all energy that is released, is invisible, then your Life Stream that flows through your body is also invisible to the majority of people, and yet, you use the energy in action through your body. Therefore, why not accept that you can call forth in the acceptance of your "Presence of Life" above you, a Greater Power and Action of that Life which is the need of the day.

In individuals, varying of course according to the expansion of their own Light,—yet no two individuals require just the same charge, the same currents of energy, since all are different, the general activity of mankind is the Call to Life, which does release through their Higher Mental Body who knows the exact requirement of each individual, the Full Power of that which they want to bring into action.

Since all of this is as practical as your mechanics of your outer world, then understand, and I say to you Friends of America, in your assistance to the Students of the "Mighty I AM Presence," you will find that you have entered into a world that is wholly new to the great mass of the Western world, and yet, one million people within America have had their attention drawn to this Mighty Presence of Life, the "Mighty I AM," which is God individualized.
Therefore, to understand This, I bring your attention today, Friends of America, to all that has been achieved in five years by these humble Messengers of Saint Germain, and what it means to have drawn the attention of that many people to the Source of all Life. I ask you to consider today what that means to the World.

In the need today for the protection of America, and since so much has been accomplished in the past six months, it means that the achievement during this year will be beyond, perhaps, any one's human comprehension. Yet through a perfectly natural action of Life will mankind come into that great dominion and fuller expression of all Life wishes to bring forth; and only by your attention to the "Presence of Life" and your earnest Call will you be able to release this into action in the human octave.

I say to you as one who so recently stood in the conditions that mankind experience today, and has been raised out of those conditions, I say to you, that it is for every one of you. You can have that same Freedom which is My Joy today. Therefore, I say to the entire World, that I was an Englishman, and you know it is said that we do not grasp so readily as some others the fulness of the Great Truths, but yet I say to you, I have grasped the Fulness of Life with Its amazing Powers and am able to utilize them to your assistance
beyond anything that I could ever have imagined ten years ago.

Now then, you are not talking about something or thinking about something in long ages past, Friends of America and Beloved Minute Men, but you are talking about something right up to date, and that is what mankind needs, for all style themselves as practical these days. So may We transcend your practicality in bringing this Transcendent Activity into practical action today to your attention.

Therefore, as you come to understand this “Presence of Life” and utilize Its great Energy, remember Friends of America, when you begin to call the “Presence of Life” into action, energy itself does not discriminate. Therefore, you must call the Discrimination and Activity of your Higher Mental Body into action to do this for you, to intensify your discrimination, which you may already have, but make it Invincible that you no longer make the mistakes of human decisions which mankind have made in the past.

When you call the “Presence of Life” into action, Divine Intelligence will act, and as you continue, it will become an infallible action to you. Therefore, I say to you, Friends of America and Beloved Minute Men, you can bring this Activity of Life forth so powerfully, that you will no longer find yourself making the mistakes or being drawn into the mistakes of Life
by the opinions of others. As you learn to stand in the Presence of Life, your own "Mighty I AM," and listen to It instead of human opinions, then you will find how quickly all these mistakes will cease.

I call your attention to the fact that all mankind have been looking to each other, have been looking to the opinions released by various ones of mankind who seem to be authority in Life. May I call your attention to the fact that there is no authority in human opinions anywhere in Life. Now this may sound strange to you, but it is very true. Only when you come into the Octave of Light, which is that of the Ascended Masters in which there are no mistakes, in which there are no limitations, only that Power and Intelligence, is the Authority of Life. As you look to That and your "Mighty I AM Presence" will you find that Intelligence operating which is the Authority and Perfection of Life in which there are no mistakes.

Now it is within your province, within your ability to call into action, and so charge your body, your mind and feeling world with the Ascended Masters' Self-Luminous Intelligent Substance of Life, that That will soon cause to cease all limitations and actions within your world of action. As you will try this out, you will find that I have told you the truth, and that It is within your reach. Mankind have not believed this. Mankind have thought these transcendent Actions of Life were for something far beyond them, but today,
you must understand that Life has provided all Perfection for you; and when you give your attention to that Source of all Perfection, then It will come naturally into your Life's experience, your use, as you could not imagine until you begin to exercise your authority in calling this great Law forth into action.

For remember, in Life there is nothing unnatural. There is nothing mysterious, and that is what I wish you to understand today in talking to you of your Life. Dismiss all that has seemed mysterious about it, for Life is not mysterious, it is just natural and the most practical thing in the world. In fact, take your mechanics of today; how could they come into action into the appearance world and into your use, without coming through the Stream of Life of some individual? Therefore, your mechanics that you consider practical, are no more practical than Life Itself, for from and through Life must come all that is.

Therefore, in your world, the outer action which we term the physical octave, will you understand that all that is here today came through the Life Stream of some individual, and therefore is practical! Now you can draw forth the currents of energy that you require, and do whatever you determine to fix your attention upon, and hold it steadfast enough until the power of its momentum gains the command of the conditions in which you move.

The human, so long claiming authority in the ap-
pearance world or to the body alone, has not only forgotten, but has shut off the great flow of Life with Its ever-increasing Intelligence that would naturally have come forth into the action or use of mankind. If you once understand that you are the cause of every effect that has taken place in your Life, then you will understand how you need to come into the understanding of Life in order to let It do Its perfect work for you. Life does not act, except to a certain degree, which is the Law of Life, which causes Life to flow through a human body and give it action and energy, but that is only to a certain degree. Since mankind have free will and must determine how that energy of Life is going to act for them, then today, in this Understanding of the Presence of Life, you will have and feel the Authority to call forth a limitless supply to do whatever you choose, to fix your attention upon for achievement.

It does not matter what it is, so long as it is constructive; but when you realize that all destructive thought and feeling is a repelling force, then you will understand why mankind has become so limited today, in the use of Life. Having forgotten Its Source and believing that all authority was in the human, naturally they shut off the greater flow of Life except what naturally flows in to sustain Life in the body. You will find and notice as you move among mankind,
that those who have through one means or another, used up the gathered supply of energy, they have no further power with which to act. Today the individuals who have come to understand this Presence of Life are able to call forth that energy without limit and can go on for hours and hours and days and weeks without exhaustion, which is the proof of their ability to call forth a greater supply of Life, which is energy, to do the things they require.

Energy by use becomes Power, and when It is qualified by Divine Love and Wisdom of Life, then It becomes the Trinity of Action, which is the fulness of Life acting at the direction of Intelligence, which you can call forth without any limit.

Now remember, your intelligence is not confined to your brain structure by any means. Your brain is but a channel of action for the intelligence flowing forth from Life. One day when you have a moving picture, as you will have, of the action within the brain of individuals, will you come to understand exactly what I am referring to today; for I say to you in the not far distant future, there will be moving pictures of the exact activity of the movement of Life within the brain and of the nerve fluid through the body and the structure, giving mankind the clear definite understanding of what is acting within the human form. Then as you apply your Call to Life, and see before your own eyes
its intensification, you will see how Great is the Blessing Saint Germain has brought to you, in bringing this Understanding of the “Mighty I AM,” which is the Power, the Source of all Life, which mankind may utilize if they choose to do so; but Life will not impose Itself upon you with a greater intensity.

Since mankind have believed that God would do for them what God has to do through them—and remember God is your “Mighty I AM Presence”—then you will see the reason why limitations have become so apparent, because mankind have not made the Call. I say to you, Beloved Ones, in all kindness and respect to every effort that mankind has made, the difference between your Decrees and prayer is tremendous. Prayer is the acceptance of limitations, while to decree a thing is the Acknowledgment of the Perfection and Authority of Life brought into action at your point in the Universe. Prayer is very wonderful and has sustained mankind in an amazing degree, but now since you have come to the point of the understanding of Life, where you can assert Its Authority perfectly, right and natural, then you can utilize this.

Now Friends of America and Beloved Minute Men, to your Perfection and to the Achievement in the Service of the Light in everything that your Heart desires—for remember in your desire is the action of Life impelling Itself forward into expression—if you in the lack of energy, qualify that action of Life with
human desires—I mean by that, that which would become destructive or limiting—then the fault is yours, not of Life.

So to gain the understanding of Life is the greatest thing in the world, and to understand Its natural, Its practical action will bring an action and take from mankind the anxiety or distress in their feeling of lack of ability to cope with the conditions that confront them.

Since mankind have generated for centuries the conditions which bring the limitations of today, then to think, Friends of America and Beloved Minute Men, that you can undo that! You can have dissolved and consumed these conditions that have imposed upon you these limitations, even though they are of your own creation; still in a few weeks, to a few months, can you have dissolved and consumed all these conditions which have limited you and brought you into distress. I want you to feel this powerfully and definitely.

Friends of America, as well as the Beloved Minute Men who are here, I want you to understand that as your attention is upon My Words, the Powers of Light are charging forth into your feeling world that Courage, Strength and Victory of Life which will one day bring you into this full understanding of the "Presence of Life," which will give you Its Victory.

Therefore, as this goes forth in the vibratory action
of mankind, Friends of America, I want to say something to you today, that you may understand what the Students of the "I AM" have been doing during the past four years, in issuing their mighty Decrees, which have brought such Blessing to mankind. Oh, understand Its action. A Decree sets the vibratory action going within the atmosphere of Earth in the mental and feeling world of mankind, and that is far-reaching—beyond human comprehension; and as this vibratory action goes forth in the world of mankind, it harmonizes and changes the feeling of mankind until those who want to be unjust will become just, and desire Divine Justice to all. That is how human selfishness will be steadily removed from the World, and mankind will come to have that great love for each other that has been talked about throughout the centuries, a brotherly love that has been so often referred to, and yet has been so absent, will become a natural activity of Life. Every individual will want every one else to have the happiness, the success, and perfection which they crave for themselves, and that would be full compliance with the Law of Life, and would bring such success and happiness, because then there would be no condition in the world of qualification that would change the natural action of Life to bring all that your Heart desires.

For understand, Friends of America, you have used
your faculties of Life creating, limiting yourselves constantly. Therefore, as you come to understand Life and give It the full power to cease all requalification of this Mighty Energy of Life, as It flows forth at your Call in Its ever-intensifying action, then you will find Life will produce Its Perfection, Its Success for you. For think you not that Life is the producer of your success? Whatever it may have been in the past, it was not the cunning of your intellect that brought that success or the acting Intelligence as you thought, which was wholly intellectual, but it has been the Power of Life flowing through. Although you did not know or give it attention, yet there were certain conditions of harmony within your world or determination that drew forth that release without outer application which the students are making today. But the outer application is the only thing that will make this Victory of Life a permanent action within you and your world. For mankind has so long charged the atmosphere about them, and the atmosphere of Earth with the appearance world by giving it power, that it has brought the limitations that exist today.

I say to you, Friends of America, the Students know this, that as soon as you stop giving power to the appearance world, which is human creation, you will then find your dominion taking rapid action in your world. But mankind must understand and take the
authority of Life in their world, and of course you understand by that, that your desires and conditions must be constructive if you wish to give obedience and harmony to Life, the response that Life requires from you.

Therefore, as you understand this, then you will be able to calmly, serenely enter into your great Call to Life, and find every hour, every day Its increasing Power of Action taking dominion in your body, through it into your world of action to produce first, the Great Harmony of Life, then the ever-increasing Expansion of that Life, which is the Directing Intelligence that causes you to do the perfect thing, the perfect action in Life, in response to your Call, that makes for your outer success in the human octave of your business world.

I say to you today as we enter this New Year, realize that your Call to Life—if you wish business success, if you wish success in any manner whatsoever, you must realize that the Life flowing through your body is the only chance, the only means of the success you desire; and as you call to Life, give It authority, give It Power which you have been giving to outer things. Then will Life flow forth and produce Its Perfection for you, Its Happiness, Its Strength and Courage in your world. For while you believe today that other things have power to affect your world, yet I say
to you from actual knowledge, that you alone are the authority; and all of the rest of the world of mankind cannot interfere or change the action of your individual world, when you call the Power of your "Mighty I AM Presence" into action, to take command of your mind, body and world, produce Its Perfection, and hold Its Dominion there.

You take your own world of action. While all Life is One, yet at your point of focus in the physical octave, your world is independent; and if you will understand this, you will not allow conditions of the World to frighten you. You will not allow them to limit you, and you will stand in the Presence of Life, in the Radiance of your own "Mighty I AM Presence" and in your Call to Life draw to yourself your own. For your Life Stream has generated, has planned the Victory of that which your individual Life Stream contains for you, and if human opinions, human suggestions did not interfere, that Life Stream would produce absolute Perfection in the body and in the world of action.

Therefore, as you understand this and give all attention and Power to Life—and that does not mean that you should give constant attention to It all day long, but at intervals give direct conscious attention and the Call to Life to continue in Its expanding activity, take command of your mind and body and cause
you to do the perfect thing that you should do—then as quickly as you can, stop going to your friends! Stop looking for directing intelligence from outside! Turn to your "Presence." Call It into action and let Its Wisdom and Power direct you; then you will not make mistakes. If at first, when you begin to do this, you should make a mistake or two, do not be dismayed, but go on and on in that Mighty Call and soon you will find all mistakes cease.

The reason for mankind's mistakes today—suppose one gives forth an idea to a thousand people and they take up that idea, if later that idea is found to be a mistake, then a thousand people have made mistakes through accepting that idea of one individual. Do you quite understand how far-reaching this is! That is why I suggest to you that you stop listening to human opinions and listen to your Presence, the "Mighty I AM" for direction. I say to you, that if you will do This earnestly and sincerely, you will find flowing into your consciousness and mind the Full Power of the Wisdom that is there, and when an emergency appears before you, you will immediately know what to do to govern, harmonize and control the condition. There is no condition in the World today that cannot be remedied by This.

I say to you, as you will give attention to This, you will not need Me or anyone else to say to you or to
show you how Great is that Truth. Since you have not given attention to the “Presence of Life,” once you begin, you will have all the evidence you require of this great Truth within your own world of action; but if you will not make the effort, if you will not make the Call, you will never know. You will have the same action going on, you have had through the centuries you have lived.

Therefore, it is for mankind to choose. We can put before you the Truth of Life, but if you will not accept It, if you will not apply It, you won’t have It. Therefore, it is up to mankind today. They have made all these mistakes and created and brought about them these limitations. If you have drawn yourself into a condition by your own free will, then you must rise out of that by your own effort. There is not anything going to raise you out, Friends of America and Minute Men, except your Call to Life, your acceptance and the ceasing of expecting release and relief from the human world of action.

No matter how great has been the magnificent action of all phases of Life, for instance, you take your industrial world, you take your medical world, your doctors, lawyers, judges and all the activities of Life, they are acting largely upon human opinions or conditions established through human opinions. Now this was not so in the early establishing of your American
government. That was powerful, and I was about to say inspiring, but Friends of America, it was more than inspired; because Benjamin Franklin, Washington and LaFayette and others knew Saint Germain in person. Therefore, instead of the Perfection that had been established, or was then to bring your government to its present state, that was more than inspiration, it was direct Knowledge from Saint Germain in His Great Wisdom that enabled those of that time to establish that which has brought the Perfection today. Remember, if there had not been intrusion in this Perfection that was established at that time, mankind would find themselves in a world of great Perfection today, but constantly does human opinion and desire try to intrude itself and override the Wisdom upon which the foundation of things is laid. Then as long as that condition exists, there will be continuously imposed upon that which was established for Perfection, human opinions which change and bring the wrong conditions, which some day must be corrected.

Today, we are in that process of the most gigantic correction that has ever been on the face of this Earth; and I encourage you Beloved Minute Men and Friends of America, to be assured in spite of the appearances in the outer world in the conditions that exist, your Call to Life will cause Life to become the
Almighty Dominion in action to correct these conditions and make them permanent.

Remember, while this has been said to you many times, I repeat it again: all that you achieve in your Call to Life, your attention to the “Mighty I AM Presence,” becomes a permanently sustained Activity, a permanently sustained Power that holds that Dominion which you have gained. If you have gained one foot in advance through that Power, then that advance will stand there until you gain another foot, and so on, until you enter into the great glorious Perfection of Life which Life wants you to have.

So far as your supply is concerned, Life wants you to have everything. Mankind has imposed upon each other the sense of financial limitation, but it is not the Truth of Life. Life offers all, and even in nature her generosity is indescribable; and the substance within the Earth produces without limit. Still mankind think that nature has deprived them of things, yet they alone have deprived themselves. Nature is lavish abundance and will give it to mankind, if mankind will harmonize with Life, which is nature, and let nature do for them in the physical octave that which it wishes.

I say to you in covering this great scope today, mankind has experienced droughts, and insect disturbance in the producing of that food for the sustenance of
mankind; but why do you think that is there? Not because of nature, but because of the inharmony of mankind. I say to you, the insects that disturb you, Beloved Friends of America, are mankind’s own stinging thoughts that have been their creators. Once mankind understand this, they will see that as soon as harmony and goodwill reign in mankind, all disturbing conditions of the human octave will cease to be. That is what we are entering into now in this Understanding of Life and the Call to It. As mankind realizes these great Truths, will they find that all of these disturbing conditions will have ceased to find an appearance. Then in the Call to Life and the response of Life, will nature produce moisture where it is required, and the abundance of production that all mankind may live in the abundance of every good thing, as soon as the selfishness of mankind ceases to be. That is the only thing that can take this from the feeling world of mankind—the Call to the “Mighty I AM,” the Presence of Life, which will one day dissolve from the feeling world of mankind all selfishness and discord.

Therefore, you are so privileged, Beloved Minute Men today, in having this additional Knowledge of Life, and understanding Its Application. I say to you, Friends of America, how you will one day rejoice when you come to this fuller Understanding and are able to render the service to your fellowman and to
yourself. For after all, when we wish all the good we desire for ourselves for everyone else, then we will have complied with Life, and will find our own success and our own requirements being fulfilled with tremendously greater power and supply.

Therefore, you cannot afford, Gentlemen and Friends of America, to desire anything for yourselves that you do not desire for all mankind. Since the action of Life is always at hand, always ready, then you will feel that at your hand is the correcting of conditions—a Power of Action and the Intelligence that supplies the Wisdom on the moment, for anything that you require for the correcting and perfecting of the conditions that act within your world.

Therefore, today let us feel the Fulness of that Privilege which is yours; and if you do not mind, allow Us to be your Great Friends to give you of Our Experience which is Life, to give you of our Wisdom which We have gained in the Freedom of Life, that the outer world cannot get from any place else. That is the Truth of Life. We, who are Free from limitations are the only Ones that can give you the Assistance required today to set yourselves Free. For I say it with authority, there is not one human being in physical embodiment today that has the strength and power to raise himself out of the limitations, except by Our Assistance. That is the reason why Saint Germain has
brought your attention to the Ascended Masters, the Legions of Light and the Cosmic Beings, who are Beings wholly Perfect, as tangible as you are—just advanced Powers of Life, reaching back Their Glorious Hands to you to direct, to raise you into that Power and Perfection which you should have and which every Heart craves.

Try to understand, Gentlemen and Friends of America, what a craving and desire within you means. There have been thousands of desires within mankind trying to find action which mankind has wrongly qualified. Let Me say something to you which I think the Messengers have never said, every Desire in your world of action, in your feeling world, in Itself is Pure and Perfect until it finds action through your qualification, and it would remain so. Therefore, I wish to call your attention today to that one tremendous Truth—the same as the Energy acting would produce Perfection, even though It has not power of qualification in Itself. Yet Energy in Itself is Perfect, is Pure, and so is the Desire within the desire world of individuals. In Its origination, It is wholly Pure and Perfect, because It is Life surging forth through the individual to find expression; but in going through the individual, It finds human qualification acting there and is clothed by that.

Let Me explain to you, Friends of America, today,
why it is. Life is Perfect, but when it flows through the human form, it is clothed by the quality within the individual, and being the governing of that, it is the first power of action that acts for the individual. Therefore, instead of the Perfection of Life that is within that Stream of Energy, clothed by the quality of the individual, the action of the clothing is the first power that strikes. Therefore, if it be clothed by discord, it will find action in the world of the individual.

That is why mankind today must understand and change all activities by their requalification to allow the Perfection of Life to flow forth without any qualification of any kind. Then they will find the Full Perfection of Life finding Its Full Expression in their world. It is a magnificent Thing; and since mankind has believed everything else but the Perfection of Life, I say to you, Friends of America and Gentlemen, why not now turn and let Life have Its Full Perfect Action through you and your world, and see how soon mankind will lose the desire to limit their fellowman or to dominate them, or to feel irritable and uncertain.

I say to you, in human consciousness mankind has forever that tragic uncertainty, because it is not based upon the foundation of Truth. Therefore, all human opinions are wavering. Therefore, that which is wavering is always unstable to produce a given result. That is why those who have come into the Under-
standing of this “I AM,” in holding a firm Concentration of the Power of Life upon a given objective, find no wavering consciousness there. It is held steady until the Accomplishment is before you.

Therefore, you are dealing with definite Law, and when you apply It for definite results, you know your Goal from the beginning. I wish to say to you, the beloved ones who are filling official places of responsibility, are in the position today to call forth Divine Justice in a manner that is inconceivable until they put it into practice. Our blessed judges and the sincere lawyers of America today are receiving into their feeling world, tremendous power and blessing that will help to bring Divine Order and Divine Justice to our people. However, in the intrigue and treachery that is within all Nations by human qualities, then mankind is never sure of what is going to happen; but now notice this Gentlemen, in your world of industry when you deal with the Presence, the “Mighty I AM” of individuals instead of their human form, you will have Divine Order and Divine Justice in ninety-five percent of the cases.

That is why mankind in this Understanding today, is beginning to know the Goal from the beginning, that gives you the assurance, gives you the stabilization in the Presence and Power of Life to hold steady, and through your outer consciousness, hold it there in
Its Action that stops your qualification from accepting a power apart from that Life that would interfere with Its Perfection of Manifestation.

So I say to you today, in the Fulness of all that you wish to bring forth, first is your Acceptance of the Presence of Life, the “Mighty I AM,” then your Call to It for Its Greater Expansion and Greater Release of Its Energy. Then remember, that It is the Foundation, the Anchorage of all that is building, that will one day make you a wholly Free Being in your individual world of action. As long as you consider that some other individual can interfere with you, you will find yourself and your world constantly disturbed. But Gentlemen and Friends of America, if you will practice, instead of having human opinions of each other, if you will call the Blessings of Life upon each other, you will hold your feeling world harmonized and bring the Blessing to them and through It to yourself. That is beyond any comprehension until a group of mankind try it out and see the Perfection which It will produce.

In all that you wish to do, there is always a definite power of action and reason for everything, and Life is that reason. Therefore, when you wish to have It, you must look to the Source of all that is, for that Perfection. You cannot get It from the human octave; but when you are willing to give your attention to Life,
call It into action, then you will have that sustained. From It, the greater Expansion of your own Light will bring a greater Release of the "Presence of Life" into action, in your individual world.

Remember, the "Presence of Life" is your Foundation in the human octave, your "Mighty I AM," and there is no other Source in the Universe. Therefore, today as you go into action in the Fullness of that Power, it is necessary, Gentlemen. You have forgotten so long! Do not forget This; do not forget your "Presence of Life," which through that is building your Foundation that makes for your Perfection, Happiness and Freedom. If you think of your "Presence" one hour and have your attention upon human creation the rest of the time, you will hardly expect to have definite powerful results. But if you give, and there is not any condition that takes your attention so powerfully in the outer world that you cannot once an hour, give silent, direct, powerful attention to your "Mighty I AM Presence," and your silent Call to It for your Perfection, then you are complying with Life, because there is not a thing in your outer requirement that you could not, for a moment, send that Call to your "Presence of Life." That is what is meant in the statement of practicing the "Presence." You don't have to sit down and give your whole undivided attention of the human to that "Presence," but to once an hour make
that Call to the "Presence of Life" during your waking state, would produce such Perfection as you could not imagine at this time, but this is imperative. That builds your Foundation that is your final Freedom and Perfection, but if you do not do this, you cannot have It.

Therefore, I say to you, Friends of America, today what a marvelous thing it has been to watch the progress of the Students throughout America and the World as the Advance, the Expansion of this Light, has gone forth. No thing in all the World that could come to the attention of mankind will give such happiness, such rejoicing as the observation of this Mighty Activity; and while you are still not able to do that yourselves, yet We, in the Kindness of Our Hearts, offer to you Our Observation that it may give you the Encouragement and Strength you require, until that day you do observe with Us all that Magnificent Activity of Life, when given Its Full Power of Action; and the Glory of That is simply beyond all words.

Today—I am speaking now directly to the Minute Men of Saint Germain—you have come to a certain point of action. Your momentum is gained. As you continue its powerful concentration in the Call to Life, you will find the Full Power of Its Action without limit. Therefore, understand that in the momentum you have gained up-to-date, it has brought you into a
position where, if My Observation serves Me right, you are where you can hold an unwavering concentration by the energy—shall I say the added energy—which you have called forth.

I tell you, it is a Magnificent Achievement, and gives you an opportunity to cleanse, purify and fill your world with the Perfection of Life; that means all upon which your attention is fixed. Mankind alone may choose through the direction of their attention upon what they wish to achieve, and if you are uncertain, please call your "Presence" to give you clear, direct Direction of that Service that It wishes you to render. Many people have a definite idea, and that usually comes from the pressure in the desire world; but if there is uncertainty in your feelings, then call your "Presence" to establish Its Directing Action to cause you to do the Perfect Thing that your Life Stream wishes. As you do that, you will find a rest and peace in action that can come in no other way; and as you do This, you will find the Full Power of Its Beauty and Perfection daily taking command and action, and bringing into your appearance world that which everyone is craving today.

Remember gentlemen, and I say this with all the Love of My Heart, mankind previously has believed that the Goal was achieving and accumulating things in the outer world. That is beautiful, it is splendid,
but that is not the Goal. The Goal of mankind is the Perfecting of the human form, the Glory of Life in Its Full Power of Action, which We experience in the Ascension today.

Many times the accumulation of too many things has distracted mankind, until they have lost the Ideals which they once held. I have heard so many people say that in youth they had these magnificent Ideals, but when the pressure of the attention of the outer world took command, they forgot all those Ideals and lost the power that seemed to be within them then. Well, that is wholly unnecessary. Today you can hold to your Ideals and have the Perfection which comes forth through Them in its Full Power of Action.

So make no mistake about it. You are the authority today to bring all the Perfection your Heart can desire into action into the appearance world, into the blessing of all that stands before you. As you come to Greater Understanding, and Expansion of your Light continues, you will have the desire to bless every person in the World, and you won’t feel the resentment to the people who have made mistakes as you have in the past. You cannot afford to do it.

Resentment at mistakes, whether your own or someone else’s, closes the door to the harmony required to fill your world with happiness. Therefore, I say to you in the fullness of all that you require today,
gentlemen, remember your Foundation is being laid—the Foundation of Life, the Glory of Its Perfection. All you have to do is to sustain It. And how? By your continued Call to the Presence of Life, and the withholding of all inharmony from acting within your feeling.

May I say, now since you have gained the momentum you have, it is rather to let Life flow through by continuous harmony, because you have gained enough momentum now, most of you, where Life will begin to act to a large degree automatically. But as you continue your Call, then you will intensify that action until it will satisfy the most exacting, in all they wish to bring forth in Happiness or Perfection to themselves and others.

Gentlemen, won't you make the Call individually for the restoration of the home life of America that should be so beautiful, so magnificent! It must be restored and will be, but in your Call for that particular action, will you hasten it into action in the perfecting of America and the activity that is so rapidly rushing forward.

In closing may I call your attention to just one thing, that if you will hold in your visualization in the coming months, it will give Us the Substance and Energy with which to act to produce that result, and that is hold your attention fixed upon this Perfection of the home life, and in the establishing of Divine Order and
Divine Justice in all official places. These two activities are vital.

You as men acting in the world of industry, remember, you have because of that, a greater authority to call this forth than the individual who is not acting directly in that capacity. Just for instance, as you in your world are the heart center of the focus of energy that flows there, so in your activity in the world of industry—according to what you are representing—will you also become a direct focus of that Life, Light, Power and Energy that will change that and bring it into the Perfection needed today.

So remember, you in this Vanguard of the Light, must be an individual focus in whatever part of Life you represent, in whatever phase of industry you are interested in to act, then there in that, you are the authority and focus to hold that Power there until It reaches out and enters into the feeling world and action of each one, to produce the Glory and Perfection that must fill our America.

I feel tremendously encouraged, gentlemen, tremendously encouraged today! After observing the Almighty Activity last night from the Mighty Teton and the Other Retreats of the World—for gentlemen, those are no figment of anybody's imagination—They are Mighty Focuses of Power that without Them mankind would be lost.

I ask you gentlemen, if you want to hold the Great-
est Power in the World to this Perfection, govern the energy that flows through your body, conserve it! Refuse absolutely all intoxicants of every kind, for gentlemen, whisky and gin open you to every destructive force that exists in the world, and don't forget it. Everyone who might have had that desire within them, can call the "Presence" into action to take out of them that desire, and replace it with the Pure Substance of Life, Satisfaction and Perfection; and when those desires are gone, you become Master of yourself and your world.

That which you have known as black magicians and discarnate entities, and which America has been freed from, are responsible for the intensification of those desires in mankind, and don't forget it.* Since you have been so tremendously released from that, exert your dominion, self-control; then as you call the "Presence" into action to take out of you those desires, it will be quickly done. If sometimes those appearances attempt to manifest after you have been making the Calls, don't be discouraged. A great battle was not won in just a day, yet, the thousands and thousands of people who have been able to dismiss those desires

---

*"Remember all black magicians were seized and taken from the Earth at the close of 1938, and all discarnates from the Americas were removed at the same time! No more will ever be allowed to enter or remain here." (Saint Germain Series, Volume IX, page 98)
overnight almost, is encouraging, and I say to you for the Messenger, that never in His experience have so many letters reached Him of the victory of the Students in these years as since Their return to your city. (Applause) That, gentlemen, let Me assure you, is the beginning of the Almighty Victory that you will see manifest within this year.

Remember, that your Application is hourly becoming more victorious in everything for which you call. Be dauntless and let It do Its Perfect Work for you. I thank you.
Beloved Students of Chicago and those who are visiting here today, in the Fulness of that which has been prepared—and I may only say this much today—one of the Greatest Achievements known in the history of the Messengers' Ministry was accomplished yesterday. (Applause—audience rising)

I am here today to try to take you with Me, and while I talk to you, will you be seated and be just as quiet and still as you can; and please, no matter what I say, just keep your seats and Hold This which We wish to do.

Since the Dispensation has been given and so many of the Student Body of America and other lands will take advantage of It, and as the Messenger called your attention in the beginning of the service today, to begin to prepare yourselves as definitely, at least, as if you were going to journey to Europe—it is a far more important journey I assure you, especially now.

Ladies and gentlemen, since I am an Englishman, or used to be, I know considerable about our people. I
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know considerable of Europe, and far more in the last three years than I could have ever gained in the physical body. Since We see the cause and effect of all conditions of each Nation, then We are in a position to determine what is the thing to do.

Now since this Dispensation has been given, will you understand that It is given for you. Why do you suppose those Great Ones went to the Great Central Source of all Wisdom, Power and Knowledge to this Earth and gained a Dispensation for the people of Earth? My Dear People, do you understand; won't you try to charge your being with the Full Comprehension of what that means? Why am I endeavoring to carry you into a certain Consciousness, into a certain Feeling today? While My time is very short, yet I shall endeavor to do it.

When you have actually experienced something, you are in the position first hand to know the cause and the result; and since I am the One who recently had this Experience, then I am an authority to you to lift you into That, if you care to be lifted.

When in India, the Great Master came to Me—not an Ascended Master—and told Me and set before Me that vision of My Goal, I stand in amazement—if We could be amazed in the Freedom of the Ascended Masters’ Octave, I would still be amazed—how it was followed out.
You have a magnificent faculty, your physical eyesight, which you could use with a power that is indescribable, if you knew it, if you would believe it, if you would use it. I am amazed how the Messengers have pled and shown mankind what they could do with their physical eyesight—one of those three faculties—but they hear it and go on. My Dear Students, if you are just going to hear a thing, then go on serenely in your old way, what good does it do!

Do not construe anything I say as anything critical; you will defeat your purpose if you do. I never criticize anything or anybody, never in the world; but I am trying to get at you in a way that will cause you to see definitely your limitless ability, Dear People. Oh, I love America just as much as I love England, for I belong to all Nations now.

Remember, when He held that magnificent worded picture before Me, without knowing it outwardly, I accepted and set into action in My feeling world that vision; and then as I briefly follow this, you will understand how definite it was. When He said to Me: "On a great mountain in North America you will find the Man who will enable you to have the Ascension," can you believe it, I never questioned it a second. I did not even question how I was going to get there, how I was going to have the money supplied. Not one thought ever entered My mind, except I accepted it.
Now this is what the Power of Complete Acceptance means. The Light within Me, as I know it now, enabled Me to accept the Fulness of that without question; and you, Dear Children of the Light, could you accept the things that Saint Germain says to you without question, what a transformation would take place in the Student Body throughout America in thirty days. But to hear a thing and go right on as you did before, is of no consequence.

Now then, after He was gone, He and My father went away by themselves and visited for hours. When My father returned I said—notice—“Father, what did He say to you?” He said: “My son, that I may not repeat.” How little did I know how He was preparing My father for that which was so quickly to follow. Then He went away; we knew not where. Then, shortly after—suddenly—my father was shot, and the natives brought him home. Understanding what that Great Presence in our home meant, when My father was brought back, I looked at him, but I only thought—My Blessed father, you are Free! There was not the slightest sorrow. I did not know why then, but it just wasn’t there.

Then this Glorious One appeared again, and this time He came from South Africa, with the information that a large fortune had been left to My father, and in case of his passing, to Me. Oh, My Dear Ones,
observe closely how the Great Light and Its Power was preparing the way through individuals for all that was required for Me.

Now notice, I made no effort up to that time. I was just like other lads, very happy and harmonious in our home, because there was no inharmony ever in our home; but My mother felt quite different. Her sorrow was very deep and very great, even though what the Master said to her, still she did not quite free herself from that. Then she too, made the change, and I was left a lad alone in the World, as I thought; but how mistaken I was.

The Master had said that this wealth had been deposited in the Bank of England; and on going there, I found it was there. Then transferring to a bank in New York, I began My search. Talk about patience and determination; I had it, but I did not know it. I just went on and on and on, sometimes I did grow very weary, but never was there a moment or thought of failure or discouragement, as you know it in the outer world. While I grew weary, as soon as I laid My body down and it rested, then the same great calm strength and courage was there.

When finally, in arriving and observing the beauties of Mount Shasta, think of all the thousands of miles I traveled, and think of the hundreds of miles I hiked, then that memorable day, when coming sud-
denly upon this good Brother sitting on a log, little did I know who He was, what He was, or why He was there. Remember the Glory of that Inner Directing Intelligence, which is guarded and directed by your Higher Mental Body. I knew nothing about My Higher Mental Body—but the accuracy with which the Final Goal came and the speed of It, was something that cannot be described, for as you near the Goal, everything in your life simply speeds up.

Remember now will you, take that cue. Do you quite get that! May I repeat it! When you come nearer the Goal everything in your Life Stream speeds up. So don't mind if you find yourself in a position to do ten days' work in one day, what you did in days previous. You know, I smile sometimes at the Staff—of course, they are not listening, so I can talk to you about it; and when I see them serving with such great speed and intensity, I wonder if they will take this cue!

Then, when I went up to Him sitting there on the log, and He looked around and stood up, and may I use your slang expression: for a moment we looked each other over, neither one dreaming—now observe Dear People, up to that moment, just observing each other—not either one dreaming what was so quickly to follow. Do you see that? Then I think We both must have begun to feel something, for I am sure We suddenly felt that great peace and harmony to each
other. When He reached to offer Me a drink, in His hand came that Crystal Cup; and seeing That, everything in My Being leaped into action and I thought: “GREAT GOD! MY SEARCH IS ENDED!” He did not know it, but when I saw that Cup, I knew My search was ended.

Then He stood there looking at It in amazement, watching It fill with the Liquid, and Myself doing the same. As soon as I saw It was filled, I seized It with both hands and drank It as fast as I could. I could not tell you just all that took place within a few moments. It was like fire through My entire body, yet not anything unpleasant, but just like a fire; and I know today It was a Fire of Life sweeping out of My physical body and releasing the purifying substance into action within those few glowing moments.

Then, when I stood there watching Him, and He in such great amazement, after hearing My story, said: “What am I supposed to do?” Of course, He felt It, but this is the first time I have ever said to anyone or to Him, when I spoke those Words: “Ask the God in you who does know,” every Force of My Being went into action, and the proof was that His human self went out of action. It just dissolved and receded out of this human form, and the Light from His “Presence” came down until here—below the Heart—and His head, and these arms and shoulders were such a Blaz-
ing Light, I could not look into them at first. Then His hands came out and My Hands took His, and My Feet left the Earth.

Dear People, follow Me in That Feeling. As I continued to ascend as far as His hands would reach, and, letting go, continued until My Feet were some distance—perhaps twenty feet or more—above His head, then I found Myself standing there in the atmosphere looking back at Him, watching Him; then I felt this great Change. I felt this substance released from My Body and disappear. That was that part of the substance which could not go with Me; but it just left the body, just like a substance all around it, and disappeared. Then, this Change.

I found Myself looking at My body, and It had taken on the fulness of youth, and My garments had changed into those beautiful Garments of Light. Then, feeling this Current, I looked up and there I was looking into this Glorious Stream of Light and Energy. After a few moments, I saw within That the Great Presence of all Life, My own “Mighty I AM.”

You will never know, no words could tell you My Feeling when I found that I was leaving Him behind. Then as I disappeared into the “Great Presence” and went to the Ascended Masters’ Octave of Light, I could not take My mind off of Him, and it was weeks and weeks. Finally Saint Germain came to Me and
said: “David, you must change your attention. Your friend still in the physical body has much to do there. You must take your attention off of Him, otherwise you will draw Him away from the body. That you must not do.” To My amazement I could instantly change My thought back from Him to that Octave of Light.

Do you understand, My Dear Ones—I know you cannot fully comprehend, but to the best of your ability try—what that means—My Feeling to Him for My Freedom forever from Earth and its limitations!

This is Real, My Dear People. Then, after months I came, and I have remained most of the time, near, to guard and to bless and to thank Him for that Service.

You today are being offered the most Glorious Thing in Eternity, your Freedom! Oh, Beloved Students! In the Name of your “Presence,” let childish foolishness be gone. When your Goal is offered, after thousands of embodiments in human limitations, who should want to continue longer!

In your Call to the “Presence,” in your preparation for the Goal, be at peace and rest. Make your Calls that the “Presence” see you do all that is required in the preparation, that you give all obedience required; then go on about your business quite unconcerned. You would not help it a particle by shutting yourselves up somewhere and concentrating on It. Your Goal is according to your Decree for It. It can be in
this embodiment with a great great number of these Beloved Students.

Please understand, the matter of the number of years over your head has not anything to do with it, not a thing to do with it. You perhaps have made as many mistakes as others who are not as old as you are, but all human mistakes must be forgiven. Do you understand the beneficence of Life that has made it possible for all human mistakes to be forgiven? How in Kingdom Come would mankind ever be free if Life had not thus provided? Don't you see, it would be an endless wheel that would never cease?

Now when mankind is willing, with all their being, to call on the Law of Forgiveness for all their mistakes and for all mankind, then Life says: "We are ready to begin the correcting." If you will continue to accept human opinions—silly gossip of the outside world, of those conditions that hold you bound in these things—don't blame anything but yourselves.

Freedom is here for you; and remember, the majority of you Beloved Students, are people who will not go to war if war came to your America, since you are past the human age limit. But your opportunity to place before the young people—whether they accept it or not, is not your province—but to put it before the young people, call their attention to it! They are the ones who would be there.

Since the condition that has grown in your schools,
that has tried to take away from your blessed young people of America, the Ideals of Life, God, it has placed them in the position where they are in the gravest danger in the World. But your Calls to their Higher Mental Body, to their “Presence of Life,” and your Call for Divine Order, Divine Justice and Divine Perfection to take command of those minds and bodies, and free them from all false concepts and opinions, would do wonders to your young people of America.

That is why today, I urge you with all My Heart! You don’t have to force things upon people, but to kindly call their attention to this Great Light. Oh, My Dear Ones, when you have heard My Experience, do you think there is anything in this World that could ridicule Me or this good Brother as to how that Service was rendered! Why, all the silly imbecility of human nonsense that denies these Great Laws, is so babyish and childish, that any human being on the face of the Earth ought to be ashamed to try to assert it.

The kindness of this Blessed One that has poured out His Life to humanity—then imbeciles come back and say it cannot be true! My Dear Ones, He has given more proof to mankind than any human being that ever lived on this Earth; and then puny human beings that are not fit to lace His shoes, come back and
say these things cannot be true. It is time that people stop such silly nonsense.

Two of the greatest obstructions to your progress, Beloved Students of Chicago, have been removed. So will you please accept that and go forward in the Victory of your Light, of the Light that is established here and held sustained, and supports you in Its Courage, Strength and Power and Its Wisdom to send you forth Victorious in the Light. Why, you have Us, your Friends, the most Powerful in the World, if you will only believe it; if you will only accept it; and if you will only Call to your “Presence” and Us for any condition, it will not remain long.

Since you have lived for centuries in all these limitations and distress and privation, why be disappointed if you have to make a little effort now; and don’t sit down or lay down on the job. You know there is more than one kind of sit-down-strike. Mankind, in a sort of lethargy, is about the worst kind of sit-down-strike; but it hasn’t anything to do with the outer strikes. That means that you have struck within yourselves.

So I say to you, My Beloved Ones, take advantage of your opportunity. What a struggle you Blessed Ones of Chicago have had, because you listened to silly foolish tales. Are you going to do it any more, or are you going to clean it out of your world and go for-
ward to Freedom and Victory? I think I see you cleaning it out and going forward to Victory! (Ap-
plause)

Therefore, We stand ready to give you every Assistance. Will you accept It? Now remember, if you allow
any gossip to start among yourselves or in your city about each other, or about the Messengers, or about
This Work, then you will alone be responsible for what happens. The greatest opportunity in your Lives
is here, but only as you shut that out, will you find release and relief complete.

Therefore, as we have journeyed together today, how many of you in this room can tell Me how soon
We shall meet in the Octave of Light! Can you do as well as I can? I could tell every one of you, whom I
am going to meet there, and approximately the time—and I am not a prophet either; but that is the Power of
Light in Its clearness, that shows the way free of human limitations.

I want you to know how great Our Love is for you, how We stand by waiting every opportunity to serve
you. We cannot do more than that. We can only assure you of Our Presence, of Our Readiness to serve;
and then you must make it possible.

I close by saying that in this Class, the Greatest Achievement for America thus far has been accom-
plished, and the Greatest Achievement for the Student
Body. Not only you here, but those who are focusing their attention upon this Class and have come to know Its Magnificence.

My Dear Ones, what a pity Chicago does not realize that almost a million people's attention is focused upon you here in this Classroom twice a day, calling for your Perfection. It is the Greatest Class that ever has been held; and how could it be otherwise with the consciousness of a million individuals and their love pouring out in one Mighty Focus upon you, to lift you and sweep out of your world every limiting thing. That is what they are calling for—those who love you from every part of America, those Mighty Groups that are focusing upon you for your Blessing, Perfection, Freedom, Supply and your Health. Never was such a thing known on Earth, Beloved Ones. Not only just what is magnificently arranged for you here and the Mighty Light Rays here, but their Calls to Life for you, for your Freedom in every conceivable way, for the Expansion, Blessing, Protection and Freedom of America.

You don't need Me to tell you that such a thing in the World never was and never will be, except for these Messengers! I want you to see that. I wonder if the Student Body has forgotten what the Great Divine Director said to them: that these Beloved Ones would remain the Messengers of the Ascended Masters and
the Power of Light. Yet so many have been disappointed because they could not receive as the Messenger does. The unfortunate lady in Evanston who turned aside because she could not call forth Saint Germain’s Flash of the Words of Light, turned aside and has failed on the Pathway of Light. Is it not pitiful when such opportunity is before you.

Please remember, when you fail to love these Messengers and pour forth gratitude, you have failed Life, the Light that brings your Freedom. People have said: “Well, I do not need the Messengers; I can go to my ‘Presence.’ I do not need the Ascended Masters; I have my ‘Presence.’” True, you do; but We have failed to find any human being in physical embodiment so far, who could raise themselves into Freedom without the Ascended Masters’ Assistance; and don’t forget that, Beloved Students.

The arrogance of the human who says, that they will go on independent of the Light that has lifted them, brought them to Freedom; they have made a mistake! When people have entered this Stream of Light and turned aside from It, they have closed the door to their Light. Don’t misunderstand that; don’t forget that, Dear Students. Your belief—whatever it may be that turned you aside—that does not alter the Truth.

You blessed people of Chicago, who have had such
an opportunity with these Messengers—that is the reason why I gave you My Experience Myself today, in My Great Love and Devotion. These two Blessed Ones are setting you Free, just the same as He set Me Free—a little slower process, that is all; but if you don’t see, know and appreciate that, then the fault is yours. Do not make any mistake about it.

These Messengers ask nothing for Themselves; but Your Life and all Life demands—since They have had the Strength to stand for the Light—the respect and love of mankind. It is not any affair of Theirs; but it is your Life, it is all Life that demands this. This Explanation has never been given to any Student Body before, but Their Love is so great for you here, that I am offering this Explanation; because I am One who has received His Eternal Freedom through this, your Beloved Messenger, and know how magnificent is your opportunity. Yet, you can close the door any time you determine to do it. Life is not going to force you to do anything; but you, as the Decreeer of your own Life and Energy, must determine.

Feel Our Great Almighty Intense Love for you, Our Call with Almighty Power for your Freedom; and then remember Us, your very loving Friends. I thank you.
DISCOURSE XIII

September 9, 1939

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

BREAKFAST

Beloved Friends of the Light, Beloved Students, we are in a time today that was hoped only recently might still be averted; but since mankind insists on going into the destruction, then since there were not enough Students in the World to hold the balance to prevent it, then We must continue to hold it out of America and let the conflagration go on in Europe. Who knows how great the Wisdom may be that may bring out of that frightful chaos, a solution of the problems of the World!

Before continuing to talk to you, and since there are a few here from Canada, I wish them to take back to Canada, My Love and Congratulations for having taken—in the infancy of its activity—the removal of the communists from Canada for Her defense.

I tell you, Dear People, you have no idea what that has meant for Canada, what it has meant for America. America has not done so well in keeping out this frightful condition—like a poisonous serpent crawling in your midst, spreading its venom everywhere—and
to think in a government of America that schools of that diabolical activity have been permitted.

Before My Ascension, I was an Englishman. Yes, I did—this question has been in the minds of the people so long; I am going to answer it this morning—yes, I was connected with the Lloyd’s of London, and they could never hold Me to the things of the outer world. Dear Ones, when the Light within you is surging powerfully to free Itself from the limitations, which that form has drawn it into, then you may be sure at that point It will win Its Victory.

Today in My Great Freedom—only yesterday I was observing the preparations and conditions in England and France, mankind willingly going into that frightful struggle to destroy each other. For what? There is not a living human being on Earth can say for what; because an insane fiend that should be held up as an example and quartered before the World—and how a vast nation can succumb through fear to one puny individual; but such is the force of human creation.

Friends and Students of America, will you not observe how far reaching are those conditions and influences. With these words prefacing that which I wish to say to you, I am going to try to hold your attention upon the one thing this morning, and that is association. My Dear Students, will you not see how impor-
tant it is to formulate your associations as much as possible with that which is harmonious? Mankind has difficulty enough in keeping themselves harmonized, without just putting themselves in the position of listening to conversations of people that are out of harmony with This Great Law.

Now all activity and individuals who are acting against This Light or disagree with It—many of them, it is not of their own volition. They are seized upon by the destructive forces of mankind.

You will rejoice, Friends of Minneapolis and St. Paul, to know that for a radius of fifty miles around these cities at twelve o’clock last night, the last of the entities were removed. (Applause—audience rising) Simultaneous with that, was a certain amount of the substance thrown off by mankind, dissolved and consumed at the same time. Now this will remove a pressure that has been over your two lovely cities here—and you will never know, ladies and gentlemen, how much. But in the days and weeks ahead, you, who are sensitive to This Great Light, will see, know and feel clearly and distinctly what it means to be released from that pressure.

Your state, being so marvelously productive, that is why the communists focused such a power here in your city and in this part of the United States; and really, it is the last place where they held any influ-
ence to speak of. Remember, these conditions that have pretended to assist in the regulation of the conditions of labor and capital, are nothing but a sinister thing underneath. They do not want to remedy the conditions. They are not trying to help labor; but they are trying to trump up excuses to pit labor, as they call it, against a condition which they know does not, in reality, exist, to get the feelings of the people stirred so that the sinister activity can bring in an internal disturbance, so that the forces of the outer world can reach in and finally get a hold and destroy you.

Now Dear People, the Communists, the Nazis, the Facists, all those activities, underlying, are one and the same thing; and you know without My telling you, that they try to take away from the people the feeling of the Godhead; and when you turn from Divinity, you have turned to destruction.

Saint Germain has almost become determined to reveal to those who care to listen, the true reality that exists in Russia and Germany. Never did such conditions exist upon this Earth; and behold today, in the censorship of information, stronger and stronger is being clamped down on Germany any information getting out that people might know the truth in the outer world, or even their own people within the clutches of that terrible thing. Do you know that seventy-five percent of the German people do not know
that France and England are in the war? The censorship has become so terrible that the people even tremble when they start to listen to the radio, else by some chance, a connection has been made and be discovered that they lose their lives for listening. That is how the true information is being shut out from the people of Russia and Germany.

Now Dear People, the mass of those people in Germany and in Russia—I tell you there are at least sixty-five percent of the people from fourteen to thirty-four years of age in those Nations, that in their feelings, are rebelling like fury; but they dare not show the slightest indication of it. They have begun to discover that the very principle of their being has been taken from them; and in the depravity into which they have been thrown, it has become wormwood and ashes to them.

I have called with all the Power of My Being, that Ascended Master Friends be raised up in those two Nations with a strength, power and influence to restore the Godhead to Germany and Russia.

Now returning to your own Beloved Land, to your own Precious Hearts, I say to you Friends of Minneapolis and St. Paul, do not be deceived by these pretenses of all these conditions. The Communists, Nazis, and Facists will never remedy anything, but bring greater and greater destruction into the world of man-
kind, because the motive back of it is wrong, all wrong. There is only One Thing in this Universe that can bring the solution, the solving permanently of these conditions to the World and individuals, and that is This Light—the attention of every individual to their "Mighty I AM Presence," calling It into action. Then finally the momentum will be gained until individuals everywhere will become such an outpouring of that Light, that everything that touches their world of discord will be dissolved; then mankind will again come to know this happiness.

Oh, could you see, Blessed People, what your Beloved Saint Germain has done. Oh, My goodness, not one-hundredth part has been said to you of that which He has done to hold the Freedom of America, your Protection and your Blessing. As was intimated, the Messengers could not come here until a certain point had been reached; but now Blessed Ones, I ask you to observe in the coming weeks and months and see what Their presence in your midst has meant. That has enabled Us to establish, and hold and continue to expand this Mighty Focus of Light.

Oh, that I might reach the Hearts of all mankind today that they might see clearly and know the forces acting upon mankind; and think, Dear People, it is nothing extraordinary, since all is the accumulation of mankind in hundreds and thousands of embodiments
in which they have lived. This is mankind's own accumu-
mulation; and even the destructive forces that have
seized upon these individuals and make them fiends
incarnate, still that is the accumulation of mankind's
destructive force released.

As your Beloved Lotus said to you, as Students, Be-
loved Ones, think of your responsibility. When I say
this, I do not mean or intend to have you feel undue
responsibility; but you as Students of the Light are ex-
amples to the rest of mankind. If you allow yourselves
to express discordant things, then you are turning
mankind away from This Light, because they say:
"Well, if those people are Students and still do not
have control of themselves, why should we seek This?"
You see what it means when you enter This Great
Light, to become really the Example and be silent to-
ward discordant things.

If any person, place or conditions need correcting,
just make the Call silently to their "Presence" or their
Higher Mental Bodies; then be silent outwardly, that
others do not feel that the Students still are not living
up to the Law which this great Teaching represents.

Now you here in your Twin Cities are a sufficient
Focus, Beloved Students—if you will silence all outer
expression of discord and keep calling with dynamic
power the Light Rays into action—to spread this
Radiance over this city until you will not have places
large enough to accommodate the people.
I say this in all truth and sincerity, never in the Messengers' experience has such response been from the broadcasts, as here in your city. (Applause—audience standing) Aside from the outer evidence, We have from the Inner standpoint a far greater evidence of this. I congratulate our Beloved One for having kept very close touch outwardly of this; but still from Our standpoint, We see how even greater has been that response, because We are looking at the feelings of the people. You cannot see that physically, but We do see it.

I ask you please, in this entire locality, do not ever feel discouraged at not having a greater response of people in the classes, because they are listening to the broadcasts and the acceptance of it is very remarkable. So after all, the service is being rendered, and that is the important thing.

Now let us come back, because We cannot take too much time, let us come back to this point of association. The entire Student Body of America still does not quite fully understand what that means. If you in your conversation, listen to destructive conversation—and whether you outwardly accept it or not, if you listen to it—some part of your feeling is accepting some of it, which makes yourself a wedge to let the destructive forces into your individual world of action and into the Heart Activity of the Light, wherever you may be serving.
Do you not understand, Beloved Students, why the Messengers are so terrifically dynamic against even listening to destructive things! Now you might sometimes, and people have criticized them for continually referring to that which must be remedied, but if you were not reminded, the service would not be rendered. They do not wish to keep calling your attention to the destructive things; but unless mankind will awaken and render the service, the attention must be called to it. For that service must be rendered in calling your attention to the destructive things, because they already exist—so that you may render the greatest service.

It is Saint Germain's hope ere long, that not one word in these classes will ever be uttered of a discordant thing—the whole thing be held absolutely wholly constructive; but until the Student Body, enough of them, are firmly enough anchored within the Power of Light at their own Call, then they must still be reminded of the conditions that are to be governed, and that is the only reason.

You see, We are trying to cover so much ground here, since this is the Messengers' first visit. We are trying to hold steadfast to those fundamentals which mean everything in the world in building your foundation of anchorage in the Light. Oh, My Dear Ones, you cannot have a firm permanent building without
your foundation secure; and to hold steadfast to the foundation and your Calls, until you have formed yourselves in such firm anchorage in this great Light of your “Presence,” that nothing can disturb It. Then you must be constantly reminded until that time arrives.

You will observe in the experience of the Messengers, how quickly They became aware that everything discordant must be shut out of Their world; and while They must listen to it, and the letters that come calling for assistance—you cannot shut it all off, although it is tremendously more wonderful than ever before. But mankind does not understand what is acting, because the momentum of expression of destructive things has been so very great, and mankind always felt justified in criticism, condemnation and all those qualities that, after all, are just charging their world with the limiting destructive thing.

You know, I rejoice that I was just a little bit like the Messenger in this respect. By nature, I never was discordant. No matter what was going on around Me, I tried to make some excuse for it—any way, I kept Myself out of it; and I think today, that had much to do with My gaining My Freedom.

Dear Ones, I cannot refrain from calling your attention to it. Just think, Dear Ones, only such a few years ago, that I in My search, moved about in a lim-
ited body like yours; and yet at the most unexpected time imaginable My Freedom came—not under the new Dispensation as you are privileged today. Oh, My Dear People, won’t you please realize all that That means to you, and Saint Germain and the Others who have promised your Freedom in your obedience to Life.

Why, after two and a half million years, possibly more, that you have been re-embodying in limitations, and now even in the chaos that exists today, you are offered your Freedom! Precious People, won’t you understand all that It means to you! Now please do not feel, any of you—because there are now and then one who wants to know, in all there is to be done—“Why should I seek my Ascension?” Because you can be of tremendously more assistance in your Ascended State than you can just now.

Will you remember—may I anchor this point in your minds today—every human being who makes the Ascension, carries the purified substance from the physical octave which holds and makes it possible for their remaining continuously connected with the octave of Earth, and rendering that Service from the Ascended State that only the Ascended Masters, who have made the Ascension from the octave of the human world, can render.

Now why? I think no mention has been made at all
concerning this, but this stands out before Me today so powerfully, that I must call your attention to it. In those who have recently made the Ascension—for instance Myself, Bob, Rex, Nada, Pearl and The Rayborns and Others—why do you suppose the Law in this Dispensation saw that this was accomplished? Because the more recent activity of this kind, holds the more powerful connection with the Octaves of Light into your physical octave, for this Service that is needed so much at this time.

I tell you there are no words to describe, and I make no attempt to convey to you, what the Service was that the Mighty Master Eriel rendered in giving the Ascension to those children of China. Dear People, do you not understand that from every environment from where these Activities take place—in that instance, the whole activity of the Nation was raised. They do not know that outwardly yet; but still everything of perfecting activity must go on from within out, in order to make it permanent.

Now then—let us use this for an illustration—suppose today, ten people among the Student Body were to make the Ascension, and then in a week twenty more, then in another week, sixty or eighty more; what do you think that would do for the entire Student Body, for America and the World? Do you not see that That would be a powerful raising process of
the vibratory action of the individuals whose attention was centered upon the "Presence of Life," and the assistance to every one of you would be transcendent beyond description. That is the far reaching power.

Let us go back a step to your Application. Every person who holds their attention firm and unyielding to their "Presence," and listens to no gossip or disturbing conversation, and refuses to be influenced by anything that would make them doubt This Light, those individuals become the same lifting power to all the Students about them and to the people of the city.

Now, let Me take the room here for an illustration. Suppose one person sitting here in the center of this room was absolutely firm and unyielding to this Power of Light, but suddenly, all the people in this room pounce upon him and tell him This Work, this Light, was all wrong. If that person stood there untouched by all the influence of the rest of you, that person would lift every one in this room beyond anything that you could express in words.

I want you to see what that means as Students stand firm, staunch and unyielding. Say to every person who says a word against This Light: "Be Silent!" Then you would stop it. As you say in your Decrees to all human creation: "You have no power!"

My Dear Ones, you will never know until your Ascension what those six Decrees, followed by the
“Mighty I AM,” are doing in the mental and feeling world of mankind. When you assert to all human creation: “You have no power,” then in the following one: “The Legions of Light sweep across the face of the Earth,” My Dear Blessed People, that actually takes place and does sweep from the west to the east. Think! A million people calling, issuing those Decrees even once a day, is the signal for the Powers of Light to sweep forth through the atmosphere of Earth. Do you think that some of these things—for instance, what has just been done alone in your city—do you think that would have been possible without those Calls going forth from the Student Body acting in the mental and feeling world of mankind everywhere. It would have been impossible I tell you.

That is how far-reaching is this Mighty Power of these Calls; because after all, My Dear Ones, are you not mental and feeling beings? You express through your physical body, but my goodness, then only a fragmentary part of what acts in your feeling and mental world before the expression goes forth. After all, you can and do express many things in so many words, but there is little effect from it; but you can put forth a dynamic feeling that enters the feeling world of mankind, and it’s almost irreparable damage, for its destruction. On the other hand, you can put forth a joyful feeling of the Truth of This Light, and it will
go forth in the mental and feeling world of mankind and give them the courage and strength on touching This Light, just like a flower unfolding; and then they become permanently anchored.

I say to the Messengers: “Beloved Ones, rejoice with all your Hearts; the broadcasts are a thousand times making up for the lack of attendance at the theatre.” (Applause) Keep on calling, Beloved Students, for your own Temples of Light. I tell you, that two of them will come forth in America sooner than you realize. Keep up that Mighty Call—It is dauntless and nothing can stand before Its achievement. Once you have these two points in America established by which the ever-intensifying Activity of This Light can be established and held uninterrupted—in which there is no other influence—then you will see still a very much greater Activity.

You are bound to have at least two of your own radio stations in America. The Light is bound to bring it. Do not be impatient physically; go right on and on making your powerful determined Calls, and all of a sudden you will find, well, there it is!

Please Beloved Students, do not let the appearance of the conditions in Europe make you feel that there is any retarding process in America. It is true, quite true, that still in America are a network of spies still trying; but they have lost their influence, Oh, so tre-
tremendously. If you were to see in the CIO what has taken place in the past six months, you would go right through the ceiling. (Applause—audience rising) That frightful destructive force that was using that means to try to get its clutches upon the people of America, has lost almost its entire influence; and of course, then will be more and more revealed the nefarious activities that were going on underneath.

Let Me tell you, Dear People of America, you can never pour forth gratitude enough to the Dies Commission for that which they have set into action in America. (Applause) How do you suppose, Dear People, it was that these things came about? Have you not been calling for Ascended Master Friends to be raised up everywhere in America? Well now, because those people were not Students of the Light, yet, they are well informed about It; still they can be Ascended Master Friends raised up, and so it will be, ever-expanding throughout America.

As these things are from time to time revealed, and the people really begin to see the deception that was practiced upon them, then they will begin to understand and be more alert to anything in the future deceiving them; but the greatest deception has been practiced in America by these spies who have gone about so cunningly.

I want to call your attention to one point, and all of
you who saw the *Confessions of a Nazi Spy* saw there the one point, and if you did not catch it in the picture, I call your attention to it. Remember, when the first of their spies were discovered in America, as was indicated there, the Gestapo in Germany said: “Now then, we must change our tactics entirely.” They then began to establish the American Bund in America, in the pretense of the defense of America, to get their claws on the young people as well, and all the time underneath was the Gestapo in Germany.

Now the people, thank God, are beginning to awaken to what that is doing in their midst. Call, call, call, Dear People, for that to be absolutely withdrawn from your America, that it be shattered; for it has been revealed, and will be more and more, what is underneath.

There are many wonderful German people in America who are loyal to America; but the influence of these claws has been terrific, even reaching many people who were not German in America. Therefore, let us awaken, Dear People; make your Calls, knowing the Infinite Power They are, as They go forth to act in the mental and feeling world of mankind, and you will have rendered your service. You will have fulfilled the Law of Life!

Do not let any one come to you and tell you that these things in America are harmless. They are strik-
ing at your very foundation. Dear People, to show you how that arrogance, reaching a certain point, will cause the outer expression to reveal the inner secret motive—when Hitler said to his people, that he would take France and England and then compel them to assist him in taking America—why, such insanity! Don't you see, those individuals are compelled to say with their own lips, the things that reveal the inner motive; but that is childish foolishness.

You know I was an Englishman, and when I am in England I still am; but when I am in America, I am a staunch American. (Applause) There in that Great Octave of Light We know no Nation but the Perfection of Life, and one day all the Earth will know that Perfection of Life. There will be no controversies among the Nations, and then what a paradise Earth will be, in which to live.

You know the old medical theory that when you give a fever time, it will run its course. Well, maybe this is a fever over there, a very destructive fever; but if it has to run its course in order to purify, then maybe after all, that purification may come very quickly. But there is still a greater purification that has been surging to release itself upon mankind, and that is the mighty cataclysmic action. You will never know how the Great Ascended Masters and the Cosmic Beings have withheld that from the Earth so far,
that almost three years ago would have begun to release its force of action upon this Earth.

I call your attention again today, Beloved People, to Siberia, a Nation that was once a semi-tropical land, that within a few hours froze every form, as it stood, into solid ice. The evidence is discovered today by the outer scientific world—mastodons, even horses bridled and saddled for action, with their eyes looking forward to the coming of their masters. That is real, Dear People! Then can any scientist in the outer world tell Me how that came about? No, because no man in the outer world knows; but We have the record which We may read of what took place.

I say to our Beloved Grant, who was just telling the Messenger of an incident with the birds, which occurred in Imperial Valley in California—remember the birds of the air make no mistakes, and when they change their activity you may be sure that Wisdom is acting; and they changed their activity from October to August. This is a considerable change, ladies and gentlemen.

Watch, Oh Beloved People, for the signals that will be given of coming evidences. Don’t look for events, but watch for the signals. Many will be given, and if things begin to occur, be more calm than ever. You know your Beloved Saint Germain’s Statement was very emphatic, that when cataclysmic action began to
take place, the people remaining would jump in the lap of God and stay there. Well, I very much expect that will be the case; then the people whose attention has been drawn away from the Godhead, will suddenly be reminded after all, there is an Intelligence and Power Greater than man, and never forget it, Beloved Students.

Human opinions do not change the Great Law; but remember your Mighty Victory's Fiat for this Earth did change many of the activities of the Law for this Earth in a magnificent manner. Never will mankind be able to pour forth gratitude enough to the Mighty Victory, the Tall Master from Venus, who came once again to render that Mighty Service to this Earth—each fulfilling some part of the Mighty Plan.

Behold! Saint Germain, the Lord of the Violet Ray to this Earth; the Mighty Great Divine Director, the Authority for the Life Streams of mankind; and Beloved Nada, who was instrumental and will be again, in raising civilizations to their height, that wonderful Being whose Wisdom is so great in governmental activities; your Mighty Victory, who issued the Fiat for this Earth, changing the activity of the Laws, and who brought forth from the partial Truth the Full Truth to the understanding of mankind, reversing some of the old laws which had been issued for the deception of mankind, no longer to act; the Goddess of Light,
who has rendered a Service to this Earth few Great Beings have rendered; the Goddess of Justice, recalled from deep within the Great Silence, that the Call of the Student Body of America and the World had caused to return, that Divine Justice might once again be established on this Earth; the Goddess of Purity, who was driven from the Earth by the feelings of mankind in their depravity, has once again been recalled, to wield that Scepter of Power of Purity and re-establish in mankind, the Glory of the Perfection of God, Life in Its Purity and Perfection and manifestation through human form; and your Goddess of Liberty, magnificent beyond words—the Power of the future of America. Since Her Wisdom was great enough to give Washington that Vision, and since the closing of It said in emphatic terms, THAT IF NECESSARY THAT LIGHT AS OF A THOUSAND SUNS WOULD DESCEND INTO THE EARTH, never forget it; and remember, your acceptance and comprehension of that Great Fiat will enable It to come forth more quickly. Why not have It come forth before the episode occurs, instead of afterwards.

That is how your Calls, Beloved Ones, the Godhead embodied, may call into action upon the surface of this Earth and hasten the Activity of Perfection, instead of allowing the destructive activities to first act.

I want to see your cities preserved in America.
Great changes will come in your outer physical structures into greater and greater Perfection; but let the natural Law of Life and Its Action cause that to be done, rather than devastation. Only a few days ago, Saint Germain, with a Group of Us, was looking into some of your industrial activities here. I may not reveal to you what We said, what was determined to be done; but great Transformation must come forth, in simplicity in the perfection of activity. No person will be the loser of anything, or could be, in the coming forth of this greater Perfection; but mankind outwardly does not understand that. They think, "Oh, my dear, I am losing millions of dollars by it." Why? By the more cumbersome machinery and things like that? Well, temporarily; but in its place would come that which would compensate for the loss. You know it would be impossible for Life not to compensate for that which we willingly give, and won't you remember that in your individual life and Call. Life always compensates. If something goes out from you, something, as your Beloved Lotus says, ten times better comes back, and you establish the Law.

Dear People, do you understand when the Messengers are calling for ten times more than the financial supply you require for the moment, don't you see, it is establishing the Law that keeps always on hand that which you require in any emergency? Of course, Life
Itself knows no emergency; but those in limited form do still accept that there are emergencies. As long as that condition exists in the minds of mankind, there must be something to compensate for it and hold the balance.

Now, I would like to go on the rest of the day. You know, Blessed Friends, I feel quite honored to be in your midst with all these distinguished faces. Why do I say that? Oh no, not to flatter you, but because of the Light that is shining through. Dear People, I perhaps see more than you are aware of, but let that Light go on and shine through until your blessed faces become Luminous with the Glory of Its Mighty Dominion in your human forms and worlds of action. Let It go forth with the Full Power and Victory of the Light. I thank you and bless you always. (Applause)
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Precious Ones of the Mighty Saint Germain's Family, thank you for your presence here tonight, thank you for your Love of the Light, thank you for your Desire to be raised into Its Victory forever. And if in My Humble Way, I can do anything to assist you, to make you feel what I felt in the Accomplishment of My Ascension the Way It was attained, I shall be so happy at any moment to send My Feeling to you, that you may anticipate the Experience and live deep within the Love of that Feeling, so We may accomplish the most possible as the Great Cosmic Law permits.

Having once attained the Ascension in the Way which I did, anyone who can feel Me within your Heart, can feel the Feeling I experienced in the Magnificent Victory and Transcendent Way in which it was accomplished for Me. Long years of Love and Desire for That, drew the Power in and around Me, qualified with the Ability to accomplish It. So it is with you, If you desire to do It that Way, without any personal reason, but just because It is the most wonderful, perfect Way to accomplish It, and then to leave
It as an Example for mankind to love to follow, then it is an easy matter, as you dwell upon the Experience to receive the Feeling that was Mine in the Moment and the Hour of My attainment. For I assure you, when you make the Transition from the outer self into the Full Perfection of the Higher Mental Body, it is the most wonderful feeling to accomplish that consciously with Full Determination, knowing every instant the Glory into which you are Ascending and the Blessing to that which you leave.

One of the Secrets which I feel you should know in regard to the Fulfillment of your Desire, if you want to attain your Ascension as I did, is to be continuously aware, sometime each day, of blessing everything in the physical world that has assisted you. Just as if it were a Being, you thank the thing for the Blessing which its existence gave to you. You just thank everything with the Love that frees you from all connection with anything in this World, except your "Beloved I AM Presence" and the Ascended Host. Then you leave the feeling of that wave of Love and Gratitude to everything that you have used; you leave the Blessing that one day will free It from all human qualities imposed upon anything in the World. That is one way of overcoming what the World calls the gravity pull of Earth. I want you to feel, if you will, My Presence in your Heart, as you send your Love to your "Mighty I
AM Presence” and your Call to Me to assist you to enter into Its Eternal Perfection.

My Dear Ones, while the struggle was over a period of more than fifty years in My Search for the Man who could give Me My Ascension, yet in that Experience of fifty years desiring It, was the ever-increasing release of the Expansion of My own Heart’s Flame of Love, that became the Raising Power drawn from the Great Central Sun Magnet, that gave the outer physical form the Assistance to pass directly from what you call the physical atomic structure of this World into the gradual Raising and Vibratory Action of the Love of My Higher Mental Body. I assure you, the Sensation was something, like what you experience when you go up in an elevator, only much more refined and much more enjoyable. There was not one fraction of an instant when I was not completely aware of the Love to all that was down here, and My Love to that which was drawing Me There, and I was passing just clothed in the Love that set Me Free.

I loved to attain That so long—I wanted to attain It so long—and I knew that Love was the Only Way, because you cannot take There anything that is not Love. So, I knew if I were going to attain It, that Love had to be the Purifying Power of the physical body; it had to be all the Vibratory Action of the Love of God,
if I were to attain consciously the Fulfillment of My Desire. So, Beloved Ones, I am going to do something for you all tonight, which I trust you will enjoy and one day appreciate without feeling that I have intruded upon you.

"I AM" GOING TO PLACE THE IMAGE OF MYSELF WITHIN THE LOVE OF YOUR HEART, THAT I MAY ANCHOR WITHIN YOU MY FEELING OF LOVE TO HELP YOU ATTAIN THE ASCENSION AS I DID! (Applause) Thank you, Precious Ones, won't you be seated, please, and just remain so.

Now, you may think, well, we don’t know what you look like. How can we hold the Image? Well, you see, if you just hold the Oval of Light within your Heart, knowing It is My Love, I will be able to convey to you through That more easily, My Actual Feeling of the Raising of the body. That will assist you much more than you realize, to expand the Unfed Flame in your Heart and let Its Love go forth to bless the things that you have used in this World and those you have contacted. So, when enough Love has gone forth to bless everybody and everything that has ever contacted your Life Stream, when enough of That has gone forth, then there are no more pulls so to speak, to the conditions of the outer world that hold any of your energy away from your “Presence.” When the Release comes
from the things that have held you, or the conditions, because you have just poured Love enough upon them to give them Freedom from any connection with you, then the energy of the outer self is free in the Love to the "Presence" to complete the Victory.

I am quite sure that I can make you feel My Love that brought Freedom to Me. I know what I felt when I gave everything else its Freedom by My Love and Blessing to it. I know what that feeling is of just being Free from every bit of struggle in this World. That Love to everything around Me gave Me that Feeling of Freedom; and as soon as I had given complete Freedom, I had My Freedom. It can only come through enough Love to all that you contact in the physical world; and that Love must be the Outpouring of your Higher Mental Body through the outer self, with that Pure Divine Love that just blesses with deep Gratitude everything that God has placed in this World to assist your Life Stream to be Free. So, Love is the Only Way; and since your Love is so great tonight for your Nation and for the Protection of that which is right, and since your Service thus far has been so wonderful, I wanted to offer you the Assistance of My Love to accomplish your Victory as happily as I did Mine.

I can make you feel what it means to love yourself Free from the connection with this World, and to love
yourself into the next World by your Love to your “Presence.” It works both ways. Your Love to everything in this World that has blessed you, and even all that has not, frees you from the connection with the qualities of this World; and your Love to your “Presence” is an Action of the Great Central Sun Magnet that draws you into the Love of your “Presence.” Since your Love to your Nation tonight has been so great, and since your Calls have gone forth, then Love must answer Its own and the Love you have given to save that which is of God within your borders, will always remain within and around you to help you give that same Protection and Freedom to the Life around you, until your “Presence” gives you the same thing.

My Feeling when I saw the Beloved Godfré, and He handed Me that Cup, I shall feel that Thrill and I feel It yet! I shall feel It for Eternity! For in that Moment, there is a record made in the Universe of the Glory that comes only from that “Magnificent I AM Presence” that gives you existence. No one knows how much I loved Him; no one knows how much I love Him; no one knows how deeply you feel the Gratitude for the connection with that Power that attains the Fulfillment of your Desire. That is why My Love was so Great. It took Me some time, even in the Ascended State, to control the Intensity of My Love and Gratitude to Him, because it was a Management of the En-
ergy which had gathered so powerfully during those long years of My Desire. The Mighty Saint Germain and the Great Ones have taught so well the Way, the Means of gaining your Victory.

So, in the Realm to which I went immediately, as I became accustomed to the Use of those Greater Powers of My Freedom, as the Greater Love surges, you still have to hold control of that energy, and I had to sort of practice controlling that before I dared come back into the atmosphere of the Beloved Godfré.

Do you know, My Dear Ones, the Channel through which you receive your Ascension is an Altar of Love that abides with you for all Eternity. You never lose the Love nor the Gratitude nor the Wonder of that Help which comes to you in the Attainment of the Final Moment of your Victory. There is no Compensation! There is no Balance you could ever give in the Universe to those Who help you to your Ascension. The Love is so Great for Eternity, that It ever seeks to spread forth Its Blessings to make others feel that same Love that sets all Free. That is why the Mighty Saint Germain, in His Love to the Master Jesus, is an Honor to Life whenever He passes Him, and that Love and Gratitude ever grows greater for His Great Magnificent Work throughout the World. The Blessed Master Jesus in the Powerful Assistance and Strength which He was to the Earth, in that Vic-
tory of His Attainment, shall forever bless this whole System of Worlds with the Glory of Its Perfection. So it is with you! In the Moment of the Ascension, there comes such Joy if you attain It consciously, without passing through the change called death. There comes such Joy as you will never know, until you begin to use It to bring Joy to others.

That is why tonight, I have anchored the Image of Myself within the Love of your own Heart’s Flame, that I may make you feel again and again the Feeling which was Mine of that Complete Love that is your Attainment. Then it will not be so difficult to pour Love to the World around you, as you feel more often the Mastery and Complete Freedom that is in My Feeling as I attained that Freedom and felt It for the first time. The first time you feel that Complete Release, the Feeling will never fade through Eternity!

So, My fifty years of wandering throughout the World, throughout America, seeking that which fulfilled the Blessing of the Master Who gave Me that Instruction, while it seemed a long strenuous effort, yet it was so little for what I received. All the effort you will ever make toward your Ascension, Beloved Ones, in self-correction and obedience, is such a small thing compared to the Great Thing of attaining the Ascension. So, when you realize, that in letting go of everything here, by pouring your Love and Blessing to
It, you are receiving the Infinite Love and Happiness of Eternity. Nothing will seem difficult; nothing will be a struggle. Everything will be just an opportunity to send forth more of that Love that brings the Moment of such transcendent Joy, as you complete your Victory of your Journey through this World, and you arise consciously within that Ray of Light, whose Love to the Heart of Creation ever raises you to Greater Heights of Perfection. But the Greatest Freedom in the Universe is yours as you bless this World and everything that touched your Life Stream, with the Love that sets you Free. In setting yourself Free, you are loving the substance of this World into the Purity that will one day be Self-luminous, and the Earth Itself becomes Ascended also. So, as you give the Love that cuts you loose from the limitations of this World, you are also giving the Love that helps to raise this World into Its Ascension, as you take your own.

So, as you remember Me, try to keep paramount in your consciousness, THAT I HAVE PLACED WITHIN MY IMAGE, IN THE LOVE OF YOUR HEART, I HAVE PLACED MY FEELING OF MY LOVE TO LIFE; and it will be much easier for you to pour forth love and kindness, where heretofore, perhaps, it has been something of a struggle. So, My Love, in the Image in your Heart of Me,
will be the Assistance to you that enables you to expand your own love more rapidly in that magnificent Service which you have the Privilege to give to Life, because you know This Law consciously. Then, if it becomes necessary, you will have made preparation ahead, whereby the Cosmic Law can draw you unto Its Own Love, because the way is prepared; your love has been sent forth to free the rest of Life; and automatically the Cosmic Law pours back to you your Freedom of Eternity.

So, when you think of Me, try to feel Me Ascending. As that Feeling saturates the energy in and around your physical body and the atmosphere about you—the more you can feel Me and feel that Love which was mine at the Moment of My Ascension—that simply begins to saturate you and your world, and in its natural raising action, one day, helps you to complete the journey of centuries through the distress of this World. It’s wonderful to be able to just draw God’s LOVE into everything that gives Freedom. In giving It to the World, you give It to yourself. It’s the best investment you can ever make! May you know with every fiber of your Being, that as you give the Love of God to the World, you are giving It to yourselves; because, as It frees the World, your “Presence” frees you. So, as I give you My Love and My Feeling
at the Moment of My Ascension, through the Image of Myself into the Energy of your feeling world, I am quite sure you will know that “I AM” Real, “I AM” Tangible, “I AM” Visible and “I AM” Your Friend of Eternity! If I may assist you through My Love to your Final Victory, I shall be your Friend for Eternity! (Applause) Thank you, Precious Ones.

Now, as you go forward, there is nothing strenuous about it. You do not have to sit hours in a day, and do it. You simply feel It, let Its Love expand, and go on about your business. It just becomes like when you turn up a light. If you turn on more current, the Light just gets brighter, and you turn it on again and It gets brighter. So it is, with the raising of the outer self. As you just send your Love to your “Presence,” in recognition of that which you want, and as you ask to feel My Love at the Moment of My Ascension, It will be an expanding Flame, flowing through you to enable you to do likewise. That which man has done, man can do; and, if the Great Cosmic Law permitted My Ascension that Way, why would it not permit yours, if you give the same Love to Life that I did? And I can give you My Feeling of Love at that Moment. As you give that Love to free Life, Life above you gives you Its Love to free you. There is no such thing as failure to the Love that is for Eternity, the Perfection of
God's Great Miracle Life from the Great Central Sun. So, just whenever you think of Me, remember My Love is ever abiding within you.

When you come to Beloved Shasta Springs, when you come near to the locality where I attained My Victory, I assure you, that locality is flooded with My Love, because there I got My Freedom. It's no wonder you love Mount Shasta! It's no wonder you love the Springs! For My Love has ever abided there and ever will abide, to raise all who will understand This Law, as rapidly as possible to attain a like Victory. Because, when you have a wonderful Blessing, you know Love wants to share It with others who will be as happy as I am. So, go forward, and know that My Love in you will make you feel the Love to Life, that enables you one day to enter in consciously to the Love of your "Presence," and then go on into Cosmic Action.

So, may the fulness and awareness of My Love for you ever abide with you, and clothe you in all the Power of that Love you will ever require to attain your Victory, as I did Mine. May We go forward and just bless everything with the Love that purifies and sets Free, until the Giving of Freedom to others has automatically brought your own. May you feel My enfolding Presence, and remember the Image of Myself in you, as My Love to help you, till your Vic-
tory is Complete forever. May you feel It deeply and
give It everywhere, till all stand in Our Octave, the
Journey completed, the World blest with Our Love,
until It is the Sun in Space, that forever loves the Uni-
verse. May My Love abide, and forever bring you to
your Final Attainment.

Thank you so much.
Beloved Ones of My Heart, I welcome you tonight with a Joy that words will never convey, but which My feelings shall reveal to you within yourselves, for your strength and accomplishment of that which you choose to make conscious effort to attain. In entering into the use of the Great Power by which the Ascension is attained, there may seem situations in the outer that apparently would try to discourage you, but remember your own Authority of your “Blessed Mighty I AM Presence” is paramount over all human creation; and tonight I want you to feel that. I want you to use that Authority, with the full Realization that the Sacred Fire from the Great Central Sun in Its dominion upon the Earth is yours to use without limit.

Now, to make your journey more wonderful in every way, and your Victory more certain, I wish you to understand, that as you are definitely concerned with calling forth the Ascension for all mankind the Original Divine Way, sixty percent of that Desire and the Energy which It concentrates into your feeling world, remains in your own Life Stream to be the Ascending Power to help you.
Mankind, bound as they are in the shadows that will not let them understand what the Light holds to bless them, must have Assistance to draw them up and out of those shadows by a Power of Light that they cannot resist. That is the reason for the Descent of the Cosmic Light into the atmosphere of Earth, and into the mental and feeling world of the mass of the people, that there may live again within them the Desire to have the Perfection of God, and the Freedom from the Heart of Creation, that fulfill the Divine Plan to set them Free.

This, I want to assure you, will flood to you everyday from My Heart, and from the Hearts of the Ascended Host that are ready now to release Their Feeling that They experienced at the moment of the Ascension, into the feeling world, into the energy of the mental and feeling world of all mankind. Because, in attaining the Ascension, there must come within the energy of the outer self, the Feeling of levitation, the Feeling of arising, and the Vibratory Action increasing in the flesh structure to the point, where it becomes One with the Vibratory Action of the Higher Mental Body, which is the Christ Consciousness, the Christ Love that you must feel for all that is, before you can enter into the Flame Presence, or the Electronic Body of the "Mighty I AM."

So, those of Us Who have gone the pathway before
you, have already experienced the Feeling of rising from the physical structure of Earth into the Glorifying, Blazing Substance of the Higher Mental Body, which carries a thrill, a joy, a power, that you will never forget in all Eternity! Then, as you enter into the Oneness with the Electronic Body, that Raising Process is so wonderful; It is such Ecstasy; It is such a sense of Freedom, and such Dominion over all the atmosphere around you, that It makes Its Eternal Impression upon your feeling. You never forget the Joy of those Moments when you are arising into your Great Mastery and Almighty Dominion over the energy of the Universe. Since no unascended being can convey That to you, it is imperative that mankind have this Assistance from the Ascended Masters and the Cosmic Beings and the Angelic Host; because, the Ascension cannot be accomplished without That Feeling flooding into and qualifying everything that is the energy and substance of the outer self, with the Feeling of that Love which is Master of Creation, and is the Source from which all Happiness and all Perfection forever pour forth to flood everywhere Its Dominion for Eternity.

While Our Love is so great for you all, and We do have to temper It with Mercy, Beloved Ones, as you turn your attention to Us, so We do not overwhelm you too suddenly; yet, everytime you give Us the op-
portunity, through your attention, to make you feel Our Presence and Our Feeling at the Moment of the Ascension—everytime you do that, you are raised one step nearer into your Victory. So, if you don’t mind, I would like to associate with you very, very often. (Applause) Thank you, Precious Ones, with all My Heart. Won’t you be seated please, and just remain so.

Now if you care to experiment with This Feeling sometime each day, if only for a few moments, as you turn your attention to Me, I think you will be quite conscious of a Peace and an Ease coming into the energy of your feeling world, that will be not only a Sustaining Strength, but will be an Expanding Light and a Raising Power that gradually transmutes the substance of the outer self into the White Fire Body of your Higher Mental Body.

This is the Great Process within Life for raising the substance and the energy of which this World is composed, into the Eternal Activity of the Sacred Fire, that forever expands Its Perfection everywhere throughout the Universe. Therefore, even the tiniest portion of the substance or energy of the physical octave must someday become a Flame in the Ascended Masters’ Octave; and as you draw forth Our Feeling into the physical conditions of the World around you, our Sacred Fire begins to flood your World with the Perfection and the Happiness, that one day makes the
Earth a Sun in space, and all Life upon It, Ascended.

Regardless of anything mankind has created, This of which I speak is the Master Power of Life. It will never fail you, and It is never absent, and no one in the Universe can prevent you having Its Perfection, if you decide within yourself to feel the love to your “I AM Presence” and the Ascended Host, which enables Their Sacred Fire, Our Sacred Fire, to come back into you, carrying into you Our Feeling of Dominion, of Illumination, and of the Miracle Control of all substance, and all energy for which you have called.

Then, My Dear Ones, the matter of the healing of the body, or the healing of the mind, or the illumination of the outer self, is but a continual flow into that energy of the Feeling from Our Great Octave of Life. If you will bring Our Feeling of that Love to Life into this World, just as surely as you call This forth into outer physical conditions, must the Cosmic Law flood you with the Feeling from the Great Central Sun that gives you the Blessings, and the Power and Assistance to express the Fulness of your Mastery.

So, if I may convey to you the Joy of Attainment after long years of search and struggle, I am just as sure, as I am that the Universe exists, that you will accept My Feeling of My Victory and My Love and My Enjoyment of Attainment! And regardless of anything of human creation or limitation, if you will turn
away from it, and DEMAND THE ETERNAL JOY AND VICTORIOUS ATTAINMENT OF THOSE WHO STAND THE MASTER PRESENCE OF THE COSMIC LAW TO THIS WORLD, Their Love and Their Feeling of Complete Dominion comes into the energy of your Life; and you—feeling as They do—manifest as They do, Their Love to this World; and as you give It, you must receive It from Above.

So, Beloved Ones, the Greatest Joy in existence is to call to your "Mighty I AM Presence" to make the outer self feel the Fulness of Its Own Mighty Heart’s Command to Life. As you ask That from your "Presence," and then, ask It from Those of the Ascended Host to Whom your attention might be called at that time, there comes a two-fold stream of That Feeling into the energy of your own outer self, and as That Feeling is built permanently into your outer consciousness, and its energy and substance, It must produce Perfection for you and It must raise the outer world around you into Perfection also. Since, in this Magnificent Gift of Life, which the "Mighty I AM Presence" has bestowed upon the outer self for its use in this physical world, there must come the Attainment of your Victory, then We Who are privileged to assist, continually watch every opportunity when your attention comes to Us, to flood you with Our Feeling.
Now, in the Assistance which I wish to give to you, that as many of you as possible may have the Ascension the same Way I attained Mine, I assure you, I am not going to recall the feeling of My struggle, through the years before My Attainment. That has been consumed! I have replaced it with the feeling of My Joy and Freedom at the Moment of the Ascension. So, any feeling that comes to you from Me, when your attention comes to Me, can never bring back to you anything but the Joy, the Victory, and the Power of My Attainment.

Now then, in sending forth your Call for the Freedom of mankind, there must come the love of forgiveness to that which is of the shadows. Now I do not mean a sympathy with that which is destructive. I mean the Use of this Sacred Fire, with the Command that It go forth into all that causes distress and consumes it from the Universe, and in its place, you leave This Feeling from the Heart of Creation of the Glory and Attainment of the Ascension. Then That becomes an Illuminating, Purifying Activity to the physical structure of Earth, until—like a magnet—it draws off the impurities that have been imposed upon the Beings of the Elements, and the Forces of Nature, and the substance of mankind's bodies. In drawing off that impurity, it changes the appearance of the physical form, and mankind return to the Original Divine Pat-
tern from whence they began their journey upon the Earth. This will solve more problems than you can possibly understand tonight, for It is the Hand of the Sacred Fire from the Great Central Sun that removes from God’s World, and from those Who have journeyed this way, the appearance and the qualities of desecration of the Beauty that was given in the beginning.

So, when My Feeling of Love comes to you, I want you to realize, I shall charge you with the exhilaration and the thrill of Joy that will lift you, day after day, into such Victorious Accomplishment while you yet move in the outer world, that wherever you abide, the Ascended Masters’ Perfection does become a Part of this World because of your joy and anticipation of your Attainment. So, Beloved Ones, let us try this in the next three days. If you want My Exhilaration and Thrill of My Experience in the place of seeming physical weariness, I have the Power to draw off that which is not the joy and miraculous accomplishment of that which you desire to produce before mankind, as the picture of the Joy of fulfilling the Great Divine Plan. I will assist you in every way in this locality to accomplish anything your Hearts desire to do for the raising of mankind and the Earth into the Perfection that should long ago have been established here, as the Great Blessing from the Central Sun.
You may have anything you desire, so long as you bring Ascended Master Perfection into this World for the Ascension of all, including the Earth Itself, in the Fulfillment of the Great Divine Plan. It seems to Me, mankind have traveled the path of struggle and distress, and the shadows, long enough. My Love is Light to the Universe; and so should yours be, in your Call for the Ascension of mankind. The very intensity of your Call will bring a Light within and around you, that will show the rest of mankind the pathway out of distress, and into the Happiness that Mastery alone can give.

So, as Those Who have assisted mankind through the centuries to attain the Ascension through the Retreats of the World, are now pouring Their Feeling of that Ascension into the outer activities of mankind, it is that the distress of the centuries may be compelled to be released and consumed from the Universe, that the Heart in every human being may speak Its command to the Fulfillment of the Great Divine Plan, the Joyous Way out of the human ideas, and into the Feeling of the Love that never produces imperfection.

So, Blessed Ones, whenever you pour your love to mankind, remember to make the Call for the Ascended Masters' Feeling of that Love to go forth to mankind that can never produce imperfection, or unhappiness, or anything in the way of a struggle to Life
anywhere you pass by. I tell you, it is such a thrill of joy to be able to send forth that Sacred Fire of the Love that brings happiness wherever the shadows of distress have unfortunately been created by mankind.

Will you try to awaken to the consciousness that the Great All-Wise, All-Loving, All-Perfect Source of Life, the "Mighty I AM Presence" in the Great Central Sun, never created unhappiness or imperfection in this World. So, since you have had to experience some of it, and certainly want no more, then as you understand what it means to draw the Thrill of the Ascension into the feeling world of yourselves and the rest of mankind, just make the Call, then go on in a perfectly natural, normal way every day. You will find that Thrill and Feeling which We experience, becoming a natural part of your own outer activities, just as the Joyous Assurance of your own Victory attained. The very Intensity of that Love and that Feeling will draw your Ascension into action, not necessarily more quickly, but with the Greater Power that is the Raising Activity to the rest of the Earth. In that way, My Dear Ones, you could raise an entire locality out of the distress, and imperfection, and blight mankind have imposed upon it, and make it become a Glorifying Activity to the Source of Life to all.

If you will only remember how intense My Love was for the Beloved Godfré after those long years of
search, when, again and again, I became discouraged—but only for a time, just perhaps a few moments or an hour. Then, there always arose within Me, the determination to search once again. Where do you think that determination came from? Both My "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Radiation of the Love of that Blessed Master in India, Who told Me to search. That was the Strength of His Love which He gave Me in those words, and That was My power to accomplish.

So, I too can give It to you. I can give you the Thrill of My Feeling at that Moment; and, I can give you the Feeling of that Determination that never wavers, because the Goal must be attained someday, sometime, somewhere by all!

In the meantime, you can draw Perfection into this World, until all understand their obligation to release the Earth from the distress of unfortunate human creation. So, as We go forward, Beloved Ones, who have tread the very ground I walked upon—you who have gazed upon the Mountain that I loved; you who have felt the Peace and the Power in this locality—I ask you to accept right here My Feeling, and Joy, and Raising Activity at the Moment of the Ascension!

The Master Jesus, and the Beloved Godfre, and All Who have attained It, will intensify that Feeling in this locality, as well as in yourselves. Then, when you
DEMAND THAT MANKIND SHALL AWAKEN OUT OF THEIR DISTRESS, AND SHALL FEEL THE LIGHT OF THE APPROACHING DAY OF COSMIC FREEDOM, then in that feeling which you send forth, will they too reach up and become aware of That which is their Goal. It is just as certain of accomplishment as that you exist in this World!

From tonight, and in your Presentation, please know there will be the Host of the Ascension abiding in the atmosphere where you portray the picture, and the action, and the words of Those Who have gone before you. There will stand the Host of Ascended Beings Who will charge the atmosphere of all who behold this which you will present, and that atmosphere will be charged with the Ascended Masters' Exhilaration at the moment of Their Ascension. You may absorb That, and the Earth Itself be filled with Its Light, until the Ascension is the Goal of Happiness for all—consciously determined, deliberately chosen.

With intense power, send forth the Call for the release of mankind from the distress of the centuries. Your privilege is very great—also your obligation and responsibility; but, as you arise and are determined to have the Happiness and the Thrill of Eternal Mastery, will there come always the Assistance to you to attain It.
So, in that which you are privileged to present, will come to you the Greater Power of your own Attainment. Just know, the Love from Our Octave will bring you every good thing you could ever desire, as you go forward and are determined that this World shall become a Sun of Happiness, and mankind—the Legions of the Ascension—to go forth and produce in Cosmic Action that which fulfills the Law of Love.

So, unto your Victory do I commend you tonight; and know that every time you turn to Me, My Feeling and Thrill of My Freedom shall come into you, to abide until you too have become the Fulness of Its Victory. May this whole locality be so charged with that Feeling, that all who ever pass this way will turn to the Light and enter into their Eternal Mastery. Thank you, with all My Love for Eternity.
Beloved Ones of the Mighty Saint Germain’s Family, it is again My Privilege and My Pleasure to take you deeper into the thought and the feeling that is as surely raising mankind, as that individuals exist in this World. I want you to feel tonight, the Great Privilege that is yours—and It is Ours—in awakening mankind once again to the Desire to fulfill the Divine Plan of Life, and to close the door on the distress of the last two and a half million years. Because, in the returning of the World and all upon It, into the Luminosity by which the Purity is maintained and the Accomplishment of the Ascension is again brought forth the Original Divine Way, it is a far greater task than you understand and it requires far greater Release of the Sacred Fire than any individual has any concept of at this time.

In your Desire to attain the Ascension the Original Divine Way, there comes an awakening, just like a Flame passing through the emotional bodies of all mankind. All life in this World, is aware of the Wave of that Light and the passing of that Sacred Fire through the energy of the emotional body and through
the mental body. It is an Awakening again into the Realization of the Great Divine Plan's happy Fulfillment of the Destiny of each Life Stream.

It is not the work of a moment to take mankind out of individuals' human creation of the centuries. But nevertheless, as the Flame in the Heart begins to reach up and desire to fulfill the Design of the Divine Plan of the Higher Mental Body—once that Flame begins to expand—It will surge, and continue to surge with a certain Cosmic Pressure from Our Octave of Life that will eventually bring It to the Fulfillment of Its Cosmic Victory. So, when you desire to attain the Ascension the Original Divine Way, you are doing a great deal more than just lifting yourselves to your Eternal Freedom—you are a Raising Power to all Life, and every time you desire the Divine Way to do a thing, there comes back to you a Release of the Sacred Fire by which your Desire can be fulfilled.

If you will remember Beloved Saint Germain's reference to the Blessed Godfre's Desire to see the Ascended Masters, and that Desire had become so strong that the Cosmic Law had to see It fulfilled in outer manifestation. So it is with you. When a few of mankind begin to desire to fulfill the Great Divine Plan, the Original Divine Way, that Desire—since the feeling world of mankind is one, and the mental world is one—your Desire for what is right ramifies and con-
tinues to flow out into the mental and feeling world of all Life—not only human being’s life, but the life of animals, the plant life, the life of this World. Every Desire that you have for anything constructive goes on and on as a Raising Activity to Life wherever that Vibration Flows.

Therefore, to divinely desire the Fulfillment of the Great Divine Plan, brings always Its Blessing to all the Life in the World. When you begin to desire the Original Divine Way of doing anything, you cannot desire that without the Greater Life beginning to release to you the Greater Wave of the Sacred Fire by which you can accomplish the Fulfillment of your Desire. So, be very careful what you desire! When you understand what you could have by just the great, joyous, loving release of yourselves into the complete Control of your “Mighty I AM Presence” and Higher Mental Body with no thought or desire for anything, except just the Awareness of Its Presence, filling you and your world with what It desires for you, you would have so much, infinitely more of Perfection than you could ever imagine in your wildest use of your imagination.

Now I speak from experience, because in those long years of My Experience in searching for the Man that could help Me to My Ascension, you have no idea what the Intensity of My Feeling built and what
Power it accumulated, until the Final Moment of My Victory; and that Desire—the Energy I concentrated in that Desire—was the Raising Power that helped Me to the Fulfillment of My Desire.

So it is with you; so it is with all Life. When you desire That which is of God and continue to desire It, the very Intensity of your Desire draws back into you and your world the Power to fulfill It. So, never feel discouraged, never feel that any earnest effort is wasted, for it is not. Anything constructive will always raise all Life, substance and energy into something that is better.

While destructive forces, through their evil, seek always to desecrate and destroy That which is of God; yet, My Dear Ones, in their desire to do that, they shut off all ways and means by which they could have help, until they desire God! I want you to see what this means to Life Streams that come and go in embodiment, with no thought at all of the Fulfillment of the Great Divine Plan. They are pushed here and there, like a boat on the ocean, without pilot or rudder—battered here and battered there—until the human stubbornness goes down, and allows the Desire of the Higher Mental Body to come into the energy of the outer self, and release Its Power to raise the outer self into the Greater Perfection that is the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan.
Then, I want you to see, and I want to show you what it means to call forth the Love of the Sacred Fire into yourselves; and then, pour that Love of the Sacred Fire to everything in the outer world. That Sacred Fire Love is the Disconnecting Power that makes every discord disconnect from you and your world and drop away of its own weight. You will never realize, until you're completely Ascended—did you get that? I said, COMPLETELY ASCENDED! Do you realize you’re partly ascended now? (Applause) Thank you.

The reason I said that was because your Mighty Saint Germain said to you: ONCE YOU BECOME AWARE OF YOUR "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE," AND YOU BEGIN TO CALL IT INTO ACTION AND RECOGNIZE YOUR ASCENSION, YOUR ASCENSION HAS BEGUN! Once you become aware of what you can do to free yourselves, by calling the Love of the Sacred Fire into yourselves and into outer world conditions, how you free yourselves, you will never realize how important it is, until you are completely in Our Octave forever. But, I am come to remind you; and to try to make you feel the Power that you have all the time, to keep calling forth the Great Central Sun’s Sacred Fire Love into everything of the outer world, that just lifts it by the very Intensity of the Flame.

So, Blessed Ones, be not discouraged when you look
at the outer world. It is changing; perhaps not as rapidly as all would like—but I assure you, the Light in Its Cosmic Action is expanding! There has not for centuries—in any age—ever been released into the outer world, the Desire and the Calls for the Sacred Fire from the Central Sun that you Blessed “I AM” Students have poured forth in this “I AM” Activity through the years! Not in the entire history of the Earth has that much Desire gone forth in a Call to the Heart of the Central Sun, for the Release of the Sacred Fire for the Ascension of all! So, It is raising you far more rapidly than you understand; and It goes on in Its Raising Activity to the Earth. When It reaches a certain Point, I assure you, the people will awaken—just as certainly as they exist. When the Sacred Fire appears, they will either understand It and love It, or they will bow and give Obedience, until the evil in them is consumed. For there is no escape for evil! Evil must be annihilated! Therefore, when you desire these Magnificent Activities of the Sacred Fire to come into yourselves and do these things that produce Greater Perfection, and bring about that change harmoniously, you are establishing a Permanent Raising Force into the structure of Earth Itself.

So, Blessed Ones, when I said that I blessed everything at the Moment of My Ascension—everything that had ever touched My Life Stream, while it was
harmonious or otherwise—I just blessed it with the Sacred Fire and let it go. Oh, you will never know how much pressure you struggle under until you are Free from it. When it completely lets go, you will experience a Joy, a Relief, an Ecstasy of that World of Love which is God’s Heart, and was the Original Way you were always intended to enjoy.

The Original Divine Plan of embodiment never contained the struggle through which you have passed, never! There have been Planets and Systems of Suns that have come forth and fulfilled the Great Glorifying Plan of the Universe, and not one shadow of distress or discord ever touched those Manifestations. So is it going to be in this World; except, as We close the door on the hordes of human creation, We also will close the door on the memory of the discord—for God’s Universe never included a plan of discordant manifestation.

So, in order to be Free from the discord, you must at all times CALL THE GREAT CENTRAL SUN’S SACRED FIRE LOVE IN AND AROUND YOURSELVES AS A RAISING POWER TO TAKE YOU OUT OF THE DISTRESS, TO DISCONNECT YOU FROM ITS SUBSTANCE. Then, as you gain your Freedom, that Sacred Fire goes on and on into that substance and energy and continues to purify it, until it is re-
turned to its Original Purity. So, no matter what you do in the Use of the Sacred Fire of the Great Central Sun’s Love, you bless yourselves, you bless all Life, you bless the World, you raise all that you contact, and whatever you do—by that Use of the Sacred Fire—is permanently done!

When you see how much the World needs that Love from the Central Sun, you will not miss an opportunity to call the Great Central Sun’s Sacred Fire Love of Cosmic Control into the physical conditions of this World to control them until they are purified, re-balanced and set into action to fulfill the Great Divine Plan. So, Blessed Ones, I hope, as I make you feel the Freeing Power of the Sacred Fire—I hope you will use It daily in and around yourselves, that you may feel the Release from the pressure, and the strain, and the struggle of the conditions of the outer world; and while yet unascended, you may have a very great deal of this sense of lightness and freedom from connection with the destructive forces, until they are completely removed.

As you go on in the Full Realization of how the Great Central Sun’s Sacred Fire Love can transmute conditions and close out that which creates discord, when you begin to see It work, when you begin to feel the relief, then you will understand what I mean; and if it takes too long, I will come and visit more often to
remind you of it! (Applause) Thank you so much, Precious Ones. Won't you be seated please.

When you begin to realize the Power in the Great Central Sun's Sacred Fire Love, once you begin to experiment with It to correct conditions that have opposed you—once you become aware of how It can transmute those conditions—you will not forget to use It. I tell you this night, if with your fierce determination you turn to your "Mighty I AM Presence," and say to It: "MY 'BELOVED I AM PRESENCE' AND THE ASCENDED HOST, FREE ME FROM EVERYTHING THAT IS NOT THE GREAT CENTRAL SUN'S LOVE OF THE SACRED FIRE, THAT IS MASTER OF ALL! FREE ME FROM ALL ELSE AND MAKE ME THY SUN PRESENCE!" I tell you, tons of struggle can drop away from you overnight! If you will experiment, you will miss the tons of pressure.

You do not know yet what Power you have to free yourselves, by simply pouring to Life everywhere the Great Central Sun's Love of the Sacred Fire; because That is the Love from the Heart of the Central Sun that does all things well, and does not produce discord anywhere. If discord exists, It dissolves it; but It goes on Its way with a Freedom that brings Joy to Life forever. So, Blessed Ones, I hope you will experiment with this of just blessing Life everywhere, with the
Great Central Sun's Love of the Sacred Fire, and go on your way.

Tonight, if you could replace all resentment, all criticism, condemnation or blame, and all rebellion against conditions, with just the constant Call for the Great Central Sun's Love of the Sacred Fire—just let It go forth into outer conditions; be unconcerned as to when they change—you would find them changing very much more rapidly than otherwise would be. You can even CALL THIS FORTH AS A MANTLE ABOUT YOU, TO KEEP AWAY THE PRESSURE OF OUTER WORLD DISCORD AND THE IMPERFECTION THAT HAS BEEN GENERATED BY MANKIND.

I tell you the only comfortable place to live—when all is said and done, when you've experienced everything that has ever taken place in this World—the only real comfortable place to live—permanently—is the Sacred Fire's Great Central Sun's Love. When you call forth the Love of the Great Central Sun's Sacred Fire as your home, your business, your world, your atmosphere, everything you do, and continue to do that, It will reveal Itself. I will need to say no more. It will unfold within and around you; It will reveal what It can do; and the Powerhouse of the Universe will have come to abide with you. So, go forward, and experiment with It tonight. I'm not giving you any ad-
vice; I'm just offering you an opportunity! (Applause) Thank you, Precious Ones. If you remain standing just a moment, I have just this to say: If you want Freedom enough, you will do This from tonight; and if you do It, your Freedom will come very, very quickly.

So, I enfold you in My Feeling of what the Freedom is that comes with that Love of the Sacred Fire. May It be a Mantle about you, to forever release you from the pressure of all in this World that is not the Great Central Sun's Love of the Sacred Fire of your Eternal Freedom that lifts you unto your Ascension as you have called. Accept It tonight; go forward and use It; and be free from the distress of the outer world, till that Hour when you come to Us for Eternity, and no pressure can ever touch your Life Stream again. Thank you, with all My Heart's Love for your presence here tonight. Good night! Won't you be seated, please.
Beloved Ones of the Light, I trust I may bring to you this hour, more of the Power of Our Love from the Ascended Masters’ Octave of Life. I wish you to feel how important it is for you to recognize the Ascension as an Action of Life, not only within your own Life Stream, to raise you into the Eternal Perfection of the Great Divine Plan’s Fulfillment—not only that—but to recognize the Ascension as the Great Raising Power from the Great Central Sun, to raise everything where you pass by into something better, and greater, and more magnificent in Its Glorifying Activity to the Greater Life that has placed It here.

In the Attainment of the Ascension, it is not just the concern of your own Life Stream which should be considered by the outer self—it is the awareness of your affecting presence upon all Life that you contact; because, as you call for your own Ascension, your very Desire to rise into the Ascended Masters’ Octave is an Activity of the Great Central Sun Magnet that, through Radiation, goes forth into the feeling of all Life around you. That Feeling, as It touches other Life Streams, and even the Powers of Nature and
Forces of the Elements, is a Raising, Expanding Power of Perfection.

It is the Way that you can give back to Life, as you take your own Ascension, something of the Great Love of the Universe for the Blessings that the Life in this World have given you as you took embodiment here, and used the substance and the Blessings of this World to draw forth the Powers of your own Life Streams, to exert your Mastery, and rise into the Eternal Perfection of the Divine Plan fulfilled that makes you Master everywhere you go through Infinite Space.

Each one's individual Ascension is a Raising Activity to the whole World! It's a Raising Activity to the Powers of Nature and Forces of the Elements! It's a Raising Activity to every particle of Life that you contact!

So every thought, feeling, spoken word, and act that you send forth qualified with the Desire for the Ascension, the Sacred Fire's Love that gives you your Ascension, and the Use of the Ascended Masters' Consciousness to help you attain the Ascension, everything you send forth is a Raising Activity to some other part of Life. That is why each one can be of such Tremendous Power in his or her effect upon the rest of Life; and that is true of everything that is constructive, everywhere in this World or any other.
Whatever you call forth into manifestation that is constructive, it is always—if left undisturbed by discord—it is always a Raising Activity to all the rest of Life that it contacts!

Now this is the Master Power of the Great Central Sun Magnet! If people understood how much of that Power the outer self could have to use in outer world activities, to raise every other part of Life into something better than it is now experiencing, the individual who is willing to do that, would forever keep receiving Greater and Greater Blessings from the Ascended Masters’ Octave.

You cannot use your own Life to pour forth the desire, the feeling, and the Blessing to some other part of Life, to raise it to something better, without the Greater Life above you pouring into you something that will raise you into something better!

So, whatever you give to Life that is constructive, the Greater Life will give to you in Greater Abundance, Greater Power, and Greater Protection! Now, this is the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan! It is the Ascended Masters’ Way to live Life; and if you will notice, *everything that is concerned with your Ascension is a giving out of the Perfection of your own Life to the Life around you!*

Therefore, *the Ascension can only be attained by unselfishness, by the action of giving out a force that*
raises the rest of Life! Then the Greater Force and Power from the Ascended Masters' Octave come into the individual, to raise the outer self into the Greater Perfection of the Ascended Masters' Octave.

Now, it is only because mankind's selfishness of holding things to the outer self, and the outer feeling has been concerned just with the outer self, that it has closed the door to the awareness of the Purpose of physical embodiment! It is only because of that selfishness that mankind has forgotten that the Attainment of the Ascension is the Purpose of physical embodiment!

I hope, with your assistance, to awaken the people to a Realization of, not only the possibility of attaining the Ascension, but the necessity of mankind understanding that It is the Divine Plan fulfilled, and It is the Law that is one day going to compel It in the physical world; and you can be a part of Its Fulfillment! (Applause) Thank you so much, Precious Ones! Won't you be seated please, and just remain so.

THE BELOVED MASTER JESUS CAME TO GIVE THE PROOF OF THE ASCENSION; and yet, mankind does not accept that It is the Duty, and the Obligation, the Destiny of every Life Stream's use of Life in this World.

Therefore, when mankind sleeps in the senses, in the selfishness of human feeling, there must come again the Awakening Force from one or more of the
Ascended Host, to move into outer physical conditions the Awareness of the Purpose of Life, and then the Explanation of how It is attained, and then mankind must give Obedience or suffer until the Obedience is given!

It is with very Great Joy that We contemplate the Student Body throughout the World who have accepted and understand that the Ascension is the Purpose of your experience in this World! When We see this many people accepting the Ascension as the Purpose of physical embodiment, We not only offer every possible Assistance through Our Love, but We try to expand into the consciousness of individuals that you meet, sometimes just through your Radiation, the Awakening Power that will pour into other Life Streams the Desire to attain the Ascension also!

Therefore, your influence is not only upon individuals. Your Desire for the Ascension, your Understanding of how to attain It, goes forth into the mental and feeling world of all mankind, and must, someday, bring to the outer intellect the Conscious Understanding that It is the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan, and the outer self is obligated to, one day, gain its Freedom that Way!

This is very far reaching—and the Beloved Saint Germain, bless Him for Eternity for all that He has done, and every effort He has made to bring This to the consciousness of the people, that by their accept-
ance of It, their suffering may cease—because suffering never will cease, until individuals understand that the Ascension must be attained somewhere, and every experience in this World should lead one to the Attainment of that Victory!

Here is the Beloved Mighty Victory, offering all the Love from the Beings on Venus to the people of this World, to awaken in them the Desire for the Ascension, the Desire to become an Ascended Being, the Desire to master discord, and evil, and limitation in this World.

When you realize the amount of Love Life has bestowed upon the people of this World—age, after age, after age, civilization, after civilization, to bless mankind with these Greater Blessings from the Ascended Masters’ Octave, in order that the Divine Plan may be fulfilled by which the Earth Itself may become Ascended as a Sun—when you realize how much Love Life has released to the Life in this World to attain That, only then will you understand just what the Sacred Love of the Sacred Fire means to the Universe!

Unascended beings will not know and cannot know, till they become Ascended, what terrific effort the Great Cosmic Law has released through individuals, civilization after civilization, to build Blessings in this World, to raise mankind’s Desire to attain the Ascension.

Unascended beings haven’t the slightest concept of
the amount of energy they have used in the experience of one embodiment after another, that have not only not attained the Ascension, but have deliberately created conditions that prevent the Ascension. Therefore, you Blessed people, who are awakened to This, are blessed beyond any words to explain! You cannot realize yet how great is the Gift that has been given to you, until you see It from the Ascended Masters' Octave, and you will look back and you will wonder, how could any part of Life be held in the shadows that long, and endure suffering that long, when Love is ready to release the Assistance to the Ascension!

If you do not realize how great the Love of Life is, recall often, through your intellect, the feeling of what it means to Life, what the Freedom of Life is in the Victory of the Ascension. When that Blessed Being said in the early days of This Instruction: “Give Me a little bootblack off of the street, and if he will give Me Obedience, I will give him his Ascension in three years!”

Now, after hundreds and thousands of embodiments in which you did not gain the Ascension—in which you suffered tragedy, and distress, and limitation, and destruction—yet, in three years, the door to that can be closed for Eternity, and all It takes is cooperation with Love! All It takes is the cooperation with the Love of that Great Being Who has offered It!
Because, every Ascension is only accomplished by the Love of some one or more Ascended Beings; because It takes the Power of the Ascended Masters' Octave, the Ascended Masters' Love, to be the Force that raises the outer self into the Ascended Masters' Perfection!

Just think how Great the Sacred Love of the Sacred Fire is! When, after hundreds and thousands of embodiments, in which only the Great Law knows what has been created, all of that can be dissolved, consumed, removed from the Universe, so it never touches Life again; and just the Love from the "Presence" and the Assisting Master, and the obedience of the feeling of the outer self to that Love, takes the individual out of the centuries of miscreation in this World!

You cannot comprehend how Great that Love is till you become It; and then you realize that It is the Law of all Systems of Worlds, It is the Law of all Creation! It is the Law of all Peace, and Mastery, and Ever-Expanding Use of all that is in Infinite Space, and only Happiness—no discord—can ever touch It.

It is well to contemplate what the Sacred Love of the Sacred Fire is, can do for you, and also, it is well to realize what It has done for mankind age after age after age. So, when the shadows gather in outer world conditions, by the selfishness and destruction of mankind's unfortunate human creation, TURN BACK
TO YOUR "BELOVED I AM PRESENCE," AND TO THE ASCENDED HOST, AND TO THE SACRED FIRE'S LOVE, AND CALL WITH ALL YOU ARE AND HAVE FOR ALL THAT THE ASCENDED MASTERS KNOW THAT MEANS TO LIFE TO COME IN AND AROUND YOU, RENDER ITS SERVICE, AWAKEN THE REST OF LIFE OUT OF ITS DISTRESS, AND PERFORM FOR YOU THE SERVICE THAT GIVES YOU ETERNAL FREEDOM!

Blessed Ones, until you are Ascended, you never can know what Gratitude is, till you are Free from the limitations through which you have passed in this World. So, whenever you think of the outer world's chaos, more than ever, turn back to your "Beloved I AM Presence," and CALL FORTH WHATEVER COSMIC SACRED FIRE AWAKENING IS NECESSARY, TO BLAZE THROUGH THE WORLD FOREVER THE ANNIHILATION OF EVERYTHING THAT IS NOT THE LOVE OF THE ASCENDED HOST THAT SETS LIFE FREE! Because Life cannot be Free without Our Ascended Master Love—It never was set Free without Our Ascended Master Love, and never will be!

This World needs the Sacred Fire Love of the Ascended Masters' Octave, and that's the only thing
that can ever give the Ascension! It's the only thing that will ever produce Peace! It is the only thing that is Eternal, Invincible Creation of Perfection, forever expanding as a Raising Power to every bit of manifestation everywhere for all Eternity!

Whenever the outer world weighs heavily upon you, turn away from it and calling to your "Beloved I AM Presence" and to Us, but sending your Love to your "Presence" first, ASK FOR YOUR "PRESENCE" AND THE ASCENDED MASTERS' SACRED FIRE AWAKENING CONSCIOUSNESS, AND SACRED FIRE LOVE TO COME IN, THROUGH, AND AROUND YOU, AND PREVENT THE EXISTENCE OF ANYTHING ELSE IN YOUR BEING AND WORLD, NOW AND FOREVER. As you gain even a small momentum of This, your experience will be so astounding, the Miracles will bless you so greatly, your Victory will be so Invincible, and your Boundless Supply so Ever-Expanding, that you will realize that to live any other way of Life is but the foolishness of the human!

So, if you want to dissolve and consume the human creation, FILL YOURSELVES WITH YOUR "BELOVED I AM PRESENCE" AND THE ASCENDED MASTERS' SACRED FIRE AWAKENING CONSCIOUSNESS OF ALL THAT THE ASCENSION MEANS TO LIFE,
TO YOU, TO THE LIFE AROUND YOU, TO THE UNIVERSE EVERYWHERE; and try to become One with the Love that is so Great that It only produces Perfection, everywhere, forever expanding, and never contains discord again, never!

The Sacred Love of the Sacred Fire never produced discord and never will. So, until mankind is ready to come within the Heart of Love and live there, Peace does not come, and will not come, and has not come in the past!

There is only One Place from whence Peace comes, and that's the Sacred Love of the Sacred Fire from the "Beloved I AM Presence" and the Ascended Host. From the Ascended Masters' Octave alone comes the only Peace in all Infinity, and all Eternity!

So, when you want Peace, TURN BACK TO THE "BELOVED I AM PRESENCE" AND THE ASCENDED HOST, AND ASK FOR THE SACRED FIRE'S LOVE OF THE AWAKENING CONSCIOUSNESS THAT RAISES ALL INTO THE ASCENSION; and you have no idea what Miracles can be produced. You have no idea what Power you can have. You have no idea what Protection It will be.

If the Great Cosmic Law, through the Love of the Beloved Master Saint Germain, or any Ascended Being, is willing to raise a little bootblack off the
street into the Ascension in three years, surely, there is some Love in the Universe that will raise you too; and "I AM" that Love! (Applause) Thank you so much!

Try to remember that whenever you call to Us for anything, whatever Our Love gives to you is a Raising Consciousness to raise you out of distress, out of limitation, out of everything that is not Our Love, and Our Mastery over all Creation!

Go forward, and remember, there are Angels of the Ascension, Whose Love is indescribable in words, but Whose Raising Power of that Love is forever the Control of all wherever you abide.

So, I commend you to your close association with Them! I commend you to your Call to Them, that They may raise others you contact, as well as yourselves, so all may go forward to the Victory of the Ascension, and that Ascension is what? Just letting go of the distress and the limitations you have had in this World. So, it shouldn't be so hard; it shouldn't be difficult; it shouldn't be feared; and certainly, it needs to be understood!

When you CALL THE SACRED FIRE'S LOVE OF THE A WAKENING CONSCIOUSNESS FROM THE ASCENDED MASTERS' OCTAVE INTO ALL THAT LIVES IN THIS WORLD, you are giving the Eternal Love of Immortal Perfection of Mastery over discord, and therefore, the Im-
mortal Purity of Freedom, and Peace, and Victory for Eternity.

I commend you to It by the Love which it is My privilege to use, to bestow, and which I am pouring into this World with your assistance, to help the rest of Life become that which We are.

So, unto that Divine Purpose, to that Great Joy, to that Mighty Victory do I pour My Love, that I may help to raise you to that Freedom which "I AM." Then again, as you turn to pour your Love to the rest of Life, will you find Illumination taking the place of the shadows of Earth, and the Happiness, and the Music—the "I AM" Miracle Music of the Spheres—will forever replace the cry of human distress!

I invite you to come into My Heart's World in the Song of the Sacred Fire's Love, which is Immortal Peace! May you become Its Sun Presence to the Earth, and walk with Us everyday, and pour forth the Sacred Fire Love that produces It for Eternity! Thank you with all My Heart!
Beloved Ones of the Mighty Saint Germain’s Family, I wish to give you some of the Feeling that We have from the Ascended Masters’ Octave, that will stay with you for Eternity and will, at all times, bring in, through, and around you more and more of Its Eternal Perfection!

I wish to show you what an Outpouring of Love from your “Beloved I AM Presence” and the Ascended Host can do everywhere in the physical world, if people would only use It, and try to understand just how Powerful It is!

This which I am going to call to your attention, tonight, is concerning Healing! If you could see, for one moment—just a second—what is the effect in the cellular structure of your body, when just one Wave of Love comes from an Ascended Being in, through, and around you, to fill you with whatever is required to either heal the outer self, or to purify it, or harmonize it, or protect it, or to help it expand the Light from the “Mighty I AM Presence” in Its producing of the Victory in the physical octave of anything and everything that is constructive, with which you are concerned in daily activity!
Could you understand and see, just once, what the effect is in every cell of your body, when just one Wave of Love comes from an Ascended Being, you would see the Point of Light in every cell expand—you would see the Beings of the Elements within you expand the Light, and harmonize very quickly. More than that, you would see pass off and be consumed, the rates of vibration that have been the discord within the emotional body, or the etheric body, or the physical structure itself, or the mental body—the outer intellectual consciousness!

When you watch this from an Inner Standpoint and see how easily, how quickly, and how happily the Wave of Love from an Ascended Master’s Heart passes through the physical flesh structure of the outer self, and can dissolve and consume the shadows that caused distress, you would use this all the time to solve every problem you have! You would use It all the time in every physical thing in the physical world, because It is the Master Presence, the Master Control of all the energy in the physical world; and all energy that is not manifesting Harmony, or Love, or Perfection to the outer self, is some shadow. It is some vibration that is not letting the Light release, so that the Feeling of Love from the Higher Mental Body can be the only Feeling in the emotional body of the outer self.

But when you CALL AN ASCENDED MASTER’S HEART FLAME’S LOVE INTO YOUR-
SELVES AND THROUGH YOURSELVES, OR YOU JUST CALL THE ASCENDED MASTER’S HEART FLAME OF LOVE TO SOLVE THIS PROBLEM OR THAT PROBLEM, OR ANYTHING, TO CONTROL CONDITIONS IN WHICH YOU MUST MOVE, if you could watch This at the Inner Level, just once, you would be the most grateful people on Earth!

Tonight, I trust I may make clear to you what Happiness that Wave of Love—which is always Luminosity—brings to the Powers of Nature and Forces of the Elements, as you watch It pass through the Beings Who create the Blessings that the Powers of Nature and Forces of the Elements give you all the time, and by which you are able to survive, or move, and have an embodiment in the physical world to accomplish the Victory of your Ascension!

Now, when We come to the Attainment of the Ascension, every bit of Purification that has to take place in the physical body at the moment of the Ascension, has to take place by an Ascended Master’s Purifying Love, a Flame from the Heart of the Ascended Master Who is assisting!

The Beloved Divine Director, Beloved Jesus, Beloved Godfre, the Mighty Saint Germain, and Blessed Victory, and every Ascended Master Who gives Assistance at the moment of the Ascension, stands, and expands, and pours the Flame of Love from that
Ascended Master's Heart, right through the atomic structure, until the etheric body and emotional bodies are purified and drawn up and into the Higher Mental Body! At the same time, the Higher Mental Body is pouring Its own Love and Light into the outer substance that is being raised into the Ascension.

So, when you think of solving your problems by using the Ascended Masters' Love, will you always remember that It brings a Light into the atmosphere in which you move. It brings a Light into the condition; and then, whatever the problem is to be solved, you will find the Purifying Love from the Ascended Master's Body is what passes the Vibration through the condition, and dissolves and consumes every vibration that causes discord!

Therefore, when you call forth the Ascended Master's Heart Flame's Love to solve any problem in the physical world, try to remember, the Beings of the Elements rejoice more than you can realize, when destructive frequencies of vibration are dissolved and consumed, and the Love from the Ascended Master enfolds the Light in the Being that is creating a Blessing to the Powers of Nature for which mankind is constantly calling, and which mankind must have and use in order to embody in this World, and create a body through which the Ascension can be attained!

If the people of the World would only learn to use the Love We Offer, the Love that is Light, the Love
that is Peace, and the Ascended Masters' Love, that is Power Unlimited and Indestructible! Human experience in this World would be dissolved and consumed, and every bit of discord be replaced by the Perfection that is the Ascended Masters' Way of Life for Eternity!

So it doesn't matter what is the cause of discord in the outer world—nothing is really important, except how much Sacred Fire Love you pour into this World, you pour in and around yourselves, how much you draw forth to be the world in which you live, until your Ascension is complete!

It doesn't make any difference how much is needed in the physical world, there's infinitely more in the Ascended Masters' Octave than all the energy and substance in this World put together!

I trust I shall make this plain to you tonight, in a way that makes you realize what a very Tangible, Powerful, ever present Blessing that Life has always offered, and is always in existence, and can always be used in physical conditions, when you call the Ascended Masters' Sacred Fire Love into any condition in the physical world that needs purifying, or removing, and—in order to set Life Streams Free—must be consumed, if Freedom is to come; and Freedom cannot come from anywhere, except the Ascended Masters' Sacred Fire Love!

The Love in the "Mighty I AM Presence," and the
Electronic Body and Higher Mental Body is Ascended Master Love, because It has never been anything else! Never has anything else ever existed in the Electronic Body or the Higher Mental Body, but the Invincible, Eternal Sacred Fire Love from the Great Central Sun, which is One with the Heart Flames of Love in the Hearts of the Ascended Masters!

If you can understand what a Miracle Power this is, to form the habit of using It in everyday affairs to do everything for you that you want to have done, to give Greater Harmony, or Greater Happiness, or to solve your problems—if you would only try this out, and use It on everything—there is no thing where you can’t use It—you would avoid everything that is of distress!

The Ascended Masters’ Heart Flame of Sacred Fire Love is Eternal. It’s Indestructible Victory, and Indestructible Purity, and Indestructible Love, for which you have been calling!

Therefore, to fill yourselves with It, feel yourselves clothed in It, call It forth into all conditions of the physical world—whether they affect you or not, is not important. There is only one thing important—this is bringing the Perfection, which the Ascended Masters’ Sacred Fire Love is, into the physical conditions of this World, that mankind’s suffering may cease!
frightful human creation, except the Sacred Fire Love of the Ascended Masters, which is Indestructible Purity!

So when you call forth these Great Cosmic Powers of the Sacred Fire into physical conditions to purify them, They are, at all times, the Heart Flame of Life, the Heart Flame of Love of some Life Streams, the Cosmic Beings and the Sacred Fire, which the Angelic Host direct into the physical atmosphere of Earth, which the Cosmic Beings Direct, which all Ascended Masters direct, and which the Cosmic Law of the Great Central Sun is constantly pouring forth—that Heart Flame of Love from the Heart of the Great Central Sun; and It can never produce discord, never did, and never will!

You have an Infallible Concentration of Cosmic Power to use in the physical world, with which there is no contest! You can have It without limit—there isn't a condition in existence that It cannot perfect! There isn't a thing that is needed in the physical world to purify it, to hold balance, and to bring into outer manifestation the substance and the things necessary to fulfill the Great Divine Plan—there isn't anything in existence that That Ascended Master Sacred Fire Love cannot produce!

When, previous to the Attainment of the Ascension, the little Beings within the cells of your own bodies
begin to feel that Purifying Love illumine the flesh, and remove the vibrations that are the discord and limitations of the flesh body—could you see the Happiness that That Love produces in every cell of your body! I hope, some day, this can be held before mankind and picturized, so mankind can see some of these Inner Activities of the Magnificent, Magical Powers of the "Beloved I AM Presence" and the Ascended Host, these Magnificent Master Powers of the "Beloved I AM Presence" and the Ascended Masters' Octave, and these Great Cosmic Powers that come from Great Systems of Worlds, to pour what you call Light to a System of Worlds. Try to realize, the very Light that is coming to this Earth, that is the Life that is being given to the Earth, is the Life that Love gives!

That Light and Life, which comes from your Physical Sun—whether mankind accepts It or not, good or otherwise—the Gift is the Gift of Life's Love; and Life is constantly giving into manifestation the Love by which mankind can have Perfection, and can have Permanent Peace and Harmony, can have Mastery over the manifestations which are brought into outer existence for mankind's use!

When, after long years of searching, as was My Experience, that Love developed—which the Master Who came to Me in India and told Me what to do to gain the Ascension—I knew that only Love could find
the One who could help Me; and only Love could raise Me into the Victory of the Ascension! Only Love sustained Me, all through those years, when I sought everywhere for the Man with the Crystal Cup, who could help Me to the Ascension; and Love finally rewarded Me for My Search. Now, that Love, which raised Me into My Eternal Freedom, I give without limit to you! May It do for you what It did for Me! May It enable you to use It to help your Loved Ones, to help all life everywhere you go to be set Free from the distress that that which is not Love has imposed upon Life, to create limitation and destruction!

There is only One Thing that can stop war on this Earth, and That is the Sacred Fire from the Ascended Masters’ Octave. That Sacred Fire is Love and Love’s Purity from Cosmic Realms of this System of Worlds, who pour constantly to the Earth the Blessings of Life to manifest Perfection by which mankind can draw forth the Master Powers of Life, and, producing Perfection in manifestation to bring Happiness to the rest of Life, gain the Ascension in the drawing forth of the Master Powers from the “Mighty I AM Presence” and the Ascended Host!

If you will realize the Master Powers of Life are the Master Powers of that Sacred Fire Love, there is nothing else important! What is there in the outer world that can compare with that Sacred Fire Love,
which is not only Eternal, but is ever manifesting Greater and Greater Perfection, to bring Greater Happiness to Life, to consume everything that is not Happiness, and to let mankind go forward to the Great Magnificent Use of all the Master Powers that Life contains, that the Great Cosmic Beings contain, and Who are always giving more and more of that Sacred Fire Love into outer physical conditions, until this World becomes the Ascended Masters' Octave. Then, never again can any vibration of discord ever be created by Life in the Ascended Masters' Octave!

If you are to be through with distress, limitations, suffering, and the unhappiness that has been created in this World, you might just as well make up your mind—there is no way but One Way! There is no power but One Power to use! There is nothing existing anywhere in the Universe that is comparable to the Sacred Fire Love from both your "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Ascended Host; and, It is the Eternal Freedom from everything that is of limitation or distress! Won't you let go of your limitations tonight? (Applause) Thank you, Precious Ones! Won't you be seated please, and just remain so.

Won't you help Us, when you think of the atmosphere in which you move—and sometimes, it's unpleasant—won't you help Us to CALL FORTH THE SACRED FIRE'S PURIFYING LOVE OF
SUCH INDESTRUCTIBLE VICTORY INTO THE ATMOSPHERE, WHEREVER YOU ABIDE, THAT THE UNPLEASANT THINGS THAT MANIFEST IN THAT ATMOSPHERE—THE IMPURITY, AND THE UNPLEASANT THINGS—CANNOT LONGER SURVIVE, because Our Sacred Fire Love can consume them completely, and change them into the Fragrance, and the Healing, and the Harmony, the Light, the Illumination, and the Perfection which Our Love is!

We only ask people to use that which makes them happy; and It is the Master Presence of Life throughout Infinite Space for all Eternity, and is forever as free as the air you breathe!

Beloved Ones, if I were to talk to you a million, billion years, I could not exhaust the Blessings contained within that Love, for It fills and surrounds, controls all in existence that manifests anywhere in any System of Worlds. Do you not think It can manifest in you and your world, and produce the same Luminosity, and Beauty, and Perfection, and Music of the Spheres in you and your world, just as well as It can in the Ascended Masters’ Octave, or in Interstellar Space?

It is without limit! It is Almighty! It is Eternal; and there is never anything but Joy as the result of Its Use! It never creates any discord to any part of Life! If
I may remind you of this often, I may remind you of the Love and the Gratitude that were Mine, when the Blessed Godfré fulfilled My Desire that I had held so long! Fifty years is a long time to search for It; but I held to Love, and Love held to Me, and Love set Me Free! It will do the same thing for you!

Whenever you are unhappy, or limited, or in distress in any way, just stop a moment and know that Above you is the Love from your “Beloved I AM Presence,” and from the Ascended Masters’ Octave, that can love away everything that is of distress, and put an end to your experiment with that which God never designed! God never created—the Great Cosmic Law of Life never created discord! The Sacred Fire Love cannot create discord! So It is your place of Eternal Security!

If My Heart’s Flame of Love can remind you often enough to use It, day after day, in the little details with which you are concerned, to dissolve and consume that which is not the Happiness of Our Love, that which is not the Victory of Our Purity, that which is not the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan—if I can remind you, that My Love is waiting for you to use It—I trust We shall accomplish what the World calls Miracles.

As you gain a momentum in the use of It, the Master Powers of Life become perfectly natural in your
outer use; and as you use Them to bless the rest of Life, the Infinite Life above you will pour more Sacred Fire Love, and more Powers of Perfection into your outer use, till the World becomes the Heart Flame of Our Love, and your love, because you have passed this way and have accepted the Gifts of the Powers of Nature by which you could embody here, and in which you can abide, until your own Heart Flame from the "Mighty I AM Presence" has expanded enough to raise the flesh structure into the Ascension!

What else is there in this World that is important beside that? Is there anything important except the amount of Sacred Fire Love you draw into this World from the Ascended Masters' Octave, that you may purify, and balance, and set free some part of Life, or some part of substance that has been bound in discord that is not God's Divine Plan—never was, never will be, never was God-created?

Freedom is with you always, because the Mighty Saint Germain's Love to Life was the Call to bring the Knowledge of the Violet Consuming Flame into the physical conditions of this World, to those of mankind who would listen to Him, and accept, and use It, until Its Love has proved the Truth that He told; and the Great Cosmic Creative Word "I AM"—when you understand that as you issue those Words "I AM,"


the Ascended Masters' Sacred Fire Love that sets all Free, controls all manifestation, takes all through to the Ascension, and brings Joy to Life for Eternity; and "I AM" Its Victory!

Acknowledge It, Beloved Ones! Try It! Use It! Fill yourselves with It! Ask to be clothed with It! Ask your world to be Its World of Perfection, and then send It forth to the rest of Life, irrespective of what mankind has or has not done in outer world activities; and let It reveal to you what a change It brings, the Master Powers which are within It, and the Master Control which It is everywhere over Manifestation, everywhere you go in Infinite Space, the rest of Eternity!

You can never fail! You can never be limited again! You can never know anything but the Magnificent Happiness, and all the Ever-Expanding, Protecting Perfection of the Sacred Fire's Mighty Master Presence everywhere that Life abides!

Go forward and try It out; and, when you think of things that are in distress—whether they be the Powers of Nature, or, sometimes, the physical things that are in discord of the outer world, or whether you see human beings in distress—just CALL FORTH THE WORLD-ENFOLDING OCEANS OF WHAT-EVER SACRED FIRE'S PURIFYING LOVE WILL NOT LET MANKIND'S HUMAN CREATION EXIST LONGER IN ANY PART OF
LIFE, BUT JUST FORGIVE IT BY THE SACRED FIRE’S LOVE, for which the world for centuries has needed, but does not use to undo mankind’s unfortunate creation!

Do you realize that it was the Love of the Master in India, that told Me what to do to gain My Ascension; and His Love stayed with Me, and was the Strength and the Protection of the Love I needed to release, to search long enough, until I found It; and when I did find It, It was still Love! When the Love of the Blessed Godfré made the Call to God, as He understood It, to do That which fulfilled the Divine Plan, Love acted! His Call was Love! My Strength of the Light to search for the Cup was Love! The Sustaining Power I had was Love! Therefore, I got the Victory that only Love can bring!

When you want Victory, remember, It is Ascended Master Sacred Fire Love within which is all of everything Life could ever desire, or need, or use, or manifest, to fulfill the Great Divine Plan, and take every particle of Life into the Ascended Masters’ Octave for Eternity!

Since the World, this hour, is in distress indescribable, those of you who know This Law, We hope, will begin to CALL FORTH ITS OVERWHELMING COSMIC ACTION TO PREVENT NOW ANY LONGER MANKIND’S CREATION OF THAT
WHICH HAS CAUSED SUCH DISTRESS TO LIFE, AND WHICH HAS NO RIGHT TO EXIST, BECAUSE IT IS NOT LOVE!

Therefore, when you CALL FORTH THE ASCENDED MASTERS' MIRACLE MANTLE OF LOVE'S MASTERY, It is very Real, Tangible Substance and Flame from one or more of the Ascended Host, or a Conscious Projection from the Temples of the Sacred Fire of a Living Flame, and Living Substance, that can enfold anybody or anything in the Ascended Masters' Life, that consumes everything unlike Itself!

I hope, tonight, you will accept Its Mastery! We will abide with you, whenever you want Us; and if problems seem to need attention, We are quite willing to flood those problems with Our Hearts' Flame of Love, the Sacred Fire Love from the Ascended Masters' Octave, that is Indestructible Victory of Indestructible Purity, and Indestructible Control of all wherever you abide!

May We help you without limit; and We offer you everything to attain your Freedom, to exert your Mastery, to hold your Protection, and to help you render your service to your Loved Ones that Love will always give; and your Loved Ones will return their love to you. You can render that service that will be a Blessing to them and to you for Eternity!
We offer you the Master Presence of the Ascended Masters’ Sacred Fire Love, to redeem the Earth, and raise all into the same Great Perfection to which the Ascended Master Jesus attained, and into the Great, Eternal Freedom that the Mighty Master Saint Germain has said He would bring about; and He would love, and love, and love the World, till all are Free!

We hope you will love the World, as He has loved It! We hope you will love the World, as Beloved Jesus has loved It! And I hope I may be a part of the Love that helps you to free the rest of Life, till all have become the Ascended Masters’ Manifestation and the Ascended Masters’ Octave of Perfection for Eternity; and Love—the only Eternal Manifestation—forever fills everything with Its Happiness, and Ever-Expanding, All-Protecting Perfection of Eternity!

We offer you Our All! Our All is the Love of Our Life, and may Its Sacred Fire now come and stay around you, until you are raised into Our Octave forever!

Thank you with all My Heart!
Beloved Ones of the Light, I trust I may bring to your consciousness tonight, an Awareness of the Mighty Divine Plan of Life's Perfection in this World fulfilled, and the Full Comprehending Consciousness of all that It means to all Life, everywhere you go, the rest of Eternity!

Life's Almighty Divine Plan fulfilled is Ever-Expanding Perfection! Now, intellectually, you have heard this; and, intellectually, you agree with It! In your feeling you desire It; or, at least most people do, when they really understand It. But when you realize, that in allowing the Perfection of your own "Beloved I AM Presence" to come forth through the outer self, and fill all the conditions that you contact, and go on expanding Perfection that your "Beloved I AM Presence" is constantly giving, and that the Ascended Masters are constantly giving, through this Flame of the Seven Mighty Elohim, then you must realize that your effect upon the rest of Life, and the rest of the Universe around you, must forever be the expanding of the love, and the peace, and the blessings that have given you—from within the outer self—the good that
has kept you happy, the good that has enabled you to manifest Perfection in outer world conditions, and the good that has sustained harmony, and blessing and happiness for you.

Since the Life of the whole Planet, and the System—all the Life in this System of Worlds—is continually held within the Love of the Great Central Sun, and It is continually giving more of Itself, and Its Perfection, and Its Love, and Its Peace, and Its Purity into outer manifestation, always expanding that which is Harmonious and Perfect, then, the Individual must—someday—come to realize that the outer self must, of necessity—because of the Cosmic Law that governs all Systems of Worlds—the outer self must learn to let flow through that Greater Perfection, and that the outer self is obligated to pour that purifying love, and peace and blessing to Life; it is obligated to pour that back to every bit of Life in the Universe, because the Infinite Universe surrounds the finite body of the physical world of the Individuals who embody here. Since all that is the Perfection of Infinity is pouring Its Blessings to the Earth, then, every particle of Life in this World must—one day, sometime, somewhere—pour back to that Infinite Scheme of Creation—it must pour back its love!

Mankind embodied in this World has not received from the other Systems of Worlds anything but Light;
and Light is Love; and the Love is the Heart Flame from the Great Central Sun!

Therefore, since that Perfection of Life has constantly blest this World, and all upon It, then the Life in the human beings in this World is expected to pour back Love, and Blessing, and Perfection to the Greater Life of the Universe; and, until that is allowed to expand through the outer self, limitation and discord go on. But when the outer intellectual consciousness of the mind, and the desire in the feeling, understand and realize that the Greater Life is giving to the Individual, all the time—when the Full Illumination and Realization of all that means to the outer self, comes from within, as the All-Illumining Ascended Master Consciousness—then there comes the Expansion of the Unfed Flame in the Heart. When that comes, Happiness that is yours for Eternity, begins to fill everything in your beings and worlds; and, then you know—because of that Happiness—you know that you are that Love from the Great Central Sun! You know that all in the Universe loves you; and you, in return, must love the rest of Infinite Space!

Mankind cannot live alone! Individuals cannot live alone! No one part of Life can be completely cut away from all the rest of the Life in the Universe, because there is no place where Life is not. Therefore, the
Happiness that people seek—the Perfection the feeling in the emotional body desires, and craves, and wants to bring into outer manifestation, and place in the physical world—that Perfection must come from the “Mighty I AM Presence” and the Ascended Host; but It must come within the Individual, by the Love to the “Presence,” which keeps the way clear for the Perfect Ideas, and that Sacred Fire to come into the outer self—which is the Power that the outer self uses to produce manifestation out here, that is of Perfection, fulfills the Divine Plan, and It gives Its Blessings to the rest of Life wherever you abide.

The individual who does not live to let that Greater Love and Sacred Fire’s Perfection come into the outer self, and then, loves to give It back to the Infinite Life, and gives It back to all Life in the Universe—the Individual who will not live for that, simply closes the door to the Light and the Love, and abides in the distress of human discord, and impurity, and imperfection, because it will not let the Light of Love come through. When it comes to the Attainment of the Ascension, I assure you, Blessed, Blessed, Blessed Hearts of the Light—when you come to that moment—you can’t feel anything except the Love to Life that disconnects you from the discord of this World.

Now, before the Ascension, you can learn to pour that Love to Life, realizing It is the Greater Activities
of the Sacred Fire from your “Beloved I AM Presence” and all the Ascended Host. As you understand that, you can, and you will take time to—for even just a moment—ASK YOUR “BELOVED I AM PRESENCE” AND ALL THE ASCENDED HOST, TO FLOOD EVERYWHERE GREAT OCEANS OF ITS OWN SACRED FIRE LOVE! Just send It to all Life, to fulfill the Great Divine Plan of this World, and the System to which you belong. You could not give the Love of your own “Blessed Mighty I AM Presence,” and you could not give the feeling, within yourself, of offering love to the rest of Life, without having all the Love in Infinite Space come back and love you! You cannot lose! There is no such thing as not having the Greater Life flood you with Its Own Love, by which Infinite Space is filled with Perfect Manifestation, forever expanding!

Beloved Ones, when people will not live for the Expansion of the Sacred Fire’s Love of Ever-Expanding Perfection and Protection to all that is in manifestation—when mankind will not let that Love go forth, there is no such thing as Happiness and Peace! It doesn’t come from anywhere, except the Light of the Supreme Love of Creation! It is that Heart Flame from your “Beloved I AM Presence,” from the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings—the Heart Flame of Love that is the focus of Terrific Power in
the Temples of the Sacred Fire, which are the Homes of the Ascended Host and the Cosmic Beings—that Love in the Physical Sun, and the Great Central Sun, that gives Its Life into the use of the people of this World. Certainly the human intellect should understand, it owes something back to Infinite Life, because of the Blessings that the Life in this World has made possible for the outer self to use!

When it comes to the Hour of the Ascension—I assure you, as you leave this World—you will bless everything with the Love that is drawing you into Its Heart of Perfection forever. Then, the places that have seemed dark, and filled with discord and destruction, will be filled with the Sacred Fire's Purity, and Love, and Illumination. That is why, at every Ascension, there is a Raising takes place, not only of the immediate locality where the Ascension is accomplished, but in the city, and the Nation, and then throughout the World. EVERY ASCENSION RAISES THE EARTH, TO SOME DEGREE, INTO GREATER LIGHT.

If people—the masses of the people, I am speaking of now—would intellectually understand, and realize, and accept the Accomplishment of the Ascension as the Purpose of physical embodiment in this World, there would come such Illumination to the intellect of man, that mistakes would not longer be created in
outer world experience; and that which the World knows as problems would begin to dissolve and drop away. Until that Illumination comes—until that Sacred Fire Love comes into this World, through un-ascended beings, and That is poured back to the Great Central Sun— the Purification of the World does not release enough Purity, and enough Raising Power to keep the Illumination going on that prevents more and more creation of discord by mankind, when Individuals are bound in the darkness and the destruction of their own hard feeling to Life!

If I may be of Assistance to you, I trust I can convey to you My Feeling of Love and Gratitude to the Beloved Godfré for His Assistance to Me; because, when you realize what someone's Love for the outer world can, at the moment that you attain your Freedom—when that Love comes, It is Light that illumines your Pathway, and It surrounds you with the Peace that only Those know Who have attained It. You cannot be grateful enough for that the rest of Eternity, because of what It means when you enter into your Freedom for Eternity!

That is why the Beloved Saint Germain feels to the Master Jesus His Love and Devotion, and Obedience, even to this hour; because Beloved Jesus was the One Whose Love enfolded Him when He attained His Ascension. He never fails to pour back the Love, and
the Gratitude, and the Devotion to that part of the Universe—that Life—Whose Love was the Light that opened the Door to Eternal Freedom. So it is with you! So it is with the Blessed Godfré! So it is with every Ascended Master and Cosmic Being!

You cannot understand just how Intense That Love is till you begin to contemplate It; but if you ASK US TO TEACH YOU THE TRUTH OF ITS LAW, AND THE FEELING WHICH IT IS TO LIFE, there will come within you, such Light, such Illumination, that you won't feel anything else! The very Intensity of the Light of Our Love, as It comes within you, to give you the Explanation of the Law—Our Radiation coming in and around you—while your attention is on That, you do not feel anything but the Love of Our Life, and the Peace of the Light; because in that Light is Peace for Eternity.

If mankind would only call this, and fill—Individuals would fill themselves with It—or ASK US TO FILL YOU ALL WITH OUR HEARTS' FLAMES, CLOTHE YOU IN OUR HEARTS' FLAMES, AND BLAZE THE ILLUMINING PRESENCE OF THE SACRED FIRE INTO EVERYTHING, NO MATTER WHAT IT IS! If you'll just only let It expand—all that We want It to do for the rest of mankind—there couldn't a limitation remain within you!
I stand ready to make that Feeling alive within you, whenever you want It, or CALL TO ME, TO MAKE IT LIVE WITHIN YOU, AND TEACH YOU ALL THAT IT IS, AND CAN DO FOR LIFE, AND ALL THAT IT CONTAINS OF THE POWERS OF LIFE, TO BLESS EVERYBODY AND EVERYTHING YOU CONTACT, UNTIL EVERYTHING HAS BECOME THE ASCENDED MASTERS’ PERFECTION OF ETERNITY! And, in the Light of Our Love, Precious Ones, not only discord cannot come, but there cannot come imperfection of any kind into the physical bodies of those who will fill themselves with enough of Our Sacred Fire Love of Our Life!

Any time that you seem in distress, any time that problems weigh heavily upon you, any time that there seems to be a mistake, or a looking back upon something that was discordant, if you will just master that attention, and forbid it to any longer connect with the mistakes of the past—anyone’s, yours or anyone else’s—and if you will only command it to come into the Heart Flame of Our Illumining Love, and ask Us to teach you about Ourselves, and what Powers of Life We can draw in and around you, to enable you to create much more harmonious activities in the outer, enable you to create the things that fulfill the Divine Plan, and, wherever you go, your world becomes the
Divine Plan fulfilled, because you live within that which you create.

If you are interested in creating, in outer world conditions, the Ascended Masters’ Divine Plan fulfilled, Our Way, that It may bless all Life, wherever you call It forth, It can only produce that which is constructive. As It is sustained, It will let the Light of Our Love expand; and That is the Raising Power of all on this Earth, to raise it into the Ascended Masters’ Octave; because as you let Our Love come into this World, and you CALL OUR SACRED FIRE’S ILLUMINING LOVE INTO EVERY BIT OF SUBSTANCE, AND ENERGY, AND CONSCIOUSNESS IN THIS WORLD, It purifies, and illumines, and compels everything to come into Perfection—Harmoniously, Permanently. Then you will know what Power really is!

When you have attained this, or you have a good strong momentum of it in the atmosphere about you, you will find the Powers of Nature not only obey you, but They will come to you, They will flood to you Their Blessings, because your Love is a magnet that draws the Perfection of Their Life to you, as you give It to the World around you. I know of nothing—there is nothing in the Universe—that pours back such Expanding Perfection and Blessings for Eternity, as does the use of the Ascended Masters’ Sacred Fire Love in
the physical octave, while you yet remain unascended.

It is This I bring to you tonight, as Power Unlimited, to fulfill some of the Calls you have made tonight. I hope you will feel the Peace, and the Invincible Power, Authority and Control of everything about you, as you let Our Feeling come in and around you, and you acknowledge the Victory of Ascended Master Control, instead of the appearance world of what seems, at the present time, to be controlling outer world conditions; for I tell you, that temporary control by destructive forces of conditions in this physical world, that must be consumed by the Sacred Fire—and the Sacred Fire of Our Life is Power Unlimited, Invincible, Eternal Purity, and It is Victory assured!

As you understand that It is Invincible Protection, I plead with you, use It, use It, use It in anything and everything you do, from the smallest to the greatest; because It is the Sacred Fire from the Great Central Sun! It's the Sacred Fire everywhere in manifestation, that produces Perfection in outer physical conditions; and when physical conditions need purifying and correcting, please, first of all, CALL FORTH THE VIOLET CONSUMING FLAME’S PURIFYING LOVE, AND PROTECTING LOVE, THAT IS ALL FREEDOM FROM HUMAN DISTRESS! When you CALL FORTH THE ASCENDED MASTERS’ SACRED FIRE VICTORY OF THE CONTROL OF EVERYTHING IN THE PHYSI-
CAL WORLD, We can clothe you, in an instant, with Powers that, as yet, you have not drawn forth, and cannot draw forth from your "Mighty I AM Presence" and Higher Mental Body at the present time, until your momentum reaches a certain point. But, no matter what the crisis might be, if it were suddenly necessary to hold Invincible Protection around you—if you have this momentum around you, and your attention calls to Us for Our Sacred Fire Protecting Love—It can flash the next instant, before anything human can act in this physical world.

Sometimes, when it's difficult to pour kindness to people, or conditions in the physical world, just stop a moment, and CALL TO YOUR "BELOVED I AM PRESENCE" AND TO US, TO RELEASE WHATEVER SACRED FIRE POWER OF OUR PURIFYING LOVE IS NECESSARY, TO DO IN A CONDITION WHAT YOU CANNOT DO YET THROUGH YOUR OWN FEELING! Then, there comes the Sacred Fire from the Higher Mental Body, and from the Ascended Masters' Temples of the Light, and that Sacred Fire can go into any physical condition and control it when you, physically, cannot! Now, this is the Power We offer! This is the Sacred Fire Mastery over all mankind's human creation! It is Sacred Fire Victory, because It is Unlimited when It comes from the Ascended Masters' Octave, because there are no limitations there!
We offer you Unlimited Power of Our Sacred Fire Love, to do anything and everything in the physical world that needs to be done, in order to fulfill the Ascended Masters’ Divine Plan Their Way, keep It Invincibly Protected forever, Invincibly Free from anything human, and forever expanding Its Blessings to Life! I know of no greater interest on the investment of anything that you can do, any more than the moments that you place your love and attention upon your “Mighty I AM Presence” and the Ascended Host, and CALL FORTH OUR COSMIC SACRED FIRE LOVE INTO THIS WORLD, TO CONSUME EVERYTHING THAT IS NOT THAT LOVE; because that Love contains only Perfection. It is Master over all manifestation! It can do anything and everything; and there is no such thing as failure in Its use!

If you were in physical danger—the danger might have already started to destroy you—and yet, just the moment your attention comes to Our Sacred Fire Love, the Flash could enfold you, and that which was destructive could not touch you. I think It is worth every effort you will ever make to set This Habit—for the Habit must be set by Conscious Command! If you will MAKE THE CALL TO SET THIS HABIT, We will be very grateful to answer It, and just as quickly as possible! (Applause) Thank you so much! Won’t you be seated please, and just remain so.
Now, We have all been reminding you of This, in one way or another! Everyone of the Ascended Host has constantly come and reminded you of this Action, and are trying to help you establish the Habit—because, if you will make effort to set the Habit, you will find this will control your attention, and therefore, allow Our Perfection to come in and around you, instead of the outer world's discord controlling your attention, and allowing that to come—the outer world's discord—to come and make your problems, and your distress, and sustain lack and limitation.

There isn't a thing in the Universe that cannot be changed by the Ascended Masters' Sacred Fire Love; for It is Power Unconquerable, Invincible, Victorious, Overwhelming, and Eternally Sustained, forever Expanding! It is the Raising Power of everything in the Universe, to raise the lesser into the Greater; and It contains only Perfection! I would think that would be a relief from some of the experiments you've made in the physical world with trying other things, most of which did not produce Perfection, but only problems.

If there are problems that weigh heavily, will you please EXPERIMENT WITH ASKING YOUR "BELOVED I AM PRESENCE" AND US, TO DISSOLVE, OR SOLVE—which is one and the same thing—AND THEN, PREVENT THE PROBLEMS THAT TORTURE YOU! If you will only ASK US TO FILL EVERYTHING WITH
OUR SACRED FIRE LOVE, you will find many, many, many Powers being released within you, and many conditions changed in the world around you as if by magic. This is what is meant by Miracles, which are the Ascended Masters’ Divine Way of Perfection, uninterfered with, and uninterrupted by mankind’s discord. That is Eternal Security!

If you CALL FORTH THE ASCENDED MASTERS’ SACRED FIRE LOVE’S ETERNAL SECURITY IN AND AROUND EVERYTHING IN YOUR BEINGS AND WORLDS, you will give Us an opportunity to anchor into the physical structure of Earth more of the Sacred Fire, to help control conditions that need to be purified, and kept from destroying the Blessings that are yours this hour! This is Protection to all that is constructive; and It is the leashing, and dissolving and consuming of everything that is of human discord!

If We may help you, as We release this Power in and around you, to enable you to hold constructive activities sustained, and Victorious over the hordes of evil, you will give Us very Great Happiness—if you will let Us expand the Sacred Fire that relieves the Earth from the hordes of evil that have been generated through the centuries; and this must come! The Purity must come, if that which mankind has generated is to be consumed; but in the meantime, you may be the
Open Door through which this Sacred Fire comes, as you call It into outer physical conditions. Then, through the Powers of Nature and Forces of the Elements, We can draw certain other Forces to keep destructive conditions from either being sustained, or expanded; and so, It is the Victory of the Light! It is the Mastery of the Ascended Host’s Control of this World; and It is the Fulfillment of the Great Divine Plan—for the Great Divine Plan is only the Perfection Manifested of Our Sacred Fire’s Divine Love, and Almighty Manifesting Perfection, and Almighty Peace; because, wherever It goes, discord cannot be created again.

We enfold you in everything Our Hearts’ Love can give, and give you the Peace, and the Encouragement, and the Assistance, to keep your attention on that which forever raises you into the Ascension, and raises all you contact into That, one day, also! We clothe you in Our Miracle Mantle of the Love of the Sacred Fire; and may It blaze in and around you, Our Victory in all you ever do, Invincible for Eternity! Thank you with all My Heart!